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Foreword
This Statement of Reasons (this Statement) relates to an application (the Application)
made by the former Highways Agency, now Highways England to the Secretary of
State for Transport via the Planning Inspectorate under the Planning Act 2008 (as
amended) (the Planning Act 2008).
The Application is for development consent for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme (the scheme). This Statement explains why, if a development
consent order (DCO) is made by the Secretary of State for Transport in respect of the
scheme, it will be necessary for that DCO to contain powers to enable Highways
England to acquire compulsorily land and rights over land, and to take possession of
land temporarily, to enable the construction and delivery of the scheme (the Land).
This Statement also explains why there is a compelling case in the public interest for
Highways England, as promoter of the scheme and as the applicant for the DCO, to
be granted these powers of compulsory acquisition and temporary possession in
respect of the Land.
Without the acquisition and temporary use of the Land, the scheme cannot be
delivered. The need to ensure that the scheme can be delivered requires the
acquisition of a number of interests in so much of the Land as is in third party
ownership. Whilst Highways England will acquire the Land by agreement wherever
possible, powers of compulsory acquisition are also required as a means of overriding
existing rights and interests in or over land, as well as creating new rights over land,
and granting the right to take temporary possession of land. Highways England's
application for a DCO is supported by Land Plans and Works Plans. The Land Plans
show the extent of the Land required for the scheme. The Works Plans show the
works that would be carried out on the Land. This Statement explains (at Appendix
A) how the works (if authorised by the DCO) would affect each plot of Land and how
and why each plot of Land is needed for the scheme.
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Executive summary
The A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme (the scheme) is one of the
UK’s largest road projects and represents a significant investment in the region by
both central and local government. It extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts
of Huntingdon, to Milton junction on the Cambridge Northern Bypass, and includes an
upgrade to the A1 trunk road as far north as Alconbury.
A Development Consent Order (DCO) application has been submitted by the former
Highways Agency, now Highways England, to the Planning Inspectorate acting on
behalf of the Secretary of State, in accordance with relevant legislation and with
guidance issued by the Planning Inspectorate. This Statement has been prepared in
accordance with relevant regulatory requirements and is incorporated within the DCO
application to explain how powers of compulsory acquisition and temporary
possession are needed to secure the delivery of the scheme, and to explain the
scheme objectives, and the alternative options considered. It also provides further
key information in support of the scheme and demonstrates the robustness of the
proposed option, chosen following careful consideration of alternatives. It considers
the scheme against relevant planning and government policy, including the National
Policy Statement for National Networks which was laid before Parliament on 17
December 2014 for the approval of the House of Commons, prior to its designation by
the Secretary of State on 14 January 2015.
The overarching objective of this Statement is to explain how and why the Land is
required for the delivery of the scheme, and to demonstrate that there is a compelling
case in the public interest for Highways England to be granted powers of compulsory
acquisition and powers of temporary possession to enable it to secure the Land for
the scheme. This Statement therefore sets out comprehensively the case for the
grant of powers of compulsory acquisition and temporary possession, together with
full reasoning and justification for the powers sought.
This Statement is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the scheme and its objectives and to the basis
on which an application for a DCO will be made.
Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the scheme.
Chapter 3 describes the scope of the compulsory acquisition and temporary
possession powers that are being sought in relation to the Land and which are set out
in the Draft Development Consent Order (the DCO).
Chapter 4 sets out the location, topographic features and current usage of the Land
that would, if the DCO were made, be subject to the exercise of powers of
compulsory acquisition and temporary possession; this chapter also describes land in
the vicinity of the scheme.
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Chapter 5 explains the purpose for which the compulsory acquisition and temporary
possession powers are sought, and how the exercise of the powers to acquire land
compulsorily, acquire new permanent rights over land, and take temporary
possession of land would be given effect. Further detail is provided in Appendix A to
this Statement, explaining exactly what land or rights need to be acquired, and what
land needs to be possessed temporarily, in relation to which part of the scheme. The
purpose of these explanations is to demonstrate that each parcel of Land (affected by
the scheme) is necessary to the delivery of the scheme.
Chapter 6 considers matters that the Secretary of State must have regard to in
deciding whether or not to include powers to acquire land compulsorily in the DCO for
the scheme, and concludes that the granting and exercise of powers of compulsory
acquisition and temporary possession to enable the delivery of the scheme would be
justified, proportionate and in the public interest.
Chapter 7 and Appendix B of this Statement explain the engagement that has been
undertaken with land owners affected by the scheme and others with an interest in
the Land, and explains why powers of compulsory acquisition and temporary
possession are sought in respect of each interest in land.
Chapter 8 explains the impact that the scheme, if implemented, would have on land,
rights in land and apparatus owned by statutory undertakers.
Chapter 9 explains how human rights, in so far as those rights are of relevance to the
scheme, are protected under the European Convention for Human Rights and the
Human Rights Act 1998. This chapter of the Statement also considers how the
scheme complies with this legislation, notwithstanding the interference with the
private rights of those with an interest in the land potentially affected by the scheme.
Chapter 10 sets out the planning policy position in relation to the scheme, and the
Government's view on the need for the scheme.
Chapter 11 explains that the Land affected by the scheme includes some special
category land, and proposes the application of exemptions under Section 131 of the
Planning Act 2008 to obviate the requirement for special parliamentary procedure to
apply to the DCO for the scheme.
Chapter 12 lists other consents that will or may be required in addition to the powers
sought in the DCO, including consent to the inclusion of Crown land in the DCO.
This Statement includes a Glossary, which explains the key terms used in the abovementioned chapters.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

This Statement of Reasons (this Statement) relates to an application made by
the former Highways Agency, now Highways England (the Applicant) to the
Planning Inspectorate on behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport, under
Section 37 of the Planning Act 2008 (the Application).

1.2

The Application is for a development consent order (DCO) for the A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme (the scheme). If made by the
Secretary of State for Transport, the A14 (Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme) Development Consent Order 201[*] (the DCO) would
grant powers to enable the improvement and upgrading of a 34 km (21 mile)
length of the strategic highway network between Cambridge and Huntingdon,
the widening of a 5.6 km (3.5 mile) section of the A1 between Brampton and
Alconbury, and the modification and improvement of the associated local road
network in the A14 corridor.

1.3

A version of the National Policy Statement for National Networks (NN NPS)
was laid before Parliament on 17 December 2014 for the approval of the
House of Commons, prior to its designation by the Secretary of State. This NN
NPS was designated by the Secretary of State for Transport on 14 January
2015. The designated NN NPS states that the Government’s strategic policy
objective is to deliver improvements in capacity, connectivity and resilience on
the national road network to support a prosperous and competitive economy
and to improve overall quality of life. These strategic aims are reflected in the
objectives of the scheme, which are to:








combat congestion: making the route between Huntingdon and Cambridge
more reliable and providing capacity for future traffic growth;
unlock growth: enabling major residential and commercial developments to
proceed, leading to increased economic growth, regionally and nationally;
connect people: by placing the right traffic on the right roads and freeing up
local capacity for all types of road user, including pedestrians, cyclists and
equestrians;
improve safety: designing the proposed scheme to modern highway
standards, introducing better lane control, and providing adequate capacity
for predicted traffic levels; and
create a positive legacy: securing the wider benefits of the road
improvement scheme for local communities and businesses.
As is noted above and explained in more detail later in this Statement and in
the Case for the Scheme (document reference 7.1), the objectives of the
scheme are aligned with the Government's strategic policy objectives relating
to the national road network.
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1.4

A description of the scheme, including its key features, is provided in Chapter 2
of this Statement.

1.5

The scheme is a nationally significant infrastructure project (NSIP) for the
purposes of Sections 14(1)(h) and 22 in Part 3 of the Planning Act 2008 . This
is because (among other reasons) the scheme involves the construction,
improvement and alteration of a highway wholly in England, for which the
Secretary of State is the highway authority and which is likely to have a
significant effect on the environment. As the scheme is an NSIP, the Applicant
is required to seek development consent in order to construct the scheme in
accordance with the requirements of the Planning Act 2008 and the Applicant
has therefore submitted the Application to the Planning Inspectorate.

1.6

This Statement has been prepared in compliance with the requirements of
Regulation 5(2)(h) of the Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed
Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 (the APFP Regulations) and the
Planning Act 2008: Guidance related to procedures for compulsory acquisition
of land produced by the Department for Communities and Local Government,
September 2013 (the CA Guidance). This Statement is required because the
DCO, if made, would authorise the compulsory acquisition of interests or rights
in land as well as confer on the Applicant the additional powers below, which
are further described in Chapter 3 of this Statement:







1.7





2

Compulsory acquisition of rights;
Private rights over land
Acquisition of subsoil or airspace only;
Rights under or over streets
Temporary use of land for carrying out the authorised development; and
Temporary use of land for maintaining the authorised development.
This Statement forms part of a suite of documents in support of the Application
submitted in accordance with section 55 of the Planning Act 2008 and
Regulation 5 of the APFP Regulations and should be read alongside those
documents. In particular, the Applicant has submitted the following documents
relating to the compulsory acquisition and temporary possession powers
sought to enable delivery of the scheme:




1

Statement of Reasons

this Statement1;
a statement to explain how the DCO will be funded (the Funding Statement 2,
document reference 4.2);
plans showing the land over which it is proposed to exercise compulsory
acquisition powers and rights to use land and occupy land temporarily (the
Land Plans, document reference 2.3); and
a book of reference (the Book of Reference, document reference 4.3)
containing details of the land proposed to be subject to powers of

Which also applies to the proposed provision
Also covering the proposed provision
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compulsory acquisition and temporary possession, and including the names
and addresses of all known parties who may have an interest in the Land
that would be affected by the scheme if development consent was granted
and implemented;
an application under the Infrastructure Planning (Compulsory Acquisition)
Regulations 2010 ('the CA Regulations') for powers to acquire compulsorily
additional land not included in the original application ('the proposed
provision') (document reference HE/A14/EX/68);
Supplemental Land Plans showing the additional land in the proposed
provision (document reference HE/A14/EX/77);
a Supplemental Book of Reference identifying persons with an interest in the
additional land in the proposed provision (document reference
HE/A14/EX/68).

1.8

This Statement relates to the land and rights which need to be acquired, and
the land which the Applicant needs to take possession of temporarily, to enable
the scheme to be constructed. The Land is described in more detail in Chapter
4 of this Statement.

1.9

The Applicant considers that there is a compelling case in the public interest
for the inclusion in the DCO of compulsory acquisition and temporary
possession powers that will enable the Applicant to secure any outstanding
land interests and rights, which cannot be acquired by agreement, and which
are required to facilitate the delivery of the scheme. That compelling case is
articulated in this Statement and is evidenced further in the wider
documentation comprising the Application.
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2.

Description of the scheme

2.1

The A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme involves upgrading a
34 km section of the A14 trunk road between Ellington, to the west of
Huntingdon, and Milton, to the north-east of Cambridge.

2.2

In addition to the improvement of the A14 trunk road the scheme includes the
widening of the A1 trunk road over a 5.6 km length between Brampton and
Alconbury together with the construction of a new local road over a length of
9.5 km to provide an alternative non-trunk route between Huntingdon and
Cambridge.

2.3

The A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme is being designed to
combat congestion and to provide a modern, high-standard strategic route that
has the capacity and resilience to cope with the anticipated growth in road
traffic. A core objective of the scheme is to separate strategic through-traffic
and long-distance commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate
standards of road for each group of travellers and establishing a highway
network that is safer, more resilient, and more sustainable. Junctions will be
designed to provide freer movement of traffic during peak periods and capacity
will be built in for anticipated housing developments, in particular that planned
at Northstowe. Additional capacity will also be provided on the A1 trunk road in
the vicinity of its junction with the A14 in order to ensure improvements on the
A14 are not offset by an increase in congestion on the adjacent trunk road.

2.4

All junctions with the trunk road will be grade separated and designed to
provide adequate capacity in the design-year, accommodating known phases
of residential and business development which have yet to gain planning
consent where appropriate. The number of junctions will be minimised (the
junction to the A14 at Dry Drayton will be removed) to support the strategic
intent of the scheme, which is set out in Chapter 1 of this Statement, and there
will be no access to private properties from the trunk road.
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2.5

The figure below provides a diagrammatic representation of the scheme.

2.6

The scheme can be broken down geographically into the following sections:
Huntingdon southern bypass








The scheme commences at Ellington, where a new grade-separated
roundabout junction would be constructed on the existing A14 trunk road to
maintain movement into and out of Huntingdon and onto the A1 trunk road
by means of west-facing slip roads. A single carriageway local road would
be constructed from Ellington to Woolley Road.
The first section of the improvement scheme provides a 20 km southern
bypass to Huntingdon. From Ellington, a dual two-lane all-purpose link
would be constructed to a new junction with the A1 trunk road to the southwest of Brampton. This junction would allow movements between the A14
westbound and the A1 northbound and between the A1 southbound and the
A14 eastbound.
The scheme continues eastwards as a dual three-lane all-purpose
carriageway from the A1 junction and re-joins the existing A14 corridor level
with the village of Swavesey. The road crosses the flood plain of the River
Great Ouse on two low viaducts, the first being a nine-span structure of
approximately 540m in length and the second a five-span structure of
approximately 265m in length.
The scheme crosses the East Coast Mainline railway by means of a singlespan bridge which has been designed to accommodate the requirements of
Network Rail for overhead electrification.
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A junction would be provided with the A1198 to the south of Godmanchester.
West-facing slip roads would allow eastbound traffic to exit the A14 and
westbound traffic to join the A14 at this point.
Swavesey to Girton













The scheme continues eastwards from Swavesey along the line of the
existing A14 to Girton, on the western outskirts of Cambridge, where it
connects with the M11 motorway and the A428 trunk road by means of a
grade-separated junction.
Between Swavesey and Bar Hill the improved A14 would be built to dual
three-lane all-purpose road standards. From Bar Hill to Girton the road would
become a dual four-lane all-purpose highway.
An improved junction would be provided to the south of Swavesey; this
would accommodate all traffic movements to and from the A14 trunk road
and would maintain access to Cambridge Services and Buckingway
Business Park.
An improved junction would also be provided at Bar Hill where all traffic
movements would be accommodated to and from the A14 trunk road. The
junction would provide a link between the proposed housing development at
Northstowe and the trunk road network; the design makes provision for
phases one and two of this development.
The Girton intersection would accommodate all the existing traffic
movements between the M11 motorway, the A14 and A428 trunk roads, and
the A1307 Huntingdon Road. The existing westbound alignment of the A14
through this intersection would be improved by the closure of the current
loop arrangement and the construction of a new link road which would
provide for freer movement through the junction.
The movement of traffic between the A428 and the A14 to the west of Girton
junction is not provided for in the current road layout and the new scheme
also does not accommodate it. This is because traffic movements that would
use this connection have been shown to be exceedingly low.
Local access road





The scheme includes a local access road, built to single carriageway
standards (except for that part between Fen Drayton and Swavesey which is
currently part of the existing A14, which is dual two-lane carriageway), which
extends from the bypassed section of the existing A14 near Fen Drayton to
Huntingdon Road at Girton, a length of approximately 9.5 km. It would
connect with the improved trunk road by means of the junctions at
Swavesey, Bar Hill and Girton. The existing junction with the A14 at Dry
Drayton would be closed.
This local road would be operated by Cambridgeshire County Council. It
would include provision for non-motorised road users by means of
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segregated tracks adjacent to the highways and non-motorised user bridges
over the trunk road.
The local road would run to the north of the A14 trunk road from Fen Drayton
to Dry Drayton. At Dry Drayton it would cross under the A14 trunk road and
continue to the south side of the trunk road to Girton where it would connect
to Huntingdon Road. A new access would be provided to Cambridge
Crematorium from this local road.
Cambridge northern bypass





The route of the A14 continues east along the Cambridge northern bypass,
from Girton to Histon. This 2.4 km section is being improved as part of a
current Highways England project which does not fall within the scope of the
Development Consent Order for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon
improvement scheme. This Girton to Histon scheme involves widening the
existing A14 carriageway to dual three-lane all-purpose standards.
The most easterly section of the scheme extends between Histon and Milton
junctions. This 2.5 km section would also be built to dual three-lane allpurpose road standards. A lane is dropped in each direction through the
junction and the existing two-lane dual-carriageway would continue east from
Milton.
A1 Brampton to Alconbury





A 5.6 km section of the A1 trunk road between Alconbury and its junction
with the new Huntingdon Southern Bypass (between Brampton and
Buckden) would be widened to dual three-lane all-purpose road standards.
This is in order to accommodate the increased traffic flows to and from the
A14.
The A1 would be displaced to the west of its current position over a 2.6 km
length between Brampton Hut and Brampton.
De-trunking works





The existing A14 between Brampton Hut, Spittals Junction, and Swavesey
would be downgraded and de-trunked. Responsibility for operating the road
would pass from Highways England to Cambridgeshire County Council.
The existing A14 multi-span bridge over the East Coast Mainline railway in
Huntingdon would be demolished as part of the downgrading work. A
through route would be maintained for light traffic by means of new singlecarriageway links to Brampton Road in Huntingdon from the de-trunked A14
at Mill Common and Views Common. Traffic would cross the Brampton
Road bridge, currently subject to a 7.5 tonne weight restriction, and a link
road would be constructed to improve access into Huntingdon from the south
and east by connecting the existing A14 with the Huntingdon ring road near
the bus station and by constructing a new link road from Brampton Road to
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connect with the A14 to the west. The Brampton Road Bridge would remain
as the crossing over the East Coast Mainline railway for lightweight traffic.
Other scheme wide elements of the authorised works
2.7

The works required for delivery of the scheme, including any associated
development, are set out in Schedule 1 of the DCO (document reference 3.1)
and are referred to in the DCO as “the authorised works”.

2.8

In connection with the works listed in Schedule 1 to the DCO the DCO would
authorise further development within the DCO boundary (shown as the red line
boundary on the Land Plans and Works Plans) consisting of:














alteration of the layout of any street permanently or temporarily including but
not limited to increasing the width of the carriageway of the street by
reducing the width of any kerb, footway, cycleway, or verge within the street;
alteration of the layout of any street permanently or temporarily including but
not limited to reducing the width of the carriageway of the street by
increasing the width of any kerb, footpath, cycle track, or verge within the
street;
ramps, means of access, footpaths, footways, bridleways, equestrian tracks,
cycle tracks, cycleways, embankments, viaducts, aprons, abutments, shafts,
foundations, retaining walls, drainage, wing walls, highway lighting, fencing
and culverts;
street works, including breaking up or opening a street, or any sewer, drain
or tunnel under it, tunnelling or boring under a street, works to place or
maintain apparatus in a street, works to alter the position of apparatus,
including mains, sewers, drains and cables;
works to alter the course of, or otherwise interfere with a watercourse other
than a navigable watercourse;
landscaping and other works to mitigate any adverse effects of the
construction, maintenance or operation of the authorised development;
works for the benefit or protection of land affected by the authorised
development;
works required for the strengthening, improvement, maintenance or
reconstruction of any streets; and
such other works including contractor’s compounds, borrow pits, areas of
flood compensation, working sites, storage areas and works of demolition as
may be necessary or expedient for the purposes of or in connection with the
construction of the authorised development.
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2.9

The works described above would be subject to specific mitigation
requirements regarding, for example, landscaping and environmental
mitigation. These requirements are set out in Schedule 2 to the DCO.

2.10

The specific uses of individual plots of land are described in Chapter 5 and
Appendix A of this Statement.
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3.

Scope of compulsory acquisition of land and
rights in land, and temporary possession of land

3.1

Section 122 of the Planning Act 2008 states that “an order granting
development consent may include provision authorising the compulsory
acquisition of land” if certain conditions are met. Those conditions, which are
set out in section 122 of the Planning Act 2008, are that the land "is required for
the development to which the development consent relates; is required to
facilitate or is incidental to that development; or is replacement land which is to
be given in exchange". In addition, the exercise of powers of compulsory
acquisition is conditional upon there being "a compelling case in the public
interest for the land to be acquired compulsorily". The way in which these
conditions are met by the case for the scheme is considered in Chapter 6 of this
Statement.

3.2

Regulation 5(2)(h) of the APFP Regulations requires a statement of reasons for
seeking a DCO which includes powers for the “compulsory acquisition of land or
an interest in land or right over land”.

3.3

The main powers authorising the acquisition of land or interests in or rights over
land are contained in article 20 of the DCO. Other compulsory acquisition
powers are sought in the DCO, and these similarly relate to land and may or will
interfere with property rights and interests. In addition, powers are sought in the
DCO to enable the temporary possession and use of land. In each case the
owner of the land or rights in land would be entitled to compensation.

3.4

The additional powers referred to in paragraph 1.6 above include the following:
Article 23 Compulsory acquisition of rights

3.5

This article allows for the acquisition of rights over land, and for the imposition of
restrictive covenants affecting land, as may be required for any purpose for
which land is compulsorily acquired under article 20.

3.6

In respect of the land listed in column 1 of Schedule 5 of the DCO, article 23(2)
restricts the purpose for which such rights may be acquired, or restrictive
covenants imposed, to the purpose listed in column 2 of that schedule.
Article 25 Private rights over land

3.7

Article 25 provides for the extinguishment of private rights:





over land subject to compulsory acquisitions outright (article 25(1));
over land subject to the compulsory acquisition of rights, or subject to the
imposition of restrictive covenants, to the extent that continuing the existing
rights would be inconsistent with the right acquired or restrictive covenant
imposed (article 25(2));
over land belonging to the Applicant and which activity authorised by the DCO
would interfere with or breach those rights (article 25(3)); and
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with regard to land of which the Applicant may take temporary possession
under the DCO, article 25(4) provides that all private rights over that land will
be suspended and unenforceable for as long as the Applicant is in
possession of it.
Article 27 Acquisition of subsoil or airspace only

3.8

Article 27 allows the Applicant to acquire only the subsoil under or airspace
over any land over which it has powers of compulsory acquisition under article
20, for the same purposes for which it may acquire the whole of the land under
that article.
Article 29 Rights under or over streets

3.9

Article 29 allows the Applicant where required for the construction of the
scheme to use the subsoil or airspace under or over any street. The powers
would not extend to a subway or underground building or to cellars or similar
structures forming part of a building fronting the street (article 29(3)) but
nonetheless would interfere with property rights.
Article 30 Temporary use of land for carrying out the authorised
development

3.10

Article 30 would enable the Applicant to take temporary possession of the land
specified in column 2 of Schedule 7 to the DCO, and any other land included
within the limits of deviation so long as the Applicant has not made a declaration
to vest the land in itself or entered the land following a notice of entry in advance
of acquisition.

3.11

Article 30(1)(b)-(d) would enable the Applicant to:



3.12

remove buildings and vegetation from the land;
construct temporary works (including accesses) and buildings on the land;
and
construct permanent works specified in column 3 in Schedule 7 to the DCO,
and other mitigation works.
The period for temporary possession would be subject to time limits under
article 30(3). Unless the owner of the land agreed, the Applicant could not
remain in possession:





as regards any land specified in column 2 of Schedule 7 to the DCO, for more
than a year after completing that part of the scheme specified in relation to
that land in column 3 of Schedule 7; and
as regards any other land within the limits of deviation, for more than a year
after completing the work for which temporary possession was taken (unless
before the end of that period the Applicant has made a vesting declaration or
served notice of entry).
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Article 30(4) provides that before giving up possession of any land the Applicant
would be obliged to remove all temporary works and restore the land to the
owner’s reasonable satisfaction. This would not require the replacement of a
building removed under this article, the restoration of land on which permanent
works have been constructed, the removal of ground strengthening works or the
removal of any measures installed over or around statutory undertakers’
apparatus to protect that apparatus.
Article 31 Temporary use of land for maintaining the authorised
development

3.14

Article 31 would enable the Applicant to take temporary possession of any land
within the limits of land to be acquired or used, which is reasonably required for
the purpose of maintaining the scheme at any time during the maintenance
period (i.e. five years from the date on which that part of the authorised
development is open for use).

3.15

Article 31(1)(c) would allow the Applicant to construct temporary works and
buildings on the land, so far as reasonably necessary for maintenance works.

3.16

The Applicant would not be able to take temporary possession of a house, or a
garden belonging to a house, or any other occupied building (article 31(2)).

3.17

The Applicant may only remain in possession of land under this article for so
long as may be reasonably necessary to carry out the maintenance of the part of
the scheme for which possession was taken (article 31(4)).

3.18

Before giving up possession of land temporarily possessed under this article, the
Applicant would be required to remove all temporary works and restore the land
to the owner's reasonable satisfaction (article 31(5)).
Other rights and powers

3.19

The DCO also confers other rights and powers on the Applicant that may
interfere with property rights and private interests. These additional powers are:



Article 13 Permanent stopping up of streets; and
Article 14 Temporary stopping up and restriction of use of streets.

3.20

Appendix C to this Statement presents explanations relating to the provision of
alternative routes for stopped up streets, streets subject to prohibition of use
through traffic regulation measures, and private means of access to be stopped
up.

3.21

Any person suffering a loss due to the exercise of the foregoing compulsory
acquisition of rights and powers may be entitled to compensation. Any dispute
in respect of the compensation payable is to be determined by the Upper
Tribunal (Lands Chamber).
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4.

Description of land and rights in land affected by
and in the vicinity of the scheme

4.1

This chapter describes the Land which is proposed to be subject to the
compulsory acquisition powers that are sought in the DCO. The Land is shown
on the Land Plans (document reference 2.3 HE/A14/EX/216) and the works for
which the Land is required are represented on the Works Plans (document
reference 2.4HE/A14/EX/217). In addition to the information provided in this
Statement, short textual descriptions of each numbered plot shown on the
Land Plans together with details of ownership are set out in the Book of
Reference (document reference HE/A14/EX/2264.3).

4.2

The scheme boundary would enclose approximately 1,469 hectares. The
scheme would require the freehold acquisition of approximately 1,199 hectares
of land, the temporary possession of approximately 241 hectares and the
temporary possession of land with acquisition of permanent rights over an area
of approximately 29 hectares. The land within the scheme boundary includes
approximately 309 hectares of existing highway.

4.3

A detailed description of the Land together with a description of key features
and characteristics of the landscape surrounding the scheme can be found in
the Landscape chapter of Volume 1 of the Environmental Statement
(document reference 6.1).
Location

4.4

The location of the scheme is shown on the Scheme Location Plan (document
reference 2.1).

4.5

The scheme would be wholly located within the administrative area of
Cambridgeshire County Council and the proposed route would pass through
the administrative areas of Huntingdonshire District Council and South
Cambridgeshire District Council.

4.6

The scheme would be located between the A14 at Ellington to the west of
Huntingdon (approx. Ordnance Survey Grid Ref. - 518215, 271876), and the
existing Milton junction on the A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass (approx.
Ordnance Survey Grid Ref. – 547078, 262079).
Existing Land Use
Alconbury to A1 Brampton interchange

4.7

The route corridor of the A1 between Brampton Interchange and Alconbury
outside the highway boundary is mainly arable farmland. The main developed
area between Alconbury and Brampton Hut service area is the Huntingdon Life
Science Research Centre west of the A1, which is located approximately 800
metres south of Alconbury and accessed via Woolley Road that has a junction
with the A1.
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4.8

The Brampton Meadows Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is located
abutting the north-west corner of the Brampton Hut interchange area on the
opposite side of the existing A14 from the Brampton Hut service area.

4.9

The Brampton Hut service area is located on the south-west side of the
Brampton Hut A1/A14 interchange. The service area has a fuel filling station,
motel, fast-food restaurant with ‘drive-thru’ and a lorry park.

4.10

Continuing south from the Brampton Hut service area, the land surrounding the
A1 returns to mainly arable farmland. However, there is an area of ancient
woodland located approximately 1km west of the A1, approximately 1km
south-west of the service area. Brampton Wood is the second largest area of
woodland in Cambridgeshire and is designated as a SSSI. The wood offers
recreational and landscape interest as well as valuable wildlife habitat.

4.11

To the east of the A1 is the village of Brampton. The western-most residential
areas of Brampton are within 200 metres of the existing A1 highway boundary.

4.12

Whilst the remaining land either side of the A1 between Brampton Hut
interchange and the A1 Brampton junction (a distance of nearly 3km) is arable
farmland, there are some fishing lakes on the eastern side of the A1, close to
Brampton Road which crosses the A1 via a bridge.
A14 Corridor - Ellington to Huntingdon

4.13

The land use surrounding the A14 from Ellington to Brampton Hut interchange
is predominantly arable. However, there are some flooded former gravel pits
abutting the northern highway boundary and a farm and depot with an access
off the existing westbound A14.

4.14

Huntingdon racecourse is located approximately 800 metres to the east of
Brampton Hut interchange, just north of the A14, whilst Hinchingbrooke
Country Park is located on the southern side of the A14 between the
settlements of Brampton (which abuts the southern highway boundary of the
existing A14) and Huntingdon.

4.15

The market town of Huntingdon is the second largest settlement within the
vicinity of the scheme. The existing A14 currently separates the southern parts
of Huntingdon from the remainder of the town. The East Coast Mainline railway
also passes through Huntingdon, from north to south, and the A14 currently
crosses the railway via the Huntingdon viaduct, which is considered to be a
visually obtrusive structure within the town. As is recorded in the Visual /
Landscape Chapter and the Heritage Chapter of the Environmental Statement
(document reference 6.1), the viaduct has a negative impact on the town and
on the setting of heritage assets such as the site of the former Huntingdon
Castle (a scheduled monument) and the Huntingdon Conservation Area.
Huntingdon to Girton

4.16

The eastern edge of Huntingdon is bounded by the River Great Ouse. This
navigable river is locally designated as a county wildlife site for its nature
conservation interests, but it is also a popular recreational asset. Close to the
Great Ouse viaduct, which takes the A14 over the river, there is a confluence
between the River Great Ouse and another watercourse, Alconbury Brook.
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Portholme which is statutorily designated at national (SSSI) and European
(Special Area for Conservation) level for nature conservation interest, is an
area of meadowland located south of the A14 and south-east of the confluence
between Alconbury Brook and the River Great Ouse. A long distance trail, the
Ouse Valley Way, follows the river corridor under the A14 and northwards
through an area of common land, known as Westside Common, to the east of
Huntingdon.
4.17

The town of Godmanchester is located immediately east of the Great Ouse
valley, on the south side of the existing A14. From Godmanchester, the land
use surrounding the A14 becomes predominantly arable again as far as Girton,
although the settlements of Fenstanton and Bar Hill abut the road corridor to
the north and south respectively.

4.18

Although dominated by arable farmland, there are pockets of other land use
within the area close to the existing A14, such as farmsteads, small industrial
estates, hamlets, former gravel pits, a water treatment plant, the Cambridge
Crematorium and a golf course (attached to the Menzies Hotel).
Cambridge Northern Bypass

4.19

The Girton interchange links the M11 motorway to the A14 trunk road. From
Girton interchange the A14 becomes what is known as the Cambridge
Northern Bypass, which takes the trunk road around the northern perimeter of
the city of Cambridge.

4.20

The village of Girton, located east of Girton interchange, is the home of
Cambridge University’s Girton College. Much of the land surrounding the A14
is therefore part of the College’s estate.

4.21

Between the village of Girton and the Histon interchange, the land use is again
predominantly agricultural (arable). However, from Histon onwards, the
northern extents of the city of Cambridge abut the A14 corridor. The new mixed
use development of Orchard Park (formerly Arbury Park and Arbury Camp) is
located alongside the south-east edge of Histon interchange. There are
pedestrian/cycle crossing points that have recently been improved across the
A14 at this junction to cater for local journeys between the settlement of Histon
to the north of the junction and the new areas of development at Orchard Park.

4.22

There is a hotel (Holiday Inn) located to the north-east of Histon interchange,
which overlooks Impington Lake, a popular angling location. The route of the
Cambridgeshire guided busway passes to the eastern side of Impington Lake
in a south-east to north-west direction.

4.23

The residential area of Kings Hedges lies on the southern side of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass between Orchard Park and Milton junction, whilst
to the north the land remains in arable farming use and is designated Green
Belt land.
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4.24

To the south-west of Milton junction is the Cambridge Science Park. The
science park was established by Trinity College, Cambridge University, in
1970, and is recognised as a centre for innovation and high-tech industry. Over
100 companies are located within the Science Park. Cambridge Regional
College is also situated within the Science Park.

4.25

Milton junction is located at the eastern end of the scheme.
Surrounding land use

4.26

Land use within the scheme area comprises:










agricultural farmland (predominantly large scale arable fields);
areas of grassland such as Mill Common and Views Common (which are
subject to farm business tenancies and used for grazing) within Huntingdon;
natural features (such as the River Great Ouse, various other smaller main
rivers and watercourses, Brampton Wood, and meadows, including
Portholme and Brampton Meadow);
major highway infrastructure, including the A1, the existing A14 and
Cambridge Northern Bypass;
East Coast Mainline railway line east of River Great Ouse valley;
residential;
commercial (including Brampton Hut Services, Cambridge Services, Bucking
Way Business Park south of Swavesey); and
recreational sites such as Hinchingbrooke Country Park, county wildlife
site/gravel pits at Buckden, golf course within the grounds of the Menzies
Hotel at Bar Hill, and angling lakes at Brampton and Fenstanton.
Settlements

4.27

The largest settlements within the vicinity of the scheme are Huntingdon to the
west and Cambridge to the east. Brampton and Hinchingbrooke are to the
south-west of Huntingdon, and Godmanchester and St Ives are to the southeast and east.

4.28

The existing A14 passes close to Brampton and Godmanchester and runs
between Huntingdon and Hinchingbrooke. Between Huntingdon and
Cambridge lie settlements known as The Hemingfords, Swavesey, Fenstanton,
Fen Drayton, Longstanton and Oakington, all to the north of the A14, with The
Offords, Hilton, Conington, Boxworth, Lolworth, Bar Hill and Dry Drayton all to
the south of the A14.
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The A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass runs between the Cambridge northern
fringe and the extended villages of Impington, Histon and Milton, as well as
passing through the southern part of Girton, while Fen Ditton lies just south of
the A14, beyond the extent of the scheme. Cambridge northern fringe is made
up of housing, light industry and substantial offices and research
establishments, including Cambridge Science Park, the Innovation Centre, the
Regional College and the new mixed-use development at Orchard Park.
Public rights of way (Pedestrian, Cyclist and Equestrian Routes)

4.30

The Effects on All Travellers Chapter in Volume 1 of the Environmental
Statement (document reference 6.1) includes a description of the existing
public rights of way network. Approximately fifty public rights of way have been
identified within the scheme area, as being potentially affected by the scheme.
Existing public rights of way and any alterations proposed as part of the
scheme are shown on the Rights of Way and Access Plans (document
reference HE/A14/EX/2182.5).

4.31

There is a network of public rights of way (PRoW) within the vicinity of the
scheme. This includes designated footpaths, bridleways and byways, many of
which cross or meet the proposed alignment of the scheme and/or the existing
A14. The connectivity of many PRoWs is compromised by the existing A14.
Where footpaths and bridleways meet the A14 and no formal crossing is
provided, the hazards associated with crossing a dual carriageway such as the
A14 are a deterrent to most users or potential users. The severance effect of
the existing A14 therefore reduces the value of many of PRoWs in terms of
their current usefulness as routes for walkers and other non-motorised users.

4.32

In Huntingdon the network of PRoWs includes Footpaths 133/4 and 133/6 that
together skirt Mill Common. These footpaths, together with a cycle track and a
permissive path through Mill Common, provide access between Huntingdon
town centre and the bus station, and Huntingdon railway station. Footpath
133/11 crosses under the A14 via an underpass approximately 500 metres
north-west of the A14 viaduct and provides a linear link from Huntingdon town
centre, through Views Common, to Hinchingbrooke Country Park and recent
development (business and residential) in Hinchingbrooke near the Spittals
interchange. From Footpath 133/11 it is possible to access a shared
cycleway/footpath (permissive path) which provides a traffic free route along
the edge of the grounds of the Cambridgeshire Constabulary HQ to
Hinchingbrooke School.

4.33

Cycle routes in the vicinity of the scheme include routes that form part of the
National Cycle Network (NCN) as well as local or regional cycle routes
identified on the Cambridgeshire County Council’s cycle network maps. NCN
routes 11, 12 and 51 lie within the scheme area.

4.34

The Ouse Valley Way long distance trail follows the River Great Ouse,
crossing the existing A14 via an underpass near Godmanchester. In addition,
the Pathfinder long distance walk is located east of the Ouse Valley. This
distance walk is a heritage trail in memory of the RAF Pathfinder Force and
links up four airfields (Wyton, Graveley, Oakington and Warboys).
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Services
4.35

A number of existing utility services lie within the area of the scheme and some
would be affected by the authorised works in that they would be required to be
diverted or re-aligned (these are listed below). Such diversion or re-alignment
may not be wholly contained within the land to be acquired and in such cases
the Applicant proposes to acquire new permanent rights over land for the
benefit of the utility company and/or take temporary possession of land in order
to undertake the works. The scheme may also affect existing minor private
supplies and also services and utilities such as telecommunications cables that
are anticipated to be diverted within the highway boundary (these are not listed
below). Descriptions of the diversion / accommodation works which will need to
be carried out are described in Chapter 8 of this Statement, which considers
the impacts of the scheme on statutory undertakers’ land, rights and
apparatus.

4.36

Thirteen water mains belonging to Anglian Water Services plc would be
affected at locations between north of the A1/A14 Brampton Hut Interchange
and west of the A14 Milton Junction along the route of the new A14 (refer to
Work Nos. 39, 41, 46, 50, 55, 56, 58, 62, 72, 74, 79, 82, and 87). The mains
comprise either potable water, storm water or foul water. The potable mains
vary in diameter from 50 millimetres to 500 millimetres. The foul water mains
are either gravity systems of 225 millimetre diameter or pumped systems of
between 125 and 450 millimetre diameter. Between Swavesey Junction and
Bar Hill Junction adjacent to the A14 at Uttons Drove is a sewage treatment
works where some of the foul water mains terminate.

4.37

Eight water mains carrying potable water and belonging to Cambridge Water
Plc would be affected at locations between Potton Road, north of Hilton, and
the A14 Girton Interchange along the route of the new A14 (refer to Work Nos.
45, 64, 66, 69, 71, 76, 80 and 83). They vary in diameter between 100 and 500
millimetres.

4.38

In total thirteen gas mains belonging to National Grid would be affected by the
authorised works. Eleven Twelve gas mains belonging to National Grid would
be affected at locations between Offord Road, south-west of Godmanchester,
and the A14 Hilton Junction along the route of the new A14 (refer to Work Nos.
53, 59, 61, 63, 65, 70, 73, 78, 81, 84, and 86 and 90). They vary in diameter
between 100 and 300 millimetres and are mostly intermediate pressure
systems. In addition, a further 300 millimetre diameter high pressure gas main
would be affected by the scheme in Huntingdon (refer to Work No.88).

4.39

Thirteen power lines belonging to UK Power Networks Limited would be
affected at locations between north of the A1/A14 Brampton Hut Interchange
and the A14 Bar Hill Junction along the route of the new A14 (refer to Work
Nos. 38, 42, 44, 49, 51, 52, 54, 57, 60, 67, 68, 75, and 77). The affected lines
would predominantly be 11kV or 33kV overhead lines of the type carried on
wooden poles.
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A 220 millimetre diameter oil pipeline operated by The Oil and Pipelines
Agency would be affected at two locations, north and south of the A1/A14
Brampton Hut Interchange (refer to Work Nos.40 and 43).
Diligent Inquiry for the purposes of identifying persons with interests in
land affected by the scheme

4.41

Persons with an interest in the land, as defined by section 44 of the Planning
Act 2008, are required, under section 42 of the Planning Act 2008, to be
identified through diligent inquiry and consulted on a proposed application for
development consent.

4.42

Through diligent enquiries those with an interest in the Land have been
identified and are listed in the Book of Reference (document reference 4.3).
This includes those whose land or interest in land may be affected by the
authorised development and those who may have a relevant claim arising out
of the authorised development.

4.43

The diligent inquiry process included the following methods:











HMLR Title Plans: scheme wide searches of the HMLR Index Map were
undertaken and relevant HMLR Title Plans were obtained.
Land Interest Questionnaires (LIQ): questionnaires were sent requesting
confirmation of known land interests and provision of other relevant
information.
Environmental impact assessment information: this was used to identify
those people within "Category 3" pursuant to section 44(4) of the Act who
might have a relevant claim (including as a result of noise, lighting or air
quality) as defined under section 44(6).
Additional searches and enquiries: with host councils, utility providers,
Companies House, director report data, the electoral register, the Canal and
Rivers Trust and the Inland Waterways Association (to identify private rights
of navigation) and enquiries to identify mooring rights at marinas in the
vicinity of the scheme.
Site enquiries: where no LIQ response was received or it was not possible
to identify land interests from other sources, addresses were visited so that
verbal doorstep interviews could be undertaken to gather information on the
relevant land interests.
Web based research: to verify details or identify interests where land was
unregistered or it was not possible to identify land interests from other
sources.
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5.

Purpose for which the compulsory acquisition
and temporary possession powers are sought

5.1

The purpose of seeking the compulsory acquisition and temporary possession
powers is to enable the Applicant to construct the scheme as set out in the
DCO and as explained in this Statement.

5.2

The specific purpose for which each parcel of Land (proposed to be subject to
compulsory acquisition or temporary possession powers) is required is set out
in the tables in Appendix A to this Statement. The first column of the tables
refers to the plot numbers shown on the Land Plans (document reference 2.3)
and used in the Book of Reference (document reference 4.3). The second
column of these tables sets out the work numbers shown on the Works Plans
(document reference 2.4) and described in Schedule 1 of the DCO (document
reference 3.1). The tables in Appendix A of this Statement should be read in
conjunction with and by reference to the Land Plans (document reference 2.3)
and the Works Plans (document reference 2.4). In addition, Schedule 1 of the
DCO sets out the development which, if the DCO were made by the
Secretary of State for Transport, would be authorised by the DCO. As such,
Schedule 1 provides detailed descriptions of each of the numbered works
shown on the Works Plans. Therefore, Appendix A of this Statement should
also be read in conjunction with Schedule 1 of the DCO.

5.3

Tables 1A and 1B in Appendix A list all of the Land that is proposed to be
acquired in connection with the scheme. The purpose of acquiring the Land
referred to in Tables 1A and 1B is to enable the Applicant to construct on that
Land, the works which would be authorised by the DCO.

5.4

Schedule 5 of the DCO lists the Land over which specific new rights are to be
acquired and/or created. This information is also shown in Tables 2A and 2B
in Appendix A. The rights to be acquired or created are necessary for the
purposes of constructing the works, and/or operating and maintaining the
scheme thereafter.

5.5

Schedule 7 of the DCO lists Land of which the Applicant needs to take
temporary possession. This information is also shown in Tables 3A and 3B in
Appendix A. The specific purposes for which this Land will be used are stated
in Schedule 7 of the DCO. The purpose of using land temporarily is to provide
areas for essential works sites, compounds, storage, and space to carry out
utility diversions and set up haulage routes. The temporary use of this Land is
essential to facilitate the construction works that are necessary to deliver the
scheme.

5.6

The specific purposes of the additional acquisition powers described in
paragraph 1.6 of this Statement are as follows:

Article 25 (private rights over land) ensures that existing private rights over
so much of the land that is subject to compulsory acquisition outright under
article 20 or acquisition of rights under article 23 are extinguished or
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suspended so as not to interfere with the construction and operation of the
scheme, but such private rights may continue if the Applicant decides that
they can be exercised without interfering with the scheme;
Article 27 (acquisition of subsoil or airspace only) would facilitate
construction by authorising the use of the subsoil or airspace over any
streets where it is required for the construction of the scheme;
Article 29 (rights over or under streets) would facilitate construction by
authorising the use of the subsoil under or airspace over any street;
Article 30 (temporary use of land for carrying out the authorised
development) ensures that appropriate work sites, working space and means
of access will be available for use during the construction period and
provides space for the carrying out of mitigation and any other permanent
works; and
Article 31 (temporary use of land for maintaining the authorised
development) ensures that the land is available for maintenance works
during the five year maintenance period after construction.
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Justification for seeking powers of compulsory
acquisition and temporary possession
The matters to which the decision maker must have regard

6.1

Section 122 of the Planning Act 2008 (referred to in this Chapter as 'the Act')
provides that a DCO that includes compulsory acquisition powers may be
granted only if the conditions in sections 122(2) and 122(3) of the Act are
met. The conditions are:



6.2

In respect of the condition in section 122(2), the DCLG Guidance related to
procedures for compulsory acquisition (Planning Act 2008) (September 2013)
(the CA Guidance) makes it clear (at paragraph 11 and following) that the
Secretary of State, in his capacity as decision maker, must be in no doubt as
to the purposes for which any land is to be compulsorily acquired. In
particular:





6.3

at section 122(2), that the land is required for the development to which the
DCO relates, or is required to facilitate or is incidental to the development, or
is replacement land that is to be given in exchange under sections 131 and
132 of the Act; and
at section 122(3), that there is a compelling case in the public interest for
inclusion of powers of compulsory acquisition in the DCO. The decision
maker must be persuaded that there is compelling evidence that the public
benefits derived from the compulsory acquisition will outweigh the private
loss suffered by those whose land is to be acquired.

in respect of land required for a project for which development consent is
sought, the Applicant must be able to demonstrate that the land is needed
and the Secretary of State must be satisfied that the land which is proposed
to be acquired is no more than is reasonably required for the purposes of the
development;
in respect of land required to facilitate or land incidental to the proposed
development, the Secretary of State must be satisfied that the land to be
taken is no more than is reasonably necessary for that purpose and is
proportionate;
in respect of any land that is replacement land which is proposed to be given
in exchange under sections 131 and 132 of the Act, the Secretary of State
will need to be satisfied that the compulsory acquisition is needed for
replacement land, that no more land is being taken than is reasonably
necessary for that purpose, and that what is proposed is proportionate.
In respect of the condition in section 122(3), the CA Guidance makes it clear at
paragraphs 12 and 13 that the Secretary of State must be satisfied that there
is a compelling case in the public interest for the land to be acquired
compulsorily. There must be compelling evidence that the public benefits that
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would be derived from the compulsory acquisition will outweigh the private loss
that would be suffered by those whose land is to be acquired.
6.4

Paragraphs 8 to 10 of the CA Guidance set out a number of general
considerations that the Applicant must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
Secretary of State in respect of justifying an order authorising compulsory
acquisition. These are as follows:






that all reasonable alternatives to compulsory acquisition (including
modifications to the scheme) have been explored;
that the proposed interference with the rights of those with an interest in the
Land is for a legitimate purpose and is necessary and proportionate;
that the Applicant has a clear idea of how the land which it is proposing to
acquire will be used;
that there is a reasonable prospect of the requisite funds for acquisition
becoming available; and
that the purposes for which such powers are included in an application for
development consent are legitimate and sufficiently justify interfering with the
human rights of those with an interest in the land affected.
Requirement for the DCO Land (section 122(2))

6.5

This section explains why the Applicant considers that the conditions in
section 122, and the considerations set out in the CA Guidance are satisfied
in respect of the proposed acquisition of the Land for the scheme.

6.6

As described in detail in Chapter 5 above and in Appendix A of this
Statement, the Land is required for the purposes of the scheme in respect of
which the DCO is sought. The acquisition of the Land is therefore required for
the purposes of the DCO. Without the Land the scheme cannot be delivered.
The Applicant intends to acquire the Land by agreement wherever possible
and, accordingly, has written to all those with an interest in the Land, to
inform them of its willingness to negotiate to acquire land and interests in land
by agreement. However, powers of compulsory acquisition are also required
as a means of overriding existing rights and interests in or over land, as well
as creating new rights over land, and granting the right to take temporary
possession of land. The Application is supported by Land Plans and Works
Plans. The Land Plans show the extent of the Land required for the scheme.
The Works Plans show the works that would be carried out on the Land. This
Statement explains (at Appendix A) how the Works (if authorised by the
DCO) would affect each plot of Land and how and why each plot of Land is
needed for the scheme.
Case for the scheme and alternatives considered

6.7

As explained in detail in the Main Alternatives Chapter in Volume 1 of the
Environmental Statement, (document reference 6.1) and summarised below,
the Applicant has explored alternative options for the scheme and selected
the most appropriate option (see also the following paragraphs of this
Statement, which explain how the scheme (the subject of the DCO
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Application) was selected). None of the alternative options would obviate the
need for compulsory acquisition and temporary possession of the Land. The
Land that is proposed to be acquired for the scheme is no more than is
reasonably required for it to occupy, and for its construction, mitigation and
ongoing maintenance.
6.8

The A14 trunk road is an arterial link in the UK’s strategic road network.
Extending for 210 kilometres (130 miles) from the M1/M6 motorway junction
at Rugby to Cambridge and the Haven Ports (Port of Felixstowe, Port of
Ipswich, Harwich International, Harwich Navyard, and Mistley), it is classified
as a link in the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) and carries traffic
from the United Kingdom to, and from, continental Europe.

6.9

Up to 85,000 vehicles currently use the A14 between Cambridge and
Huntingdon every day, which is significantly above the level of traffic that was
expected when the road was built. In addition, up to 26 per cent of this traffic
comprises heavy goods vehicles, a proportion well above the national
average of 10 per cent.

6.10 Traffic congestion is therefore inevitable, particularly on the approaches to
roundabout junctions at Brampton Hut and Spittals, on the stretch of road
between Fenstanton and Bar Hill, and on the approaches to the junction with
the M11 at Girton interchange. The Cambridge Northern Bypass experiences
peak-hour junction congestion, with queues often backing up onto the dual
carriageway slip roads.
6.11 The resulting delays make commuter trips longer and more frustrating, while
inconveniencing long-distance strategic users and making freight movements
costlier and less predictable. Also, as the road is, for the most part, a twolane dual carriageway, it lacks resilience when accidents, breakdowns and
roadworks occur.
6.12 On 4 December 2013, a draft National Policy Statement for National Road
and Rail Networks (NN NPS) was published. The NN NPS was subject to a
consultation period which ran until 26 February 2014. On 17 December
2014, a final form of the NN NPS was published and laid before Parliament
for the approval of the House of Commons, prior to its designation by the
Secretary of State for Transport as a national policy statement. This final
form of the NN NPS was designated by the Secretary of State for Transport
on 14 January 2015. The designated NN NPS sets out the Government’s
vision and policy against which the Secretary of State will make decisions on
applications for development consent for nationally significant infrastructure
projects on the strategic road and rail networks.
6.13 Following its designation, the NN NPS has effect in relation to development of
the description to which the Application relates. Accordingly, in deciding the
Application, the Secretary of State must have regard to the NN NPS, and the
Application must be decided in accordance with it, as required by sections
104(2) and (3) of the Planning Act 2008.
6.14 The scheme aligns with the Government’s strategic policy objective, which is
stated in the designated NN NPS as being to deliver improvements in
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capacity, connectivity and resilience on the national road network to support a
prosperous and competitive economy and to improve overall quality of life.
The scheme would also contribute to the strategic aim, set out at paragraph
2.2 of the designated NN NPS, of "improv[ing] the national networks to
address road congestion [...] to provide safe, expeditious and resilient
networks that better support social and economic activity; and to provide a
transport network that is capable of stimulating and supporting economic
growth".
6.15 The way in which the strategic objectives of the scheme are aligned with
Government policy set out in the designated NN NPS is explored in more
detail in Chapter 10 of this Statement. The need for the scheme is also
documented in national and local policy documents, as explained in further
detail in the Case for the Scheme (document reference 7.1). The need for
improvements to the A14 between Cambridge and Huntingdon has been
recognised for well over a decade:












1998: The Roads Review put on hold a previous scheme to widen the A14
between Bar Hill and Huntingdon, and the Government commissioned a
multi-modal transport study to investigate the combined problems of
congestion, road safety, and residential development pressure in the
Cambridge and Huntingdon area.
The results of the Cambridge to Huntingdon Multi-Modal Study (CHUMMS)
were published in 2001, and recommended the introduction of a bus-based
rapid transit system, traffic calming in the Cambridgeshire villages, and
improvements to the A14 trunk road.
2003: The highway improvement scheme was further developed and entered
the Government’s targeted programme of improvements in April 2003. A
number of route options were developed, following the principles set out in
CHUMMS. The CHUMMS strategy included a dual three-lane southern
bypass of Huntingdon and the removal of the trunk road viaduct across the
East Coast Mainline railway in Huntingdon.
2005: The CHUMMS strategy was taken to a public consultation between
March and June 2005, together with the alternative proposal in which the
Huntingdon viaduct was retained for movements between the north and east.
There was greater support for the CHUMMS strategy than for the alternative
strategy during this consultation.
2006: An unsuccessful legal challenge as to the process of selection of the
alignment of the Huntingdon southern bypass was mounted by local
opponents of the scheme. The then Highways Agency consulted further on
six previously considered route options, which would be referenced against
the CHUMMS proposal. A second public consultation therefore followed
between December 2006 and March 2007.
2006: The A14 Huntingdon Study was also commissioned by the then
Highways Agency (the Applicant) in conjunction with the local authorities
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(Cambridgeshire County Council and Huntingdonshire District Council) to
assess the effectiveness of proposed connections with the local network in
the vicinity of Huntingdon. The study concluded that removing the viaduct,
replacing it with an at-grade junction in Brampton Road, building the West of
Town Centre Link, and providing a new link at Mill Common to the existing
A14 would be most beneficial to the town in economic terms.
2007: A preferred route announcement was made by the Secretary of State
in two stages: first, the route between Fen Drayton and Fen Ditton was
announced in March; and second, the route between Ellington and Fen
Drayton, which validated the CHUMMS strategy, was announced in October.
2009: Further work was done to develop the preferred route and to prepare
draft line and de-trunking orders, side roads and compulsory purchase
orders, between 2007 and 2009. A scheme with an estimated cost of £1.1
billion was developed and a start of works date in early 2012 was proposed.
2010: Plans were drawn up to commence a public inquiry in July 2010 but, in
the Government’s 2010 Spending Review, the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton
scheme was withdrawn from the roads programme as it was considered to
be unaffordable in the financial climate current at that time.
2011: In late 2011, following the termination of the Ellington to Fen Ditton
scheme, the Department for Transport commissioned a study to re-consider
multi-modal options for this section of the A14 trunk road. The A14 Study
identified a range of interventions, which included a public transport
package, a rail-freight package, and a road package; the A14 Study
identified 21 un-tolled road options, from which six viable highway packages
emerged and were further considered against traffic, economic,
environmental and social criteria. The A14 Study resulted in a public
challenge exercise, aimed at encouraging the public and other stakeholders
to participate in the debate about option selection.
2012: In July 2012 the Secretary of State for Transport announced that the
A14 would be tolled between Cambridge and Huntingdon. The final stage of
the A14 Study was to recommend a solution that was capable of being
tolled. A new seventh option (Option 7) emerged as a hybrid of highway
package options 3 and 5 (both of which were among the six options
identified by the A14 Study in 2011).
2012-2013: the then Highways Agency’s Options Phase (options
identification and option selection) began in late 2012 and continued for
approximately one year. Option 7 from the A14 Study was further developed
to produce Option 7A. This included proposals to widen the A1 trunk road
from a dual two-lane to dual three-lane carriageway between Brampton Hut
and the new junction with the Huntingdon Southern Bypass at Brampton. A
value engineering exercise took place in May 2013, from which Option 7B
(named ‘the proposed scheme’) emerged.
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2013: the then Highways Agency conducted a non-statutory public
consultation exercise over a five-week period between Monday 9 September
and Sunday 13 October 2013 to gain the views of the community and
stakeholders on the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
proposals (Option 7B), the proposed tolling arrangements, and the other
options previously considered under the A14 Study. The Public Consultation
Report was published in mid-December 2013; only days after the
Government announced its decision not to toll. The consultation report,
Public consultation on route options 2013 – consultation report, December
2013, was only able to report on the tolled scheme options.
2014: as a result of the ‘not to toll’ decision, the then Highways Agency reevaluated the business case for the proposed scheme alongside the
alternatives previously considered and the decision to progress Option 7B
was re-affirmed by the Government’s Board Investment and Commercial
Committee in March 2014.
2014: comments received through the non-statutory options consultation
were considered by the design team and resulted in a number of changes to
the scheme which would be presented in the proposed scheme at the
statutory pre-application consultation. The proposed scheme, now without
proposals to toll and incorporating design changes resulting from feedback
received, was presented at a statutory pre-application consultation spanning
a ten week period from 7 April until 15 June. Following the consultation,
changes were subsequently made to the proposed scheme, which is now
referred to as ‘the scheme’ (and which is the subject of the Application for
the DCO).
The strategic objectives of the scheme
Combating congestion
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6.16 The scheme would relieve traffic congestion on a critical link in the national
transport network, improving safety and quality of life for businesses, hauliers
and commuters.
6.17 The scheme is designed to combat congestion and to provide a modern,
high-standard strategic route that has the capacity and resilience to cope with
the expected growth in road traffic for 15 years after opening. It intends to
achieve this by seeking to separate strategic through-traffic and long-distance
commuters from local traffic, providing appropriate standards of road for each
group of travellers and establishing a highway network that is safer, more
resilient, and more sustainable.
6.18 The scheme is designed to provide freer movement of traffic during peak
periods by the use of grade separated junctions. These would assist traffic
flow by allowing vehicles to enter and exit the road without interfering with the
passage of through traffic.
6.19 Additional capacity would also be provided on the A1 trunk road in the vicinity
of its junction with the A14 in order to ensure improvements on the A14 are
not offset by an increase in congestion on the adjacent A1 trunk road.
6.20 The de-trunked A14 from Spittals to Swavesey together with the new local
access road from Fen Drayton to Girton interchange would provide a route for
scheduled bus services, which would no longer make use of bus stops on the
A14 trunk road. This would assist reliability of public transport due to the free
flow of traffic projected on these local roads and would assist users by the
improved accessibility of bus stops.
6.21 The scheme seeks to address a long-standing congestion problem on an
important link in the strategic road network; it would make journeys easier
and less stressful and, following de-trunking, would remove unwanted traffic
from sections of the A14 around Huntingdon that were never designed to
cope with such high levels of traffic.
Unlock growth
6.22 Employment growth in Cambridgeshire is rising faster than the national
average with many jobs being created in high skill jobs. This can be seen in
the growth of new developments such as that to the eastern end of the
scheme at North West Cambridge, being taken forward by Cambridge
University, and to the west of the scheme by the enterprise zone at Alconbury
Weald, being progressed by the Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough
Local Enterprise Partnership.
6.23 Increased capacity of the A14 trunk road over this section would help unlock
growth in Cambridgeshire as a whole and prepare the sub-region for a
predicted national increase in road traffic. At a local level, it would provide
employers with access to a more extensive labour market as improved flow of
traffic and greater journey time reliability makes travel to work easier.
6.24 It would also assist in the development of new housing to accommodate the
anticipated growth in population. Of note, the National Infrastructure Plan
2014 references the 10,000-home development that has commenced at
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Northstowe and which would make use of the A14, later phases being reliant
on improvements to the local transport network, including to the A14.
6.25 The improved A14 would contribute towards national growth by facilitating
more free flowing strategic traffic on this section of the Trans European
Transport network (TEN-T). It would improve journey time reliability between
the Midlands and the East Anglia.
Connect people - Improved local roads
6.26 The scheme would help to keep heavy through-traffic away from urban and
village roads that were never intended to cope with today’s traffic, providing
local people with better and safer local access to services and amenities.
6.27 By de-trunking sections of the A14 and providing a new local access road,
opportunity is created for Cambridgeshire County Council to develop a more
sustainable local road system that makes journeys between the towns and
villages quicker, easier and more enjoyable. The former Highways Agency,
now Highways England worked collaboratively with the local authorities
through which the road passes in developing the scheme to the point of
application for development consent, and will continue to do so through to its
operation.
6.28 Rural parts of Cambridgeshire would benefit from the scheme too. The
provision of a high-quality strategic route and an alternative route between
Huntingdon and Cambridge would reduce much of the A14 avoidance
currently experienced in villages in the Cambridge to Huntingdon corridor,
such as Willingham and Boxworth, which causes congestion as well as
negative social and environmental impacts on those villages, such as noise
and pollution.
6.29 The Transport Assessment (document reference 7.2) submitted as part of the
DCO application shows how the scheme would deliver these benefits through
a detailed analysis of current and projected traffic flows on both local and
strategic routes with and without the scheme.
Non-motorised users and vulnerable users
6.30 Provision within the scheme for non-motorised users (NMUs) would increase
travel options available to local people, contribute towards safety and improve
connectivity between communities. A new route would be provided to the
side of the local access road between Fenstanton and Girton, tying in with
existing facilities to the east and west and linking with footpaths and
bridleways currently curtailed by the existing A14. New dedicated north/south
crossings would be provided at Swavesey and Bar Hill, as well as in the
vicinity of Brampton Hut Services. In addition, consideration of nonmotorised users has been given to the design of all junctions. Further detail
is available within the Chapter on sustainable transport within Chapter 5 of
the Transport Assessment (document reference 7.2).
6.31 By improving journey time reliability (again evidenced in the Transport
Assessment) and by creating local routes between communities via the new
local access road, the scheme would assist the travel arrangements of more
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vulnerable groups who do not own a car and rely on other forms of transport,
such as public transport, Dial-a-Ride, cycling and walking.
6.32 The de-trunking of the existing A14 from Fen Drayton to Brampton Hut would
provide an important opportunity to re-integrate communities such as
Fenstanton and Hemingford which for many years have been separated by a
busy through road. Subsequent to the scheme they would sit alongside a less
trafficked local road.
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6.33 The bridge (viaduct) that carries the A14 over the East Coast Mainline, close
to Huntingdon station, would be removed in its entirety once the Huntingdon
Southern Bypass is complete. This structure creates severance within
Huntingdon and, as a result of recent essential maintenance work, imposes a
height restriction on vehicles passing beneath it to access the town centre
and the railway station. The new road network to be created would improve
connectivity within the town and the environment in this location would
improve due to a reduction in traffic.
Improving safety
6.34 The scheme would improve safety, providing benefits to long-distance
through-traffic and to local drivers and their passengers. The Transport
Assessment, (document reference 7.2) predicts a reduction in casualties over
the study area of in the order of 3,000 people within the 60 year assessment
period.
6.35 The Huntingdon Southern Bypass would be designed to modern highway
standards, with good forward visibility, well designed, grade-separated
junctions and no direct access to properties from the new road.
6.36 Access to residential and business premises would no longer be possible
directly from the A14, but instead would be from a local road constructed
alongside the trunk road between Girton and Fen Drayton or from the detrunked, and less busy, A14 between Fen Drayton and Huntingdon. Again,
the local access road and its junctions would be designed to modern
standards. Use of the local access road would reduce the degree to which
slow moving local traffic mixes with faster moving strategic traffic and the
potential for incidents that this creates.
6.37 Safety on local side roads would improve as a consequence of lower traffic
volumes, with a consequential reduction in the likelihood of conflict. This
would make those roads safer, not only for motorised road users but also for
pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians.
A positive legacy
6.38 The legacy ambition for the scheme centres on a recognition by the former
Highways Agency, now Highways England, that a project on this scale has
impacts that extend beyond the transport and economic case, as well as the
environmental impacts and their mitigation.
6.39 Legacy is an intrinsic part of any road scheme, as relieving congestion and
increasing capacity leads to opportunities at local, regional and national level
that have significant benefits for the future. However, in respect of the
scheme, Highways England aims to go further and work proactively with local
stakeholders to identify ways in which it can support wider ongoing benefits,
and contribute to delivering local and regional objectives and priorities.
6.40 The Greater Cambridge economy is successful and is a key driver for
economic growth for the whole of the east of England. This success is
largely built on its specialism in science and technology and hi-tech
industries. However, as is increasingly the case with knowledge economies
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such as that seen in Cambridgeshire, this is not sufficient to guarantee
economic growth. The ability to attract a skilled workforce in a global
economy relies not only on good infrastructure, but also on access to physical
and cultural amenities. The development of a road infrastructure that
supports both strategic and local traffic would contribute to continued
success, supporting inward investment and population growth. For this
reason the first theme identified to support delivery of the legacy objectives
focusses on quality of life as a complement to the economic benefits that
result from the scheme. A number of design features have been incorporated
in the scheme to support the delivery of the quality of life theme: for example,
the removal of the viaduct in Huntingdon, the cycleway from Fenstanton to
Girton and the dedicated non-motorised user crossings. The second theme
considers the building phase itself as a source of opportunity for local
businesses, and seeks to create employment and provide local people with a
route to develop the skills needed to deliver the scheme, and which will
remain relevant in the growing regional construction economy.
6.41 The scheme’s legacy ambitions extend beyond Highways England's standard
remit in operating and maintaining the trunk road and motorway network, and
success relies upon developing a strong partnership with relevant
stakeholders. Highways England is developing a stakeholder engagement
infrastructure to drive the legacy ambition for the project, and to support
collaborative working that would draw on the skills and expertise of all
interested parties.
Other scheme features
6.42 An earthworks strategy has been developed to facilitate the delivery of the
scheme. The scheme design would require much more fill material than
would be available from the cuttings excavated along the proposed road. The
preferred solution, taking into account environmental and planning
constraints, would be to source this material from borrow pits along the
scheme as shown on the Works Plans (document reference 2.4). This would
be a sustainable approach with regard to bulk earthworks materials. Taking
into account environmental and geotechnical considerations, construction
logistics, and restoration requirements, borrow pits at six areas have been
identified to supply fill material to the scheme. Preliminary restoration
proposals have been developed for each one which provide a fully
functioning restoration delivering either; agricultural after use, or a landscape
suitable for nature conservation and low key recreational use/access. The
environmental impact of borrow pits and topsoil storage areas is considered
within the Environmental Statement (document reference 6.1).
6.43 The locations of borrow pits and topsoil storage areas have been selected
with regard to their proximity to the works areas where the fill material would
be used, in order to minimise haul distances and the amount of construction
traffic using the existing A14 and local roads and reducing the carbon
footprint of the earthworks construction. Borrow pit locations were selected to
maximise the likelihood of winning material suitable for the earthworks, based
on the available geotechnical data. They were also selected to minimise
different land owner plots and so to minimise disruption to land boundaries.
The topsoil storage areas would provide places where topsoil stripped from
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the footprint of the scheme would be stored temporarily during the
construction phase. The topsoil would then be used to re-soil earthworks
slopes and landscaping areas. The topsoil storage areas assume a maximum
height of stockpiling of 2 metres.
6.44 Floodplain compensation areas would be constructed at a number of
floodplain locations throughout the scheme as shown on the Works Plans
(document reference 2.4). The construction of the scheme and primarily the
road embankment would remove existing volumes of floodplain that store
floodwaters. If these areas are not replaced then there is the potential for the
scheme to exacerbate existing levels of flood risk on these watercourses.
Consequently the floodplain compensation areas are excavations designed to
flood, to replace those volumes of floodplain removed by the scheme.
6.45 Drainage attenuation and treatment ponds would be constructed at many
drainage outfall locations into watercourses throughout the scheme as shown
on the Works Plans (document reference 2.4). The runoff from the road
cannot be directly drained to the watercourses as it would result in an
increase in peak flow against existing and potentially increase flood risk.
Consequently the rate of runoff from the road would need to be restricted to
an equivalent of the undeveloped state known as Greenfield runoff rates. This
will produce a volume of water that would need to be released to the
watercourse at the reduced rate over a longer period of time (attenuated).
Ponds are proposed to provide the storage volume required as they also
provide treatment of the runoff via filtration and settlement to improve the
runoff water quality.
6.46 Landscaping works are proposed to reduce landscape and visual impacts
from the introduction and expansion of major highway infrastructure.
Environmental bunds and extensive proposed tree and shrub planting would
help to screen the highway and traffic flow, and to integrate the scheme and
the borrow pits into the wider landscape.
6.47 A comprehensive programme of mitigation has been developed that would
reduce the effect of the scheme on ecology. These include measures to
create or improve wildlife habitat with specific objectives being to:





ensure no net loss of valued habitats;
create new habitats in order to achieve net habitat gain along the scheme;
maintain north-south wildlife corridors across the scheme, using
underpasses and planting; and
provide for east-west habitat connectivity along the scheme with new
landscaping using native, locally appropriate species.
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6.48 Mitigation measures would be designed into the scheme to reduce noise
impacts during operation, including careful design of the alignment and
cuttings, the use of low noise road surfacing, landscaped earthworks and
installation of noise barriers (a combination of earth mounds and noise
fences) at a number of locations throughout the scheme.
Fair compensation and certainty of funding
6.49 Compulsory acquisition powers serve the important function of ensuring that
the compensation paid to the Land interests affected represents a fair, open
market value. This benefits both the Applicant as the acquiring authority and
all those to whom compensation may be payable. The rules governing
compulsory acquisition require that compensation for acquisition of land or an
interest in land must represent the market value as unaffected by the
proposed development, together with further amounts such as occupier’s loss
payments in some cases. As a result, the Applicant will be required to pay a
fair, open market price for the land and rights it acquires, without taking
advantage of any reduction caused by the existence of the DCO proposals.
At the same time, the holders of interests in the land to be compulsory
acquired will not be able to demand “ransom” prices for the Land.
6.50 In the event of compensation not being agreed a judicial process applies.
Compensation disputes would be decided by the Upper Tribunal (Lands
Chamber) with a right of appeal to the Court of Appeal. The same applies to
compensation for loss or damage, payable in respect of the additional
compulsory acquisition and temporary possession powers listed in Chapter 2
of this Statement.
6.51 The compulsory acquisition procedure accordingly provides certainty of
outcome (the land or rights will be acquired), certainty of liability to
compensation or price to be received (fair, open market price) and fairness of
outcome (recourse to judicial process). This benefits all parties.
6.52 It is therefore important that there is certainty of funding for this compensation
in and that a lack of funds will not be an impediment to the delivery of the
scheme, in accordance with paragraph 9 of the Guidance.
6.53 As detailed in the separate Funding Statement application document
(document reference 4.2) the scheme has a current cost estimate of
£1.487billion. This figure includes an allowance for the compulsory
acquisition of land.
6.54 The scheme has been supported in principle by the Government since June
2013 when it was included in the Government's vision document, 'Investing in
Britain's Future'; this commitment was solidified by the inclusion of the
scheme in the National Infrastructure Plan published by the Government in
December 2013, and further confirmed by its inclusion in the National
Infrastructure Plan 2014.
6.55 This support from the Government is now a financial commitment to meet the
total costs of the scheme. This commitment was given in the 2013 Spending
Review, and confirmed by the Chief Secretary to the Treasury in the Autumn
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Statement 2013. The scheme, including the compulsory acquisition of land
for the scheme, will therefore be fully funded by HM Treasury.
6.56 In addition and following completion of construction, local authorities and
local enterprise partnerships (LEPs) in the Cambridgeshire and East of
England region have committed to make a contribution of up to £100million to
the scheme. Local contributions will commence following the completion of
construction works and will extend over a twenty-five year period from that
time.
6.57 This funding commitment has not been affected by the change in the
structure of the Highways Agency, from an Executive Agency of the
Department for Transport to a government-owned strategic highways
company appointed by the Department for Transport (Highways England),
during the lifetime of the scheme. Funds will therefore be available for
compulsory acquisition and scheme compensation for the lifetime of the
acquisition, construction and implementation processes.
6.58 Public money such as this must be spent on a prudent basis, achieving value
for money. This will only be possible if acquisition is backed by compulsory
acquisition powers.
Justification for seeking powers of compulsory acquisition
6.59 The Case for the Scheme document (document reference 7.3) demonstrates
that there is a very strong and compelling case in the public interest for the
scheme to be delivered. It follows that there is a similarly compelling case in
the public interest to include in the DCO the compulsory acquisition powers
being applied for, the exercise of which is shown throughout this Statement to
be necessary and proportionate to the extent that interference with private
land and rights is required.
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7.

Communications and negotiations with owners
of interests in Land

7.1

All owners, occupiers and others with an interest in land identified through
diligent inquiry have been consulted on the proposals for the scheme and the
effect of the scheme on their interest.

7.2

Detailed discussions are ongoing with landowners and occupiers in order to
ensure that their concerns are considered and accommodated wherever
possible and to progress negotiations to acquire the land by agreement,
wherever practicable. The status of negotiations with land owners and other
affected parties areis detailed in Highways England’s Update to the ExA’s
Second Written Questions Annex A following the Compulsory Acquisition
Hearings (document reference HE/A14/EX150; PINS reference REP10-034)
and the update of Annex A, to reflect the progress made in recent
negotiations held between Deadline 10 and Deadline 11, in Highways
England’s Compulsory Acquisition and Scheme Changes Update (document
reference HE/A14/EX/174; PINS reference REP11-009).Appendix B to this
Statement provides a summary of the current position in relation to the
Applicant's engagement / negotiations with each of the landowners affected
by the Scheme

7.3

Although negotiations are ongoing with persons affected by the scheme, the
Applicant acknowledges that it is under a duty to acquire land at best value
and that it is required to deliver the scheme within a specified time frame, and
has therefore concluded that acquisition by agreement may not be achievable in
all cases or in any event within the timescales necessary to ensure that the
programme for the construction of the scheme would be met. There are also
cases where the ownership of land is unknown, and where it would therefore
not be possible to acquire the interest except by way of compulsory acquisition.

7.4

Land already owned by the Applicant is included in the DCO in order to
ensure that no known or unknown third party rights subsisting over such land
can remain and impede the proper implementation of the scheme.

7.5

In addition to the owners, lessees, tenants and occupiers mentioned in
Appendix B to this Statement, other parties such as mortgage companies,
and those with known rights in relation to the Land, have not been detailed in
Appendix B. They are, however, identified in the Book of Reference
submitted in support of the Application for the DCO for the scheme and were
included in the consultation on the scheme.

7.6

The Applicant is aware of the requirement (which is noted in the CA
Guidance, at paragraph 25) to seek to acquire land by negotiation wherever
practicable, and recognises that authority to acquire land compulsorily should
only be sought as part of an order granting development consent if attempts
to acquire by agreement fail. However, the Applicant notes that the CA
Guidance (again, at paragraph 25), also recognises that where proposals for
long linear schemes (such as the scheme to which this Statement relates)
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would entail the compulsory acquisition of many separate plots of land, it may
not always be practicable to acquire each plot of land by negotiated
agreement. As the CA Guidance states, "Where this is the case, it is
reasonable to include provision authorising compulsory acquisition covering
all the land required at the outset."
7.7

The Applicant has written to all those with an interest in the Land, to inform
them of its willingness to negotiate to acquire the Land by agreement, and to
invite dialogue on this point. As a result, the Applicant is in the process of
engaging with a significant proportion of landowners with regard to the
acquisition of land by agreement; and negotiations with this objective will be
ongoing throughout the DCO process.
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8.

Impacts on statutory undertakers

8.1

Appendix D to this Statement contains a list of statutory undertakers and other
similar bodies which have, or which may have, a right to keep equipment (in
connection with their undertaking) on, in or over the Land required for the
scheme.

8.2

Section 127 of the Planning Act 2008 applies to land acquired by statutory
undertakers for the purposes of their undertaking, and places restrictions on
the compulsory acquisition of such land, where a representation is made by a
statutory undertaker in relation to a DCO application and is not withdrawn by
the close of the examination of that application. The draft DCO for the scheme
includes provision to authorise the compulsory acquisition of land and rights
held by statutory undertakers for the purposes of their undertaking.

8.3

Section 127(2) provides that a DCO may include provisions authorising the
compulsory acquisition of statutory undertakers' land only to the extent that the
Secretary of State is satisfied of the matters set out in subsection 127(3), which
are that the nature and situation of the statutory undertaker's land are such
that:



8.4

it can be purchased and not replaced without serious detriment to the
carrying on of the undertaking; or
if purchased, it can be replaced by other land belonging to, or available for
acquisition by, the undertakers without serious detriment to the carrying on of
the undertaking.
Section 127(5) provides that a DCO may include provisions authorising the
compulsory acquisition of a right over statutory undertakers' land by the
creation of a new right over land only to the extent that the Secretary of State is
satisfied of the matters set out in subsection 127(6), which are that the nature
and situation of the land are such that:




the right can be purchased without serious detriment to the carrying on of the
undertaking, or
any detriment to the carrying on of the undertaking, in consequence of the
acquisition of the right, can be made good by the undertakers by the use of
other land belonging to, or available for acquisition by, them.

8.5

The Applicant recognises that where section 127 applies to land or rights which
are required to be acquired to enable the delivery of the scheme, and the
statutory undertaker which owns such land or right(s) makes a representation
to the Secretary of State in relation to the draft DCO and does not withdraw
that representation before the completion of the examination into the
application, the Applicant will be required to seek confirmation that the
Secretary of State is satisfied of the matters set out in subsections 127(3) and
127(6).

8.6

The CA Guidance suggests that an undertaker proposing compulsory
acquisition of statutory undertakers' land should consider an application to the
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relevant undertaker’s Minister in advance of the submission of an application
for a Development Consent Order. The Applicant's draft DCO proposes to
acquire land from eleven statutory undertakers: Network Rail Infrastructure
Limited; Anglian Water Services Limited; Eastern Power Networks plc; National
Grid Gas plc; Centrica plc; British Gas plc; Virgin Media; British Telecom; UK
Power Networks, Telefonifica; and Hutchison 3G Limited . To date, Network
Rail Infrastructure Limited, National Grid Gas plc and Anglian Water Services
Limited three statutory undertakers: Network Rail Infrastructure Limited,
Anglian Water Services Limited and Eastern Power Networks plc. To date,
both Network Rail Infrastructure Limited and Anglian Water Services Limited
have submitted relevant and written representations in respect of the scheme.
However, the Applicant has not made any approaches to relevant Ministers
under section 127 at this time. The Applicant is in consultation with each of the
three eleven above-mentioned statutory undertakers and is aiming to address
the issues raised by Network Rail, National Grid Gas and Anglian Water in
their relevant and written representations, to reach an agreed position through
negotiations. These negotiations will be documented in Statements of
Common Ground and will provide a basis for the inclusion of bespoke
protective provisions in the draft DCO. As such, the Applicant expects to
achieve an agreed and satisfactory position with each of the above-mentioned
statutory undertakers prior to the close of the examination period.
8.6
Statutory undertakers' land proposed to be acquired in connection with
the scheme
8.7

It is proposed to acquire land from Anglian Water Services Limited at the
following plots of land: Plot 20/24 between the north side of the A14 and the
southern boundary of the sewage treatment works; Plot 21/2a on the corner of
the boundary of the sewage treatment works where Utton's Drove and Utton's
Drove Drain meet the A14; Plot 21/5b at the sewage treatment works between
Swavesey and Bar Hill (off the A14 and Utton’s Drove); and Plot 23/4 at a
pumping station off Oakington Road. Further information regarding these plots
can be found in Appendices A and B. Plot 20/24 would be acquired for the
purposes of landscaping and drainage works associated with the new Local
Access Road (Work No.22) and would facilitate the construction of drainage
attenuation pond number 34 and planting associated with the construction of
the Local Access Road. Plot 21/2a would be acquired for the purposes of
providing a new private means of access to the sewage treatment works and to
drainage attenuation pond number 34, together with associated landscaping.
Plot 21/5b would be acquired for the purposes of re-aligning the Utton’s Drove
private access track in connection with the new Local Access Road (Work
No.22). Plot 23/4 is land to be acquired for landscaping in connection with the
new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25). This plot acquisition would not affect the
operation of the Anglian Water pumping station in Oakington Road or access
thereto.

8.8

It is proposed to acquire land from Network Rail Infrastructure Limited at the
following plots of land in Huntingdon adjacent to the railway station: 34/30;
34/32a; 34/32d; 34/35b, and 34/36 and 34/37. Plots 34/35b and 34/37 are is
also leased to Govia Thameslink Railway Limited. Further information
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regarding these plots can be found in Appendices A and B. Plot 34/30
comprises grass verge and footway and the junction with Burrows drive and
Brampton Road and would be acquired for the landscaping works associated
with the construction of the B1514 Brampton Road Improvement (Work No.35).
Plots 34/32a and 34/32d would comprise open car parking, under the A14
bridge and on the east and west sides of the A14. Plot 34/32a would be
acquired for works associated with the construction of the Mill Common Link
(Work No.36) and the construction of a private means of access to Huntingdon
Railway Station with associated landscaping together with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct (Work No.35). Plot 34/32d would be acquired for
works in connection with the construction of the Mill Common Link (Work
No.36) and associated landscaping. Plots 34/35b, and 34/36 and 34/37
comprise grassed land and trees between Station Cottages and Alconbury
Brook, and part of the car park east of Huntingdon Railway Station and north of
Alconbury Brook, and would be acquired for Works associated with the
construction of a new private means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station
car park associated with the construction of the Mill Common Link (Work
No.36) together with landscaping. and ecological mitigation areas.
8.9

It is proposed to acquire land from Eastern Power Networks plc at Plot 34/15,
which is a small area of land (approximately 22 square metres) forming part of
a grassed area with trees on the south side of the B1514 Brampton Road, near
to Hinchingbrooke School. This plot is required for landscaping works
associated with the improvement of the B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35).

8.10

In addition, Eastern Power Networks has a leasehold interest in Plots 22/26,
22/31, 23/2a, 23/3, 23/7, 25/1h and 26/1a. Plots 22/26, 22/31, 23/2a, 23/3,
23/7 are proposed to be acquired for the purposes of landscaping and
drainage works (including the construction of drainage attenuation ponds
numbers 44, 45 and 46) and the construction of the new Dry Drayton Road.
Plots 25/1h and 26/1a are proposed to be acquired for the construction of the
new A14 Eastbound Link (Work No. 28), the new A14 Westbound Link (Work
No.29) and works relating to the A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No. 30).
Rights proposed to be acquired over Statutory Undertakers’ Land in
connection with the scheme

8.11

It is proposed to acquire new rights over land from Network Rail Infrastructure
Limited in connection with the scheme. Rights would be acquired over Plots
9/7, 9/8, and 9/9, comprising of grassed cut slope, trees and a concrete railway
accommodation bridge west of Corpus Christi farm, to construct and maintain a
new track to access the River Great Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation
pond with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the
Secretary of State for Transport in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
Rights over Plot 9/16b would be acquired to construct, use and maintain a
bridge over the East Coast Mainline Railway for the benefit of the Secretary of
State for Transport in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).

8.11
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Interference with the apparatus of statutory undertakers
8.12

Section 138 of the Planning Act 2008 applies if a DCO authorises the
acquisition of land (compulsorily or by agreement) and there subsists over the
land a relevant right, or there is relevant apparatus on, under or over the land.

8.13

For the purposes of section 138:




a 'relevant right' means a right of way, or a right of laying down, erecting,
continuing or maintaining apparatus on, under or over the land which is
vested in or belongs to statutory undertakers for the purpose of carrying on
their undertaking, or which is conferred on a telecommunications code
operator; and
'relevant apparatus' means apparatus vested in or belonging to statutory
undertakers for the purpose of the carrying out of their undertaking, or
electronic communications apparatus kept installed for the purposes of an
electronic communications code network.

8.14

A DCO may only include provision for the extinguishment of the relevant right,
or the removal of the relevant apparatus, if the Secretary of State is satisfied
that the extinguishment or removal is necessary for the purpose of carrying out
the development to which the DCO relates.

8.15

The draft DCO for the scheme includes provision to authorise interference by
the Applicant with the apparatus of statutory undertakers, in connection with
the delivery of the scheme as detailed in the following paragraphs.

8.16

The utilities listed below are affected by the scheme in that they would be
required to be diverted or re-aligned. The scheme may also affect existing
minor private supplies or services and utilities, such as telecommunications
cables which it is anticipated may need to be diverted within the highway
boundary (these are not listed below). The relevant utility diversions have been
defined as specific Works within the authorised development as listed within
Schedule 1 of the Development Consent Order (document reference 3.1).
Their locations can be seen on the Works Plans (document reference 2.4).

8.17

Work No.38 (shown on Sheet 1 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of overhead electricity power lines underground over a length of 200
metres to cross the improved A1 (Work No.1) 1,250 metres south of Alconbury
Junction, to accommodate the improved A1, all within land to be acquired.

8.18

Work No.39 (shown on Sheets 23 and 54 of the Works Plans) would involve
the diversion of a 1,800 metre length of a 180 millimetre diameter Anglian
Water potable water pipeline, from the existing Woolley Road junction with the
existing A1(T) southwards along the western side of the new Woolley Road
(Work No.2) and crossing the new Woolley Road near to the Ellington Brook
Relief Channel and continuing southwards along the west side of the improved
A1, all within land to be acquired to accommodate the improved A1 (Work
No.1) and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2).

8.19

Work No.40 (shown on Sheet 4 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 90 metre length of a 220mm diameter Oil and Pipelines
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underground oil pipeline, north-west of Brampton Hut Interchange to
accommodate a square crossing of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) all
within land to be acquired.
8.20

Work No.41 (shown on Sheets 3 and 4 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 1,3100 metre length of a 180 millimetre diameter Anglian Water
potable water pipeline, from a point on the A14(T) 300 270 metres west of
Brampton Hut Interchange to a point 8750 metres further to the west on the
A14(T), to accommodate the new Ellington Junction (Work No.3) and the new
A14 (Work No.5) all within land to be acquired.. Work No.41 will be
accommodated within land to be acquired and on land over which new rights
to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline and equipment
for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd will be acquired over plots 4/6a
and 5/12a.[PM1]

8.20
8.21

Work No.42 (shown on Sheet 4 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 150 metre length of a UK Power Network 11kV overhead
electricity power line, to accommodate a square crossing of the new A14 (Work
No.5), located 350 metres to the south-west of Brampton Hut Interchange, all
within land to be acquired.

8.22

Work No.43 (shown on Sheets 4 and 5 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 400 metre length of a 220 millimetre Oil and Pipelines
underground oil pipeline to cross the new A14 (Work No.5) and accommodate
the improved A1 (Work No.1) from a point 320 metres south of Brampton Hut
Interchange generally in a southwards direction, all within land to be acquired.

8.23

Work No.44 (shown on Sheet 4 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 90 metre length of a UK Power Network overhead electricity
power line underground, to cross the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) 250
metres to the north-west of the Brampton Hut Interchange, to accommodate
the new Woolley Road (Work No.2), all within land to be acquired.

8.24

Work No.45 (shown on Sheet 13 of the Works Plans) would involve the
lowering of a 130 metre length of 180 millimetre diameter Cambridge Water
potable water pipeline, beneath the new A14 (Work No.5) along the western
side of the existing B1040 Potton Road , to accommodate the new A14, all
within land to be acquired.

8.25

Work No.46 (shown on Sheet 7 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 8350 metre length of a 500 millimetre diameter Anglian Water
potable water pipeline, east of the B1514 Buckden Road junction on the
existing A1(T), to accommodate the new A14 (Work No.5), the new A1/ A14
southbound link road (Work No.8), the new B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)
and the new Brampton Road (Work No.10), all within land to be acquired. Work
No.46 will be accommodated on land to be acquired and on land over which
new rights to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd will be acquired in
respect of Plot 8/7d. [PM2]
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8.26

For Work Nos. 47 and 48, no detail is provided because these Work Nos. are
not used in the descriptions of development required to be authorised, set out
in Schedule 1 of the DCO.

8.27

Work No.49 (shown on Sheet 7 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 140 metre length of UK Power Network low voltage electricity
power line underground to cross the new A14 (Work No.5) in the vicinity of Hill
Rise on the existing Brampton Road, to accommodate the new A14, the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8), the new B1514 Buckden Road
(Work No.9) and the new Brampton Road (Work No.10), all within land to be
acquired.

8.28

Work No.50 (shown on Sheet 7 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 160 metre length of Anglian Water 300 millimetre water pipeline
to cross the new A14 (Work No. 5) south-west of Station Farm, to
accommodate the new A14 (Work No.5), all within land to be acquired.

8.29

Work No. 51 (shown on Sheet 7 of the Works Plans) would involve the raising
of a 70 metre length of a UK Power Network 11kV electricity power line to
accommodate the new A14 (Work No. 5), south-west of Buckden Landfill, all
within land to be acquired.

8.30

Work No. 52 (shown on Sheet 8 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 175 metre length of a UK Power Network 11kV electricity power
line underground to cross the new A14 (Work No. 5), south-east of Buckden
Landfill, to accommodate the new A14, all within land to be acquired.

8.31

Work No.53 (shown on Sheet 9 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 230 metre length of a National Grid 300mm diameter high
pressure gas pipeline to cross the new A14 (Work No. 5), west of the B1043
Offord Road, and, the new B1043 Offord Road (Work No. 11), to
accommodate the new A14 and the new B1043 Offord Road, all within land to
be acquired and working space will be required temporarily during construction
over Plot 10/9.[PM3]

8.32

Work No.54 (shown on Sheet 9 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 420 metre length of a UK Power Network 33kV high voltage
electricity power line to cross the new A14 (Work No. 5), south-east of Offord
Hill Farm, to accommodate the new A14 (Work No.5), all within land to be
acquired.

8.33

Work No.55 (shown on Sheet 9 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 925 metre length of a 50mm diameter Anglian Water potable
water pipeline, eastwards for 480 metres along the northern side of the new
A14 (Work No. 5), south of Wybosten Farm, across the new A14 for 125
metres, east of the Corpus Christi Accommodation bridge, then westwards for
320 metres along the southern side of the new A14, to accommodate the new
A14, all within land to be acquired.

8.34

Work No.56 (shown on Sheet 10 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 240 metre length of a 76mm diameter Anglian Water potable
water pipeline along the northern side of the new A14 (Work No. 5) for 155
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metres then across the new A14 for 85 metres, south-east of Lower Debden
Farm, to accommodate the new A14, all within land to be acquired.
8.35

Work No.57 (shown on Sheet 10 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 330 metre length of UK Power Network 11kV electricity power
line underground to cross the new A14 (Work No. 5), south east of Lower
Debden Farm, to accommodate the new A14, all within land to be acquired.

8.36

Work No.58 (shown on Sheets 10 and 11 of the Works Plans) would involve
the diversion of a 710 metre length of a 50mm diameter Anglian Water potable
water pipeline, to cross the new A14 (Work No. 5), south-east of Lower
Debden Farm, then along the southern side of the new A14 for 570 metres,
south of Debden Farm, to accommodate the new A14, all within land to be
acquired.

8.37

Work No.59 (shown on Sheet 13 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 950 metre length of a 100mm diameter National Grid
intermediate pressure gas pipeline, to cross the new A14 (Work No. 5) east of
the existing B1040 Potton Road, to accommodate the new B1040 Potton Road
(Work No.15), all within land to be acquired.

8.38

Work No.60 (shown on Sheet 14 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 240 metre length of a UK Power Network 11kV electricity power
line to cross the new A14 (Work No.5), north of Oxholme Farm and west of the
existing Hilton Road, to accommodate the new A14 (Work No.5), all within land
to be acquired.

8.39

Work No.61 (shown on Sheet 14 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 420 610 metre length of both a 200mm and 100mm diameter
intermediate pressure National Grid gas pipelines, along the eastern side of
the new Hilton Road (Work No. 16), to accommodate the new Hilton Road and
drainage attenuation pond 21., all within land to be acquired. Work No.61 will
be accommodated on land to be acquired and on land over which new rights to
construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and equipment
for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc will be acquired in respect of Plots
15/11d and 15/11e.[PM4]

8.40

Work No.62 (shown on Sheet 14 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of an 850 metre length of a 175mm diameter Anglian Water pumped
foul water pipeline, along the eastern side of the new Hilton Road (Work No.
16), to accommodate the new Hilton Road (Work No.16), all within land to be
acquired.

8.41

Work No. 63 (shown on Sheet 15 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 395 230 metre length of a 200mm diameter National Grid
Intermediate pressure gas pipeline, northwards along the western side of the
new Conington Road (Work No. 17), across the new Conington Road at its
junction with the Access Road, then southwards along the eastern side of the
new Conington Road, to accommodate the new Conington Road (Work
No.17), all within land to be acquired. . Work No.63 will be accommodated on
land to be acquired and on land over which new rights to construct, use,
protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and equipment for the benefit
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of National Grid Gas Plc will be acquired in respect of Plots 15/18d, 15/18b,
16/2c, 16/3d, 16/3e, 40/6e[PM5],16/3b and 40/6d with temprorary use during
construction over Plot 16/3f.[PM6]
8.42

Work No. 64 (shown on Sheet 15 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 130 500 metre length of a 300mm diameter Cambridge Water
water pipeline, along the eastern side of the existing Conington Road, across
the new A14 (Work No. 5), to accommodate the new Conington Road (Work
No. 17) and the new A14, all within land to be acquired.

8.43

Work No. 65 (shown on Sheets 15 and 16 of the Works Plans) would involve
the diversion of a 960 metre length of 200mm diameter National Grid
intermediate pressure gas pipeline, north of New Barns Farm, eastwards for
400 metres along the northern side of the new A14 (Work No. 5), then
southwards for 300 metres across the new A14 and along the western side of
the new New Barns Lane (Work No. 18), to accommodate the new New Barns
Lane and the new A14, all within land to be acquired.

8.44

Work No. 66 (shown on Sheet 16 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 450 metre length of a 100mm diameter Cambridge Water water
pipeline, along the eastern side of the new New Barns Lane (Work No. 18)
across the new A14 (Work No. 5), to accommodate the new New Barns Lane
and new A14, all within land to be acquired.

8.45

Work No. 67 (shown on Sheet 16 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 280 metre length of a UK Power Network 11kV electricity power
line, north-west of Friesland Farm, north-westward for 160 metres along the
north-eastern side of the de-trunked A14, then 120 metres south-westward
across the de-trunked A14 and new A14 (Work No. 5), to accommodate the
new A14. For the diversion permanent rights of access would be acquired for
UK Power Network Holdings Ltd. on land on the northern side of the new
highway boundary and the land would be used temporarily during construction.
The land in question would be contained within Plot 17/8b, shown on Sheet 17
of the Land Plans.

8.46

Work No. 68 (shown on Sheet 16 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 600 metre length of a UK Power Network overhead electricity
power line, north-west of Friesland Farm, along the south-western side of the
new A14 (Work No. 5), to accommodate the new A14, all within land to be
acquired.

8.47

Work No. 69 (shown on Sheets 16, 17 and 19 of the Works Plans) would
involve the diversion of a 2,580 metre length of a 300mm diameter Cambridge
Water water pipeline, north-west of Friesland Farm, across the new A14 (Work
No. 5), eastwards for 1,630 metres along the south-western side of the new
A14, then south-westwards and south-eastwards along the southerly side of
the new Swavesey Junction for 950 metres, to accommodate the new A14,
new Bucking Way Road (Work No. 20) and the new Cambridge Services Link
Road (Work No.21). For the diversion permanent rights of access would be
acquired for Cambridge Water Plc. on land on the southerly side of the new
highway boundary and the land would be used temporarily during construction.
The land in question would be contained within Plots 17/10a, 17/4c, 18/2a,
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18/6c, 18/6d, 20/1d and 20/2a shown on Sheets 17, 18 and 20 of the Land
Plans.
8.48

Work No. 70 (shown on Sheets 17 and 19 of the Works Plans) would involve
the diversion of a 5350 metre length of a 200mm diameter National Grid
intermediate pressure gas pipeline, west of Cambridge Services, northwards
for a distance of 210 metres, across the new Cambridge Services Link Road
(Work No. 21), new A14 (Work No. 5) and new Local Access Road (Work No.
22) for a distance of 120 metres, then north-westwards along the north-eastern
side of the new Local Access Road for a distance of 240 metres, to
accommodate the new A14, the new Cambridge Services Link Road and the
new Local Access Road. For the diversion permanent rights of access would
be acquired for National Grid Plc on land on the southern side of the new
highway boundary for Swavesey Junction and the land would be used
temporarily during construction. The land in question would be contained within
Plots 18/6f and 20/6d2h, shown on Sheets 18 and 20 of the Land Plans
respectively[PM7].

8.49

Work No. 71 (shown on Sheets 19, 20 and 21 of the Works Plan) would involve
the diversion of a 2,960 metre length of 300mm and 76mm diameter
Cambridge Water water pipeline, north of Cambridge Services, southeastwards along the southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5), to
accommodate the new A14 (Work No.5). For the diversion permanent rights of
access would be acquired for Cambridge Water Plc on land on the southern
side of the highway boundary and the land would be used temporarily during
construction. The land in question would be contained within Plots 20/13b[PM8],
20/15b, 20/22a, 20/23a, 21/9a, 22/4b, 22/6a, 22/7a, 22/8a and 22/12c, shown
on Sheets 20, 21 and 22 of the Land Plans.

8.50

Work No.72 (shown on Sheet 19 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 180 metre length of a 125mm diameter Anglian Water foul water
pipeline, south-east of the sewage treatment works at Utton’s Drove, to cross
the new A14 (Work No. 5) and new Local Access Road (Work No. 22), to
accommodate the new A14 and the new Local Access Road, all within land to
be acquired. Additional working space during construction is proposed on land
to be used temporarily within Plots 21/2b and 21/5a, shown on Sheet 21 of the
Land Plans.

8.51

Work No.73 (shown on Sheets 20 and 21 of the Works Plans) would involve
the diversion of a 1,550250 metre length of a 200 millimetre diameter National
Grid intermediate pressure gas pipeline along the southern side of the new
A14 (Work No.5) between Clare College Farm and Bar Hill junction, to
accommodate the new A14 and new Robin's Lane (Work No.23). A new right
for National Grid Plc to access the pipeline is to be provided on Plot 21/9a
shown on Sheet 21 of the Land Plans.

8.52

Work No.74 (shown on Sheets 19, 20 and 21 of the Works Plans) would
involve the diversion of a 2,250 metre length of a 125 millimetre diameter
pumped Anglian Water foul water pipeline between a point on the existing A14
at its junction with Utton’s Drove and the existing roundabout on Saxon Way in
Bar Hill, to accommodate the new A14 (Work No.5), the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22), and the new B1050 Hattons Road/Bar Hill Junction (Work
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No.24). Between the Saxon Way roundabout and where the diversion crosses
the new A14 near to the Bar Hill Service Area, permanent rights of access
would be acquired for Anglian Water Services Ltd on land on the southern side
of the new highway boundary and the land would be used temporarily during
construction. The land is contained within Plots 22/4b, 22/6a, 22/7a, 22/8a, and
22/12c, shown on Sheet 22 of the Land Plans.
8.53

Work No.75 (shown on Sheets 21 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 460 metre length of a UK Power Network low voltage electricity
power line across the new B1050 Hattons Road, to accommodate the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Work No.24) and along the easterly boundary on the
north side of the new Local Access Road. Permanent rights of access would
be acquired for UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd on land on the westerly and
easterly sides of the new highway boundary and the land would be used
temporarily during construction. The land in question would be contained within
Plots 22/11a, 22/11c and 22/17b shown on Sheet 22 of the Land Plans. The
remainder of the diversion length would be within the new highway boundary
for Hattons Road.

8.54

Work No.76 (shown on Sheet 21 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 700 metre length of Cambridge Water pipeline, west of Hazlewell
Court, south-westwards along the south-eastern side of the new Hattons Road
(Work No. 24) and across the new A14 (Work No. 5) to the Saxon Way
roundabout at Bar Hill, to accommodate the new B1050 Hattons Road/Bar Hill
Junction, all within land to be acquired.

8.55

Work No.77 (shown on Sheet 21 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 485 metre length of a UK Power Network 11kV electricity power
line, north of the golf course, south-eastwards along the southern side of the
new A14 (Work No. 5) for a distance of 180m, across the new A14 and the
new Local Access Road (Work No. 22) for a distance of 105m, then northwestwards along the northern side of the new A14 for a distance of 180m, to
accommodate the new A14, all within land to be acquired.

8.56

Work No.78 (shown on Sheet 22 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 190 metre length of a 100mm diameter National Grid gas
pipeline across the new A14 (Work No. 5), 100 metres to the west of the Dry
Drayton Road junction with the A14, to accommodate the new A14, all within
land to be acquired.

8.57

Work No.79 (shown on Sheet 22 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 150 metre length of a Anglian Water foul water pipeline across
the new A14 (Work No. 5), 50 metres to the west of the Dry Drayton Road
junction with the A14, to accommodate the new A14, all within land to be
acquired.

8.58

Work No.80 (shown on Sheets 22 and 23 of the Works Plans) would involve
the diversion of a 790 metre length of a Cambridge Water 450/500 millimetre
diameter pipeline along the northern side the new Dry Drayton to Girton
Access Track (Work No. 26) for a distance of 250m and across the new A14
(Work No.5) and Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track for a distance of 540m, at
a point 800 metres west of Dry Drayton Road bridge to accommodate the new
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A14 and the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track. For the diversion
permanent rights of access would be acquired for Cambridge Water Plc on
land on the southern side of the new highway boundary and the land would be
used temporarily during construction. The land in question would be contained
within Plot 23/15d, shown on Sheet 23 of the Land Plans.
8.59

Work No.81 (shown on Sheet 19 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 700 metre length of a 200mm diameter National Grid
intermediate gas pipeline, north-east of Cambridge Services, along the
southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5), to accommodate the new A14. For
the diversion permanent rights of access would be acquired for National Grid
Plc on land on the southern side of the highway boundary and the land would
be used temporarily during construction. The land in question would be
contained within Plots 20/13b[PM9], 20/15b, 20/22a and 20/23a, shown on Sheet
20 of the Land Plans. Additional working space during construction is proposed
on land to be used temporarily during construction contained within Plots
20/13d and 20/13e.

8.60

Work No.82 (shown on Sheet 23 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 880 metre length of a 125 millimetre diameter Anglian Water
pumped foul water pipeline, north-east of Cambridge Services, along the
southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5), to accommodate the new A14. For
the diversion permanent rights of access would be acquired for Anglian Water
Services Ltd. on land on the southern side of the highway boundary and the
land would be used temporarily during construction. The land in question would
be contained within Plots 20/13b, [PM10]20/15b, 20/22a and 20/23a, shown on
Sheet 20 of the Land Plans. Additional working space during construction is
proposed on land to be used temporarily during construction contained within
Plots 20/13d and 20/13e.

8.61

Work No.83 (shown on Sheet 23 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 120 metre length of a 450/500 millimetre diameter Cambridge
Water pipeline, south-west of Catch Hall across the new Dry Drayton to Girton
Local Access Road (Work No.27). For the diversion permanent rights of
access would be acquired for Cambridge Water Plc on land on the northern
and southern sides of the new highway boundary and the land would be used
temporarily during construction. The land in question would be contained within
Plots 24/3f and 24/3n, shown on Sheet 24 of the Land Plans.

8.62

Work No.84 (shown on Sheet 25 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 160 metre length of both a 180mm and 300mm diameter
National Grid low and medium pressure gas pipelines respectively, along the
northern side of the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33), west of
Histon Junction, to accommodate the improved A14 Girton to Milton, all within
land to be acquired. Additional working space during construction is proposed
on land to be used temporarily within Plots 26/32b, 26/34a, 26/35, 26/36 and
26/37a, shown on Sheet 26 of the Land Plans.

8.63

For Work No.85 no detail is provided because this Work No. is not used in the
description of development required to be authorised, set out in Schedule 1 of
the DCO.
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8.64

Work No.86 (shown on Sheet 26 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 570 metre length of both a 180mm and 300mm diameter
National Grid low and medium pressure gas pipeline along the northern side of
the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No. 33), west of Histon Junction, to
accommodate the improved A14 Girton to Milton, all within land to be acquired.
Additional working space during construction is proposed on land to be used
temporarily within Plots 26/40b, 27/1c, 27/2a, 27/5a, 27/5c and 27/6a, shown
on Sheets 26 and 27 of the Land Plans.

8.65

Work No.87 (shown on Sheet 27 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of a 300 metre length of Anglian Water foul and storm water
pipelines, along the northern side of the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work
No. 33) east of the Cambridgeshire Guided Busway, to accommodate the
improved A14 Girton to Milton. For the diversion permanent rights of access
would be acquired for Anglian Water Services Plc on the land and the land
would be used temporarily during construction. The land in question would be
contained within Plots 28/1g, 28/1k, 28/8c, and 28/11a, shown on Sheet 28 of
the Land Plans. Additional working space during construction is proposed on
land to be used temporarily within Plots 28/1h and 28/8b, shown on Sheet 28
of the Land Plans.

8.66

Work No. 88 (shown on Sheet 29 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of an 80 metre length of a 300mm diameter National Grid high
pressure gas pipeline, south of the junction of Ring Road and Prince’s Street in
Huntingdon, to cross the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work No. 37), to
accommodate the new Pathfinder Link Road, all within land to be acquired.

8.67

Work No. 89 (shown on Sheet 4 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of 170 metres of overhead power line underground to accommodate
the improved A14 (Work No. 5), all within land over which new rights to
construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain an underground powerline and
equipment will be acquired in respect of Plots 5/40f.

8.668.68
Work No.90 (shown on Sheet 21 of the Works Plans) would involve the
diversion of 750 metres of gas pipeline to accommodate the improved A14
(Work No. 5) and the new B1050 Hattons Road (Work No.24). Work No.90 will
be accommodated on land to be acquired and on land over which new rights to
construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and equipment
for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc will be acquired in respect of Plots
22/6c, 22/7b and 22/12b.
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9.

Human Rights

9.1

The Human Rights Act 1998 incorporated into domestic law the European
Convention on Human Rights (the Convention) includes provisions in the form of
Articles (Convention rights), the aim of which is to protect the rights of the
individual.

9.2

The following Convention rights are relevant to the determination as to whether
the DCO should be made so as to include powers of compulsory acquisition:





9.3

Article 6 entitles those affected by the powers sought in a DCO to a fair and
public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal;
Article 8 protects the right of the individual to respect for his private and
family life, his home and his correspondence. A public authority cannot
interfere with these interests unless such interference is in accordance with
the law and is necessary in the interests of, among other things, national
security, public safety or the economic wellbeing of the country; and
Article 1 of the First Protocol protects the right of everyone to peaceful
enjoyment of possessions. No one can be deprived of their possessions
except in the public interest and subject to the relevant national and
international laws. As with Article 8, any interference with possessions must
be proportionate and in determining whether a particular measure is
proportionate a fair balance must be struck between the public benefit
sought and the interference with the private rights in question.
The DCO has the potential to infringe the human rights of persons with an
interest in the Land that would be affected by the scheme. Such infringement is
authorised by law provided that:-





the statutory procedures for obtaining the DCO are followed and there is a
compelling case in the public interest for the inclusion of powers of
compulsory acquisition in the DCO; and
any interference with a Convention right is proportionate to the legitimate aim
served.
Compliance with the Convention and the Human Rights Act 1998

9.4

As described in detail in Chapter 5 above, the land is required for (or is
incidental to) the purposes of the DCO. Without the Land the scheme cannot be
delivered. The need to ensure that the scheme can be delivered requires the
acquisition of a number of interests in so much of the Land as is in third party
ownership. Whilst the Applicant will acquire the Land by agreement wherever
possible, powers of compulsory acquisition are also required as a means of
overriding existing rights and interests in or over land, as well as creating new
rights over land, and granting the right to take temporary possession of land.
The Application is supported by Land Plans and Works Plans. The Land Plans
show the extent of the Land required for the scheme. The Works Plans show
the works that would be carried out on the Land. This Statement explains (at
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Appendix A) how the Works (if authorised by the DCO) would affect each plot of
Land.

3

9.5

The Applicant has considered the potential infringement of convention rights in
consequence of the compulsory acquisition powers included within the DCO.
The land to be acquired for the scheme is the minimum necessary to ensure
delivery of the scheme and necessary mitigation, and the scheme is designed to
minimise interference with the peaceful enjoyment of a person’s possessions
under Article 1 of the First Protocol of the Human Rights Act.

9.6

The Applicant considers that there would be very significant public benefit
arising from the grant of development consent for the scheme. That benefit can
only be realised if the development consent is accompanied by the grant of
powers of compulsory acquisition. The public interest can only be safeguarded
by the acquisition of this land and such acquisition would not place a
disproportionate burden on the affected land owners, who would be
compensated for any loss suffered.

9.7

The Applicant considers that the significant public benefits to which the scheme
would give rise outweigh the effects of the DCO upon persons with property
rights in the Land and would not be a disproportionate interference with their
rights under Article 8 and Article 1 of the First Protocol. In addition, those affected
by the exercise of compulsory acquisition powers will be entitled to
compensation and the Applicant has the resources to pay such compensation
and has demonstrated (in the Funding Statement (document reference 4.2)) that
these resources are secured.

9.8

In relation to Article 6, the DCO process provides the opportunity for members of
the public to make representations on the application. In accordance with Part 5
of the Act, the Applicant consulted the persons set out in section 443 of the Act.
This included known owners and occupiers of the Land and those who might
make claims either under section 10 of the Compulsory Purchase Act 1965 or
section 152(3) of the Planning Act 2008 in respect of injurious affection, or under
Part 1 of the Land Compensation Act 1973. The beneficiaries of restrictive
covenants and other rights overridden by the exercise of powers in the DCO
would have the opportunity to make claims under section 10 of the Compulsory
Purchase Act 1965.

9.9

Furthermore, representations may be made by way of objections to the
Application in response to any notice given under section 56 of the Act, the
examination of the application by the examining authority, any written
representations procedure which the examining authority decides to hold and in
particular, any compulsory acquisition hearing held under section 92 of the Act, at
which each affected person is entitled to make oral representations about the
compulsory acquisition request.

9.10

Should the DCO be made, a person aggrieved may challenge the DCO by
judicial review in the High Court if they consider that the grounds for doing so
are made out pursuant to section 118 of the Act. In relation to disputes about

And section 42
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compensation, affected persons have the right to apply to the Upper Tribunal
(Lands Chamber), an independent tribunal.
9.11

For the reasons set out above, the Applicant considers that any infringement of
the Convention rights of those whose interests in the Land might be affected by
the exercise of powers of compulsory acquisition would be proportionate and
legitimate, would be in the public interest; and would be in accordance with
national and European law. The Applicant therefore considers that it would be
appropriate and proportionate for the Secretary of State to make the DCO
including the grant of compulsory acquisition powers.
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10. The planning policy position including the view
of Government
The Planning Policy Position
10.1

The planning policy position in relation to the scheme is set out in the Case for
the Scheme (document reference 7.1), which identifies the national and local
planning policies and policy objectives with which the objectives of the scheme
align.

10.2

In summary, the following national planning policy documents are of relevance
to and provide planning policy support for the scheme:









National Policy Statement for National Networks (designated version,
January 2015);
National Infrastructure Plan (2014);
Road Investment Strategy (December 2014)
National Planning Policy Framework (2012); and
Other national strategies:
Investing in Britain’s Future (June 2013);
Action for Roads: A Network for the 21st Century (July 2013);
Department for Transport Business Plan 2012-2015 (May 2012).

10.3

These documents underline the Government's commitment to invest in
transport infrastructure and emphasise the important role this investment plays
in stimulating economic growth as well as maintaining the operational
performance of the UK economy. The objectives of the scheme are aligned
with the objectives set out in these policy documents. The scheme is a key
priority project for the Government.

10.4

The scheme also accords strongly with the key aims of the National Planning
Policy Framework. Growth in housing, employment and tourism in
Cambridgeshire relies upon the completion of the scheme and without it would
be either constricted or unable to be brought forward.

10.5

In terms of local planning policy, the scheme is located within the
administrative boundaries of Cambridgeshire County Council, South
Cambridgeshire District Council and Huntingdonshire District Council (the 'host'
local authorities). An analysis of relevant local planning and transport policy
documents, and the way in which the scheme accords with the policies set out
in those documents, is detailed in the Case for the Scheme (document
reference 7.1). In summary, however, the scheme is in line with local strategic
policies and policy objectives which seek to boost the local economy, provide
better facilities for sustainable modes of transport and improve the quality of
life for local communities by offering better connectivity by enabling the delivery
of transport infrastructure.

10.6

Through improvements to local access roads, the scheme will help the 'host'
local authorities to achieve their objectives of boosting the local economy
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through growth facilitated by improved infrastructure and connectivity, and
enhancing accessibility and safety by providing safer routes for pedestrians,
cyclists and equestrians.
10.7

In terms of local transport policy, as the Case for the Scheme (document
reference 7.1) explains, the scheme is in alignment with strategic policy
objectives in that it would:













help to reduce traffic congestion by providing a strategic corridor for long
distance and through traffic, making journeys easier and less stressful, which
in turn would help to improve health and well-being;
separate strategic through traffic and long distance commuters from local
traffic, creating a safer network with easier access to local services and
amenities;
create a more reliable strategic link which would help to unlock the local and
national growth potential and encourage investment and developments to
proceed;
enhance the quality of the environment and townscape in Huntingdon
through the removal of the road viaduct that carries the A14 over the East
Coast Mainline railway;
enable an improved public transport network by improving journey time
reliability;
improve rural parts of Cambridgeshire by reducing the amount of A14
avoidance experienced in villages along the A14 corridor, in turn creating
safer village streets and improving quality of life; and
improve safety on local side roads as the lower traffic volumes, and, in
particular, the lower proportion of heavy goods vehicles would make it safer,
not only for motorised users, but also for pedestrians, cyclists and
equestrians.
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In terms of local minerals and waste planning policy, as is explained in detail in
the Case for the Scheme document, the scheme aligns at a strategic level with
the objectives and aspirations set out in the local minerals and waste plans.
The six borrow pits proposed along the route of the scheme are an essential
part of the scheme proposals as they would provide a large proportion of the
construction materials required for the delivery of the scheme. The proposed
use of the borrow pits would also significantly reduce the amount of waste
material needing to be removed from scheme construction areas. The
excavation of sands, gravels, and clay materials from borrow pits is an
established and best practice approach to securing local mineral resources
and avoiding the need to transport materials from further afield over greater
distances.
The View of Government

10.9

The Government is committed to the delivery of the scheme; the scheme has
policy support and the availability of funding has been confirmed.

10.10 The Government’s spending review announcement in June 2013 confirmed
that HM Treasury will make up to £1.5 billion available to fund the scheme and,
as detailed in the Funding Statement (document reference 4.2), there is a
reasonable prospect of the requisite funds for acquisition becoming available.
10.11 HM Treasury published the latest National Infrastructure Plan in 2014 (NIP
2014), outlining its vision for the future of UK economic infrastructure. The NIP
2014 lists the A14 scheme as a 'Top 40' priority infrastructure investment,
being (at page 36) a:
"£1.5 billion investment in the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon which improves
freight access to Felixstowe, one of the country's major shipping ports, tackling
congestion in the East of England and unlocking a major housing development
at Northstowe".
and describes it (at pages 135-136) as being a project of "strategic importance,
significant capital value; high regional priority", enabling "significant private
sector investment",
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10.12 The Department for Transport published the National Policy Statement for
National Networks (NN NPS) in draft for consultation on 4 December 2013.
Consultation closed on 26 February 2014.
10.13 On 17 December 2014, a final form of the NN NPS was published and laid
before Parliament for the approval of the House of Commons, prior to its
designation by the Secretary of State. This NN NPS was designated by the
Secretary of State for Transport on 14 January 2015. The designated NN NPS
sets out the Government’s vision and policy against which the Secretary of
State will make decisions on applications for development consent for
nationally significant infrastructure projects on the strategic road and rail
networks. Following its designation, the NN NPS has effect in relation to
development of the description to which the Application relates. Accordingly, in
deciding the Application, the Secretary of State must have regard to the NN
NPS, and the Application must be decided in accordance with it, as required by
sections 104(2) and (3) of the Planning Act 2008.
10.14 The designated NN NPS sets out the case for the development of national
networks: “the Government will deliver national networks that meet the
country’s long-term needs; supporting a prosperous and competitive economy
and improving overall quality of life, as part of a wider transport system”
(designated NN NPS section 2 page 9). Specific to roads, the designated NN
NPS describes the Government’s policy as "improv[ing] the national networks
to address road congestion [...] to provide safe, expeditious and resilient
networks that better support social and economic activity; and to provide a
transport network that is capable of stimulating and supporting economic
growth" (para 2.2).
10.15 Following on from this the designated NN NPS sets out that "enhancements to
the existing national road network will include improvements to trunk roads, in
particular dualling of single carriageway strategic trunk roads and additional
lanes on existing dual carriageways to increase capacity and to improve
performance and resilience" (para 2.23).
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10.16 The designated NN NPS continues (at paragraph 2.27) to explain that "in some
cases, to meet the [demands on the national road network] it will not be
sufficient to simply expand capacity on the existing network. In those
circumstances new road alignments and corresponding links, including
alignments which cross a river […] may be needed to support increased
capacity and connectivity”.
10.17 The designated NN NPS is not project-specific, but, (at paragraph 4.13) it
identifies that, when making decisions on applications for development consent
relating to the national road network, the Secretary of State for Transport will
recognise that "the road and rail networks provide access for people, business
and goods between places and so the location of development will usually be
determined by economic activity and population and the location of existing
transport networks."
10.18 A high level assessment of the scheme's strategic alignment and conformity
with the designated NN NPS is provided in the Case for the Scheme
(document reference 7.1) that supports the Application for a DCO to authorise
the scheme.
10.19 In summary, it is clear that the objectives of the scheme align with the
Government's policy objectives, as set out in the designated NN NPS, in
particular:






the scheme aims to combat congestion, making the route between
Huntingdon and Cambridge more reliable and providing capacity for future
traffic growth. This is in accordance with the Government's view that "Wellconnected and high-performing networks with sufficient capacity are vital to
meet the country’s long-term needs and support a prosperous economy"
(designated NN NPS paragraph 2.1) and its vision of achieving "Networks
which support and improve journey quality, reliability and safety" (designated
NN NPS, section 2, page 9);
the scheme, if implemented, would unlock growth, enabling major residential
and commercial developments to proceed, leading to increased economic
growth, regionally and nationally, and as such would contribute towards the
realisation of the Government's vision of "Networks with the capacity and
connectivity to support national and local economic activity and facilitate
growth and create jobs." (designated NN NPS, section 2, page 9);
the scheme would connect people, by placing the right traffic on the right
roads and freeing up local capacity for all types of road user, including
pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians; the Government acknowledges that
such benefits which may arise in connection with, and may be compatible
with the strategic objectives of nationally significant infrastructure projects
(such as the scheme), stating (at paragraph 2.9 of the designated NN NPS)
that, "broader environment, safety and accessibility goals will also generate
requirements for development. In particular, development will be needed to
address safety problems, enhance the environment or enhance accessibility
for non-motorised users. In their current state, without development, the
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national networks will act as a constraint to sustainable economic growth,
quality of life and wider environmental objectives";
the scheme, designed to improve safety by meeting modern highway
standards, introducing better lane control, and providing adequate capacity
for predicted traffic levels, aligns with the Government's expectation that
"promoters are expected to take opportunities to improve road safety,
including introducing the most modern and effective safety measures where
proportionate" (designated NN NPS at paragraph 3.10); and
it is also an objective of the scheme to create a positive legacy by
recognising the wider benefits which could be realised for local communities,
housing development, and businesses; such benefits may be taken into
account in the DCO decision making process, where the general principles
of assessment set out in the designated NN NPS will be applied, such that
when weighing the scheme's benefits against any disbenefits it may have,
consideration is given to the scheme's potential for "the facilitation of
economic development, including job creation, housing and environmental
improvement" (designated NN NPS at paragraph 4.3).
Road Investment Strategy (December 2014)

10.20 In its Road Investment Strategy published in December 2014, the Government
sets out its investment plan for long term investment in the road network, and
particularly the Strategic Road Network, in which the A14 is recognised as
playing a key part. The 'Strategic Vision' set out in this Strategy sets out the
Government's aim for the former Highways Agency, now Highways England:
"to make the network safer and improve user satisfaction, while smoothing
traffic flow and encouraging economic growth. We want to see [Highways
England]4 delivering better environmental outcomes and helping cyclists,

4

The Government has transformed the Highways Agency into a
government owned company named Highways England limited by shares
with the Secretary of State for Transport (SoS) as sole shareholder. The
new company has been set up as a highway authority for the strategic
road network and has had conferred upon it the necessary powers and
duties to operate, manage, maintain and enhance the network.
Regulatory powers remain with the SoS. The legislation establishing
Highways England makes provision for all legal rights and obligations of
the Highways Agency, including in respect of the application, to be
deemed rights and obligations of Highways England.The Government is
transforming the Highways Agency into a government owned company
named Highways England limited by shares with the Secretary of State
for Transport (SoS) as sole shareholder. The new company will be set up
as a highway authority for the strategic road network and will have
conferred upon it the necessary powers and duties to operate, manage,
maintain and enhance the network. Regulatory powers will remain with
the SoS. The legislation establishing Highways England will make
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walkers, and other vulnerable users of the network at the same as time as
achieving real efficiency and keeping the network in good condition."
10.21 The Strategic Vision recognises that the Strategic Road Network has a vital
role to play in delivering the Government's goals for national networks as
outlined in the four strategic goals of the designated NN NPS:


Providing capacity and connectivity to support national and local
economic activity



Supporting and improving journey quality, reliability and safety



Joining our communities and linking effectively to each other



Supporting delivery of environmental goals and the move to a low carbon
economy

10.22 The Strategic Vision sets out that the Strategic Road Network is vital to British
businesses and local and national economies, but that capacity problems
leading to increased congestion have become a major issue. It recognises that
the Strategic Road Network has a good safety record and provides the lifeline
for the logistics of everyday life such as next day delivery and supermarket
supply, but that congestion is having a major effect on reliability. The Strategic
Vision acknowledges that the Strategic Road Network links people, places, and
different transport modes but that busy roads can generate noise, and sever
access in towns and villages, impeding cyclists and walkers. It also explains
that, moving forward, the Strategic Road Network needs to be designed and
constructed to the highest environmental standards with low noise road
surfacing to be used where possible.
10.23 The Strategic Vision sets out the problems that increased congestion across
the Strategic Road Network would cause if action and investment were not
undertaken:








16 hours stuck in traffic for every household each year;
28 million working days lost per year;
£3.7 billion annual cost to the freight industry, which could see prices
increase on the High Street and beyond;
impeded travel between regions that hampers business;
longer travel times that constrain possible job opportunities;
negative impacts on efforts to spur economic growth, with enterprise zones,
potential housing sites and areas of high growth held back by bottlenecks;
increased stress on roads to ports and airports, making it harder for British
businesses to access export markets;

provision for all legal rights and obligations of the Highways Agency,
including in respect of the application, to be deemed rights and
obligations of Highways England.
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safety and the environment suffering as congested traffic is more polluting
and there is an increased risk of accidents.

10.24 In the Strategic Vision, the A14 project is singled out - it explains (at page 16)
that the A14 is:
"one of the busiest parts of the Strategic Road Network between the
Midlands and East Anglia and the Port of Felixstowe, it was also a longstanding congestion hotspot and area of concern for local communities.
£100 million of the £1.5 billion scheme cost was contributed by partners,
including Local Authorities and Local Enterprise Partnerships. Through
widening sections, improving junctions, creating a new Huntingdon
Southern Bypass and de-trunking a large stretch of the old road, the
scheme will provide benefits to both road users and local communities. It
will keep heavy through-traffic away from villages, reduce community
severance, and relieve congestion on a critical part of the network,
making travel and commuting easier, safer and more reliable. Changes to
the old road will improve air quality and reduce traffic noise, and will give
an opportunity to improve conditions for walkers, cyclists and equestrians
through new crossings."
10.25 In light of this, the Government expresses its strong support for the scheme
within this strategy, when it sets out in its Overview of the Strategy, (at page
36) that:
"The East of England is where many of our exports begin their journey to
the wider world. With major ports at Felixstowe and Tilbury, and a third
under construction at London Gateway, good connections to and from the
region are crucial for the national economy.

"To speed up these journeys, Government confirmed in 2012 that it
would deliver a £1.5 billion, 21 mile improvement to the A14 between
Cambridge to Huntingdon. This stretch has been cited as the biggest
single choke point for British business, and from 2016 work will begin to
bypass Huntingdon and bring the whole affected stretch up to three-lane
standard. This is the single biggest project in the entire roads
programme."
10.26 In light of this, it is clear that the scheme has the support of the Government in
both policy and funding terms, being a key element in both the Government's
National Infrastructure Plan 2014 and its Road Investment Strategy (2014) for
England, and being in accordance with the strategic policy objectives of the
designated National Policy Statement for National Networks.
10.27 In summary, the scheme is in accordance with strategic policy objectives at
both a national and local level, in terms of both planning and transport policy;
as such it benefits from full local and national policy support.
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11. Special considerations affecting the Land
11.1 The draft DCO includes provision for the compulsory acquisition of land to
which the provisions of the Planning Act 2008 (referred to in this Chapter as
'the Act') relating to special category land apply. The land within the DCO
which is special category land is land forming part of:



a common (plots 34/1r; 34/1s; 34/32d; and 34/34b); and
open space (plots 22/31; 23/2a; 23/2b; 23/7; 23/1h; 23/1j; 23/1k; and 23/4).

11.2 Sections 131 and 132 of the Act make provision for special parliamentary
procedure to apply where a development consent order authorises the
compulsory acquisition of land, or rights over land, forming part of a common
or open space. Specifically:



Section 131 applies where an application is made for a DCO authorising the
compulsory acquisition of land forming part of a common or open space; and
Section 132 applies where an application is made for a DCO authorising the
compulsory acquisition of a right over land forming part of a common or open
space by the creation of a new right over land.

11.3 The Applicant's draft DCO will engage only section 131 because, where
special category land is affected by the scheme, such land is required to be
acquired for the scheme. Section 132 is not engaged. There is one plot of
special category land in relation to which the Applicant requires temporary
possession (Plot 23/2b, required in connection with the diversion of statutory
undertaker's apparatus), but this use of the land does not engage the
provisions in sections 131 or 132 because such temporary use does not
affect or interfere with the purposes of the designation of the land as open
space, and therefore no special protection is required and the provisions of
sections 131 and 132 are not engaged.
11.4 Special parliamentary procedure will apply where section 131 is engaged
unless the Secretary of State is satisfied that one of the following
circumstances applies:







replacement land has been, or will be, given in exchange for land being
compulsorily acquired (sections 131(4) or 132(4) of the Act);
the land being compulsorily acquired does not exceed 200 square metres in
extent or is required for specified highway works, and the provision of land in
exchange is unnecessary in the interests of people entitled to certain rights
or the public (sections 131(5) or 132(5) of the Act);
for open space only, that replacement land in exchange for open space land
being compulsorily acquired is not available, or is available only at a
prohibitive cost, and it is strongly in the public interest for the development to
proceed sooner than would be likely if special parliamentary procedure were
to apply (sections 131(4A) or 132(4A) of the Act); and
for open space only, if the land, or right over land, is being acquired for a
temporary purpose (sections 131(4B) or 132(4B) of the Act).
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11.5 Section 131(3) and 131(2) of the Act provide that an order granting
development consent shall be subject to special parliamentary procedure, to
the extent that the order authorises the compulsory acquisition of land, unless
the Secretary of State is satisfied that one of subsections 131(4) to 131(5)
(detailed above) applies; and that fact, and the subsection concerned, are
recorded in the order or otherwise in the instrument or other document
containing the order.
Special Category Land – Common Land
11.6 Delivery of the scheme would require the acquisition of part of a small area of
registered common land forming part of a larger grassed area known as Mill
Common, which is used for grazing. Mill Common is owned by the Trustees
of the Huntingdon Freeman's Trust, who let it under a farm business tenancy
pursuant to which it is used for grazing cattle. It is not open space (as
defined in section 131(12) of the Act), nor is it – in the main - a common (as
defined in section 131(12)). However, Mill Common includes a small
triangular area of grassland which is registered common land (and so this
small triangular area comes within the definition of a common in section
131(12) of the Act).
11.7 The acquisition of 171 square metres (forming part of this small triangle of
common land) is required to enable delivery of the scheme, specifically to
facilitate highway widening in connection with improvements to the A14 trunk
road.
11.8 The Applicant considers that the exemption (to the application of special
parliamentary procedure) which is provided by section 131(5) of the Act
would apply to the area of common land which is proposed to be acquired
pursuant to the DCO.
11.9 The Applicant considers that the criteria in section 131(5) of the Act are met,
in that:






The area of land required for the scheme does not exceed 200 square
metres in extent (it is 171 square metres in area); and
its replacement is unnecessary because:
it forms a very small part of a larger expanse of grazing land at Mill Common.
The total area of Mill Common is 61,317 square metres. The 171 square
metre area required for the scheme comprises only 0.28% of the total area of
Mill Common;
diligent inquiry by the Applicant into the status of Mill Common and, in
particular, the status of the small triangular area of common land, has
revealed that the appearance of this small triangle of land in the Register of
Common Land appears to be an historical anomaly. Previously existing
Lammas rights (equivalent to rights of common) over Mill Common were
released by the Lammas Charity in February 1984 and as a result, all land in
Mill Common beyond this small triangular area was removed from the
Register of Common Land. It is possible and quite likely that the small
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triangle of common land only remains on the Register of Common Land as
the result of an administrative or drafting error; and
the wider grassed area used for grazing and known as Mill Common is
traversed by a network of public rights of way and permissive paths including
Footpaths 133/4 and 133/6, which are short routes along The Walks at Mill
Common. There is also a cycle route across Mill Common which provides a
link between the road called Mill Common (just off the Huntingdon ring road)
and Huntingdon railway station. The scheme would result in the addition of a
road crossing to the cycle route, but no permanent impact on the footpaths is
anticipated to arise from the scheme. Therefore, the extensive provision of
recreational opportunities in the immediate area would not be materially
affected if the small triangle of common land was acquired compulsorily for
the purposes of the scheme.

11.10 In light of the above, the Applicant seeks the Secretary of State's confirmation
that he is satisfied that the exemption in section 131(5) of the Act applies to
this area of special category land and that, accordingly, the parts of the DCO
which relate to this special category land shall not be subject to special
parliamentary procedure.
Special Category Land – Open Space
11.11 Delivery of the scheme would require the acquisition of part of a golf course
set within the grounds of the Menzies Hotel, located to the south of the
existing A14 at Bar Hill. The hotel and its grounds are owned by Menzies
Hotels Property No. 5 Limited, the golf course is available for use by both
hotel residents and non-residents, with course fees applying to both. As
such, it comes within the definition of open space in section 131(12) of the
Act.
11.12 The part of the golf course which is required in connection with the scheme
comprises the very edge of the golf course, where it runs alongside the
southern boundary of the existing A14 trunk road and then around the edge
of the golf course, where it adjoins the boundary of Oakington Road to the
south of the A14. The area comprises the hedgerow boundary area between
the golf course and the existing A14 and Oakington Road, together with some
maintained grass land and planted areas forming part of the golf course.
None of the area proposed to be acquired in connection with the scheme
forms part of the practice area, tees, fairways or greens of the golf course.
However, in addition there is (as explained above) an area of 2,561 square
metres for temporary working space for the works associated with the
protection of existing utilities (Plot 23/2b) that extends partly into a fairway.
11.13 The acquisition of this area of the golf course is required to enable delivery of
the scheme, specifically to facilitate highway drainage in connection with
improvements to widen the existing A14 trunk road.
11.14 The Applicant considers that the exemption (to the application of special
parliamentary procedure) which is provided by section 131(5) of the Act
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would apply to the area of open space land at the golf course which is
proposed to be acquired pursuant to the DCO.
11.15 The Applicant considers that the criteria in section 131(5) of the Act are met,
in that:



The area of land to be acquired for the scheme is required partly for the
widening and partly for the drainage of an existing highway; and
its replacement is unnecessary because:
o it forms a very small part of a larger expanse of open space land at
the Menzies Hotel golf course. The total area of the golf course is
517,941 square metres. The area to be acquired for the scheme
comprises 16,109 square metres, which comprises only 3.11% of the
total area of the golf course;
o the area comprises the hedgerow boundary area between the golf
course and the existing A14 and Oakington Road, together with some
maintained grass land and planted areas forming part of the golf
course but no part of the fairways; and
o if this area of open space was acquired for the scheme, it would have
no material or adverse effect upon the use of the golf course, such
that its replacement with exchange land is unnecessary.

11.16 In light of the above, the Applicant seeks the Secretary of State's
confirmation that he is satisfied that the exemption in section 131(5) of the
Act applies to this area of special category land and that, accordingly, the
parts of the DCO which relate to this special category land shall not be
subject to special parliamentary procedure.
11.17 The Applicant notes that the designated National Policy Statement for
National Networks states (at paragraph 5.166) that "Existing open space,
sports and recreational buildings and land should not be developed unless
the land is surplus to requirements or the loss would be replaced by
equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable
location. Applicants considering proposals which would involve developing
such land should have regard to any local authority’s assessment of need for
such types of land and buildings." The Applicant's engagement with the local
authorities 'hosting' the scheme is ongoing; in particular, South
Cambridgeshire District Council ('SCDC') has confirmed that, having had
regard to its assessment of need for any "existing open space, sports and
recreational buildings and land" (per para 5.166 of the National Networks
National Policy Statement) in the form of SCDC’s Recreation and Open
Space Study (July 2013) (the Study), which forms part of SCDC’s evidence
base for its emerging Local Plan 2011 – 2031 does not identify the land at
Menzies Golf Course (required for the scheme as identified in paragraphs
11.11 to 11.17 of the Statement of Reasons) as existing open space and/or
existing sports and recreational land. As such, the Statement of Common
Ground (SoCG) between Highways England and SCDC confirms that
Highways England’s proposal to acquire the golf course land is in compliance
with paragraph 5.166 of the National Networks National Policy Statement.
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This SoCG was submitted at Deadline 13 (document reference
HE/A14/EX/190)., and it is envisaged that the local authorities' assessment of
the effects of the scheme on open space land will be among the matters
covered in statements of common ground which are in the process of being
prepared and which are to be submitted to the Planning Inspectorate at
Deadline 2 of the examination timetable, on 26 June 2015.
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12. Other consents required in relation to the
scheme
Environmental and construction consents
12.1

The following environmental and construction consents will or may be required
in addition to the powers sought in the DCO and any consents under the DCO:


















Protected Species Licences from Natural England under the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 and the Protection of Badgers Act
1992;
badger disturbance licence;
great crested newt European Protected Species (EPS) development licence;
and
bat European Protected Species (EPS) development licence;
A permit from the Environment Agency for the dispo sal of Japanese
knotweed contaminated material on site under Part II of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990 will be required;
A permit from the Environment Agency for discharge of trade effluent
(sewage) to controlled water during construction, under the Environmental
Permitting Regulations 2010 (EPR). This would be required if any welfare
facilities in the construction compounds would need to discharge to surface
water or groundwater;
A permit from the Environment Agency for discharge of trade effluent to
controlled water during construction, under the Environmental Permitting
Regulations 2010 (EPR). This would be required for any trade effluent
generated from the dewatering of excavations, which would be treated in a
settlement system prior to discharge.
Abnormal road licenses relating to construction vehicles and access routes
under the Road Vehicles (Authorisation of Special Types) Order 2003;
Consent for the erection of hoardings located on or over a public highway
relating to construction works pursuant to the Highways Act 1980;
License for use of cranes which oversail the public highway as per the
Highways Act 1980; and
dependent on pre-construction surveys (i.e. if resting places are identified in
or near the scheme footprint) the following may also be needed:
otter European Protected Species (EPS) development licence; and
water vole conservation licence.
Crown Land - consent under section 135 of the Act

12.2

Part of the land on which the scheme is to be constructed is Crown land, by
virtue of the fact that it comes within the definition of Crown land in section 135
of the Planning Act 2008 in that it is held by a Government department. The
Applicant is seeking to include Crown land in the DCO as shown on the Crown
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Land Plans (document reference 2.8HE/A14/EX/220)5 and as presented within
Part 4 of the Book of Reference (document reference 4.3HE/A14/EX/226).6
12.3

Section 135(1) of the Planning Act 2008 enables development consent orders to
authorise the compulsory acquisition of an interest in Crown land where that
interest is held by a party other than the Crown. If provisions to compulsorily
acquire such interests are to be included in a development consent order, then
the consent of the appropriate Crown authority is needed before the
development consent order can be made by the Secretary of State.

12.4

The currentPrevious versions of the Book of Reference (document reference
HE/A14/EX/02) and Crown Land Plans (document references 2.8 and
HE/A14/EX/15) reflect the land ownership position prior to the Applicant's
change in status from an Executive Agency of the Department for Transport (the
former Highways Agency) to a government-owned strategic highways company
appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport under the Infrastructure Act
2015 (Highways England). Prior to this change in the Applicant's status, the vast
majority of the Crown land which was required to be included in the DCO for the
scheme was known or presumed to be held by the Department for Transport.
Where land has been presumed to be owned by the Secretary of State for
Transport, this is currently unregistered land which is located within the highway
boundaries of the existing A1 and A14 Trunk Roads and which, historically, was
maintained by the Highways Agency, but which is now maintained by Highways
England.

12.5

Under section 15 of the Infrastructure Act 2015, the Secretary of State may
make a scheme for the transfer of property, rights and liabilities to its appointed
strategic highways company. Such a transfer scheme was made by the
Secretary of State for Transport on 30 March 2015 (the Transfer Scheme). The
effect of the Transfer Scheme is to transfer to Highways England all land
previously held by the Secretary of State for Transport for the purposes of the
Secretary of State's functions as the highway authority responsible for the
strategic road network in England. The Transfer Scheme therefore includes the
Land required for the scheme in so far as it was previously known or presumed
to be owned by the Secretary of State for Transport.

12.6

As Highways England is a strategic highways company and not an Executive
Agency of the Department for Transport, it does not hold land on behalf of the
Crown, nor is it an 'appropriate Crown authority' (per section 135(1)(b) of the
Act). Accordingly, the land which has been transferred to Highways England

5

Certain sheets of the Crown Land Plans (document reference 2.8) submitted with the Application in December
2014 were updated in May 2015 (document reference HE/A14/EX/15) as part of the Applicant's Errata
Submission (document reference HE/A14/EX/09 - HE/A14/EX/19). They have since been replaced by the current
set of Crown Land Plans (document reference HE/A14/EX/220).
6
The Book of Reference (document reference 4.3) submitted with the Application in December 2014 was
updated in March 2015 when a section 59 certificate (certifying compliance with the requirements of section 58
of the Act) was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate. It is currently proposed that aA further revised Book of
Reference will wasbe submitted at Deadline 7 in the examination timetable, on 19 August 2015. This further
revised Book of Reference will included amendments arising from the transfer of land from the Secretary of State
for Transport to Highways England. These versions of the Book of Reference have now been replaced by the
current Book of Reference (document reference HE/A14/EX/226).
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under the Transfer Scheme no longer comes within the definition in section 135
of the Act of 'Crown land' and can therefore no longer be considered as Crown
land to which consent under section 135 is required.
The DCO also contains a parcel of land which is understood (from diligent
inquiry) to be owned by a company which, according to records at Companies
House, has been dissolved. Further diligent inquiry indicates that the land, as
bona vacantia, has beenwas dealt with by the Government Legal Department
(formerly the Treasury Solicitor) and has escheated to the Crown Estate.
As such, it is, in the context of the Planning Act 2008, Crown land. The
consent of the Crown Estate to the inclusion of this land in the DCO is
therefore currently being sought by the Applicant. In due course, the Applicant
anticipates that such consent, if granted, will form part of the suite of
Application documents. The land listed in the Book of Reference as being held
by 'the Crown Estate' is located at Swavesey Junction and forms two small
parcels of land adjacent to the Bucking Way Business Park (plots 18/13 and
20/10). This land was previously shown on sheets 22 and 23 of the Crown
Land Plans (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/102).
12.7

Highways England contacted the Crown Estate to request the necessary
consent pursuant to section 135 of the Planning Act 2008.

12.8

However, in response to this, Burges Salmon, acting on behalf of the Crown
Estate, declared that the Crown Estate does not make any 'management
decisions' in relation to land subject to escheat, to avoid the Crown incurring any
future liability for this land.

12.9

Therefore, pursuant to section 227(6) of the Planning Act, which deals with
questions of appropriate Crown Authority, Highways England approached HM
Treasury, to ask it to determine the appropriate authority to make a decision on
Highways England's request for Crown land consent in respect of the land
formerly owned by Barwell Properties Limited (Dissolved).

12.10 HM Treasury then contacted the Crown Estate to request that it clarify the
position in respect of this land. In response, Burges Salmon, on behalf of the
Crown Estate wrote again to Highways England, explaining that when land
escheats to the Crown, this does not necessarily mean that the land becomes
part of the Crown Estate. It is therefore not considered by the Crown Estate that
the land is Crown land, and therefore, the position is that the land in question
does not have the status of Crown land and, accordingly, Crown land consent is
not required for the inclusion of this land within the Scheme.
12.11 Following the receipt of the letter from the Crown Estate (at Appendix 4), the
Crown Land Plans (HE/A14/EX/220) and Book of Reference (HE/A14/EX/226)
were amended to reflect the fact that plots 18/13 and 20/10 are no longer
considered to be Crown land; and these amended documents were submitted at
Deadline 13.
12.12 The Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs ('DEFRA') holds
land interests on behalf of the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs ('SoS'). In the context of the Scheme, DEFRA holds rights granted
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by a debenture over land owned by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany
Trust.
12.13 The relevant land in which the SoS holds an interest is located north of the
Cambridge Northern Bypass east of Girton (grassland, trees and embankment
at plots 26/37a, 26/37b, 26/39, 26/40a, 26/40b, 26/41, 27/2a, 27/2b, 27/3, 27/6a,
and 27/6b) and in Huntingdon south of the Hinchingbrooke Business Park (area
planted with trees between the existing A14 and residential properties at plot
32/2). This land is shown on sheets 11, 29 and 30 of the Crown Land Plans
(Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/102, PINS Reference REP7-037).
12.14 Highways England has been in contact with DEFRA to request DEFRA's
consent on behalf of the SoS to the inclusion of this land within the Scheme, and
DEFRA has given its consent to the inclusion of its interests in the abovementioned land within the Scheme, with the exception of plot 32/2 (for the
reasons explained in Highways England's submission on Matters Arising at the
Compulsory Acquisition Hearings 1-3 September (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/149). This consent was submitted to the Examination at Appendix D
of Highways England's Compulsory Acquisition and Scheme Changes Update
submitted at Deadline 11 (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/174).
12.15 The Crown Land Plans (HE/A14/EX/220) and Book of Reference
(HE/A14/EX/226) submitted at Deadline 13 were amended prior to submission
to take account of the fact that plot 32/2 should no longer be considered Crown
Land.
12.16 The Historical Railways Estate has interests in the Scheme due to the previous
existence of the British Railways Board (Residuary) Ltd ('BRBR'), which formerly
owned rights over and interests in residual railway land arising from rail
privatisation. With effect from 30 September 2013, BRBR was abolished and its
interests in the historical railways estate (formerly known as the Burdensome
Estate, which includes legacy bridges, abutments, tunnels, cuttings, viaducts
and similar properties associated with closed railway lines and sales) were
transferred to the Highways Agency Historical Railways Estate, at that time an
executive agency of the Department for Transport. Therefore, these land
interests were considered to be owned by the Secretary of State for Transport.
12.17 The ownership of the land interests held by the Highways Agency Historical
Railways Estate did not pass to Highways England under the property transfer
scheme that dealt with the Secretary of State's interests in land, when the
Highways Agency became Highways England, and as such, these land interests
are still owned by the Secretary of State for Transport. However, this property is
managed by the 'Historical Railways Estate' ('HRE') on behalf of the Secretary of
State for Transport and, as such, HRE is authorised to give the Crown land
consent on behalf of the Secretary of State for Transport. It is therefore correct
that the interests are identified as Crown land in the Book of Reference and on
the Crown Land Plans.
1.1.1

In relation to the Scheme, the HRE, on behalf of the Secretary of State for
Transport, holds access rights over land forming part of the existing A14
highway passing over, and east and west of the railway in Huntingdon,
including grassland adjacent to Station Cottages (at plots 34/1k, 34/1l, 34/1m,
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34/1n, 34/1o, 34/1p, 34/1q, 34/1r , 34/1am and 34/40), and grassland, tree
planting, private access track surrounding, and asphalt at the entrance of,
Brampton landfill site (at plots 7/23, 8/11, 8/12, and 8/16). This land is shown
on sheets 8 and 13 of the Crown Land Plans (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/102).
1.1.2

HRE has now given its consent to the inclusion of these plots within the
Scheme. This consent was submitted to the Examination at Appendix C of
Highways England's Addendum to the Compulsory Acquisition and Scheme
Changes Update submitted at Deadline 12 (Applicant reference
HE/A14/EX/183).

12.7
12.8

The DCO also contains a parcel of land which is understood (from diligent
inquiry) to be subject to interests owned by the former British Rail Board
(Residuary) Ltd (BRBR). With effect from 30 September 2013, BRBR was
abolished and its interests in the historical railways estate (formerly known as
the Burdensome Estate, which includes legacy bridges, abutments, tunnels,
cuttings, viaducts and similar properties associated with closed railway lines and
sales) were transferred to the Highways Agency Historical Railways Estate (the
HAHRE). Following the former Highways Agency's above-mentioned change in
status, the Historical Railways Estate (the HRE) is responsible on behalf of the
Secretary of State for Transport for assets formerly held by the HAHRE. These
assets were not transferred to Highways England under the Transfer Scheme.
As the HRE carries out the functions of the Department for Transport in respect
of such assets, and as the definition of 'land' in sections 159 and 235 of the
Planning Act 2008 includes any existing interest in or right over land, the Land
formerly held by BRBR and HAHRE, and which is now held by HRE on behalf of
the Secretary of State for Transport, is Crown land, for the purposes of section
135 of the Planning Act 2008.

12.9

Accordingly, the Applicant is in the process of seeking the consent of the HRE to
the inclusion in the DCO of the Crown's interests in the Land. In due course, the
Applicant anticipates that such consent, if granted, will form part of the suite of
Application documents.

12.10 The DCO also contains land which is understood (from diligent inquiry) to be
subject to rights owned by the Secretary of State for the Department of the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). Therefore, in the context of the
Act, such land is Crown land. The consent of the Secretary of State for the
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs to the inclusion of this land in the DCO is
therefore currently being sought by the Applicant. In due course, the Applicant
anticipates that such consent, if granted, will form part of the suite of Application
documents.
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Glossary
Term
the Act
The APFP
Regulations
the Applicant

Meaning / Definition
The Planning Act 2008
The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and
Procedure) Regulations 2009
The former Highways Agency, now Highways England

the Application

The application made under Section 37 of the Planning Act 2008 for
the order, the DCO, granting development consent for the scheme

The Book of
Reference

An Application document providing written details of the land subject to
compulsory acquisition, including the names and addresses of all
known parties who may have an interest in the land and be affected
by the proposed acquisition, together with a description of the land
affected (document reference 4.3)

the Convention

The European Convention on Human Rights, which was incorporated
into domestic law in the Human Rights Act 1998

the DCO

The order granting development consent f o r
(document reference 3.1)

the

scheme

the Engineering
An Application document providing detailed annotation of the
Drawings & Sections engineering works and of the features required to satisfy Regulation
6(2) of the APFP Regulations (document reference 2.9)
the Environmental
Statement

An Application document reporting the Environmental Impact
Assessment carried out for the Scheme (document reference 6.1)

The Explanatory
Memorandum

An Application document explaining the purpose and effect of each
article of, and the Schedules to, the draft DCO (document reference
3.2)
An Application document explaining how the DCO containing the
authorisation of compulsory acquisition powers is proposed to be
funded (document reference 4.2)

The Funding
Statement

Grade separated
junction

A road junction where roads cross at different levels

the CA Guidance

Department for Communities and Local Government guidance, Planning
Act 2008: Guidance related to procedures for the compulsory acquisition
of land (September 2013)

the Land

The land and rights which needs to be acquired and the land of which
possession needs to be taken temporarily to enable the Applicant to
construct the scheme
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Term

Meaning / Definition

the Land Plans

An Application document showing the land over which it is proposed
to exercise powers of compulsory acquisition to acquire land and
rights over land and the right to use land temporarily (document
reference 2.3)

the Location Plan

An Application document showing the location of the Scheme in its wider
geographical context (document Reference 2.1)

Non-motorised
users

Pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians (sometimes the term nonmotorised users is abbreviated to NMUs)

the Case for the
Scheme

An Application document covering national, regional and local planning
and development policy, documents and matters pertinent to the
Scheme (document reference 7.1)

PRoW

Public Rights of Way

the Scheme

The proposed development for which the Application has been
made

this Statement

This Statement of Reasons (document reference 4.1)

the Works Plans

An Application document showing the works related to the scheme,
together with the limits o f l a n d within which the Scheme and the
works may be carried out (document reference 2.4)
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Appendix A: Details of the Purpose for which
Compulsory Acquisition and Temporary Possession
Powers are sought
A1.1

Introduction
The specific purposes for which each parcel of Land subject to compulsory
acquisition powers is required are set out in the tables in Appendix A. The first
column of the tables refers to the plot numbers shown on the Land Plans
(document reference 2.3) and used in the Book of Reference (document
reference 4.3). The second column of Tables 1A, 2A and 3A sets out the work
numbers shown on the Works Plans (document references 2.4) and described
in detail in Schedule 1 of the Development Consent Order (DCO) (document
reference 3.1). The second column of Tables 1B, 2B and 3B sets out the broad
uses for which the land is required. The tables in Appendix A of this Statement
should be read in conjunction with and by reference to the Land Plans (document
reference 2.3), the Works Plans (document reference 2.4) and Schedule 2 of the
DCO (document reference 3.1).

Table 1A
ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
Sheet 1
None

Purpose for which land is required

Sheet 2
2/1d
2/1f
2/1h
2/1l
2/1m
2/1n
2/1o
2/1q
2/1r
2/1t
2/1u
2/1v
2/1x
2/1y
2/1z
2/1ab
2/1ac
2/1ad
HE/A14/EX/22916
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
2/1ae
2/1af
2/1ag
2/1ah
2/1aj
2/1ak
2/1al
2/1am
2/3
2/4b
2/5a
2/5c
2/6
2/7
2/8a
2/8b
2/8c
2/9a
2/9b
2/9c
2/10
2/11a
2/11c
2/12a

Purpose for which land is required
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sheet 3
3/1a
3/1a
3/1b
3/1b
3/1c
3/1c
3/1e
3/1f
3/1f
3/1g
3/1h
3/1h
3/2a
3/3
3/4
3/5a
3/5a
3/6a
HE/A14/EX/22916

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
79
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
3/6c
3/7a
3/7c
3/9a
3/12a
3/12b
3/12c
3/12d
3/12e
3/12f
3/13
3/14a
3/14c
3/14d
3/15a
3/15c
3/15d
3/16

Purpose for which land is required
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Sheet 4
4/1n
4/1o
4/1p
4/1q
4/2b
4/2b
4/2b
4/5
4/6

5
5
5
5
4.1
4.2
5
5
5

Sheet 5
5/1a
5/1a
5/1b
5/1c
5/1d
5/1d
5/1e
5/1f
5/1f
5/1f
5/1g
5/1h
5/1j

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
5
1
2
5

HE/A14/EX/22916
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
5/1k
5/1l
5/1m
5/1n
5/1o
5/1p
5/1q
5/1q
5/1q
5/1r
5/1s
5/1t
5/1t
5/1u
5/1v
5/1x
5/1y
5/1z
5/1aa
5/1ab
5/1ac
5/1af
5/1ah
5/1aj
5/1ak
5/1am
5/1an
5/1an
5/1an
5/2b
5/2b
5/2c
5/2c
5/2c
5/3
5/3
5/4a
5/4c
5/5a
5/5b

Purpose for which land is required
1
1
5
1
1
5
2
3
5
1
3
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
5
1
2
4.1
4.2
5
1
2
1
1
1
1

5/5c
5/5d

1
1

5/5f
5/5g

1
1

HE/A14/EX/22916
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
5/6
5/6
5[BM1]/7
5/8
5/9
5/10
5/11
5/12
5/13
5/14
5/15
5/16
5/17
5/19
5/20
5/21
5/22a
5/22c
5/23a
5/23a
5/23d
5/23h
5/24
5/25a
5/28
5/30
5/32
5/33a
5/35
5/36
5/37
5/38a
5/38b
5/38b
5/38b
5/38c
5/38d
5/38e
5/38f
5/38h
5/40a
5/40b
5/40c
5/40d
HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
1
2
2
5
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
1
3
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
3
2
3
5
5
5
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
82
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
5/40e
5/41
5/42
5/43

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
5
5

Sheet 6
6/1a
6/1a
6/1b
6/1c
6/1c
6/1d
6/1e
6/1f
6/1g
6/1h
6/1j
6/1j
6/1k
6/1k
6/1l
6/1m
6/1m
6/2
6/3a
6/3a
6/3b
6/3b
6/4
6/5
6/6
6/7a
6/7b
6/8a
6/8a
6/8a
6/8b
6/9
6/10
6/11
6/11
6/12
6/13
6/14
HE/A14/EX/22916

1
5
1
1
5
1
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
1
5
4.3
1
5
1
5
5
5
4.4
4.4
1
1
4.3
4.4
1
1
1
1
5
1
4.5
4.5
83
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
6/14
6/15
6/15
6/16a
6/16c
6/17
6/22b
6/22c
6/23

Purpose for which land is required
4.6
1
5
5
5
1
5
5
1

Sheet 7
7/1a
7/1b
7/1b
7/1c
7/1d
7/1e
7/1e
7/1e
7/1e
7/1e
7/1f
7/1g
7/1g
7/1g
7/1h
7/1k
7/1k
7/1l
7/1l
7/1m
7/1m
7/1n
7/1n
7/1o
7/2
7/2
7/3
7/3
7/4a
7/4a
7/4c
7/5
7/6a
HE/A14/EX/22916

1
1
5
5
5
1
5
6
7
8
5
1
5
7
6
5
8
5
8
1
7
1
7
6
4.5
4.6
4.5
4.6
1
6
1
1
5
84
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2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
7/6a
7/7a
7/7e
7/8b
7/9a
7/9a
7/9a
7/9a
7/9a
7/11a
7/11b
7/11e
7/11e
7/11e
7/11e
7/13b
7/13b
7/14
7/15
7/16a
7/16a
7/16a
7/16a
7/18
7/18
7/18
7/18
7/19
7/19
7/19
7/22
7/23

Purpose for which land is required
6
6
6
6
5
6
7
8
9
6
1
1
6
7
8
1
7
6
6
1
6
7
8
1
7
5
8
1
4.7
4.8
9
9

Sheet 8
8/1a
8/1b
8/1c
8/1g
8/1h
8/1j
8/1k
8/1k
8/1l
8/1m
HE/A14/EX/22916

1
1
1
1
1
1
9
10
1
9
85
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2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
8/1o
8/1o
8/1o
8/1p
8/1q
8/1q
8/1q
8/1r
8/1r
8/1r
8/1s
8/1t
8/1u
8/1v
8/3b
8/4
8/4
8/5a
8/5a
8/5a
8/5a
8/5a
8/5e
8/7a
8/7a
8/7a
8/7a
8/8a
8/8b
8/8b
8/8b
8/8b
8/9
8/10
8/11
8/12
8/13
8/14
8/15
8/16
8/16
8/16
8/17a
8/17c
HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
5
8
9
5
5
8
9
8
5
7
9
9
10
1
1
9
4.8
1
5
7
8
9
9
1
5
8
10
9
5
8
9
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
5
8
9
8
86
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
8/18
8/19a
8/19a
8/19c
8/20
8/20
8/21a
8/21d
8/21f
8/21g
8/21l
8/22a
8/22a
8/23
8/24
8/25b
8/26
8/29a
8/29b
8/30
8/31a

Purpose for which land is required
8
5
8
9
5
8
10
5
5
5
5
5
8
9
10
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 9
9/2b
9/2e
9/2f
9/3a
9/3b
9/3c
9/4a
9/5
9/12a
9/12b
9/13
9/15
9/15
9/17
9/18
9/19
9/20
9/21

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
11
5
11
11
11
11

Sheet 10
10/2b

5

HE/A14/EX/22916
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
10/2b
10/3
10/3
10/4a
10/4b
10/4d
10/4d
10/4f
10/5
10/5
10/6
10/7a
10/7d
10/8

Purpose for which land is required
11
5
11
11
11
5
11
5
5
11
5
5
5
5

Sheet 11
11/2a
11/2a
11/3
11/4
11/5
11/6a
11/6a
11/7
11/8c

5
12
12
12
12
5
12
12
5

Sheet 12
12/2b
12/3
12/4
12/4
12/5a
12/6a
12/6d
12/7
12/8a
12/10a
12/10a
12/11b
12/11b
12/12b
12/12b
12/13a

5
13
13
5
13
5
13
13
13
5
13
5
13
5
13
13

HE/A14/EX/22916
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2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
Sheet 13
13/2b
13/3a
13/3c
13/3c
13/4
13/4
13/5
13/6

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
5
14
5
14
14
14

Sheet 14
14/2a
14/2a
14/3
14/4
14/5
14/5
14/6
14/6
14/7
14/7
14/8
14/8
14/9
14/10
14/11
14/12
14/14
14/14
14/15
14/16
14/17

15
5
5
5
5
15
15
5
15
5
15
5
15
15
15
15
4.10
5
15
4.11
15

Sheet 15
15/1c
15/1c
15/1d
15/1d
15/2
15/3
15/4
15/4
15/5
15/6

17
64
17
64
4.11
4.10
16
5
5
16

HE/A14/EX/22916
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
15/6
15/7
15/8
15/9a
15/11a
15/11a
15/12a
15/12b
15/13a
15/13b
15/14
15/18b
15/18c
15/19
15/20
15/21
15/22
15/23
15/24

Purpose for which land is required
5
16
16
16
5
16
16
16
16
16
16
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 16
16/1e
16/1f
16/2a
16/2b
16/2b
16/3a
16/3a
16/4
16/5a
16/5a
16/6
16/6
16/7a
16/7a
16/9a
16/10
16/11
16/12a
16/13
16/14a
16/14b
16/15c
16/16
HE/A14/EX/22916

5
18
5
5
17
5
17
5
5
17
5
17
17
5
17
17
17
5
17
17
17
5
5
90
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
16/17a
16/17a
16/17b
16/18
16/19a
16/19a
16/19c
16/20
16/21
16/22
16/23
16/24
16/24

Purpose for which land is required
5
18
18
18
5
18
18
18
5
5
18
18
5

Sheet 17
17/1c
17/1d
17/1d
17/1g
17/1h
17/1j
17/1k
17/1l
17/1m
17/1n
17/1o
17/1o
17/1p
17/2
17/2
17/3
17/4a
17/4a
17/5
17/6
17/7
17/8a
17/9
17/10b
17/10d
17/11

19
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
5
19
19
5
18
18
5
18
19
5
19
19
19
5
5
19

Sheet 18
18/1a

19

HE/A14/EX/22916
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2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
18/1b
18/1b
18/1c
18/1c
18/1d
18/1e
18/1e
18/2b
18/2d
18/3
18/4
18/5a
18/5b
18/5c
18/5d
18/6a
18/6a
18/6a
18/7
18/8
18/8
18/8
18/8
18/9
18/10
18/10
18/11
18/12
18/13
18/14
18/15

Purpose for which land is required
5
19
5
19
22
5
22
5
5
19
19
5
5
20
5
5
20
21
19
19
5
20
22
5
5
22
22
22
22
22
22

Sheet 19
19/3
19/4
19/6
19/7
19/8
19/9
19/10a
19/12a

4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12
4.12

Sheet 20
20/1a

5

HE/A14/EX/22916

92
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2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
20/1a
20/1b
20/1b
20/1c
20/1c
20/1e
20/1f
20/1g
20/1h
20/2c
20/2c
20/2f
20/2g
20/4b
20/4d
20/4e
20/4e
20/6a
20/6a
20/6c
20/7
20/8
20/9
20/10
20/11
20/12
20/13a
20/13a
20/13c
20/14
20/15a
20/16a
20/18a
20/19
20/20
20/21a
20/22b
20/23b
20/24
20/25a
20/25a
20/25a

Purpose for which land is required
21
5
22
5
22
22
22
5
5
5
21
4.12
21
4.12
4.12
5
21
4.12
21
4.12
5
22
22
22
22
22
5
21
5
21
5
22
22
22
22
22
5
5
22
71
81
82

20/25b
20/25b
HE/A14/EX/22916

5
23
93

MayOctober
2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
20/25c
20/26

Purpose for which land is required
5
22

Sheet 21
21/1a
21/1a
21/1a
21/1b
21/1c
21/1d
21/1e
21/1f
21/1f
21/1g
21/1g
21/1h
21/1j
21/2a
21/3
21/4a
21/4a
21/4b
21/4b
21/4c
21/4g
21/5b
21/6
21/7
21/8a
21/8a
21/8c
21/9b
21/9d
21/10a
21/10c
21/10d
21/10d
21/10d
21/10e
21/12
21/12
21/13
21/14
21/15
HE/A14/EX/22916

5
22
23
22
22
5
22
5
22
5
22
5
5
22
22
5
23
23
5
5
23
22
22
23
22
23
22
23
23
23
5
5
71
73
5
5
23
23
22
5
94
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
21/15
21/16a
21/16a
21/16a

Purpose for which land is required
22
5
71
73

21/16b
21/16c
21/16c
21/16c

5
5
71
73

21/17
21/18
21/18

22
22
5

Sheet 22
22/1a
22/1a
22/1b
22/2
22/3a
22/3a
22/3b
22/4a
22/5
22/6b
22/7c
22/8b
22/9
22/9
22/9
22/10a
22/10b
22/11b
22/12a
22/12a
22/13
22/14
22/14
22/15
22/16
22/17a
22/17a
22/17a
22/18
22/19
22/20

5
24
5
5
5
22
22
5
5
5
5
5
5
22
24
24
24
24
5
24
5
5
24
24
24
5
22
24
5
24
24

HE/A14/EX/22916
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2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
22/20
22/21
22/22
22/23
22/24
22/25
22/26
22/27a
22/27c
22/28a
22/28a
22/29
22/30
22/31

Purpose for which land is required
5
24
24
5
5
5
5
5
22
5
22
5
5
5

Sheet 23
23/1a
23/1b
23/1b
23/1c
23/1c
23/1d
23/1d
23/1e
23/1f
23/1g
23/1h
23/1j
23/1k
23/2a
23/3
23/3
23/3
23/4
23/5
23/6a
23/6a
23/7
23/8a
23/8a
23/8a
23/9
23/9
23/10a
HE/A14/EX/22916

5
5
25
5
25
5
25
5
5
5
5
25
25
5
5
22
25
25
25
25
27
25
5
25
27
25
5
25
96
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
23/10a
23/10a
23/10a
23/10a
23/10d
23/10d
23/11
23/11
23/12
23/13b
23/14a
23/14c
23/15a
23/15b
23/15c
23/18
23/19a
23/19a
23/19a
23/19a
23/19b
23/19b

Purpose for which land is required
26
5
4.13
4.14
26
80
5
25
4.15
27
27
5
27
27
5
5
4.14
25
5
26
26
80

23/19c

25

23/19c
23/20a
23/21

26
5
5

Sheet 24
24/1a
24/1a
24/1b
24/1b
24/1c
24/1d
24/1d
24/1f
24/1f
24/1g
24/1g
24/1h
24/1h
24/1j
24/1j
24/1k

5
28
5
29
29
29
5
29
5
5
29
5
29
5
28
28

HE/A14/EX/22916
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2015

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
24/1l
24/1m
24/2a
24/2b
24/3a
24/3e
24/3l
24/4
24/5
24/6
24/7b
24/7b
24/7b
24/8
24/9b
24/9d
24/9d
24/10b
24/10d
24/10f
24/11

Purpose for which land is required
28
28
27
27
27
5
29
27
4.14
4.14
26
28
5
29
27
29
5
27
29
29
29

Sheet 25
25/1a
25/1a
25/1a
25/1a
25/1a
25/1b
25/1c
25/1d
25/1e
25/1f
25/1g
25/1h
25/1h
25/1h
25/1j
25/1k
25/1k
25/1k
25/1k
25/1k
25/1l
HE/A14/EX/22916

29
32
31
30
5
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
28
30
30
29
30
32
31
31
29
98
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
25/1l
25/1l
25/1l
25/2b
25/2b
25/2b
25/2b
25/3
25/3
25/3
25/4
25/4
25/5
25/6
25/6
25/7a
25/7a
25/8
25/9
25/10
25/10
25/11
25/11
25/12
25/14
25/15
25/15
25/16
25/17
25/18
25/19

Purpose for which land is required
31
32
30
29
31
29
30
5
30
28
26
28
29
26
28
28
26
31
32
5
30
31
30
26
32
30
32
29
29
30
30

Sheet 26
26/1a
26/1a
26/1b
26/1c
26/1d
26/1e
26/1f
26/1g
26/1h
26/1j
26/1k
HE/A14/EX/22916

29
33
30
30
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
99
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
26/1l
26/1m
26/1n
26/1o
26/2b
26/2b
26/2b
26/2b
26/3
26/4
26/5
26/6
26/7
26/8
26/9
26/10
26/11
26/12
26/13
26/15
26/16
26/17
26/18
26/19
26/21
26/22
26/23
26/24
26/25
26/26
26/27
26/28
26/28
26/29
26/30
26/31
26/32a
26/33
26/33a
26/34b
26/37b
26/38
26/38a
26/39
HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
33
33
33
33
26
33
26
29
29
29
30
26
26
29
30
30
29
26
29
30
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
100
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
26/40a
26/41

Purpose for which land is required
33
33

Sheet 27
27/1a
27/1b
27/1c
27/1d
27/1e
27/1f
27/1h
27/1j
27/2a
27/2b
27/3
27/4
27/5a
27/5b
27/5c
27/5d
27/6a
27/6b
27/7b
27/9b
27/16
27/17c
27/19
27/20
27/21
27/22

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Sheet 28
28/1a
28/1b
28/1c
28/1d
28/1e
28/1f
28/1j
28/1m
28/1n
28/1o
28/2b
28/3

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

HE/A14/EX/22916
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A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
28/4
28/5
28/6
28/7b
28/7c
28/8a
28/9
28/10
28/11b
28/12
28/13
28/14
28/15
28/16
28/17

Purpose for which land is required
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Sheet 29
29/1a
29/1b
29/1c
29/1d
29/1e
29/1f
29/1g
29/2
29/3
29/4
29/5
29/6
29/7
29/8
29/9
29/10

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Sheet 30
None
Sheet 31
None
Sheet 32
None
Sheet 33
HE/A14/EX/22916
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Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
None

Purpose for which land is required

Sheet 34
34/1e
34/1f
34/1h
34/1j
34/1m
34/1q
34/1r
34/1s
34/1t
34/1v
34/1y
34/1z
34/1aa
34/1ab
34/1ac
34/1ad
34/1ae
34/1af
34/1ag
34/1al
34/1am
34/2
34/3
34/4a
34/4d
34/5a
34/5d
34/5e
34/6a
34/6a
34/7
34/8
34/9
34/11b
34/15
34/16
34/20
34/23
34/25d
34/25e
34/27
HE/A14/EX/22916

34
34
34
34
35
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
34
36
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
35
34
34
34
34
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
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Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
34/28
34/30
34/31a
34/32a
34/32a
34/32d
34/33
34/34a
34/34b
34/35b
34/36
34/37
34/38
34/39
34/40
34/41
34/44
34/45
34/47
34/48
34/49a
34/50
34/51a
34/53
34/54

Purpose for which land is required
35
35
35
36
35
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
36

Sheet 35
None
Sheet 36
None
Sheet 37
None
Sheet 38
None
Sheet 39
None
Sheet 40
40/1r
40/1v
HE/A14/EX/22916
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Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND - By Work Number
Plot number
40/1v
40/5
40/6c
40/7
40/9b
40/10a
40/11a

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
64
5
17
17
17
17
17
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Table 1B

Plot number

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required

Sheet 1
None
Sheet 2
2/1d

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1d

Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)

2/1f

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1f

Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)

2/1h

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1h
2/1h

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
The construction of a new private means of access for
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 1

2/1l

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1l
2/1m

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1n

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1o
2/1o

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1q
2/1r
2/1t
2/1u
2/1v

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1v

Required for new private
means of access

The construction of a new private means of access for
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 1

2/1v
2/1x
2/1y

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1y
2/1z

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)
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Plot number
2/1z
2/1z

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Required for new private The construction of a new private means of access for
means of access
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 1

2/1ab
2/1ab

Required for landscaping
Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
The connection of the new drainage network into the
existing drainage attenuation/treatment pond

2/1ac

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1ad
2/1ad

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1ae
2/1ae

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1af
2/1af

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1ag

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1ag
2/1ag

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
The construction of a new private means of access for
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 1

2/1ah

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/1aj
2/1ak

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1
Required for improved
A1
Required for improved
A1
Required for landscaping
Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1[BM2])
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1[BM3])
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1[BM4])
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 1

2/4b
2/5a
2/5c
2/6

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 1

2/6

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 1

2/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and drainage attenuation pond 1

2/1al
2/1am
2/3
2/3
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Plot number
2/6

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private The construction of a new private means of access for
means of access
future maintenance of drainage attenuation Pond 1

2/7

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 1 and drainage attenuation pond 1

2/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and drainage attenuation pond 1

2/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and drainage attenuation pond 1

2/8b

Required for new private
means of access

2/8c
2/9a

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/9a
2/9b

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

2/9c
2/9c

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

2/10
2/10

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
The construction of a new private means of access for
future maintenance of drainage attenuation Pond 2

2/11a

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

2/11a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and drainage attenuation pond 2

2/11a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 2

2/11c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and drainage attenuation pond 2

2/12a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

Sheet 3
3/1a
HE/A14/EX/22916
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Plot number
3/1a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the improved A1 and the new
private means of access

3/1a

Required for new private
means of access

The construction of a new private means of access for
future maintenance of drainage attenuation Pond 1

3/1b

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

3/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/1b

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/1c

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

3/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/1c

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/1e
3/1f

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

3/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/1f

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/1g

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

3/1h

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

3/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/1h

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/2a

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/2a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/3

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/3

Required for landscaping

3/4

Required for landscaping

3/5a

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 3 and 5

3/5a

Required for flood
compensation area

HE/A14/EX/22916
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compensation area 4
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Plot number
3/5a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for drainage
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation/treatment
attenuation ponds 3 and 5
pond

3/5a

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

3/5a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2) and with drainage attenuation ponds 3 and 5.

3/6a

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

3/6a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 2

3/6a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 2

3/6a
3/6c

Required for landscaping
Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with drainage attenuation pond 2.
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 4

3/6c

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 2

3/6c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 4

3/6c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with drainage attenuation pond 4
and flood plain compensation area 2

3/7a
3/7c

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with drainage attenuation pond 4
and flood plain compensation area 3

3/7c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 4

3/7c

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 3

3/7c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 4

3/9a

Required for landscaping

3/9a

Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with flood plain compensation area
3
Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 3

3/12a

Required for landscaping

HE/A14/EX/22916
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Plot number
3/12a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

3/12b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

3/12c
3/12d

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

3/12e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the re-alignment of Alconbury
Brook

3/12f

Required for ecological
mitigation

Water vole and grass snake receptor site

3/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the re-alignment of Alconbury
Brook

3/13

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

3/14a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the re-alignment of Alconbury
Brook

3/14a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

3/14c
3/14d

Required for landscaping
Required for ecological
mitigation

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Water vole and grass snake receptor site

3/15a

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

3/15a
3/15c
3/15c

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for ecological
mitigation

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with drainage attenuation pond 6
An area of planting and ecological mitigation
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Plot number
3/15c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for drainage
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation/treatment
attenuation pond 6
pond

3/15d

Required for ecological
mitigation

Water vole and grass snake receptor site

3/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with drainage attenuation pond 5

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

4/1n
4/1o

Required for landscaping
Required for new A14

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

4/1o
4/1p

Required for landscaping
Required for new A14

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

4/1p
4/1q
4/2b

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for borrow pit

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.1

4/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.1

4/2b

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.2

4/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.2

4/2b
4/5

Required for landscaping
Required for
watercourse

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
An area for improvement of an existing watercourse

4/6

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/1a

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/1b

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1b
5/1c

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)

Sheet 4
4/1n

Sheet 5
5/1a
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Plot number
5/1c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1d

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/1e

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1e
5/1f

Required for landscaping
Required for new
Woolley Road

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1),
the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) and the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1f

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/1g
5/1h

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

5/1j
5/1k

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1k
5/1l

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1l
5/1m
5/1m

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

5/1n

Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from the end of the existing private
means of access to the east of Footpath Ellington 23
for access to Woodhatch Farm and Huntingdon
Recycling Ltd.
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1n
5/1o

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1o
5/1p

Required for landscaping
Required for new A14

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/1q

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)
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Plot number
5/1q

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the new A14 (Work No.5), the
new Woolley Road (Work No.2) and the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1q

Required for new A14
Brampton Hut Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1q

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/1r

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1s

Required for new A14
Brampton Hut Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1s

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14 Brampton Hut
Link (Work No.3)

5/1t

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1t

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new A14 Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1t

Required for new A14
Brampton Hut Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1u

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1v

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1x

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1x
5/1y
5/1z

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1z
5/1aa

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1aa
5/1ab

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1ab

Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)

5/1ac

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1ac

Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)

5/1af
5/1ah

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1ah

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
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Plot number
5/1aj

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1aj
5/1ak

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1ak
5/1am

Required for landscaping
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/1an

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/1an

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14 (Work No.5), the
new Woolley Road (Work No.2) and the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1an

Required for new A14
Brampton Hut Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/1an

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/2b

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 4

5/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2) and flood plain compensation area 4

5/2b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 5

5/2c

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.1

5/2c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.1

5/2c

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.2

5/2c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.2

5/2c
5/3

Required for landscaping
Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 4

5/3

Required for landscaping

5/3

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2) and drainage attenuation
pond 5

5/4a
5/4c

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
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Plot number
5/4c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

5/5a
5/5a

Required for landscaping
Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 5

5/5b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

5/5c
5/5c

Required for landscaping
Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 6 and 8

5/5c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

5/5d

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the east side of the
improved A1(T) from the end of the existing private
means of access to Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury
junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the A1(T).

5/5f

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

5/5g

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 5

5/6

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 4

5/6

Required for landscaping

5/6

Required for new
Woolley Road

Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/7

Required for landscaping

5/7

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access from access and maintenance
of Borrow Pit 4.1 from the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2), just north of New Ellington Junction

5/8
5/9

Required for landscaping
Required for new
Woolley Road

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)
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Plot number
5/9
5/10
5/10

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access from access and maintenance
of Borrow Pit 4.1 from the new Woolley Road (Work
No. 2), just north of New Ellington Junction

5/10

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/10

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

5/10

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 7

5/11

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/11

Required for landscaping

5/11

Required for ecological
mitigation

Planting associated with the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2)
An area of planting and ecological mitigation

5/12

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

5/13
5/13

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

5/14
5/14

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

5/15
5/15

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

5/16
5/17
5/19

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from the end of the existing private
means of access to the east of Footpath Ellington 23
for access to Woodhatch Farm and Huntingdon
Recycling Ltd.
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from the end of the existing private
means of access to the east of Footpath Ellington 23
for access to Woodhatch Farm and Huntingdon
Recycling Ltd.
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from the end of the existing private
means of access to the east of Footpath Ellington 23
for access to Woodhatch Farm and Huntingdon
Recycling Ltd.
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
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Plot number
5/19

5/20

5/20

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/20
5/21
5/21

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

5/22a
5/22c
5/23a

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for new A14
Brampton Hut Link

5/23a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14 (Work No.5) and
the new A14 Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/23a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/23a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 9

5/23a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 9

5/23d
5/23h

Required for landscaping
Required for new A14

5/23h
5/24

Required for landscaping
Required for Site of
Special Scientific
Interest
Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
An area for Site of Special Scientific Interest

5/25a
5/25a
5/28
5/30
5/32
5/33a

HE/A14/EX/22916

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
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Plot number
5/35

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/35
5/36
5/37
5/38a

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for ecological
mitigation

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
Planting associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
An area of planting and ecological mitigation

5/38b

Required for new
Woolley Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2)

5/38b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14 (Work No.5), the
new Woolley Road (Work No.2) and the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/38b

Required for new private
means of access

5/38b

Required for new A14
Brampton Hut Link

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction south
roundabout, west bound for access to Woodhatch
Farm and Huntingdon Recycling Ltd and east bound for
access to Rectory Farm and for maintenance of Borrow
Pit 4.3
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3)

5/38b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

5/38b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 9

5/38c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.5)

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for Soil
Storage area

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
An area required for Soil Storage area.

5/38e

Required for ecological
mitigation

Permanent badger mitigation area

5/38f
5/38f

Required for landscaping
Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 6

5/38h

Required for new private
means of access

5/40a
5/40a

Required for landscaping
Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout.
Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.

5/38c
5/38d[BM5]
5/38d
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Plot number
5/40b
5/40b

5/40c
5/40c

5/40d

5/40e
5/41
5/41
5/42
5/42

5/43

Sheet 6
6/1a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Required for ecological
An area to provide for ecological mitigation.
mitigation
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the improved A14 (Work No.5)
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access along the south side of the
improved A14 from New Ellington Junction, south
roundabout, for access to Woodhatch Farm and
Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

6/1a

Required for landscaping

6/1a

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/1b

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

6/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

6/1c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)
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Plot number
6/1d

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

6/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

6/1f

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

6/1g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

6/1h

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

6/1j

Required for landscaping

6/1j

Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

6/1j

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/1k

Required for landscaping

6/1k

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/1l

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

6/1l

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

6/1l

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 13

6/1l

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 13

6/1m

Required for landscaping

6/1m

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/2

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.3

6/2

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.3

6/3a

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)
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Plot number
6/3a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new A14 (Work No.5)
and drainage attenuation pond 10

6/3a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 10

6/3a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 10

6/3a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/3b

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

6/3b

Required for landscaping

6/3b

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/4

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5) and a new footway, cycleway and
equestrian track

6/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new A14 (Work No.5)

6/5

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

6/5

Required for landscaping

6/6

Required for borrow pit

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and along the route of existing
Footpath 28/15
Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.4

6/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.4 and flood plain compensation area 8

6/6

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 8

6/7a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.4 and flood plain compensation area 8

6/7b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.4 and flood plain compensation area 8

6/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pits 4.3 and 4.4, and flood plain compensation
area 8

6/8a

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.3

6/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pits 4.3 and 4.4, and flood plain compensation
area 8
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Plot number
6/8a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for borrow pit
Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.4

6/8b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.5

6/9
6/10
6/11

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping

Planting along a section of existing Bridleway 28/19
Planting along a section of existing Bridleway 28/19
Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new A14 (Work No.5)
and drainage attenuation pond 10

6/11

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

6/11

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 10

6/12

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
drainage attenuation pond 10

6/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.5

6/14

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.5

6/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pits 4.5 and 4.6

6/14

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.6

6/15

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 13

6/15

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 10 and 13

6/15

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

6/15

Required for landscaping

6/16a

Required for landscaping

6/16a

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and drainage attenuation ponds 11
and 12
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 11 and 12

6/16a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation ponds 11 and 12

6/16c

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 9
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Plot number
6/17

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1
A1 (Work No.1)

6/17

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

6/17

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 13

6/17

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 13

6/22b

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 6

6/22b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 6

6/22c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

6/23

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/1a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 13

7/1a

Required for landscaping

7/1b

Required for landscaping

7/1b

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and drainage attenuation
pond 13
Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/1c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

7/1d

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/1e

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new A14 (Work No.5),
the new Grafham Road (Work No.6), the new A1/A14
southbound link road (Work No.8) and the new A14/A1
northbound link road (Work No.7)

Sheet 7
7/1a
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Plot number
7/1e

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/1e

Required for new
Grafham Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/1e

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/1e

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

7/1f

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

7/1g

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/1g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/1g

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/1k

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/1k

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1/A14 southbound link
road (Work No.8)

7/1k

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

7/1l

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/1l

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1/A14 southbound link
road (Work No.8)

7/1l

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

7/1m

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/1m

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A14/A1 northbound link
road (Work No.7)
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Plot number
7/1m

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new
Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)
road

7/1n

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A14/A1 northbound link
road (Work No.7)

7/1n

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/1o

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/2

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pits 4.5 and 4.6

7/3

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.5

7/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pits 4.5 and 4.6

7/3

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.6

7/4a

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/4a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

7/4ca

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 13

7/4c

Required for landscaping

7/5

Required for improved
A1

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)[MP6]
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/5

Required for landscaping

7/5

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

7/6a

Required for landscaping

7/6a

Required for flood
compensation area

7/6a

Required for new private
means of access
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Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and drainage attenuation
pond 13
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 13
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Grafham Road (Work
No.6)
Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 9
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 11 and 12
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Plot number
7/7a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 13

7/7e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/8b

Required for new
Grafham Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/8b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/8b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 14

7/9a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

7/9a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Grafham Road (Work No.6),
the new A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7), the
new A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8), and the
new B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

7/9a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 14

7/9a

Required for new
Grafham Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/9a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 11, 12 and 14

7/9a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 14

7/9a

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/9a

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

7/9a

Required for new B1514
Buckden Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

7/11a

Required for new
Grafham Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/11a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/11b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)
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Plot number
7/11b

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1
A1 (Work No.1)

7/11e

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/11e

Required for landscaping

7/11e

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new Grafham Road
(Work No.6), the new A14/A1 northbound link road
(Work No.7), and the new A1/A14 southbound link road
(Work No.8)
Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/11e

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

7/13b

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation areas 11 and 12

7/13b

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/13b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14/A1
northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/13b

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/14

Required for new
Grafham Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/16a

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/16a

Required for landscaping

7/16a

Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new Grafham Road
(Work No.6), the new A14/A1 northbound link road
(Work No.7), and the new A1/A14 southbound link road
(Work No.8)
Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 11

7/16a

Required for new
Grafham Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6)

7/16a

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)
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Plot number
7/16a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new
Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)
road

7/18

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

7/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new A14/A1 northbound
link road (Work No.7), and the new A1/A14 southbound
link road (Work No.8)

7/18

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

7/18

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

7/19

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation area 10

7/19

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.7

7/19

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.7

7/19

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.8

7/19

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit 4.8

7/22

Required for new B1514
Buckden Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

7/22

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

7/23

Required for new B1514
Buckden Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

8/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/1b

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

8/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/1c

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

8/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

Sheet 8
8/1a
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Plot number
8/1g

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1
A1 (Work No.1)

8/1g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/1h

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

8/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/1j

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

8/1j

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/1k

Required for new B1514
Buckden Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/1k

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9) and the new
Brampton Road (Work No.10)

8/1k

Required for new
Brampton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Brampton Road (Work No.10)

8/1l

Required for improved
A1

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A1 (Work No.1)

8/1l

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/1m

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/1o

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/1o

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1/A14 southbound link
road (Work No.8)

8/1o

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/1o

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/1p

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

8/1q

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/1q

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/1q

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Buckden Road (Work
No.9)
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Plot number
8/1q

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of the new
means of access
private means of access to Station Farm

8/1r

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/1r

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/1r

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

8/1r

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A14/A1 northbound link
road (Work No.7)

8/1s

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/1t

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/1u

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Brampton Road (Work No.10)

8/1v

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/3b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A1 (Work No.1)

8/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9) and Borrow Pit 4.8

8/5a

Required for landscaping

8/5a

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9), the new A1/A14
southbound link road (Work No.8), the new A14/A1
northbound link road (Work No.7) and the new A14
(Work No.5)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/5a

Required for new
A14/A1 northbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7)

8/5a

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/5a

Required for new B1514
Buckden Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/5e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/7a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9), the Brampton Road, and
the improved (Work No.1)
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Plot number
8/7a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new
Works associated with the construction of the new
Brampton Road
Brampton Road (Work No.10)

8/8a

Required for new B1514
Buckden Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9), the new Brampton Road
(Work No.10), the new A1/A14 southbound link road
(Work No.8), and the new A14 (Work No.5)

8/8b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/8b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9), the new Brampton Road
(Work No.10), the new A1/A14 southbound link road
(Work No.8), and the new A14 (Work No.5)

8/8b

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/8b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/8b

Required for new
Brampton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Brampton Road (Work No.10)

8/9

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/11

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/12

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9)

8/16

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/16

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/16

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)
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Plot number
8/16

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/17a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/17a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/17c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/18

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/19a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/19a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8) and the new
A14 (Work No.5)

8/19a

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/19c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/19c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/20

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/20

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

8/20

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/21a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to Lodge Farm

8/21a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Brampton Road (Work No.10)

8/21d

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/21d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

8/21f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

8/21g

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with flood compensation area 14
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Plot number
8/21l

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for
An area to provide for ecological mitigation.
environmental mitigation

8/22a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/22a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1/A14 southbound link
road (Work No.8)

8/22a

Required for new
A1/A14 southbound link
road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8)

8/23

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/23

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Station Farm

8/24

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Brampton Road (Work No.10)

8/25b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

8/25b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

8/26

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

8/29a

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with flood compensation area 14

8/29b

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with flood compensation area 13

8/30

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with flood compensation areas 13
and 14

8/31a

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with flood compensation area 13

9/2b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5) including the west abutment of the River
Great Ouse viaduct.

9/2b

Required for new private
means of access

9/2b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access providing emergency and
maintenance access onto the westbound carriageway
of the new A14
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 15.

9/2b

Required for landscaping

Sheet 9
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Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14, drainage attenuation pond 15 and a new private
means of access to the A14 providing emergency and
maintenance access onto the westbound carriageway
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Plot number
9/2e

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with a new private means of
access to the A14 providing maintenance access to the
new River Great Ouse viaduct

9/2f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

9/2f

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

9/3a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with a new private means of
access to the A14 providing maintenance access to the
new River Great Ouse viaduct

9/3b

Required for new private
means of access

9/3c

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to the A14 providing
maintenance access to the new River Great Ouse
viaduct.
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

9/3c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

9/4a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)including beneath the new River Great
Ouse viaduct

9/4a

Required for new A14

9/5

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5) including the new River Great Ouse
viaduct
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) including beneath the new River
Great Ouse viaduct

9/5

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5) including the new River Great Ouse
viaduct
Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 15

9/12a

Required for flood
compensation area

9/12b

Required for new A14

9/12b

Required for landscaping

9/12b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to the new A14 providing
maintenance access to the new River Great Ouse
viaduct and drainage attenuation pond 16.

9/12b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 16.

9/13

Required for
watercourse

Works associated with the River Great Ouse channel
and maintenance thereof

HE/A14/EX/22916

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5) including the new River Great Ouse
viaduct
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)including beneath the new River Great
Ouse viaduct
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Plot number
9/15

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

9/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Offord Road (Work No.11)
and drainage attenuation pond 17

9/15

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 17

9/15

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to the new A14 providing
maintenance access to the new East Coast Mainline
railway bridge and drainage attenuation pond 17.

9/15

Required for new B1043
Offord Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

9/17

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

9/17

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

9/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

9/19

Required for new B1043
Offord Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

9/19

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

9/19

Required for new private
means of access

9/20

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land east of the new Offord
Road.
Planting associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

9/21

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

10/2b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

10/2b

Required for landscaping

10/2b

Required for new B1043
Offord Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Offord Road (Work
No.11)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

10/2b

Required for new private
means of access

10/3

Required for new A14

Sheet 10
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Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land west of the new Offord
Road.
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)
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Plot number
10/3

10/3

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Offord Road (Work
No.11)
Required for new B1043 Works associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road
Offord Road (Work No.11)

10/4a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

10/4a

Required for landscaping

10/4a

Required for new B1043
Offord Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Offord Road (Work
No.11)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

10/4b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

10/4b

Required for new B1043
Offord Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

10/4d

Required for landscaping

10/4d

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Offord Road (Work
No.11)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

10/4f

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5[BM7])

10/7d

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5[BM8])

10/5

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 17

10/5

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Offord Road (Work No.11)
and drainage attenuation pond 17

10/5

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

10/5

Required for new B1043
Offord Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Offord Road (Work No.11)

10/5

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to the new A14 providing
maintenance access to the new East Coast Mainline
railway bridge and drainage attenuation pond 17.

10/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

10/6

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

10/6

Required for Soil
Storage area

Works associated with the provision of a soil storage
area

10/6

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

HE/A14/EX/22916
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Plot number
10/7a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

10/7a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

10/8

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

10/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

11/2a

Required for landscaping

11/2a

Required for ecological
mitigation

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Silver Street (Work
No.12)
An area of planting and ecological mitigation

11/3

Required for landscaping

11/4

Required for new Silver
Street

11/4

Required for landscaping

11/4

Required for new private
means of access

11/5

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Silver Street (Work No.12)

11/6a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

11/6a

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the new
Silver Street (Work No.12)

11/6a

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

11/6a

Required for new Silver
Street

Works associated with the construction of the new
Silver Street (Work No.12)

11/6a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land east of Silver Street.

11/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Silver Street (Work No.12)

11/7

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land east of Silver Street.

11/7

Required for new Silver
Street

Works associated with the construction of the new
Silver Street (Work No.12)

Sheet 11
11/2a
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Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Silver Street (Work
No.12)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Silver Street (Work No.12)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Silver Street (Work
No.12)
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land west of Silver Street.
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Plot number
11/8c
11/8c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)
Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

12/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

12/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine Street
(Work No.13)

12/4

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land west of Ermine Street.

12/4

Required for new A1198
Ermine Street

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/4

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

12/5a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/5a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land east of Ermine Street.

12/6a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

12/6a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

12/6a

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

12/6d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/10a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

12/10a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine Street
(Work No.13)

12/10a

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

Sheet 12
12/2b
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Plot number
12/10a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A1198 Works associated with the construction of the new
Ermine Street
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/10a

Required for new private
means of access

12/11b

Required for new A14

12/11b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine Street
(Work No.13)

12/11b

Required for new private
means of access

12/11b

Required for new A1198
Ermine Street

Works associated with the construction of new
emergency and maintenance access to eastbound
carriageway and egress from the westbound
carriageway of the new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

12/12b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

12/12b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine Street
(Work No.13)

12/12b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land west of Ermine Street.

12/13a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

13/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

13/2b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 18

13/2b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 18

13/3a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

13/3a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

13/3a

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation

13/3c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

Sheet 13
13/2b
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Works associated with the construction of new
emergency and maintenance access to eastbound
carriageway and egress from the westbound
carriageway of the new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)
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Plot number
13/3c

13/3c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the improved Mere Way (Work
No.14)
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
Mere Way Bridleway
Mere Way (Work No.14)

13/4

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

13/4

Required for landscaping

13/4

Required for improved
Mere Way Bridleway

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the improved Mere Way (Work
No.14)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
Mere Way (Work No.14)

13/5

Required for improved
Mere Way Bridleway

Works associated with the construction of the improved
Mere Way (Work No.14)

13/5

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved Mere Way (Work No.14)

13/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved Mere Way (Work No.14)

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 19

14/2a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

14/2a

Required for landscaping

14/2a

Required for ecological
mitigation

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1040 Potton Road
(Work No.15)
Areas of planting and ecological mitigation

14/2a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 19

14/2a

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of new flood
compensation area 16

14/3

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of new flood
compensation area 16

14/4

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No. 5)

14/4

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 19

14/4

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 19

Sheet 14
14/2a
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Plot number
14/4

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 19

14/5

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

14/5

Required for landscaping

14/5

Required for new B1040
Potton Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1040 Potton Road
(Work No.15)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Potton Road (Work No.15)

14/5

Required for new private
means of access

14/6

Required for new B1040
Potton Road

14/6

Required for landscaping

14/6

Required for new A14

14/7

Required for new B1040
Potton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Potton Road (Work No.15)

14/7

Required for landscaping

14/7

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1040 Potton Road
(Work No.15)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

14/8

Required for landscaping

14/9

Required for landscaping

14/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15)

14/11

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15)

14/11

Required for new B1040
Potton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Potton Road (Work No.15)

14/11

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access to land north of the A14 and
east of Potton Road

14/12

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15)

14/14

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.10)

HE/A14/EX/22916

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 19 and a new private means
of access to land north of the A14 and west of Potton
Road
Works associated with the construction of the new
Potton Road (Work No.15)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1040 Potton Road
(Work No.15)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1040 Potton Road
(Work No.15)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15)
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Plot number
14/14

14/15

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.10) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15)

14/16

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.11)

14/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.11)

14/17

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15)

Required for utility
diversion

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No. 17) and the diversion of a
Cambridge Water pipelline (Work no. 64)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road and the diversion of a Cambridge
Water pipelline (Work no. 64)
Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.11)

Sheet 15
15/1c

15/1d

Required for utility
diversion

15/2

Required for borrow pit

15/2

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.11)

15/2

Required for Soil
Storage area

Area adjacent to borrow pit 4.11 temporarily used for
soil storage but acquired for landscaping

15/3

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.10)

15/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.10)

15/3

Required for Soil
Storage area

Area adjacent to borrow pit 4.10 temporarily used for
soil storage but acquired for landscaping

15/4

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 20

15/4

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

15/4

Required for landscaping

15/4

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new drainage attenuation
pond 20
Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 20

15/5

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

15/6

Required for new Hilton
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

HE/A14/EX/22916
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Statement of Reasons

15/6

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 20 and a new private means of
access to Oxholme Farm

15/6

Required for landscaping

15/6

Required for new A14

15/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/8

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access

15/9a

Required for new Hilton
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/9a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/9a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to Oxholme Farm

15/11a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Hilton Road (Work No.16)
and drainage attenuation pond 21

15/11a

Required for Soil
Storage area

An area south of the new A14 and east of Hilton Road
used for soil storage

15/11a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 21

15/11a

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of new flood
compensation area 17

15/11a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

15/11a

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation north of
the new A14 and east of Hilton Road

15/11a

Required for new Hilton
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/11a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 20 and 21

15/12a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/12b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

Plot number
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Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Hilton Road (Work
No.16)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)
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Plot number
15/13a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/13b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16)

15/18b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

15/18c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

15/18c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

15/18c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 22 and 23 and the new A14

15/19

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

15/19

Required for landscaping

15/20

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Conington Road (Work
No.17)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

15/20

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new drainage attenuation
ponds 22 and 23

15/20

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation ponds 22 and 23

15/20

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 22 and 23, the new A14 and
providing access to land

15/21

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

15/21

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 23, the new A14 and providing
access to land

15/22

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

15/23

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

15/24

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

Sheet 16
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Plot number
16/1e

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

16/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

16/2a

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/2a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/2b

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/2b

Required for landscaping

16/2b

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Conington Road (Work
No.17)
Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 23, the new A14, and access to land

16/3a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

16/3a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Conington Road (Work
No.17) and drainage attenuation ponds 22 and 23

16/3a

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/3a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 22 and 23, the new A14, and access
to land

16/3a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation ponds 22 and 23

16/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and drainage attenuation pond 22

16/5a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17) and the new drainage
attenuation pond 23

16/5a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17) and access to the new
drainage attenuation pond 23

16/5a

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17) and access to the new
drainage attenuation pond 23

16/6

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)
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Plot number
16/7a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new
Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/7a

Required for landscaping

16/7a

Required for new private
means of access

16/9a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/9a

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/9a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means to land north and south of Conington
Road

16/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/11

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/11

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation at the
southern end of the new Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/12a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

16/12a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

16/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/14a

Required for new private
means of access

16/14b

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means from Conington Road to land south of
the new A14
Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

16/15c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

16/15c

Required for landscaping

16/15c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and new drainage attenuation pond
24
Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 24

16/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

16/17a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 24

16/17a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 24

HE/A14/EX/22916

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17) and the new A14 (Work
No.5)
Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 23, the new A14, and access to land
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Plot number
16/17a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 24

16/17b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
New Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
New Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/19a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

16/19a

Required for landscaping

16/19a

Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and new drainage attenuation pond
24
Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 18

16/19a

Required for Soil
Storage area

Used for soil storage prior to the construction of flood
compensation area 18

16/19a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 24

16/19a

Required for new New
Barns Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/19c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to land north of the new A14 and
south of the existing A14(T)

16/20

Required for new New
Barns Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/21
16/22
16/23

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for new New
Barns Lane

Planting along a stopped up section of footpath
Planting along a stopped up section of footpath
Works associated with the construction of the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/23

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
New Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/24

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access along the south side of the
new A14(T), from New Barns Lane

16/24

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
New Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/24

Required for new New
Barns Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18)

16/24

Required for ecological
mitigation

An area of planting and ecological mitigation east of the
new New Barns Lane (Work No.18) and south of the
new A14 (Work No.5)

Sheet 17
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Plot number
17/1c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/1d

Required for new New
Barns Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18)

17/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
New Barns Lane (Work No.18)

17/1d

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/1g

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1h

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/1j

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1k

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1l

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking and the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link
Road (Work No.19)

17/1l

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)
and the construction of the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

17/1m

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/1m

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1n

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/1n

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1o

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)
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Plot number
17/1o

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new
Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/Swavesey Junction
A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work No.19)
Link Road

17/1p

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/1p

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/2

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

17/2

Required for landscaping

17/2

Required for new private
means of access

17/2

Required for new New
Barns Lane

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new New Barns Lane (Work
No.18)
Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance and access to
land.
Works associated with the construction of the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18)

17/3

Required for new New
Barns Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18)

17/4a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

17/4a

Required for landscaping

17/4a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), drainage attenuation pond 25, flood
compensation areas 19 & 20 and ecological mitigation
area
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 25

17/4a

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation areas 19 & 20

17/4a

Required for ecological
mitigation

The provision of an area of ecological mitigation

17/4a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance to drainage
attenuation pond 25 and access to land.

17/5

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/5

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/6

Required for ecological
mitigation

The provision of an area of ecological mitigation

17/6

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 19
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Plot number
17/7

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new
Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

17/7

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/8a

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with de-trunking the existing A14(T)

17/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/9

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

17/10b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

17/10b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

17/10d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

17/11

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

18/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

18/1b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 27

18/1b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 27

18/1b

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

18/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

18/1b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

18/1c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

18/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the A14/Swavesey Junction Link
Road (Work No.19)

Sheet 18
18/1a
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Plot number
18/1c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for drainage
Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation/treatment
attenuation pond 27
pond

18/1c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 27

18/1c

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

18/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/1e

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 31

18/1e

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

18/2d

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

18/2d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

18/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

18/4

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with the construction to the existing
A14(T) proposed for de-trunking (Work No.19)

18/4

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 28

18/4

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 28.

18/4

Required for landscaping

18/5a

Required for utility
diversion

18/5b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19) and drainage
attenuation pond 28
Acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried water pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc
(Work No.69).
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)
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Statement of Reasons

18/5c

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access
means of access to land and for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 26 and an area of flood
compensation

18/5d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), private means of access and
drainage attenuation pond 26

18/5d

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 26

18/5d

Required for new private
means of access

18/6a

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance and access to
land.
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and drainage attenuation pond 26

18/6a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

18/6a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to land and for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 26 and an area of flood
compensation

18/6a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 26

18/6a

Required for new
Bucking Way Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Bucking Way Road (Work No.20)

18/6a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Swavesey Junction (Work No.20), the new Cambridge
Services Link Road (Work No.21) and drainage
attenuation ponds 26, 29 & 30

18/6a

Required for Soil
Storage area

Works associated with the soil storage area (Work
No.20)

18/6a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 29 & 30

18/6a

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

18/7

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work No.19)

18/7

Required for landscaping

Planting adjacent to the existing A14(T) proposed for
de-trunking

18/8

Required for new
A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road

Works associated with the construction to the existing
A14(T) proposed for de-trunking (Work No.19)

Plot number
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Plot number
18/8

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link
Road (Work No.19), the new Bucking Way Road (Work
No.20), the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) and
drainage attenuation ponds 31 and 32

18/8

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation ponds 31 and 32

18/8

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 31 and 32

18/8

Required for new
Bucking Way Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Bucking Way Road (Work No.20)

18/8

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Swavesey Junction / Dry Drayton Local Access Road
(Work No.22)

18/8

Required for new private
means of access

18/8

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance and access to
land.
Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 31 and 32

18/9

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

18/9

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

18/10

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

18/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Local Access Road (Work
No.22) and drainage attenuation ponds 31 and 32

18/10

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation ponds 31 and 32

18/10

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Swavesey Junction / Dry Drayton Local Access Road
(Work No.22)

18/10

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 31 and 32

18/11

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/11

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/12

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)
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Plot number
18/12

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/13

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

18/15

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

Required for borrow pit
Required for landscaping
Required for borrow pit
Required for Soil
Storage area

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Planting associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Works associated with soil storage for Borrow Pit 4.12

19/6
19/6
19/6

Required for borrow pit
Required for landscaping
Required for Soil
Storage area

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Planting associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Works associated with soil storage for Borrow Pit 4.12

19/7
19/8
19/9
19/9

Required for landscaping
Required for borrow pit
Required for borrow pit
Required for Soil
Storage area

Planting associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12
Works associated with soil storage for Borrow Pit 4.12

19/10a

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12 and
strengthening of Boxworth Road

19/12a

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12 and
strengthening of Boxworth Road

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Cambridge Services Link
Road (Work No.21)

20/1a

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/1b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

Sheet 19
19/3
19/3
19/4
19/4

Sheet 20
20/1a
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Plot number
20/1b

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), new Local Access Road (Work No.
22) and drainage attenuation ponds 31 and 34

20/1b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation ponds 31 and 34

20/1b

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22) and new private
means of access to commercial premises (Work No.22)

20/1c

Required for landscaping

20/1c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), new Local Access Road (Work
No.22), new non-motorised user route, and drainage
attenuation pond 31
Works associated with the construction of new A14
(Work No. 5) and the new drainage attenuation pond
31

20/1c

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Local Access Road and new NMU route (Work
No.22)

20/1e

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/1f

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/1g

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/1h

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/2c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation ponds 29 and 30

20/2c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), new Cambridge Services Link Road
(Work No.21), new private means of access and
drainage attenuation ponds 29 and 30

20/2c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/2c

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road and new NMU route
(Work No.21)

20/2c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 29 and 30

20/2c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation ponds 29 and 30
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Plot number
20/2f

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for borrow pit
Works associated with the construction of the new
borrow pit (Work No.4.12)

20/2f

Required for Soil
Storage area

Area adjacent to borrow pit 4.12 temporarily used for
soil storage but acquired for landscaping

20/2g

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/2g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/4b

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12 and
strengthening of Boxworth Road

20/4b

Required for Soil
Storage area

Area temporarily used for soil storage but acquired for
landscaping

20/4d

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12 and
strengthening of Boxworth Road

20/4d

Required for Soil
Storage area

Area temporarily used for soil storage but acquired for
landscaping

20/4e

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/4e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

20/4e

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/4e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/6a

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12 and
strengthening of Boxworth Road

20/6a

Required for Soil
Storage area

Area temporarily used for soil storage but acquired for
landscaping

20/6a

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/6a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/6c

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with Borrow Pit 4.12 and
strengthening of Boxworth Road

20/6c

Required for Soil
Storage area

Area temporarily used for soil storage but acquired for
landscaping

20/7

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

20/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
non-motorised user route to Cambridge Services Link
Road
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Plot number
20/9

20/10

20/11

20/11

20/12

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
non-motorised user route to Cambridge Services Link
Road
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
non-motorised user route to Cambridge Services Link
Road
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
non-motorised user route to Cambridge Services Link
Road
Required for new Local
Planting associated with the construction of the new
Access Road
non-motorised user route to Cambridge Services Link
Road
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/12

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/13a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/13a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and new Cambridge Services Link
Road (Work No.21)

20/13a

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/13c

Required for new A14

20/14

Required for new
Cambridge Services Link
Road

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5[BM9])
Works associated with the construction of the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21)

20/15a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/15a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

20/16a

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/16a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/18a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/18a

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/19

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/20

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/21a

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)
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Plot number
20/21a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/22b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/22b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

20/23b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/23b

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/24

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

20/24

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22) and drainage
attenuation pond no. 34

20/24

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of the new
drainage attenuation pond no. 34

20/25a

Required for utility
diversion

Acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried utilities

20/25b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

20/25b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), new drainage attenuation pond no.
33 and private means of access from Robin's Lane

20/25b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of the new
drainage attenuation pond no. 33

20/25b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access from Robin's Lane (Work No.
23) to land and for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 33 and flood compensation area 21

20/25c

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 21

20/25c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 21

20/26

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22) and drainage
attenuation pond no. 34

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

Sheet 21
21/1a
21/1a
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Plot number
21/1a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new
Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane
Robin's Lane (Work No.23)

21/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 36

21/1b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 36

21/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/1d

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

21/1e

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/1f

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Local Access Road (Work
No.22) and drainage attenuation pond 39

21/1f

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/1f

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 39

21/1f

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 39

21/1g

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/1g

Required for landscaping

21/1g

Required for new Local
Access Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/1h

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

21/1j

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/2a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to Sewage Works and future
maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 34
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Plot number
21/2a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of new private
means of access to Sewage Works and drainage
attenuation pond 34

21/2a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 34

21/3

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22), the new private
means of access to Sewage Works and future
maintenance of drainage attenuation ponds 34 and 36

21/3

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to Sewage Works and future
maintenance of drainage attenuation ponds 34 and 36

21/4a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/4a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Robin's Lane (Work No.23),
and the new private means of access for future
maintenance of drainage attenuation ponds 35 and 38

21/4a

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/4a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Robin's Lane (Work No.23),
and the new private means of access for future
maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 35 and 38

21/4a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 38, from Robin's Lane (Work No.23)

21/4a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 35

21/4b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for Clare College Farm from Robin's
Lane, and for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 35

21/4b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new private means of access
for Clare College Farm from Robin's Lane, and for
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 35

21/4c

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 21 (Work No. 5)

21/4g

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane (Work No.23)
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Plot number
21/4g

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane (Work No.23)

21/5b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to Sewage Works (Work No.22)

21/5b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of new private
means of access to Sewage Works (Work No.22)

21/6

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/6

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 36

21/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of new Local
Access Road (Work No.22), new private means of
access to Sewage Works and future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 34 and 36, and flood
compensation area 22

21/6

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to Sewage Works and future
maintenance of drainage attenuation ponds 34 and 36

21/6

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 22

21/7

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane, the new private means of access from
Robin's Lane for Hill Farm Cottages, and for future
maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 37

21/7

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access from Robin's Lane for Hill Farm
Cottages, and for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 37

21/7

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 37

21/8a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 39

21/8a

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/8a

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of new Local
Access Road (Work No. 22), the new private means of
access for future maintenance of drainage attenuation
pond 39, and the new Robin's Lane (Work No. 23)
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Plot number
21/8a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for drainage
Works associated with the construction of new
attenuation/treatment
drainage attenuation pond 39
pond

21/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of new Local
Access Road (Work No.22), the new private means of
access for future maintenance of drainage attenuation
pond 39, and the new Robin's Lane (Work No.23)

21/8c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/9b

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/9b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23) and the new private means
of access for the future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 38

21/9b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 38

21/9d

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/9d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/10a

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/10a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/10c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/10c

Required for landscaping

21/10c

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No. 5), the new drainage attenuation pond
38 and the new private means of access, off Robin's
Lane, for the future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 38
Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access, off Robin's Lane, for the
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 38

21/10c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 38

21/10d

Required for new private
means of access

Land to provide permanent access to drainage
attenuation pond 38

21/10d

Required for utility
diversion

Acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried utilities

21/10e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)
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Plot number
21/12

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/12

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new private means of access,
off Robin's Lane, for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 38

21/12

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access, off Robin's Lane, for the
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 38

21/13

Required for new
Robin's Lane

Works associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Robin's Lane(Work No.23)

21/14

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/15

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/15

Required for landscaping

21/15

Required for new Local
Access Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No. 5) and the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/16a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

21/16a

Required for utility
diversion

Acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried utilities

21/16b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

21/16b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

21/16c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

21/16c

Required for utility
diversion

Acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried utilities

21/17

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/17

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/18

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

21/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No. 5) and the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22)
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Plot number
21/18

Sheet 22
22/1a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1050 Hattons Road
(Work No.24)

22/1a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/1a

Required for new B1050
Hatton's Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Work No.24)

22/1b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/2

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/3a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/3a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No. 5); the new Local Access Road (Work
No.22), the new drainage attenuation ponds 40 and 41,
the new private means of access to Noon Folly Farm,
access to land and access for the future maintenance
of drainage attenuation ponds 40 and 41 and flood
compensation areas 23, 24 and 25

22/3a

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

22/3a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation ponds 40 and 41

22/3a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Noon Folly Farm, accesses
to land and for the future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 40 and 41

22/3a

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation areas 23, 24 and 25

22/3a

Required for ecological
mitigation

Water vole receptor site

22/3b

Required for ecological
mitigation

Water vole receptor site

22/4a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/5

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/6b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)
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Plot number
22/7c

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/7c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/8b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/8b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/9

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/9

Required for landscaping

22/9

Required for new Local
Access Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the Local Access Road (Work No.
22) and the new B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill
Junction) (Work No.24)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

22/9

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/10a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new B1050 Hattons Road
(Bar Hill Junction)(Work No.24)

22/10b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new B1050 Hattons Road
(Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/11b

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction)(Work No.24)

22/11b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the new B1050 Hattons Road
(Bar Hill Junction)(Work No.24)

22/12a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1050 Hattons Road
(Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/12a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/12a

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)
and the new non motorised user route

22/12a

Required for landscaping

22/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1050 Hattons Road
(Bar Hill Junction) and the new NMU route (Work
No.24)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/13

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/14

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)
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Plot number
22/14

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1050 Hattons Road
(Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/14

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/16

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/17a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/17a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Local Access Road (Work
No. 22), private means of access for future
maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 42, the new
non motorised user route, and the new B1050 Hattons
Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/17a

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

22/17a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 42

22/17a

Required for new private
means of access

22/17a

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 42 and the new non
motorised user route
Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/18

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/19

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/19

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/20

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/20

Required for landscaping

22/21

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill
Junction) (Work No.24) and new non motorised user
route
Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)
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Plot number
22/21

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/22

Required for new B1050
Hattons Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/22

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
B1050 Hattons Road (Bar Hill Junction) (Work No.24)

22/23

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/24

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/25

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/26

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/27a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/27a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/27c

Required for new Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the Local
Access Road (Work No.22)

22/27c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

22/28a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

22/28a

Required for landscaping

22/28a

Required for new Local
Access Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Local Access Road (Work
No.22), the new private means of access for future
maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 43 and
access to land, and flood compensation areas 26 and
27
Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

22/28a

Required for landscaping

22/28a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

22/28a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 43 and new private means
of access to land

22/28a

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation areas 26 and 27
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Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Local Access Road (Work
No.22), the new private means of access for future
maintenance of drainage attenuation pond 43 and
access to land, and flood compensation areas 26 and
27
Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 43
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Plot number
22/28a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for ecological
Works associated with the construction of an area of
mitigation
ecological mitigation adjacent the Oakington Brook

22/29

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/30

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

22/31

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/1a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/1b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/1b

Required for landscaping

23/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Dry Drayton Road, the new
drainage attenuation pond 47 and the new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond no (Work No.25)

23/1c

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/1c

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/1c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of a new
drainage attenuation pond 47

23/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25), the new drainage attenuation pond 47 and the
new private means of access for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 47

23/1c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 47

23/1d

Required for landscaping

23/1d

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)
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Plot number
23/1d

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new Dry
Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road
Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/1e

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/1f

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/1g

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/1g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/1j

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/1k

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/2a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/3

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/3

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation ponds 44 and 46

23/3

Required for landscaping

23/3

Required for new Local
Access Road

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new drainage attenuation ponds
44 and 46, the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No. 25),
the new Local Access Road (Work No.22), the new
drainage attenuation pond 45, and the new private
means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 44,45,46 and private
means of access for Slate Hall Farm
Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.22)

23/3

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of new
drainage attenuation pond 45 (Work No. 22)

23/3

Required for new private
means of access

23/3

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation ponds 44, 45 and 46 and the new
private means of access for Slate Hall Farm (Work No.
22)
Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)
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Plot number
23/4

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/5

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/5

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 47

23/5

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/6a

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/6a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/6a

Required for Dry
Drayton/Girton Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.27)

23/6a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.27)

23/6a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access

23/7

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/8a

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25) and the new Dry
Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

23/8a

Required for Dry
Drayton/Girton Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Local Access Road (Work No.27)

23/9

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)

23/9

Required for landscaping

23/10a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No. 5), the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25), the new Dry Drayton Road to Girton Access
Track (Work No.26), the construction of the new borrow
pits (Work No. 4.13 & 4.14)

23/10a

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road
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Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25)
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Plot number
23/10a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new Dry
Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)
Access Track

23/10a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/10a

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
Borrow Pit (Work No. 4.13)

23/10a

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of the new
Borrow Pit (Work No.4.14)

23/10d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

23/10d

Required for utility
diversion

Acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried utilities - Cambridge Water
drainage (Work no. 80)

23/11

Required for landscaping

23/12

Required for borrow pit

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25)
Works associated with the construction of the new
Borrow Pit (Work No. 4.15)

23/12

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Borrow Pit (Work No. 4.15)

23/13b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for Hackers Fruit Farm

23/13b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for Hackers Fruit Farm

23/14a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of a new
Cambridge Crematorium Access Road

23/14c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/15a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton to Girton Access Road (Work No. 27)

23/15b

Required for ecological
mitigation

23/15c

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of an area of
ecological mitigation adjacent to Cambridge
Crematorium
Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 28 (Work No. 5)

23/15c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new drainage attenuation pond
50 and the flood compensation area 28

23/15c

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of a new
drainage attenuation pond 50

23/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/19a

Required for borrow pit

Works associated with the construction of a new
Borrow Pit (Work 4.14)
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Plot number
23/19a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of a new
Borrow Pit (Work no. 4.14)

23/19a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/19a

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

23/19b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

23/19b

Required for utility
diversion

Acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried utilities - Cambridge Water
drainage (Work no. 80)

23/19c

Required for landscaping

23/19c

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work
No.26)
Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

23/20a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

23/20a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

23/21

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

24/1a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

24/1a

Required for landscaping

24/1a

Required for new A14
Eastbound Link

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A14 Eastbound Link
(Work No.28)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

24/1b

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

24/1b

Required for landscaping

24/1b

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/1c

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/1d

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)
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Plot number
24/1d

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/1d

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

24/1f

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/1f

Required for landscaping

24/1g

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)and the A14 Westbound Link (Work
No.29)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/1g

Required for landscaping

24/1g

Required for new A14

24/1h

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

24/1h

Required for landscaping

24/1h

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)and the A14 Westbound Link (Work
No.29)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/1j

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

24/1j

Required for landscaping

24/1j

Required for new A14
Eastbound Link

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A14 Eastbound Link
(Work No.28)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

24/1k

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

24/1l

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

24/1m

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

24/2a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/2b

Required for Dry
Drayton/Girton Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/3a

Required for Dry
Drayton/Girton Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)
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Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)and the A14 Westbound Link (Work
No.29)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)
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Plot number
24/3a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/3a

Required for ecological
mitigation

Works associated with an area of ecological mitigation
adjacent to the new Dry Drayton/Girton Local Access
Road (Work No.27)

24/3a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to land north of the new Dry
Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27), and
to drainage attenuation pond 48

24/3a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 48

24/3e

Required for landscaping

24/3e

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation ponds 49 & 50 and flood compensation
area 28
Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for residences and farm adjacent to
A14 (Work No.5) and to drainage attenuation ponds 49
& 50 and flood compensation area 28

24/3l

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/3l

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/5
24/6
24/7b

Required for landscaping
Required for landscaping
Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Planting associated with the works for Borrow Pit 4.14
Planting associated with the works for Borrow Pit 4.14
Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

24/7b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5), A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)
and drainage attenuation ponds 51 and 52

24/7b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 51

24/7b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 51 and 52

24/7b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 52

24/7b

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 29

24/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)
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Plot number
24/8

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A14
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/9b

Required for Dry
Drayton/Girton Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/9b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/9b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to The Avenue

24/9d

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/9d

Required for landscaping

24/9d

Required for new A14

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29)
Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

24/10b

Required for Dry
Drayton/Girton Local
Access Road

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/10b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton/Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27)

24/10d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/10d

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/10f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/11

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

24/11

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/1a

Required for landscaping

25/1a

Required for improved
A428 Westbound
carriageway

Planting associated with the construction of new A14
(Work No.5), the improved A428 Eastbound
carriageway (Work No.31), the improved A428
Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32), and the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)
Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32)

25/1a

Required for improved
A428 Eastbound
carriageway

Sheet 25
25/1a
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Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Eastbound Carriageway (Work No.31)
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Plot number
25/1a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new A1307 Works associated with the construction of the new
Huntingdon Road
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/1a

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5)

25/1a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 54

25/1b

Required for new A14
Eastbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1f

Required for new A14
Eastbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1g

Required for new A14
Eastbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28) and flood
compensation area 30

25/1g

Required for flood
compensation area

Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 30

25/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28), the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the new A1307
Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/1h

Required for new A14
Eastbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/1h

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/1h

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/1j

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/1k

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/1k

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)
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Plot number
25/1k

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30), the improved
A428 Eastbound carriageway (Work No.31) and the
improved A428 Westbound carriageway (Work No.32)

25/1k

Required for improved
A428 Westbound
carriageway

Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32)

25/1k

Required for improved
A428 Eastbound
carriageway

Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Eastbound Carriageway (Work No.31)

25/1l

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/1l

Required for improved
A428 Eastbound
carriageway

Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Eastbound Carriageway (Work No.31)

25/1l

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30), the improved
A428 Eastbound carriageway (Work No.31) and the
improved A428 Westbound carriageway (Work No.32)

25/1l

Required for improved
A428 Westbound
carriageway

Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32)

25/1l

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/2b

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/2b

Required for improved
A428 Eastbound
carriageway

Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Eastbound Carriageway (Work No.31)

25/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30), the improved
A428 Eastbound carriageway (Work No.31) and the
new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/2b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation ponds 53 & 55

25/2b

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/2b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation ponds 53 & 55

25/3

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5) new A14 Huntingdon Road Link

25/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and drainage attenuation pond 54
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Plot number
25/3

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 54

25/3

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 54

25/4

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

25/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work
No.26) and the new A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/5

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/5

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/6

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

25/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work
No.26) and the new A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/7a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work
No.26) and the new A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28)

25/7a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 57

25/7a

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

25/7a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 57

25/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A428 Eastbound Carriageway (Work No.31)

25/9

Required for improved
A428 Westbound
carriageway

Works associated with the construction of the new
A428 Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32)

25/9

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A428 Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32)

25/10

Required for new A14

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5) and new Huntingdon Road Link

25/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and drainage attenuation pond 54
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Plot number
25/10

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 54

25/11

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30) and the new
A428 Eastbound Carriageway (Work No.31)

25/11

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/11

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 56

25/11

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access for future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond 56

25/12

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

25/12

Required for landscaping

25/12

Required for flood
compensation area

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Dry Drayton Road to Girton Access Track (Work
No.26)
Works associated with the construction of flood
compensation area 30

25/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A428 Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32)

25/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30) and the new
A428 Westbound Carriageway (Work No.32)

25/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/17

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/17

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

25/18

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

25/19

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1b

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

Sheet 26
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Plot number
26/1b

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/1c

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/1d

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1e

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1e

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1f

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1f

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1g

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1h

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1h

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1j

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1j

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1k

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/1l

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1l

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)
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Plot number
26/1m

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 Girton to Milton
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1m

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

26/1n

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/1n

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

26/1o

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

26/1o

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

26/2b

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26)

26/2b

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/5

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/6

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of a new
cycletrack from the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access
Track (Work No.26)

26/7

Required for new Dry
Drayton Road to Girton
Access Track

Works associated with the construction of a new
cycletrack from the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access
Track (Work No.26)

26/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/9

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/9

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/11

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)
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Plot number
26/12

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new Dry
Works associated with the construction of a new
Drayton Road to Girton
cycletrack from the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access
Access Track
Track (Work No.26)

26/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/15

Required for new A1307
Huntingdon Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30)

26/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/17

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/18

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/19

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/21

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/22

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/23

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/24

Required for new A14
Westbound Link

Works associated with the construction of the new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/24

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/25

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)

26/26

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29)

26/27

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) together with a
noise barrier (subject to assessment)
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Plot number
26/28

26/28

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the improved
A14 (Work No.33) together with a noise barrier (subject
to assessment)
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/29

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) together with a noise
barrier (subject to assessment)

26/30

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) together with a noise
barrier (subject to assessment)

26/31

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

26/32a

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/32a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) together with a noise
barrier (subject to assessment)

26/33

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

26/33a

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33[BM10])

26/34b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

26/34b

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

26/37b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

26/38

Required for landscaping

26/38a

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Planting at the location of an emergency lay-by
associated with the construction of the improved A14
(Work No.33)
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33[BM11])

26/39

Required for landscaping

26/40a

Required for landscaping

26/41

Required for landscaping

Planting at the location of a gantry associated with the
construction of the improved A14 (Work No.33)

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

Sheet 27
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Plot number
27/1a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/1b

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/1f

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/1h

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/1h

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/1j

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/1j

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/2a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including a noise barrier
(subject to assessment)

27/4

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)
including a noise barrier (subject to assessment)

27/5a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/5b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/5c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/5d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)
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Plot number
27/6a

27/6b

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) and drainage attenuation
pond 58
Required for improved
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 Girton to Milton
A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/6b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)
including a noise barrier (subject to assessment)

27/6b

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 58 (Work no. 33)

27/6b

Required for new private
means of access

The construction of a new private means of access for
future maintenance of drainage attenuation Pond 58
(Work no. 33)

27/6b

Required for ecological
mitigation

Works associated with the construction of an area of
ecological mitigation to the west of Histon Junction
(Work no. 33)

27/7b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation Pond 58 (Work no. 33)

27/9b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/9b

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access, to tie in with existing, for
access to Impington Lake

27/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/17c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 including Histon Junction (Work No.33)

27/19

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/20

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/21

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

27/22

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1b

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

Sheet 28
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Plot number
28/1b

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1c

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1d

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1e

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1f

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1j

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1j

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1m

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1m

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1n

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/1n

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1o

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/1o

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/2b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/3

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/5

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)
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Plot number
28/6

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/7b

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/7b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/7c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/8a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/9

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/11b

Required for landscaping

28/11b

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14, adjacent to Travellers Encampment
(Work No.33)
Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond no. 59 (Work No. 33)

28/12

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 and the private means of access for the
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond no.
59 (Work No.33)

28/12

Required for new private
means of access

28/12

Required for ecological
mitigation

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access to Travellers Encampment
(Work No. 33)
Works associated with the ecological mitigation
adjacent to the Travellers Encampment (Work No. 33)

28/13

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 and the private means of access for the
future maintenance of drainage attenuation pond no.
59 (Work No.33)

28/14

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

28/16

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of the new
private means of access for future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond no. 59 (Work No. 33)

28/16

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

28/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) and the private means of
access for the future maintenance of drainage
attenuation pond no. 59, together with a noise barrier
(subject to assessment)
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Plot number
28/17

Sheet 29
29/1a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

29/1a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

29/1b

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

29/1b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

29/1c

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

29/1c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

29/1d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

29/1e

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

29/1e

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

29/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

29/1g

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

29/2

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

29/2

Required for landscaping

29/2

Required for new private
means of access

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) and drainage attenuation
pond 59
Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 59

29/3

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

29/3

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) and drainage attenuation
pond 59
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Plot number
29/3

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for new private Works associated with the construction of a new
means of access
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 59

29/3

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 59

29/4

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

29/5

Required for landscaping

29/6

Required for improved
A14 Girton to Milton

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) and drainage attenuation
pond 59
Works associated with the construction of the improved
A14 (Work No.33)

29/6

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

29/7

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33)

29/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

29/9

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

29/10

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved A14 (Work No.33) including improvements to
Milton Junction

Required for landscaping

Planting alongside a section of the existing A14(T) to
be de-trunked

34/1f

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/1f

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/1h

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

Sheet 30
None
Sheet 31
None
Sheet 33
None
Sheet 34
34/1e
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Plot number
34/1h

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/1j

Required for landscaping

Planting on a redundant section of the existing A14(T)
associated with the construction of the Views Common
Link (Work No.34)

34/1m

Required for landscaping

Planting on a redundant section of the existing A14(T)
alongside Brampton Road associated with the
construction of the Views Common Link (Work No.34)

34/1q

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1q

Required for new private
means of access

34/1q

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station car
park
Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1r

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1r

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1s

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1t

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1t

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1v

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1v

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1y

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1z

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1z

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1aa

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1aa

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1ab

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1ab

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1ac

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)
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Plot number
34/1ac

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1ad

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1ad

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1ae

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1af

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1ag

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/1al

Required for landscaping

Planting on a redundant section of the existing A14(T)
associated with the construction of the Views Common
Link (Work No.34)

34/1am

Required for
environmental mitigation

Biodiversity mitigation area associated with the
construction of the Mill Common Link (Work No.36)

34/2

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Views
Common Link (Work No.34) including a new footway
and cycleway

34/2

Required for landscaping

34/3

Required for landscaping

Planting on Views Common associated with
construction of the new Views Common Link (Work
No.34)
Planting on land adjacent to Hinchingbrooke Hospital
associated with construction of the Views Common
Link (Work No.34[BM12])

34/4a

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the new
Views Common Link (Work No.34) including a new
footway and cycleway

34/4a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with construction of the new Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/4a

Required for ecological
mitigation

Planting and an areas of ecological mitigation

34/4a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 61

34/4a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 61

34/4d

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Views
Common Link (Work No.34) including a new footway
and cycleway

34/4d

Required for landscaping

Planting on Views Common associated with
construction of the new Views Common Link (Work
No.34)
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Plot number
34/5a

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with construction of the new Views
Common Link (Work No.34) and drainage attenuation
pond 61

34/5a

Required for drainage
attenuation/treatment
pond

Works associated with the construction of drainage
attenuation pond 60

34/5a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a new
private means of access for the future maintenance of
drainage attenuation pond 60

34/5a

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the new
Views Common Link (Work No.34)

34/5d

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the new
Views Common Link (Work No.34[BM13])

34/5e

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the new
Views Common Link (Work No.34[BM14])

34/6a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35) and the
new Views Common Link (Work No.34)

34/6a

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the new
Views Common Link (Work No.34)

34/6a

Required for improved
B1514 Brampton Road

Works associated with the construction of the improved
B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/7

Required for landscaping

Planting alongside Hinchingbrooke Park Road
associated with the construction of the new Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/8

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with construction of the new Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/9

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with construction of the new Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/11b

Required for new Views
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/11b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with construction of the new Views
Common Link (Work No.34)

34/15

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/16

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/20

Required for improved
B1514 Brampton Road

Works associated with the construction of the improved
B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/20

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/23

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/25d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)
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Plot number
34/25e

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting on a redundant section of the existing A14(T)
alongside Brampton Road associated with the
construction of the Views Common Link (Work No.34)

34/27

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/28

Required for water
course

Works for a drainage outfall at Alconbury Brook

34/30

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the
improved B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/31a

Required for landscaping

Planting on a redundant section of the existing A14(T)
alongside Brampton Road associated with the
construction of the Views Common Link (Work No.34)

34/32a

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/32a

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station

34/32a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36) and improved B1514
Brampton Road (Work No.35)

34/32d

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/32d

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/33

Required for landscaping

Planting between Millfield House and the new Mill
Common Link Road on Mill Common.

34/34a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/34a

Required for new Mill
Common Link

Works associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/34b

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)

34/35b

Required for landscaping

34/36

Required for new private
means of access

34/36

Required for landscaping

34/37

Required for
environmental mitigation

Planting associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station car
park
Works associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station car
park associated with the construction of the Mill
Common Link (Work No.36)
Planting associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station car
park
Biodiversity mitigation area associated with the
construction of the Mill Common Link (Work No.36)

34/38

Required for landscaping
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Plot number
34/39

34/40

34/41

34/44

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station car
park
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station car
park
Required for landscaping Planting associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Huntingdon Railway Station car
park
Required for new
Works associated with the construction of the new
Pathfinder Link Road
Pathfinder Link Road (Work No.37)

34/44

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of a private
means of access to Mill Common

34/44

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Pathfinder Link Road (Work No.36)

34/45

Required for new
Pathfinder Link Road

34/47

Required for new
Pathfinder Link Road

34/48

Required for new
Pathfinder Link Road

34/48

Required for landscaping

Works to the Ring Road associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37)
Works to the Ring Road associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37)
Works to the Ring Road associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
Pathfinder Link Road (Work No.36)

34/49a

Required for new
Pathfinder Link Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Pathfinder Link Road (Work No.37)

34/49a

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Pathfinder Link Road (Work No.36)

34/50

Required for new
Pathfinder Link Road

34/50

Required for landscaping

34/51a

Required for landscaping

34/53

Required for landscaping

34/53

Required for new
Pathfinder Link Road

34/54

Required for
environmental mitigation

Works associated with a length of new highway to the
road known as Mill Common associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37)
Planting associated with a length of new highway to
the road known as Mill Common associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37)
Planting alongside Footpath 133/14 associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.36)
Planting associated with a length of existing highway
known as Mill Common associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37)
Works associated with a length of existing highway
known as Mill Common associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37)
Biodiversity mitigation area associated with the
construction of the Mill Common Link (Work No.36)
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Plot number

Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF LAND – By Use
Purpose for which land
Details
is required

Sheet 35
None
Sheet 36
None
Sheet 37
None
Sheet 38
None
Sheet 39
None
Sheet 40
40/1r

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

40/1v

Required for utility
diversion

40/5

Required for landscaping

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No. 17) and the diversion of a
Cambridge Water pipeline (Work No. 64)
Planting associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5)

40/6c

Required for landscaping

Planting associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

40/6c

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

40/6c

Required for new private
means of access

Works associated with the construction of new private
means of access to land

40/7

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

40/9b

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

40/10a

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)

40/11a

Required for new
Conington Road

Works associated with the construction of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17)
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Statement of Reasons

Table 2A
ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Work Number
Plot number
Sheet 1
None

Purpose for which land is required

Sheet 2
2/1j
2/1k
2/1s
2/1w
2/1aa
2/4c
2/5b
2/11b

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sheet 3
3/1d
3/6b
3/7b
3/9b
3/14b
3/15b

1
1
1
1
1
1

Sheet 4
None4/6a

41

Sheet 5
5/4b
5/7
5/5h
5/12a
5/12a
5/22b
5/40f[BM15]
5/40f[BM16]

1
2
1
41
89
1
41
89

Sheet 6
None
Sheet 7
None
Sheet 8
8/7d
HE/A14/EX/22916
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Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Work Number
Plot number
8/17b
8/19b
8/21b
8/21k
8/21n
8/22b
8/25a

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
10[BM17]
5
5
5
5

Sheet 9
9/2c
9/2g
9/4b
9/6
9/7
9/8
9/9
9/10
9/11
9/11a
9/11b
9/12c
9/14
9/16b

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 10
10/4e
10/7b

5
5

Sheet 11
None
Sheet 12
12/6e
12/11a
12/12c

5
5
5

Sheet 13
13/2a

5

Sheet 14
None
Sheet 15
15/11dNone
HE/A14/EX/22916
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Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Work Number
Plot number
15/11e
15/18b
15/18d

Purpose for which land is required
61
63
63

Sheet 16
16/2c
16/3b
16/3d
16/3e
16/17c
16/19b

63
63
63
63
18
18

Sheet 17
17/4c
17/8b
17/10a
17/10c

69
67
69
20

Sheet 18
18/2a
18/2c
18/2e
18/6b
18/6c
18/6d
18/6f

69
20
20
20
69
69
70[BM18]

Sheet 19
None
Sheet 20
20/1d
20/2a
20/2h
20/6d
20/13b
20/13b
20/13b
20/15b
20/15b
20/15b
20/22a
20/22a
20/22a
HE/A14/EX/22916
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81
82
71
81
82
71
81
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Statement of Reasons

ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Work Number
Plot number
20/23a
20/23a
20/23a

Purpose for which land is required
71
81
82

Sheet 21
21/4f
21/4h
21/4j
21/4j
21/4j
21/9a
21/9a
21/10f

73
73
5
71
73
71
73
73

Sheet 22
22/3c
22/4b
22/4b
22/6a
22/6a
22/6c
22/7a
22/7a
22/7b
22/8a
22/8a
22/10a
22/11a
22/11c
22/12b
22/12c
22/12c
22/17b

90[BM20]
71
74
90
71
74
75
75
75
90
71
74
75

Sheet 23
23/15d

80

Sheet 24
24/1e
24/3f
24/3h
24/3m
24/3n
24/9c

27
83
27
29
83
29

HE/A14/EX/22916

75
71
74
71
74
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Work Number
Plot number
24/10c

Purpose for which land is required
29

Sheet 25
None
Sheet 26
None
Sheet 27
27/1g
27/7a
27/8
27/9a
27/10
27/17b
27/18a

33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Sheet 28
28/1g
28/1k
28/2a
28/8c
28/11a

87
87
33
87
87

Sheet 29
None
Sheet 30
None
Sheet 31
None
Sheet 32
None
Sheet 33
None
Sheet 34
34/22
34/35a

35
36

Sheet 35
HE/A14/EX/22916
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Work Number
Plot number
None

Purpose for which land is required

Sheet 36
None
Sheet 37
None
Sheet 38
None
Sheet 39
None
Sheet 40
40/5
40/6d
40/6e

HE/A14/EX/22916

63
1763
63
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Table 2B
ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
Sheet 1
None
Sheet 2
2/1j

Purpose for which land is required

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/1j

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

2/1j

New right of access to land (plots 2/11d, 3/6c and 3/9a) with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Angus George Lammie of
Church Farm, Tempsford, Sandy, SG19 2AN (and his successors in title).

2/1k

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/1k

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

2/1k

New right of access to land (plots 2/11d, 3/6c and 3/9a) with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Angus George Lammie of
Church Farm, Tempsford, Sandy, SG19 2AN (and his successors in title).

2/1s

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/1s

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

2/1s

New right of access to land (plots 2/11d, 3/6c and 3/9a) with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Angus George Lammie of
Church Farm, Tempsford, Sandy, SG19 2AN (and his successors in title).

HE/A14/EX/22916
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
2/1w

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/1w

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

2/1w

New right of access to land (plots 2/11d, 3/6c and 3/9a) with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Angus George Lammie of
Church Farm, Tempsford, Sandy, SG19 2AN (and his successors in title).

2/1aa

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/1aa

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

2/1aa

New right of access to land (plots 2/11d, 3/6c and 3/9a) with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Angus George Lammie of
Church Farm, Tempsford, Sandy, SG19 2AN (and his successors in title).

2/4c

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/4c

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

2/4c

New right of access to land (plots 2/11d, 3/6c and 3/9a) with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Angus George Lammie of
Church Farm, Tempsford, Sandy, SG19 2AN (and his successors in title).

2/5b

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/5b

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

HE/A14/EX/22916
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
2/5b

Purpose for which land is required
New right of access to land (plots 2/11d, 3/6c and 3/9a) with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Angus George Lammie of
Church Farm, Tempsford, Sandy, SG19 2AN (and his successors in title).

2/11b

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

2/11b

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

Sheet 3
3/1d

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

3/1d

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

3/6b

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

3/6b

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

3/7b

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

3/7b

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).

HE/A14/EX/22916
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
3/9b

3/9b

3/14b

3/15b

Sheet 4
4/6aNone

Sheet 5
5/4b

5/5h

5/7

5/12a

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

New right of access to land (plot 3/14a) with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm,
Church End, Woodwalton, Huntingdon, PE28 5YU (and their successors in
title).
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Highways England
Company Limited.
New right of access to environmental mitigation land (plot 5/2c) with or
without vehicles, plant and machinery for the benefit of Highways England
Company Limited.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.

5/12a

New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd

5/22b

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.

5/40f[BM21]

HE/A14/EX/22916
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
5/40f[BM22]

Purpose for which land is required
New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd.

Sheet 6
None
Sheet 7
None
Sheet 8
8/7d

8/17b

8/19b

8/21b

8/21k

8/21n

8/22b

8/25a

HE/A14/EX/22916

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to access land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for Transport /
Highways England. New right to access land (plot 8/21l) and to access the
new River Great Ouse viaduct, drainage attenuation pond and outfalls, and of
access to environmental mitigation land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles,
plant and machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company
Limited[BM23].
New right to access land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for Transport /
Highways England. New right to access land (plot 8/21l) and to access the
new River Great Ouse viaduct, drainage attenuation pond and outfalls, and of
access to environmental mitigation land (plot8/21l) with or without vehicles,
plant and machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company
Limited[BM24].
New right to improve and maintain an existing track to access the new
River Great Ouse viaduct, drainage attenuation ponds and outfalls with or
without vehicles plant and machinery and to use the track for emergency
vehicle access for the new A14(T) for the benefit of the Secretary of State
for Transport[BM25].
New right to access land (plot 8/21l) and to access the new River Great Ouse
viaduct, drainage attenuation pond and outfalls, and of access to
environmental mitigation land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company Limited. with or
without vehicles, plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State
for Transport / Highways England[BM26].
New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the new River Great
Ouse viaduct, drainage attenuation pond and outfalls, and of access to
environmental mitigation land (plot8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company Limited[BM27].
New right to access land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for Transport / Highways
England. New right to access land (plot 8/21l) and to access the new River
Great Ouse viaduct, drainage attenuation pond and outfalls, and of access to
environmental mitigation land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company Limited[BM28].
New right to access land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for Transport / Highways
England. New right to access land (plot 8/21l) and to access the new River
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number

Sheet 9
9/2c

9/2g

9/4b

9/6

9/7

Purpose for which land is required
Great Ouse viaduct, drainage attenuation pond and outfalls, and of access to
environmental mitigation land (plot8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company Limited[BM29].

New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the new River
Great Ouse viaduct and drainage outfalls with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for TransportHighways
England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the new River
Great Ouse viaduct, drainage attenuation pond and outfalls, and
environmental mitigation land (plot8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company Limited[BM30].
New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the new River
Great Ouse viaduct and drainage outfalls with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for TransportHighways
England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the River Great
Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct, use and maintain a new access track to the River
Great Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond for the benefit of the
Secretary of State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.

9/8

New right to construct, use and maintain a new access track to the River
Great Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond for the benefit of the
Secretary of State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.

9/9

New right to construct, use and maintain a new access track to the River
Great Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond for the benefit of the
Secretary of State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.

9/10

New right to construct, use and maintain a drainage outfall for the benefit
of the Secretary of State for TransportHighways England Company
Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the River Great
Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the River Great
Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company Limited[BM31].

9/11

9/11a

9/11b

New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the River Great
Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of Highways England Company Limited[BM32].

9/12c

New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the River Great
Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

HE/A14/EX/22916
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
9/14

9/16b

Sheet 10
10/4e

10/7b

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct and maintain a new track to access the River Great
Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct, use and maintain a bridge over the East Coast
Mainline Railway for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

New right to construct a new access track and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Church Commissioners For
England, 27 Great Smith Street, London, SW1P 3AZ (and their successors
in title) in respect of Wybosten Farm.
New right to construct a new track and to access with or without vehicles
plant and machinery for the benefit of Anthony William Carr and David
Gordon Carr of Offord Hill Farm, Offord Road, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, PE29 2LD (and their successors in title).

Sheet 11
None
Sheet 12
12/6e

12/11a

12/12c

Sheet 13
13/2a

New right to construct a new track and to access with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of Church Commissioners For England of 27
Great Smith Street, London, SW1P 3AZ (and their successors in title) of
Debden Farm[BM33].
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct a new track and to access with or without vehicles
plant and machinery for the benefit of Church Commissioners For England
of 27 Great Smith Street, London, SW1P 3AZ (and their successors in
title) of Debden Farm[BM34].

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

Sheet 14
None
Sheet 15
None15/11d
15/11e

HE/A14/EX/22916

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
15/18b
15/18d

Sheet 16
16/2c

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.

16/3b

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.

16/3d

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.

16/3e

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.

16/17c

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

16/19b

Sheet 17
17/4c

17/8b
17/10a
17/10c

Sheet 18
18/2a

18/2c

HE/A14/EX/22916

New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to use and maintain a new track and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Vanda Farbon of West End
Farm, Fenstanton, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE19 6SZ; Angela Fiona
Winter of Springfields Cottage, Hemingford Abbots, Huntingdon, PE28
9AD; and, Melanie Sadler of Oakington Garden Centre, Dry Drayton Road,
Oakington, Cambridge, CB24 3BD (and their successors in title) in respect
of New Barns Farm, New Barns Lane, Conington.

New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right of access to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of Vanda Farbon of West End Farm, Fenstanton,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE19 6SZ; Angela Fiona Winter of
Springfields Cottage, Hemingford Abbots, Huntingdon, PE28 9AD; and,
Melanie Sadler of Oakington Garden Centre, Dry Drayton Road,
Oakington, Cambridge, CB24 3BD (and their successors in title) in respect
of New Barns Farm, New Barns Lane, Conington.
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
18/2e

18/6b

Purpose for which land is required
New right of access to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of Vanda Farbon of West End Farm, Fenstanton,
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE19 6SZ; Angela Fiona Winter of
Springfields Cottage, Hemingford Abbots, Huntingdon, PE28 9AD; and,
Melanie Sadler of Oakington Garden Centre, Dry Drayton Road,
Oakington, Cambridge, CB24 3BD (and their successors in title) in respect
of New Barns Farm, New Barns Lane, Conington.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

18/6b

New right of access to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of Samuel Henry Swaine of Friesland Farm, Huntingdon
Road, Conington, Cambridge, CB23 4NU and his successors in title in
respect of Friesland Farm).

18/6c

New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new buried gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc[BM35].

18/6d
18/6f

Sheet 19
None
Sheet 20
20/1d

20/2a
20/2h
20/6d
20/13b
20/13b
20/13b
20/15b
20/15b

HE/A14/EX/22916

New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new buried gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc[BM36].
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried gas pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of National Grid Plc[BM37].
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of National Grid Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of National Grid Plc.
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
20/15b

20/22a
20/22a
20/22a
20/23a
20/23a
20/23a

Sheet 21
21/4f

21/4h
21/4j
21/4j

21/9a

21/9a
21/10f

Sheet 22
22/3c

22/4b

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of National Grid Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of National Grid Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment
for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc
New right of access for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc and National
Grid Gas Plc.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of Highways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Secretary of State for TransportHighways England Company
Limited.
New right of access for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc and National
Grid Plc.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.

New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd.
New right to construct, use and maintain a new permissive non-motorised
user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council.

22/4b

New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.

22/4b

New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, use and maintain a new permissive non-motorised
user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council.

22/6a

HE/A14/EX/22916
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Plot number
22/6a

22/6a
22/6c
22/7a
22/7a
22/7a
22/7b
22/8a
22/8a
22/8a
22/10a
22/11a
22/11c
22/12b
22/12c
22/12c
22/12c
22/17b

Sheet 23
23/15d

Sheet 24
24/1e

24/3f

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.
New right to construct, use and maintain a new permissive non-motorised
user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.
New right to construct, use and maintain a new permissive non-motorised
user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd.
New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd.
New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc.
New right to construct, use and maintain a new permissive non-motorised
user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd.

New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried water pipelines
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.

New right to use land to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery the new A14 Westbound Link for the benefit of the Secretary of
State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried water pipelines
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
24/3h

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct, inspect and maintain with or without vehicles plant
and machinery new buried drainage outfall pipes to Beck Brook including
outfall control structures and equipment for the benefit of the Secretary of
State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.

24/3m

New right to use land to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery the new A14 Westbound Link for the benefit of the Secretary of
State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.

24/3n

New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried water pipelines
and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc.
New right to use land to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery the new A14 Westbound Link for the benefit of the Secretary of
State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.

24/9c

24/10c

New right to use land to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery the new A14 Westbound Link for the benefit of the Secretary of
State for TransportHighways England Company Limited.

Sheet 25
None
Sheet 26
None
Sheet 27
27/1g

27/7a

27/8

27/9a

27/10

27/17b

HE/A14/EX/22916

New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
27/18a

Sheet 28
28/1g

28/1k
28/2a

28/8c
28/11a

Purpose for which land is required
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.

New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for
TransportHighways England Company Limited.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
New right to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water
pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.

Sheet 29
None
Sheet 30
None
Sheet 31
None
Sheet 32
None
Sheet 33
None
Sheet 34
34/22

34/35a

New right to construct, use and maintain a new drainage outfall for the
benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council.
New right to construct, use and maintain a new drainage outfall and
attenuation tank for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council.

Sheet 35
None
Sheet 36
None

HE/A14/EX/22916
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ACQUISITION OF RIGHTS – By Use
Plot number
Sheet 37
None

Purpose for which land is required

Sheet 38
None
Sheet 39
None
Sheet 40
40/5
40/6d

None40/6e

HE/A14/EX/22916

New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc[BM38].
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas.
New right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas.
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Table 3A
TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
Sheet 1
1/1a
1/1b
1/1c
1/1d
1/1e
1/1g
1/1h
1/1j
1/1k
1/1l
1/1m
1/1n
1/1o
1/1p
1/1q
1/1r
1/1s
1/1t
1/1u
1/1v
1/1w
1/1x

Purpose for which land is required
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
5
5
5
1
1
1
1

Sheet 2
2/1a
2/1b
2/1c
2/1e
2/1g
2/1p
2/4a
2/9d
2/11d
2/12b
2/12b

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

Sheet 3
3/2b
3/2b
3/5b
3/5b

1
2
4.1
4.2

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
3/5c
3/6d
3/6e
3/7d

Purpose for which land is required
1
1
1
1

Sheet 4
4/1a
4/1b
4/1c
4/1d
4/1e
4/1f
4/1g
4/1h
4/1j
4/1l
4/1m
4/1r
4/1s
4/1t
4/2a
4/2a
4/3
4/4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4.2
4.1
5
5

Sheet 5
5/1w
5/1ag
5/1al
5/2a
5/5e
5/5j
5/22c
5/23b
5/23c
5/23c
5/23f
5/23f
5/23g
5/23g
5/25b
5/25b
5/29b
5/29b

1
1
5
1
1
1
1
All works
3
5
3
5
3
5
1
5
3
5

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
5/33b
5/34
5/38g
5/38g

Purpose for which land is required
1
1
3
5

Sheet 6
6/16b
6/16b
6/18
6/18
6/19
6/19
6/20
6/20
6/21
6/21
6/22a
6/22a

1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
5
1
3
5

Sheet 7
7/1j
7/1j
7/1j
7/1j
7/4b
7/4b
7/4b
7/4b
7/6b
7/6b
7/6c
7/6c
7/7b
7/7b
7/7b
7/7b
7/7c
7/7c
7/7c
7/7c
7/7d
7/7d
7/7d
7/7d

1
5
6
7
1
5
6
7
1
5
1
5
1
5
6
7
1
5
6
7
1
5
6
7

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
7/8a
7/8a
7/9b
7/9c
7/10
7/11c
7/11c
7/11c
7/11c
7/11d
7/11d
7/11d
7/11d
7/11f
7/11f
7/12
7/13a
7/13c
7/13c
7/13d
7/13d
7/16b
7/16b
7/16b
7/16b
7/20
7/21

Purpose for which land is required
1
5
All works
All works
1
1
5
6
7
1
5
6
7
1
6
1
1
1
7
1
6
1
5
6
7
1
1

Sheet 8
8/1d
8/1e
8/1f
8/1n
8/1n
8/1n
8/1n
8/1n
8/2
8/3a
8/5b
8/5c
8/5d
8/5d
8/5d
HE/A14/EX/22916

1
1
1
5
7
8
9
10
1
1
All works
All works
5
7
8
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
8/5d
8/5d
8/6
8/7b
8/7b
8/7b
8/7b
8/7b
8/7c
8/21b
8/17b
8/19b
8/21c
8/21c
8/21e
8/21h
8/21h
8/21j
8/21j
8/21m
8/22b
8/25a
8/27
8/27
8/31b
8/31b
8/32a
8/32b

Purpose for which land is required
9
10
1
5
7
8
9
10
10[BM39]
10[BM40]
5[BM41]
5[BM42]
5
10
5
5
10
5
10
5
5
5
5[BM43]
10[BM44]
5
10
5
5

Sheet 9
9/2a
9/2d
9/2d

10[BM45]

Sheet 10
10/2a
10/2a
10/4c
10/4c
10/4g
10/7c
10/9

5
11
5
11
5
5
53

5
5

Sheet 11
HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
11/2b
11/2b
11/2b
11/6b
11/6b
11/6b
11/8a
11/8a
11/8a
11/8d
11/8d
11/8d
11/9
11/9
11/9

Purpose for which land is required
5
12
13
5
12
13
5
12
13
5
12
13
5
12
13

Sheet 12
12/2a
12/2a
12/2c
12/2c
12/5b
12/5b
12/6b
12/6b
12/6c
12/6c
12/8b
12/8b
12/10b
12/10b
12/11c
12/12a
12/13b

5
13
5
13
5
13
5
13
5
13
5
13
5
13
13
13
13

Sheet 13
13/7
13/3b
13/3b

14
5
14

Sheet 14
14/2b
14/2b

5
15

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
Sheet 15
15/1a
15/1b
15/9b
15/9b
15/11b
15/11b
15/11c
15/11c
15/16b
15/16b
15/18a
15/18e
15/19a

Purpose for which land is required
17
17
5
16
5
16
5
16
5
16
17
17
17

Sheet 16
16/1a
16/1b
16/1c
16/1d
16/1g
16/3b
16/3c
16/3d
16/3d
16/3f
16/5b
16/7b
16/8a
16/8b
16/9b

5
5
5
5
5
17
17
17
63
63
17
17
5
5
17

16/12b
16/12c
16/12d
16/14c
16/19d
16/19d
16/19e
16/19e
16/21a
16/21b
16/22

5
5
17
5
5
18
5
18
5
5
5

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
Sheet 17
17/1a
17/1b
17/1e
17/1f

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
5
5

Sheet 18
18/6e

All works

Sheet 19
19/10b
19/11
19/12b

4.12
4.12
4.12

Sheet 20
20/2b
20/2d
20/3
20/4a
20/5
20/6b
20/13d
20/13d
20/13d

All Works
4.12
4.12
4.12
All Works
All Works
5
71
81
82
5
71
81
82
22
22
22
22
22
22
5

20/13d
20/13e
20/13e
20/13e
20/13e
20/16b
20/16c
20/18a
20/18b
20/21b
20/21c
20/25d
Sheet 21
21/2b
21/4f
21/5a
21/8b
21/10b
21/10b
HE/A14/EX/22916

72
23
72
5
5
23
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number

Purpose for which land is required

Sheet 22
22/3b
22/3b
22/6c
22/7b
22/12b
22/12b
22/3d
22/3d
22/17d
22/17d
22/17d
22/17e
22/17e
22/17f
22/27b
22/27d
22/27d
22/28b
22/28c
22/28c

5[BM46]
22[BM47]
5
5
5
24
5
22
5
22
24
5
22
5
5
5
22
5
5
22

Sheet 23
23/2b
23/6b
23/8b
23/8c
23/10b
23/10b
23/10b
23/13a
23/14b
23/20b

5
27
27
27
5
25
26
27
27
26

Sheet 24
24/3b
24/3c
24/3d
24/3g
24/3j
24/3k
24/7a
24/9a

27
27
27
All works
27
27
26
All works

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
24/10a
24/10a
24/10e

Purpose for which land is required
27
29
27

Sheet 25
25/2a
25/2a
25/7b

27
29
26

Sheet 26
26/2a
26/32b
26/32b
26/34a
26/34a
26/35
26/35
26/36
26/36
26/37a
26/37a
26/40b
26/40b

26
33
84
33
84
33
84
33
84
33
84
33
86

Sheet 27
27/17a
27/18b

33
33

Sheet 28
28/1h
28/1h
28/2c
28/7a
28/8b
28/8b

33
87
33
33
33
87

Sheet 29
None
Sheet 30
30/1a
30/1d
30/1e
30/1f
HE/A14/EX/22916

5
5
5
5
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
30/1g

Purpose for which land is required
5

Sheet 31
31/1a
31/1b
31/1c
31/1d
31/1e

5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 32
32/1a
32/1b
32/1c
32/1d
32/1e
32/1f
32/1g
32/1h
32/1j
32/1k
32/1l
32/1m
32/1n
32/1o
32/1p
32/1q
32/1r
32/1s
32/1t
32/1u
32/1v
32/2
32/3
32/4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 33
33/1b
33/1e
33/1f
33/1g
33/1h
33/1j
33/1k
33/1l

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
33/1m
33/1n
33/2
33/3
33/4
33/5a
33/5b
33/6
33/7

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 34
34/1a
34/1b
34/1c
34/1d
34/1g
34/1k
34/1k
34/1k
34/1l
34/1l
34/1l
34/1n
34/1n
34/1n
34/1o
34/1o
34/1o
34/1p
34/1p
34/1p
34/1ah
34/1aj
34/1ak
34/4b
34/4b
34/4b
34/4c
34/4c
34/4c
34/5b
34/5c
34/6b
34/6b
HE/A14/EX/22916

5
5
5
5
5
5
35
36
5
35
36
5
35
36
5
35
36
5
35
36
5
5
5
5
35
36
5
35
36
34
34
34
35
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
34/10
34/11a
34/12
34/12
34/13
34/13
34/23
34/25b
34/25b
34/25b
34/25f
34/31b
34/31b
34/31b
34/32b
34/32b
34/32b
34/34c
34/49b
34/51b
34/51b
34/51c
34/55

Purpose for which land is required
34
34
34
35
34
35
35
5
35
36
35
5
35
36
5
35
36
36[BM48]
37
36
37
37
37

Sheet 35
35/1a
35/1b
35/1c
35/1d
35/1e
35/1f
35/1g
35/1h
35/1j
35/1k
35/1l
35/1m
35/1n
35/1o
35/1p
35/1q
35/1r
35/1s
35/1t
HE/A14/EX/22916

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
35/1u
35/1v
35/1w
35/1x
35/1y
35/1z
35/2
35/3
35/4
35/5

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 36
36/1a
36/1b
36/1c
36/1d
36/1e
36/1f
36/1g
36/1h
36/1j
36/1l
36/1m
36/1n
36/1o

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 37
37/1a
37/1b
37/1c
37/1d
37/1e
37/1f
37/1g
37/1h
37/1j
37/1k
37/1l
37/1m
37/1n
37/2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 38
38/1a

5

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
38/1b
38/1c
38/1d
38/1e
38/1f
38/1g
38/1h
38/1j
38/1k
38/1l
38/1m
38/1n
38/1o
38/2

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 39
39/1a
39/1b
39/1c
39/1d
39/1e
39/1g
39/1h
39/1j
39/1k
39/1l
39/1m
39/1n
39/1o
39/1p
39/1q
39/1r
39/2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sheet 40
40/1a
40/1b
40/1c
40/1e
40/1f
40/1g
40/1h
40/1j
40/1k

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

HE/A14/EX/22916
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND – By Work Number
Plot Number
40/1l
40/1m
40/1n
40/1o
40/1p
40/1q
40/1s
40/1t
40/1u
40/2
40/3
40/4
40/6d
40/6f
40/6g
40/8
40/9a
40/10b
40/11b
40/11c
40/12

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
17[BM49]
63
17[BM50]
17
17
17
17
17
17
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Table 3B
TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND - By Use
Plot Number
Sheet 1
1/1a
1/1b
1/1c
1/1d
1/1e
1/1g
1/1h
1/1j
1/1k
1/1l
1/1m
1/1n
1/1o
1/1p
1/1q

1/1r
1/1s
1/1t
1/1u
1/1v
1/1w
1/1x
Sheet 2
2/1a
2/1b
2/1c
2/1e
2/1g
2/1p

2/4a
2/9d
2/11d
2/12b

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required

Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).

Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A1(M).
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of a new access track to drainage attenuation facilities.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of a new access track to drainage attenuation facilities.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Woolley Road and the
improvement of A1(T)
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Plot Number
Sheet 3
3/2b

3/5b
3/5c
3/6d
3/6e

3/7d

Sheet 4
4/1a
4/1b
4/1c
4/1d
4/1e
4/1f
4/1g
4/1h
4/1j
4/1l
4/1m
4/1r
4/1s
4/1t
4/2a

4/2a
4/3
4/4
Sheet 5
5/1w

5/1ag

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Woolley Road and the
improvement of A1(T)
Required for the provision of a temporary access route from Woolley
Road to Borrow Pits 4.1 and 4.2.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of drainage attenuation facilities and
flood plain compensation areas on adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of drainage attenuation facilities and
flood plain compensation areas on adjacent land.

Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Required for the provision of a temporary access route from Woolley
Road to Borrow Pits 4.2.
Required for the provision of a temporary access route from Woolley
Road to Borrow Pits 4.1.
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).
Highway land required for improvement works to the A14(T).

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of A1(T)
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of A1(T)
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Plot Number
5/1al

5/2a
5/5e
5/5j

5/22c

5/23b

5/23c
5/23f
5/23g
5/25b

5/29b
5/33b
5/34
5/38g

Sheet 6
6/16b

6/18

6/19

6/20

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of A1(T)

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of an access track to drainage
attenuation facilities and flood plain compensation area on adjacent
land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of an access track to drainage
attenuation facilities and flood plain compensation area on adjacent
land.
Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Ellington Junction.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange
and to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the improved A1(T).
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of A1(T)
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of A1(T)
Required for the construction of a new private means of access to High
Harthay Farm.

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
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Plot Number
6/21

6/22a

Sheet 7
7/1j

7/4b

7/6b

7/6c

7/7b

7/7c

7/7d

7/8a

7/9b

7/9c

7/10
7/11c

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access to High
Harthay Farm.

Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.
Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
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Plot Number
7/11d

7/11f

7/12
7/13a
7/13c

7/13d
7/16b

7/20
7/21
Sheet 8
8/1d
8/1e
8/1f
8/1n
8/2
8/3a
8/5b

8/5c

8/5d
8/6
8/7b
8/7c
8/21b

8/17b
8/19b
HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
Required for the improvement of Grafham Road and the byway known
as Mere Lane[BM51].

Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
adjacent land.
Required for the improvement of Grafham Road and the byway known
as Mere Lane[BM52].
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T), the improved A1(T), Brampton Interchange and the
new Grafham Road.
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)

Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.
Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the improvement of a byway (Mere Lane)
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of Brampton Road.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of a private means of access to
Lodge Farm[BM53].
Required for the provision of a temporary access route from Brampton
Road to a soil storage area.
Required for the provision of a temporary access route from Brampton
Road to a soil storage area.
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Plot Number
8/21c

8/21e

8/21h

8/21j

8/21m

8/22b
8/25a
8/27
8/31b

8/32a
8/32b

Sheet 9
9/2a

9/2d

Sheet 10
10/2a
10/4c
10/4g

10/7c
10/9

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of an access track on adjacent landa
private means of access to Lodge Farm[BM54].
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T).
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of an access track on adjacent land
and for works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation areas on adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood compensation areas on
adjacent land.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14(T) (new plot arising out of land parcelling amendments
associated with the request for additional land)
Required for the provision of a temporary access route from Brampton
Road to a soil storage area.
Required for the provision of a temporary access route from Brampton
Road to a soil storage area.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of an access track on adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood compensation areas on
adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with environmental mitigation.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with environmental mitigation.

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new River Great Ouse viaduct.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of an access track on adjacent land
and for works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation areas on adjacent land.

Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and working space and
temporary access for the provision of new private means of
access[BM55].
Required for the provision of an accommodation track for Wybosten
Farm
Required to provide working space and temporary access for the
diversion of utility equipment[BM56].
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Plot Number
Sheet 11
11/2b
11/6b

11/8a

11/8d
11/9
Sheet 12
12/2a
12/2c
12/5b

12/6b
12/6c
12/8b

12/10b

12/11c
12/12a

12/13b

Sheet 13
13/3b
13/7

Sheet 14
14/2b
HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required

Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the provision of
ecological mitigation.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the provision of
ecological mitigation.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.

Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for the provision of
a site compound, including but not limited to site offices, welfare
facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and work vehicles,
storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of sitegenerated waste.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for the provision of
a site compound, including but not limited to site offices, welfare
facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and work vehicles,
storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of sitegenerated waste.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for the provision of
a site compound, including but not limited to site offices, welfare
facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and work vehicles,
storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of sitegenerated waste.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access and
accommodation track.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access and to
provide working space and temporary access for works associated with
the construction of the new Ermine Street Junction.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access and
accommodation track.

Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of Mere Way.

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area on
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Plot Number

Purpose for which land is required

adjacent land.

Sheet 15
15/1a

15/1b

15/9b
15/11b
15/11c
15/16b
15/18a

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Conington Road and the
construction of the new Conington Road.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Conington Road and the
construction of the new Conington Road.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas, temporary access
tracks and accommodation tracks.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas, temporary access
tracks and accommodation tracks.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the provision of ecological mitigation.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas, temporary access
tracks and accommodation tracks.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Conington Road and the
construction of the new Conington Road.

15/18e

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Conington Road and the
construction of the new Conington Road[BM57].

15/19a

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the provision of new private means of access[BM58].

Sheet 16
16/1a

16/1b
16/1c
16/1d
16/1g
16/3b
16/3c

16/3f
HE/A14/EX/22916

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access and
accommodation track.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access and
accommodation track. Required to provide working space and
temporary access for the diversion of utility equipment on adjacent
land[BM59].
Required to provide working space and temporary access for the
diversion of utility equipment on adjacent land.
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Plot Number
16/5b

16/7b
16/8a
16/8b
16/9b
16/12b
16/12c
16/12d
16/14c
16/19d
16/19e
16/21a
16/21b
16/22

Sheet 17
17/1a

17/1b
17/1e
17/1f

Sheet 18
18/6e

Sheet 19
19/10b

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for the construction of a new private means of access and
accommodation track.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access and
accommodation track.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6, 87/14 and 53/1.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6, 87/14 and 53/1.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access.

Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6, 87/14 and 53/1.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6, 87/14 and 53/1.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6, 87/14 and 53/1.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Footpath 53/2.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Footpath 53/2.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Footpath 53/2.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.

Required to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide
access to Borrow Pit 4.12 and associated soil storage areas
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Plot Number
19/11

19/12b

Sheet 20
20/2b

Purpose for which land is required
Required to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide
access to Borrow Pit 4.12 and associated soil storage areas
Required to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide
access to Borrow Pit 4.12 and associated soil storage areas

Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.

20/2d

Required to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide
access to Borrow Pit 4.12 and associated soil storage areas.

20/3

Required to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide
access to Borrow Pit 4.12 and associated soil storage areas.

20/4a

Required to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide
access to Borrow Pit 4.12 and associated soil storage areas.

20/5

Required to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide
access to Borrow Pit 4.12 and associated soil storage areas, and for
the provision of a site compound, including but not limited to site
offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and work
vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of
site-generated waste.

20/6b

Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste.

20/13e

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the
diversion of utility equipment on adjacent land[BM60].

20/13d

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the
diversion of utility equipment on adjacent land[BM61].

20/16b

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the construction of the new non-motorised user route
associated with the new Local Access Road.

20/16c

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the construction of the new non-motorised user route
associated with the new Local Access Road.

20/18a

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the construction of the new non-motorised user route
associated with the new Local Access Road.

HE/A14/EX/22916
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Plot Number
20/18b

Purpose for which land is required
Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the construction of the new non-motorised user route
associated with the new Local Access Road.

20/21b

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the construction of the new non-motorised user route
associated with the new Local Access Road.

20/21c

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the construction of the new non-motorised user route
associated with the new Local Access Road.

20/25d

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood compensation areas on
adjacent land.

Sheet 21
21/2b

21/4f

21/5a
21/8b
21/10b
Sheet 22
22/3b

22/3d

22/6c
22/7b
22/12b

22/17d
22/17e

22/17f
22/27b
22/27d

HE/A14/EX/22916

Required to provide working space for works in connection with the
diversion of pipes associated with the Sewage Works.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
stopping up of Robin’s Lane and the construction of the new Robin’s
Lane and new private means of access[BM62].
Required to provide working space for works in connection with the
diversion of pipes associated with the Sewage Works.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood plain compensation areas on
adjacent land[BM63].
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood compensation areas on
adjacent land
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of the new Bar Hill Junction.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of the new Bar Hill Junction.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
stopping up and improvement of Hattons Lane and the construction of
the new Bar Hill Junction.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood plain compensation areas on
adjacent land.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access.
Required for the construction of a new private means of access.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood plain compensation areas on
adjacent land.
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Plot Number
22/28b
22/28c

Sheet 23
23/2b

23/6b

23/6b
23/8b
23/8c
23/10b
23/13a
23/14b
23/20b

Sheet 24
24/3b

24/3c
24/3d

24/3g

24/3j

24/3k

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for the construction of a new private means of access.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood plain compensation areas on
adjacent land.

Required for working space for the works associated with the protection
of existing of utilities.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of the new Cambridge Crematorium Access Road and
new Local Access Road between Oakington Road and Huntingdon
Road.
Required to enable the construction of a new private means of acces
Required to enable the construction of a new private means of access
to Hackers Fruit Farm.
Required to enable the construction of a new private means of access
to Hackers Fruit Farm.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required to enable the construction of a new private means of access
to Hackers Fruit Farm.
Required to enable the construction of a new private means of access
to Cambridge Crematorium.
Required for working space for the works associated with the protection
of existing of utilities.

Required for working space for the works associated with the protection
of existing of utilities.
Required for working space for the works associated with the protection
of existing of utilities.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of the new Local Access Road between Oakington Road
and Huntingdon Road.
Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste, and to provide working space for
works associated with the construction of a new Local Access Road
between Oakington Road and Huntingdon Road and the construction
of drainage attenuation facilities.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of the new Local Access Road between Oakington Road
and Huntingdon Road.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
construction of the new Local Access Road between Oakington Road
and Huntingdon Road.
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Plot Number
24/7a

24/9a

24/10a
24/10e

Sheet 25
25/2a
25/7b

Sheet 26
26/2a

26/32b
26/34a
26/35
26/36
26/37a
26/40b

Sheet 27
27/17a

27/18b

Sheet 28
28/1h

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for working space for the works associated with the protection
of existing of utilities.
Required for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the
treatment of site-generated waste, and to provide working space for
works associated with the construction of a new Local Access Road
between Oakington Road and Huntingdon Road and the construction
of drainage attenuation facilities.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpath
99/7.

Required for the provision of soil storage areas.
Required for working space for the works associated with the protection
of existing of utilities.

Required for working space for the works associated with the protection
of existing of utilities.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for working space
for the works associated with the diversion of utilities.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for working space
for the works associated with the diversion of utilities.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for working space
for the works associated with the diversion of utilities.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for working space
for the works associated with the diversion of utilities.
Required for the provision of soil storage areas and for working space
for the works associated with the diversion of utilities.
Required to provide working space for the works associated with the
improvement of Histon Junction and the diversion of utilities.

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the provision of new private means of access.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the provision of new private means of access.

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge Northern
Bypass including associated environmental mitigation and the diversion
of utilities.
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Plot Number
28/2c

Purpose for which land is required
Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge Northern
Bypass and associated environmental mitigation.

28/7a

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge Northern
Bypass and associated environmental mitigation.

28/8b

Required to provide working space and temporary access for the works
associated with the improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge Northern
Bypass including associated environmental mitigation and the diversion
of utilities.

Sheet 29
None
Sheet 30
30/1a

30/1d
30/1e
30/1f
30/1g

Sheet 31
31/1a

31/1b
31/1c
31/1d
31/1e

Sheet 32
32/1a

32/1b

HE/A14/EX/22916

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
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Plot Number
32/1c

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1d

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1e

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1f

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1g

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1h

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1j

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1k

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1l

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1m

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1n

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1o

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1p

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1q

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1r

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

HE/A14/EX/22916
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Plot Number
32/1s

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1t

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1u

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/1v

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/2

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/3

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

32/4

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

Sheet 33
33/1b

33/1e
33/1f
33/1g
33/1h
33/1j
33/1k
33/1l
33/1m
33/1n
33/2

HE/A14/EX/22916

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
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Plot Number
33/3

33/4
33/5a
33/5b
33/6
33/7

Sheet 34
34/1a

34/1b
34/1c
34/1d
34/1g
34/1k

34/1l

34/1n

34/1o

34/1p

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
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Plot Number

34/1ah
34/1aj
34/1ak
34/4b

34/4c

34/5b
34/5c

34/6b
34/10

Purpose for which land is required
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Views Common Link Road.
Required to provide working space for works associated with the
construction of new private means of access to Cambridgeshire
Constabulary HQ from the new View Common Link Road.
Highway land require for improvement works to the Brampton Road to
Hinchingbrooke Park Road Link.
Required to provide working space for works associated with the
construction of new private means of access to Cambridgeshire
Constabulary HQ from the new View Common Link Road.

34/11a

Required to provide working space for works associated with the
construction of new private means of access to Cambridgeshire
Constabulary HQ from the new View Common Link Road.

34/12

Highway land require for improvement works to the Brampton Road to
Hinchingbrooke Park Road Link.
Highway land require for improvement works to the Brampton Road to
Hinchingbrooke Park Road Link.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of B1514 Brampton Road.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.

34/13
34/23
34/25b

HE/A14/EX/22916
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Plot Number
34/25b

34/25f
34/31b

34/32b

34/34c

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the improvement of B1514 Brampton Road.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up
of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and
temporary access for works in connection with the demolition of the
Huntingdon A14 viaduct.
Required to provide working space for the isolation of a gas main
associated with the construction of the new Views Common Link.
(Work No. 36[BM64]).

34/49b

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Mill Common Link Road
and the improvement of the existing Mill Common Road.

34/51b

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Mill Common Link Road
and the improvement of the existing Mill Common Road.

34/51c

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Mill Common Link Road
and the improvement of the existing Mill Common Road.

34/55

Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Mill Common Link Road
and the improvement of the existing Mill Common Road.

Sheet 35
35/1a

35/1b
35/1c
35/1d
35/1e
35/1f

HE/A14/EX/22916

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
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Plot Number
35/1g

35/1h
35/1j
35/1k
35/1l
35/1m
35/1n
35/1o
35/1p
35/1q
35/1r
35/1s
35/1t
35/1u
35/1v
35/1w
35/1x
35/1y
35/1z
35/2
35/3
35/4

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
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Plot Number
35/5

Sheet 36
36/1a

36/1b
36/1c
36/1d
36/1e
36/1f
36/1g
36/1h
36/1j
36/1l
36/1m
36/1n
36/1o

Sheet 37
37/1a

37/1b
37/1c
37/1d
37/1e
37/1f

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
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Plot Number
37/1g

37/1h
37/1j
37/1k
37/1l
37/1m
37/1n
37/2

Sheet 38
38/1a

38/1b
38/1c
38/1d
38/1e
38/1f
38/1g
38/1h
38/1j
38/1k
38/1l
38/1m
38/1n

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
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Plot Number
38/1o

38/2

Sheet 39
39/1a

39/1b
39/1c
39/1d
39/1e
39/1g
39/1h
39/1j
39/1k
39/1l
39/1m
39/1n
39/1o
39/1p
39/1q
39/1r
39/2

Sheet 40
40/1a

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.

Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND - By Use
Plot Number
40/1b

40/1c
40/1e
40/1f
40/1g
40/1h
40/1j
40/1k
40/1l
40/1m
40/1n
40/1o
40/1p
40/1q
40/1s
40/1t
40/1u
40/2
40/3
40/4
40/6d
40/6f
40/6g

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Required for the construction of an accommodation track[BM65].
Required to provide working space and temporary access for the
diversion of utility equipment on adjacent land.
Required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the stopping up of Conington Road and the
construction of the new Conington Road[BM66].
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TEMPORARY POSSESSION OF LAND - By Use
Plot Number
40/8

40/9a
40/10b
40/11b
40/11c
40/12

HE/A14/EX/22916

Purpose for which land is required
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6 and 87/14.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6 and 87/14.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6 and 87/14.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6 and 87/14.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6 and 87/14.
Required for the works associated with the stopping up of Footpaths
87/6 and 87/14.
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Appendix B: Communications / Negotiations with
owners of interests in Land
Detailed discussions are ongoing with landowners and occupiers in order to ensure that
their concerns are considered and accommodated wherever possible. Appendix B to
the original version (Rev 0) of this Statement (document reference 4.1; PINS reference
APP-005) provided a summary of the status of negotiations prior to submission of the
application. Subsequently, the status of negotiations with land owners and other affected
parties is detailed in Highways England’s Update to the ExA’s Second Written Questions
Annex A following the Compulsory Acquisition Hearings (document reference
HE/A14/EX/150; PINS reference REP10-034) and in the updated version of Annex A,
revised to reflect the progress made in negotiations held in the period between Deadline
10 and Deadline 11, and submitted in Highways England’s Compulsory Acquisition and
Scheme Changes Update (document reference HE/A14/EX/174; PINS reference
REP11-009).
B1.1 Sheet 1
Plots 1/1a, 1/1b, 1/1e, 1/1l, and 1/1n







Existing highway of the A1(M) and tree lined verge and noise bund east of
Alconbury and land forming existing High Street together with grass land at High
Street underbridge and associated highway infrastructure.
The plots are unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the Highways
England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would temporarily be required for improvement works to the A1(M).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 1/1c, 1/1d, 1/1g, 1/1h, 1/1j, 1/1k, 1/1m, 1/1o, 1/1p, 1/1u, 1/1v, 1/1w and
1/1x








Existing highway of the A1(M) and tree lined verge and noise bund east of
Alconbury and land forming existing High Street together with grass land at High
Street underbridge and associated highway infrastructure.
The plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would temporarily be required for improvement works to the A1(M).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plots 1/1q, 1/1r, 1/1s, and 1/1t






Existing highway of the A14(T) and verges east of Alconbury and associated
highway infrastructure.
The plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would temporarily be required for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.

B1.2 Sheet 2
Plots 2/1a, 2/1ac, 2/1ad, 2/1ae, 2/1af, 2/1ag, 2/1ah, 2/1aj, 2/1ak, 2/1al,
2/1am, 2/1b, 2/1c, 2/1d, 2/1e, 2/1f, 2/1g, 2/1h, 2/1j, 2/1k, 2/1l, 2/1m, 2/1n,
2/1o, 2/1p, 2/1q, 2/1r, 2/1s, 2/1t, 2/1v, 2/1x, and 2/1z.







Existing highway of the A1(M), and A1(T), and Brooklands Lane including verges,
accesses, lay-bys and other associated highway infrastructure.
The plots are owned or presumed owned and occupied by the Highways England
Company LimitedThe Secretary of State for Transport.
Plots 2/1a, 2/1b, 2/1c, 2/1e, and 2/1g, would temporarily be required for
improvement works to the A1(M). Plot 2/1p would temporarily be required to
provide working space for the works associated with the construction of a new
access track to drainage attenuation facilities. Plots 2/1j, 2/1k, and 2/1s would be
used temporarily and the right acquired to construct and maintain a new track to
drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with
or without vehicle plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England
Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport. New rights would also be
acquired on plots 2/1j and 2/1s for access to land with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK Limited of Manor Farm,
and Angus George Lammie of Church Farm. The remaining plots would be
acquired for the scheme to be developed as part of the improved A1 (Work No.1).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 2/1aa, 2/1ab, 2/1u, 2/1w, and 2/1y



Land alongside the existing highway of the A1(T) including vegetated verge, farm
track, flood storage pond and highway drainage.
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The plots are owned by the Highways England Company Limited The Secretary
of State for Transport and occupied by Georgina Elizabeth Grey of Lazy Acre.
Plots 2/1aa and 2/1w would be used temporarily and the right acquired to
construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of
flood compensation and to access with or without vehicle plant and machinery for
the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plots 2/1aa and 2/1w for access
to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Farmland
Reserve UK Limited of Manor Farm, and Angus George Lammie of Church Farm.
Plots 2/1ab, 2/1u and 2/1y would be acquired for the scheme to be developed as
part of the improved A1 (Work No.1).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison with the occupier and her land
agent since the beginning of 2014 including regular access for survey work. The
Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership boundaries to
ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within these areas.
Plot 2/3







Consisting of agricultural land and hedgerows south of Brooklands House.
This plot is owned by Angus George Lammie and occupied by Georgina Elizabeth
Grey of Lazy Acre.
This plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1) including landscaping and the construction of an area of flood
compensation on the west of the A1.
The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison with the occupier and her land
agent since the beginning of 2014 including regular access for survey work. There
has also been contact by meetings and phone calls with Mr Lammie.
Plots 2/4a, 2/4b and 2/4c





Consisting of agricultural land south of Lazy Acre.
These plots are owned and occupied by Georgina Elizabeth Grey of Lazy Acre.
Plot 2/4a would temporarily be required to provide working space for the works
associated with the construction of a new access track to drainage attenuation
facilities. Plot 2/4b would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 2/4c would be used temporarily and for the right
acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and
areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicle plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plot 2/4c for access to
land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Farmland
Reserve UK Limited of Manor Farm.
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The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison with the occupier and her land
agent since the beginning of 2014 including regular access for survey work.
Plots 2/5a, 2/5b and 2/5c








Consisting of agricultural land south of Brooklands Farm and Lazy Acre.
These plots are owned by Jean Anne Cooper, Anne Jane Parker and Hugh Jolly
and occupied by Georgina Elizabeth Grey of Lazy Acre and Richard Coulson of
Corner Farm.
Plots 2/5a and 2/5c would be acquired for the scheme to be developed as part of
the improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 2/5b would be used temporarily and the right
acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and
areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plot 2/5b for access to
land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Farmland
Reserve UK Limited of Manor Farm, and Angus George Lammie of Church Farm.
The Applicant has had on going liaison with Georgina Grey in relation to ongoing
survey work and has met with her agent in relation to design issues. The Applicant
has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from engagement forming
part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 2/6 and 2/7







Consisting of grass land and boundaries north of Huntingdon Research Centre.
These plots are owned and occupied by Alconbury Properties I Limited and
Huntingdon Life Sciences.
The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1) including the construction of an area of flood compensation and a
drainage attenuation pond on the west of the A1.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with these landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 2/8a, 2/8b and 2/8c







Consisting of agricultural land south of Lazy Acre.
These plots are owned by Angus George Lammie and occupied by Georgina
Elizabeth Grey.
Plots 2/8a and 2/8c would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 2/8b would be acquired and used for a new right
to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of
flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. .
The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison with Mr Lammie and land agent
since the public consultation period.
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Plots 2/9a, 2/9b, 2/9c and 2/9d






Consisting of agricultural land and grass land divided by a farm track east and
north-east of Huntingdon Research Centre.
These plots are owned by Angus George Lammie and occupied by Georgina
Elizabeth Grey.
Plots 2/9a and 2/9c would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 2/9b would be acquired and used for a new right
to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of
flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. . Plot 2/9d would temporarily be required for the provision of soil
storage areas.
The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison with Mr Lammie and land agent
since the public consultation period.
Plots 2/10, 2/12a and 2/12b







Consisting of dense woodland and grassland at the north-east and south-east
corners of the Huntingdon Research Centre.
These plots are owned and occupied by Huntingdon Life Sciences Limited.
Plots 2/10 and 2/12a would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 2/12b would temporarily be required to provide
working space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) and the improvement of the A1 (Work
No.1).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 2/11a, 2/11b, 2/11c and 2/11d







Consisting of agricultural land and a farm track adjacent to the A1.
These plots are owned by Angus George Lammie and occupied by Georgina
Elizabeth Grey of Lazy Acre.
Plots 2/11a and 2/11c would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 2/11b would be used temporarily and the rights
acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and
areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plot 2/11b for access
to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Farmland
Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm. Plot 2/11d would temporarily be required for
the provision of soil storage areas.
The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison with both parties Mr Lammie,
Georgina Grey and their land agent since the beginning of 2014 and during the
public consultation period.
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B1.3 Sheet 3
Plots 3/1a, 3/1b, 3/1c, 3/1d, 3/1e, 3/1f, 3/1g and 3/1h







Existing highway of the A1(T) including lay-bys, associated highway
infrastructure, vegetated verges and some agricultural land.
The plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedThe Secretary of State for Transport.
Plot 3/1d would be used temporarily and the right acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plot 3/1d for access to land with
or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Farmland Reserve UK
Limited, Manor Farm. The remaining plots would be acquired in connection with
either the works for the improved A1 (Work No.1) or the new Woolley Road (Work
No.2) or both.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 3/2a, 3/2b and 3/4








Consisting of land forming grass and densely wooded land on the corner of
Woolley Road and the A1 junction, with ponds and tree planting, south of
Huntingdon Research Centre
These plots are owned and occupied by Huntingdon Life Sciences Limited.
Plots 3/2a and 3/4 would be acquired in connection with either the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1) or the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) or both. Plot
3/2b would temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the construction of the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 3/3






Consisting of the existing highway of Woolley Road including verges and
associated infrastructure.
This plot is unregistered and presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Woolley
Road (Work No.2).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
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Plots 3/5a, 3/5b and 3/5c







Consisting of agricultural land and a farm track on the west side of the A1.
These plots are owned by Jean Mary Papworth, Paul Robert Turney, William
Henry Turney and William George Topham and occupied by William George
Topham.
Plot 3/5a would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1) the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) including an area of flood
compensation. Plot 3/5b would be required for the provision of a temporary
access route from Woolley Road to borrow pits (Work Nos.4.1 and 4.2). Plot 3/5c
would be required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation area in connection
with the works for the improved A1 (Work No.1).
The applicant has had meetings with the landowners’ agent and has noted
concerns in relation to the design.
Plots 3/6a, 3/6b, 3/6c, 3/6d, 3/6e, 3/9a and 3/9b







Consisting of agricultural land and watercourse with bridge crossing on the east
side of the A1.
These plots are owned by Angus George Lammie and occupied by Georgina
Elizabeth Grey of Lazy Acre.
Plots 3/6a, 3/6c, and 3/9a would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1) including the construction of areas of flood
compensation. Plots 3/6b and 3/9b would be used temporarily and the right
acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and
areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plots 3/6b and 3/9b for
access to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of
Farmland Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm. Plot 3/6d would temporarily be
required for the provision of soil storage areas. Plot 3/6e would temporarily be
required to provide working space and temporary access for works associated
with the construction of drainage attenuation facilities and flood plain
compensation areas on adjacent land.
The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison with both parties Mr Lammie,
Georgina Grey and their land agent since the beginning of 2014 and during the
public consultation period.
Plots 3/7a, 3/7b, 3/7c, and 3/7d





Consisting of agricultural land and woodland on the east side of the A1.
These plots are owned and occupied by Georgina Elizabeth Grey of Lazy Acre.
Plots 3/7a and 3/7c would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 3/7b would be used temporarily and the right
acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and
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areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plot 3/7b for access to
land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Farmland
Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm. Plot 3/7d would temporarily be required to
provide working space and temporary access for works associated with the
construction of drainage attenuation facilities and flood plain compensation areas
on adjacent land.
The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with Georgina Grey and her
land agent since January 2014, with regard to design progress and access for
survey work.
Plot 3/12a






Consisting of the channel of Alconbury Brook on the east side of the A1.
The plot is owned and occupied by Angus George lammie and Farmland Reserve
UK limited.
Plot 3/12a would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1).
The Applicant has had ongoing and regular liaison Mr Lammie and his land agent
since the beginning of 2014 and during the public consultation period. The
Applicant has invited dialogue with Farmland Reserve UK Limited, following on
from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.

Plots 3/12a, 3/12b, 3/12c, 3/12d, 3/12e and 3/12f







Consisting of the channel of Alconbury Brook including a bridge over the
watercourse on the east side of the A1.
These plots are unregistered and in unknown ownership.
Plots 3/12a, 3/12c, and 3/12e would be acquired in connection with the works for
the improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 3/12b would be acquired and used for a new
right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and
areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. New rights would also be acquired on plot 3/12b for access
to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Farmland
Reserve UK Limited, Manor Farm. Plot 3/12d would be acquired and used for a
new right to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds
and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. Plot 3/12f would be required to provide a watervole and grass
snake receptor site and associated ecological mitigation.
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with the adjacent landowners of the part of
Alconbury Brook in unknown ownership.
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Plots 3/13, 3/14a, 3/14b, and 3/14c, and 3/14d






Consisting of agricultural land, grassland and a farm track on the east side of the
A1.
These plots are owned and occupied by Farmland Reserve UK Limited of Manor
Farm.
Plots 3/13, 3/14a and 3/14c would be acquired in connection with the works for
the improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 3/14b would be used temporarily and the right
acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and
areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of
State for Transport. Plot 3/14d would be required to provide a watervole and grass
snake receptor site and associated ecological mitigation.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 3/15a, 3/15b, 3/15c, and 3/15d







Consisting of agricultural land on the east side of the A1.
These plots are owned and occupied by David Keith Sewell.
Plots 3/15a and 3/15c would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1) including the construction of drainage attenuation
facilities, a flood plain compensation area and an area of ecological mitigation.
Plot 3/15b would be used temporarily and the right acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. Plot 3/15d would be required to provide a watervole and grass snake
receptor site and associated ecological mitigation.
The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with the Sewell family and
their land agent since January 2014, with regard to design progress and access
for survey work.
Plot 3/16






B1.4

Consisting of grassland on the west side of the A1.
This plot is owned and occupied by David Keith Sewell and John Michael Sewell.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Woolley
Road (Work No.2).
The Applicant has consulted the landowner by brief phone conversation and
directly supplied additional sets of plans for clarity, and has had ongoing contact
with the owner’s agent.
Sheet 4
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Plots 4/1a, 4/1b, 4/1c, 4/1d, 4/1e, 4/1f, 4/1g, 4/1h, 4,1j, 4/1l, 4/1m, 4/1n, 4/1o,
4/1p, 4/1q, 4/1r, 4/1s and 4/1t







Existing highway of the A14(T), associated infrastructure and vegetated verge
and boundary.
The plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plots 4/1a, 4/1b, 4/1c, 4/1d, 4/1e, 4/1f, 4/1g, 4/1h, 4,1j, 4/1l, 4/1m, 4/1r, 4/1s and
4/1t would temporarily be required for improvement works to the A14(T). The
remaining plots 4/1n, 4/1o, 4/1p, and 4/1q would be acquired for the new A14
(Work No.5).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 4/2a and 4/2b








Consisting of a farm track and agricultural land to the north of the A14.
These plots are owned by Jean Mary Papworth, Paul Robert Turney,William
Henry Turney and William George Topham and occupied by William George
Topham.
Plot 4/2b would be acquired in connection with the works for the excavation of
borrow pits (Work Nos.4.1 and 4.2) and the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 4/2a would
be required for the provision of a temporary access route from Woolley Road to
the borrow pits.
The Applicant has had meetings with the landowners’ agent, who has submitted
representations on their behalf.
Plot 4/3






Consisting of grassland beside the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Catherine Mary Izzard and James Richard
Tee.
The plot would temporarily be acquired for improvement works to the A14(T).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 4/4






Consisting of grass verge beside the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Adolphus Buckland.
The plot would temporarily be acquired for improvement works to the A14(T).
The Applicant has invited dialogue withdialogue with this landowner, following on
from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
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Plot 4/5




Consisting of grass verge beside the A14 to its north and agricultural land to its
south.
This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership.
Plot 4/5 would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5).
Plot 4/6a





B1.5

Consisting of agricultural land to the south of grass verge beside the A14 to its
north and agricultural land to its south.
This plot is owned by Elizabeth Ann Ruston, Christine Dorothy King and George
Lenton Trust and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
Plot 4/6a would be acquired for would be used temporarily and a new right
acquired to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.41).the
provision of an area of ecological mitigation.
Sheet 5
Plots 5/1a, 5/1ab, 5/1ac, 5/1af, 5/1ag, 5/1ah, 5/1aj, 5/1ak, 5/1al, 5/1am,
5/1an, 5/1b, 5/1c, 5/1d, 5/1e, 5/1f, 5/1g, 5/1h, 5/1an, 5/1j, 5/1k, 5/1l, 5/1m,
5/1n, 5/1o, 5/1p, 5/1q, 5/1r, 5/1s, 5/1t, 5/1u, 5/1v, 5/1w, 5/1x, 5/1y and 5/1z.








Existing highway of the A1(T) and A14(T) and slip roads, associated
infrastructure, vegetated verges, agricultural land and track.
The plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plots 5/1ag and 5/1w would temporarily be required to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the improvement of A1 (Work No.1).
Plot 5/1al would temporarily be required for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange. The remaining plots would variously be acquired in connection with
the works for the improved A1 (Work No.1), the new Woolley Road (Work No.2),
the new A14 Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 5/2a, 5/2b and 5/2c




Consisting of agricultural land lying north of the A14 and west of the A1.
These plots are owned by Jean Mary Papworth, Paul Robert Turney, William
Henry Turney and William George Topham, and occupied by William George
Topham.
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Plot 5/2b would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1) and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) including an area of flood
compensation. Plot 5/2a would be required to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the construction of a flood plain
compensation area. Plot 5/2c would be acquired in connection with the works for
the excavation of borrow pits (Work Nos.4.1 and 4.2) and the new A14 (Work
No.5).
The Applicant has spoken to Mr Brawn on the phone and has sent him some
plans for information.
Plot 5/3







Consisting of agricultural land lying west of the A1.
This plot is owned by David Keith Sewell, John Michael Sewell and Timothy
Brawn and occupied by John Michael Sewell.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1) and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) including an area of flood
compensation.
The Applicant has spoken to Mr Brawn on the phone and has sent him some
plans for information.
Plots 5/1aa, 5/4a, 5/4b, 5/4c, 5/5a, 5/5b, 5/5c, 5/5d, 5/5e, and 5/5f, 5/5g, 5/5h
and 5/5j








Consisting of agricultural land and part of the existing A1 highway and southbound
slip road and verge lying east of the A1.
These plots, with the exception of plot 5/5f, are owned and occupied by Davidby
David Keith Sewell. Plot 5/5f is unregistered and presumed to be owned by the
Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for Transport and
occupied by David Keith Sewell.
Plots 5/1aa, 5/4a, 5/4c, 5/5a, 5/5b, 5/5c, 5/5d, 5/5f and 5/5gf would be acquired
in connection with the works for the improved A1 (Work No.1) including the
construction of drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood compensation and
a new private means of access. Plots 5/5e and 5/5j would temporarily be acquired
to provide working space and temporary access for works associated with the
improvement of A1, including an access track. Plot 5/5h would be used
temporarily and a new right acquired to construct, use and maintain a new track
and provide access with or without vehicles, plant and machinery for the
Highways England Company Limited.
The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with the Sewell family and
their land agent since January 2014, with regard to design progress and access
for survey work.
Plot 5/6



Consisting of agricultural land bordering the A1.
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This plot is owned by Grenville Bates Sewell, John Michael Sewell and Maureen
Blanche Sewell, and occupied by John Michael Sewell and Maureen Blanche
Sewell.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1) and the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) including an area of flood
compensation and a drainage attenuation pond.
The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with the Sewell family and
their land agent since January 2014, with regard to design progress and access
for survey work.
Plots 5/7 and 5/11







Consisting of agricultural land north-west of Brampton Hut Services adjacent to
Ellington Brook and bordering north of the A14.
The plots are owned by David Keith Sewell, John Michael Sewell and Timothy
Brawn and occupied by John Michael Sewell.
These plotsPlot 5/11 would be acquired in connection with the works to construct
the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) which includes an access to the excavation
of borrow pits (Work Nos.4.1 and 4.2). Plot 5/7 would be used temporarily to
access the borrow pits and a new permanent right of access acquired to
environmental mitigation land (plot 5/2c) with or without vehicles, plant and
machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company Limited.
The Applicant has spoken to Mr Brawn on the phone and has sent him some
plans for information.
Plot 5/8





Consisting of existing highway verge of the A14 and adjacent grassland.
The land is unregistered and ownership unknown.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5).
Plot 5/9






Consisting of tree lined drainage ditch bordering Ellington Brook Relief Channel.
The land is owned by Grenville Bates Sewell, John Michael Sewell and Maureen
Blanche Sewell and occupied by John Michael Sewell and Maureen Blanche
Sewell.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Woolley
Road (Work No.2) including a drainage attenuation pond.
Plot 5/10




Consisting of agricultural land north of the Premier Inn and the A1/A14 junction.
The land is owned by the Church Commissioners for England, tenanted or leased
by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
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The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Woolley
Road (Work No.2) including a drainage attenuation pond, and includes a new
access track to the excavation of borrow pits (Work Nos.4.1 and 4.2).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014.
Plots 5/12a






Consisting of agricultural land, grassland, trees, hardstanding and a track
adjacent to or part of Woodhatch Farm.
This plot is owned by Elizabeth Ann Ruston, Christine Dorothy King and George
Lenton Trust and is tenanted or leased by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and occupied by
Lenton Brothers Limited.
This plot would be used temporarily and a new right acquired to construct, use,
protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of
Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.41) and to install, inspect and maintain a
new electricity power line and equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks
Holdings Ltd (Work No.89).This plot would be acquired for the provision of an
area of ecological mitigation and landscaping and other works in connection with
the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 5/13




Consisting of agricultural land, grassland, trees, hardstanding and a track
adjacent to or part of Woodhatch Farm.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
This plot would be acquired for the provision of an area of ecological
mitigation and landscaping and other works in connection with the new
A14 (Work No.5).

Plot 5/14





HE/A14/EX/22916

Consisting of agricultural land, grassland, trees, hardstanding and a track
adjacent to or part of Woodhatch Farm.
This plot is owned by Barrie John Marshall, Glen Ritson Marshall, Lee
Olsson Marshall and Ross William Marshall and is tenanted or leased by
Mick George Limited and Energy 10 Limited.
This plot would be acquired for the provision of an area of ecological
mitigation and landscaping and other works in connection with the new
A14 (Work No.5).
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Plots 5/15, 5/16, 5/17, 5/19, and, and 5/20






Consisting of a gravel area and track, trees and garden part of Woodhatch Farm
and Little Meadow.
These plots are owned and occupied by Barrie John Marshall, Glen Ritson
Marshall, Lee Olsson Marshall and Ross William Marshall of Woodhatch Farm,
except Plot 5/15, which is tenanted or leased and occupied by Andrea Marshall
of Woodhatch Farm.
The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) including the provision of a new access to Woodhatch Farm.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 5/21





Consisting of agricultural land east of Little Meadow bordering the A14.
This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) including the provision of a new access to Woodhatch Farm.
Plots 5/22a, 5/22b and 5/22c







Consisting of agricultural land bordering the A1 north of the A1/A14 junction.
The land is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and David Keith
Sewell and occupied by David Keith Sewell.
Plots 5/22a and 5/22c would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1) including the construction of drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation. Plot 5/22b would be used temporarily
and a new right acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage
attenuation ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport. Plot 5/22c would temporarily be
acquiredused to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with an access track.
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014.
Plots 5/23a, 5/23b, 5/23c, 5/23d, and 5/23hf





Consisting of agricultural land, ditches and hedgerows west of Brampton Hut
Services.
These plots are owned by Eleanor Disney and tenanted or leased by Lenton
Brothers Limited of Park Farm.
Plots 5/23a would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3) including the new Ellington Junction, the new A14
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(Work No.5) and the improved A1 (Work No1). Plot 5/23d would be acquired in
connection with the works for the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 5/23b would
temporarily be required for the provision of a site compound, including but not
limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and
work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of sitegenerated waste. Plot 5/23c would temporarily be required to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction of the
new Ellington Junction. Plot 5/23f would temporarily be required for the provision
of soil storage areas.Plot 5/23h would be acquired in connection with the works
for the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had meetings with the landowner’s agent and with the tenant
farmers and their agents.
Plot 5/24






Consisting of grassland, trees and boundaries at Brampton Meadow SSSI.
This plot is owned and occupied by Laurence Dennis Kelly.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1).
The Applicant has only had contact regarding this site with Natural England. The
Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowner, following on from engagement
forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 5/25a and 5/25b







Consisting of existing highway, verges and associated infrastructure within the
A1/A14 junction at Brampton Hut.
These plots are owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plots 5/25a would be acquired in connection with de-trunking of the existing A1(T)
and A14(T). Plot 5/25b would be required for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange and to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the improved A1 (Work No.1).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 5/28






Consisting of agricultural land, hedgerow and a track north of the A14 and east of
the A14/A1 junction at Brampton Hut.
This plot is owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and occupied by John
Michael Sewell.
The plot would be acquired for environmental mitigation in connection with the
works for the improved A1 (Work No.1).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme. The Applicant has invited dialogue with Mr Maile,
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following on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation
programme.
Plot 5/29b






Consisting of agricultural land, hedgerow and gravel track bordering the south
edge of Brampton Hut Services.
The land is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and Eleanor Disney
and occupied by BP Oil UK Limited, McDonald’s Restaurants Limited, Whitbread
Group PLC and Lenton Brothers Limited.
Plot 5/29b would temporarily be required for the provision of soil storage areas.
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014.
Plot 5/30





Consisting of agricultural land north of the A14, east of the A14/A1 junction at
Brampton Hut.
This plot is owned and occupied by David Keith Sewell .
The plot would be acquired for environmental mitigation in connection with the
works for the improved A1 (Work No.1).
Plot 5/32







Consisting of a gravel track adjacent to the A14, east of the A1/A14 junction at
Brampton Hut.
The plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for ecological mitigation in connection with the works
for the improved A1 (Work No.1).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 5/33a and 5/33b






Consisting of agricultural land and tree-lined gravel track east of Brampton Hut
Services.
The land is owned by the Royal National Lifeboat Institution and the National Trust
for Places of Historic Interest and Natural Beauty and tenanted or leased by
Meadow View Farm and Harcourt Farm.
Plots 5/33a would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1). Plot 5/33b would temporarily be required to provide working space
and temporary access for works associated with the improved A1.
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The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with the tenant farmer, the
Sewell family and their agent. The Applicant has invited dialogue with the
landowners, following on from engagement forming part of the wider public
consultation programme.
Plot 5/34






Consisting of grassland, trees and boundaries east of the A1/A14 junction at
Brampton Hut.
The land is owned by UCC Strategic Land Ltd. and occupied by John Michael
Sewell of Harcourt Farm.
Plot 5/34 would temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the improved A1 (Work No.1).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison and meetings with the tenant, the Sewell
family and their agent. The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowner,
following on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation
programme.
Plot 5/35







Consisting of agricultural land with tree and hedgerow boundary south of
Brampton Hut Services.
This plot is owned by the George Lenton Trust, Elizabeth Ann Ruston and
Christine Dorothy King and tenanted or leased by Lenton Brothers Limited of Park
Farm.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the landowner and the tenant farmer
in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have
been involved in the discussions and submitted representations on their behalf
and further discussions have been held where changes to the design have
occurred.
Plot 5/36





Consisting of agricultural land and hedge line south of the A1/A14 junction at
Brampton Hut.
This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership.
The plot would be would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1).
Plot 5/37





Consisting of agricultural land south of the A1/A14 junction at Brampton Hut.
This plot is owned by UCC Strategic Land Ltd and occupied by John Michael
Sewell of Harcourt Farm.
The plot would be would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1).
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The Applicant has had ongoing liaison and meetings with the Sewell family and
their agent. The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowner, following on
from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 5/38a, 5/38b, 5/38c, 5/38d, 5/38e, 5/38f, 5/38g and 5/38hg







Consisting of agricultural land and a private track south of the A14 and west of
the A1/A14 junction at Brampton Hut.
These plots are owned by Eleanor Disney and tenanted or leased and occupied
by Lenton Brothers Limited.
Plot 5/38a would be acquired in connection with the works for an environmental
mitigation area connected with the new A14 Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3). Plot
5/38b and 5/38h would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14
Brampton Hut Link (Work No.3) including the new Ellington Junction, the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2) and the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 5/38c would be
acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work No.5) including the
construction of new private means of access along the south side of the improved
A14 from New Ellington Junction, south roundabout. Plot 5/38d and 5/38f would
be acquired for the provision of a soil storage area and areas of environmental
mitigation. Plot 5/38e would be acquired to provide a permanent badger mitigation
area and associated environmental mitigation and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Ellington Junction. Plot 5/38g would
temporarily be required for the construction of a new private means of access to
High Harthay Farm.
The Applicant has had meetings with the agent acting on behalf of Mrs Disney
who has made representation on her behalf.
Plots 5/40a and 5/40d







Consisting of a gravel area, track and woodland, part of Huntingdon Recycling
Ltd.
These plots are owned by Barrie John Marshall, Glen Ritson Marshall, Lee Olsson
Marshall and Ross William Marshall of Woodhatch Farm. They are tenanted or
leased to and occupied by Mick George limited and Energy 10 Limited.
The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) including the provision of a new access to Woodhatch Farm.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme. A
Statement of Common Ground has been prepared between the parties; this was
submitted to the Examining Authority for Deadline 3 of the Examination, on 26
June 2015.
Plot 5/40b



Consisting of a gravel area, track and woodland part of Woodhatch Farm.
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This plot is owned by Barrie John Marshall, Glen Ritson Marshall, Lee Olsson
Marshall and Ross William Marshall of Woodhatch Farm, and is tenanted or
leased to and occupied by Andrea Marshall.
The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) including the provision of a new access to Woodhatch Farm.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme. A
Statement of Common Ground has been prepared between the parties; this was
submitted to the Examining Authority for Deadline 3 of the Examination, on 26
June 2015.
Plots 5/40c and 5/40e






Consisting of areas of garden, part of Woodhatch Farm and Little Meadow.
These plots are owned and occupied by Barrie John Marshall, Glen Ritson
Marshall, Lee Olsson Marshall and Ross William Marshall of Woodhatch Farm.
The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) including the provision of a new access to Woodhatch Farm.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme. A
Statement of Common Ground has been prepared between the parties; this was
submitted to the Examining Authority for Deadline 3 of the Examination, on 26
June 2015.
Plot 5/40f [BM67]








Consisting of a gravel area and woodland, part of Huntingdon Recycling Ltd.
This plot is owned by Barrie John Marshall, Glen Ritson Marshall, Lee Olsson
Marshall and Ross William Marshall of Woodhatch Farm. They are tenanted or
leased to and occupied by Mick George limited and Energy 10 Limited.
This plot would be used temporarily to construct the access track to Huntingdon
Recycling Limited and a new right acquired to construct, use, protect, inspect and
maintain a water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services
Ltd (Work No.41) and to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line
and equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd (Work No.89).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 5/41





Consisting of agricultural land and hedgerow adjacent to Woodhatch Farm.
This plot is owned by Elizabeth Ann Ruston, Christine Dorothy King and George
Lenton Trust and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
This plot would be acquired for the provision of an area of ecological mitigation
and landscaping and other works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
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The Applicant has had regular contact with the landowner and the tenant farmer
in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have
been involved in the discussions and submitted representations on their clients'
behalf and further discussions have been held, in which a variety of design
solutions (within the parameters of the proposed additional land, as identified in
this submission) have been considered as a result of that engagement.
Plots 5/42 and 5/43







Existing highway of the A14(T), associated infrastructure, vegetated verges,
agricultural land and track.
The plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company Limited.
The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) including the provision of a new access to Woodhatch Farm.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas, in order to minimise the effect of the scheme on third party land
holdings.


B1.6

Sheet 6
Plot 6/1a





Consisting part of grassland, hedgerows and disused slip road to
Brampton Hut Service Area located to the north of Brampton Brook.
This plot is owned by Elizabeth Ann Ruston, Christine Dorothy King and
George Lenton Trust and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
The plots would be acquired in connection with either the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the landowner and the tenant
farmer in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work.
Agents have been involved in the discussions and submitted
representations on their clients' behalf and further discussions have been
held, in which a variety of design solutions (within the parameters of the
proposed additional land, as identified in this submission) have been
considered as a result of that engagement.

Plot 6/1c


Consisting part of grassland, hedgerows and existing A1(T) to west of
Brampton.
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This plot is owned and occupied by Elizabeth Ann Ruston, Christine
Dorothy King, George Lenton Trust and the Highways England Company
Limited.
The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved
A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the landowner and the tenant
farmer in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work.
Agents have been involved in the discussions and submitted
representations on their clients' behalf and further discussions have been
held, in which a variety of design solutions (within the parameters of the
proposed additional land, as identified in this submission) have been
considered as a result of that engagement.

Plots 6/1a, 6/1b, 6/1c, 6/1d, 6/1e, 6/1f, 6/1g, 6/1h, 6/1j, 6/1k, and 6/1m.







Existing highway of the A1(T), disused lay-by, disused slip road to Brampton Hut
Services, associated infrastructure, asphalt track and vegetated verge.
These plots , with the exception of plot 6/1a, are owned or unregistered and
presumed owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport. Plot 6/1a is also unregistered and
presumed owned by the Secretary of State for Transport but is occupied by
Lenton Brothers Limited.
The plots would be acquired in connection with either the works for the improved
A1 (Work No.1) or the new A14 (Work No.5) or both.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 6/1l





Consisting of grass track, hedgerow and tree line west of the A1, south of the
A1/A14 junction at Brampton Hut.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Church Commissioners For England,
Elizabeth Ann Ruston, Christine Dorothy King, and the George Lenton Trust.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No. 1).
Plot 6/2, 6/3a, 6/3b, 6/5, 6/7a, 6/7b and 6/9




Consisting of agricultural land, grassland tracks and hedgerows and tree lines
east and west of the A1, and south of the A1/A14 junction at Brampton Hut.
These plots are owned by the George Lenton Trust, Elizabeth Ann Ruston and
Christine Dorothy King and tenanted or leased by Lenton Brothers Limited of Park
Farm.
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Plots 6/2, and 6/7a would be acquired for the construction of borrow pits (Work
Nos.4.3 and 4.4) including the provision of flood compensation areas. Plots 6/3a,
6/3b, 6/5, 6/7b and 6/9 would be acquired in connection with either the works for
the improved A1 (Work No.1) or the new A14 (Work No.5) or both.
The Applicant has had regular contact with the land owner and the tenant farmer
in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have
been involved in the discussions and submitted representations on their behalf.
Plot 6/4






Consisting of agricultural land and tree-lined footpath west of Brampton.
This plot is owned by UCC Strategic Land Ltd and occupied by John Michael
Sewell of Harcourt Farm.
The plot would be would be acquired in connection with the works for the new
A14 (Work No.5) including the provision of a new bridleway.
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison and meetings with the tenant farmer, the
Sewell family. The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following
on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 6/6







Consisting of agricultural land and access tracks, west of Brampton.
This plot is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and tenanted or
leased by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and Lafarge Aggregates Limited and occupied
by Lenton Brothers Limited.
The plot would be acquired for a borrow pit and landscaping (Work No.4.4),
including the provision of a flood compensation area.
The Applicant has met with agents for the Church Commissioners and has
undertaken very preliminary discussions around the principles of land purchase.
Plots 6/8a and 6/8b





Consisting of an access track and bridleway, hedge and tree lined field boundary,
west of Brampton and the A1.
These plots are unregistered and in unknown ownership.
Plot 6/8a would be acquired for the construction of borrow pits (Work Nos.4.3 and
4.4) and Plot 6/8b for works in connection with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
including the provision of flood compensation areas.
Plot 6/10





Consisting of bridleway, ditch and hedgerow west of Brampton and the A1.
This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the improved A1 (Work
No.1) including to Bridleway 28/19.
Plot 6/11



Consisting of a track and hedgerow adjacent to Brampton Brook.
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This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1) including a new private access, and the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 6/12






Consisting of agricultural land and hedgerow west of Brampton and the A1.
The land is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and tenanted or
leased by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has undertaken very preliminary discussions around the principles of land
purchase.
Plots 6/13, 6/14 and 6/15








Consisting of access track and hedgerow running parallel to the A1 west of
Brampton, and agricultural land bounded by hedges south of Brampton Brook
The land, with the exception of plot 6/13, is owned by the Church Commissioners
for England and tenanted or leased by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and Lafarge
Aggregates Limited and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited. Plot 6/13 is owned
by the Church Commissioners for England and tenanted or leased by Elizabeth
Ann Ruston and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
Plots 6/13 and 6/14 would variously be acquired for borrow pits (Work Nos.4.5
and 4.6). Plot 6/15 would be acquired for the improved A1 (Work No.1) and the
new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has undertaken very preliminary discussions around the principles of land
purchase.
Plot 6/16a, 6/16b, 6/16c and 6/17






Consisting of agricultural land and hedgerows, and two buildings on the west of
the A1.
These plots are owned by the George Lenton Trust, Elizabeth Ann Ruston and
Christine Dorothy King and tenanted or leased by Lenton Brothers Limited of Park
Farm.
Plots 6/16a would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) including new drainage attenuation ponds and a new a bridleway route, and
Plot 6/17 acquired for the improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 6/16c would be acquired
for an area of flood compensation in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 6/16b would be required to provide working space and temporary access for
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works associated with the construction of a flood compensation area on adjacent
land.
The Applicant has had regular contact with the land owner and the tenant farmer
in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have
been involved in the discussions and submitted representations on their behalf.
The landowners’ agent has expressed interest in an early meeting with the
Applicant to understand the next steps of land negotiation.
Plot 6/18







Consisting of grassland and trees on the south-west edge of Brampton.
The plot is owned and occupied by Graham Tompson and David Ernest Clark.
The plot would temporarily be required to provide working space and access for
works associated with the construction of a flood compensation area on adjacent
land in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the improved A1 (Work
No1).
There have been telephone discussions with one of the parties and the Applicant
has invited dialogue with the other landowner, following on from engagement
forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 6/19 and 6/20







Consisting of an area of grass, vegetable patch, and hedgerow south of
Brampton.
These plots are owned and occupied by Bertram Betts.
These plots would temporarily be required to provide working space and access
for works associated with the construction of a flood compensation area on
adjacent land in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the improved A1
(Work No1).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.


Plot 6/21






Consisting of grass verge and hedgerow of Park Road highway.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The plot would temporarily be required to provide working space and access for
works associated with the construction of a flood compensation area on adjacent
land in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the improved A1 (Work
No.1).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 6/22a



Consisting of agricultural land and private track, west of Rectory Farm.
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This plot is owned by Eleanor Disney and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
The plot would temporarily be required for the construction of a new private means
of access to High Harthay Farm (Work Nos. 3 and 5) in connection with the new
A14 (Work No. 5).
The Applicant is in contact with the agent and comments have been received from
them on behalf of the landowner.
Plots 6/22b and 6/22c






Consisting of agricultural land and tree lined ditch, south of Rectory Farm and
Brampton Hut Services.
This plot is owned by Eleanor Disney and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
The plot would be acquired for the provision of a flood compensation area,
landscaping and other works in connection with the new A14 (Work No. 5).
The Applicant is in contact with the agent and comments have been received from
them on behalf of the landowner.
Plot 6/23





B1.7

Consisting of woodland and the course of Brampton Brook, at the western end of
Bridleway 28/19.
This plot is unregistered and ownership unknown.
The plot would be acquired for the provision of landscaping and other works in
connection with the improved A1 (Work No. 1).
Sheet 7
Plot 7/1a





Existing access track west of the A1(T), north of the Grafham Road overbridge.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Church Commissioners For England.
Plots 7/1a would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1
(Work No.1).

Plots 7/1b, 7/1c, 7/1d, 7/1e, 7/1f, 7/1g, 7/1h, 7/1j, 7/1k, 7/1l, 7/1m, 7/1n and
7/1o.




Existing highway of the A1(T), Park Road and Grafham Road with associated
infrastructure, vegetated verges and access track.
The plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plots 7/1a, 7/1b, 7/1c, 7/1d, and 7/1f would be acquired in connection with the
works for the improved A1 (Work No.1) and the new A14 (Work No.5). Plots 7/1e,
7/1k, 7/1l, 7/1m, and 7/1n would be acquired in connection with the works for the
improved A1 (Work No.1), the new A14/A1 northbound link road (Work No.7) and
the new A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8). Plots 7/1g, 7/1h and 7/1o
would be acquired in connection with the works for new Grafham Road (Work
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No.6). Plot 7/1j would be required for the provision of soil storage areas and to
provide working space and temporary access for works associated with the
construction of the new A14 (Work No.5), the improved A1(Work No.1), Brampton
Interchange (Work No.7) and the new Grafham Road (Work No.6).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 7/2, 7/3, 7/4a, and 7/4b and 7/4c








Consisting of agricultural land and track north of Brampton Lodge.
The land is owned by the Church Commissioners for England, tenanted or leased
by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and Lafarge Aggregates Limited and occupied by
Lenton Brothers Limited.
Plots 7/2 and 7/3 would be acquired for borrow pits (Work Nos.4.5 and 4.6). Plot
7/4a would be acquired for works connected with the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and the new Grafham Road (Work No.6). Plot 7/4c would be acquired for works
connected with the improved A1 (Work No.1), in particular for an access track and
landscaping. Plot 7/4b would temporarily be required for the provision of soil
storage areas and to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new A14 (Work No.5), the improved A1
(Work No.1), the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.7), and the new Grafham
Road (Work No.6).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has had very early discussions around the principles of land negotiation.
Plots 7/5, 7/6a, 7/6b and 7/6c








Consisting of access track, agricultural land and hedge lines adjacent to Park
Road and the A1 east of Brampton Lodge.
This plot is owned by the George Lenton Trust, Elizabeth Ann Ruston and
Christine Dorothy King and leased or tenanted by Lenton Brothers Limited of Park
Farm.
Plot 7/5 would be acquired in connection with the works for the improved A1 (Work
No.1). Plot 7/6a would be acquired to construct a flood compensation area and
Plots 7/6b and 7/6c would temporarily be required to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the flood compensation area on
adjacent land in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5), the improved A1 (Work
No.1) and the new Grafham Road (Work No.6).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the land owner and the tenant farmer
in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have
been involved in the discussions and submitted representations on their behalf.
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The landowners’ agents have expressed interest in a meeting to discuss the
principles of land negotiations.
Plots 7/7a, 7/7b, 7/7c, 7/7d and 7/7e






Consisting of access track to Brampton Lodge and agricultural land east and
south of Brampton Lodge.
The land is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and tenanted or
leased by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
Plot 7/7a would be acquired in connection with the works to provide a new access
from Grafham Road (Work No.6). Plot 7/7e would be acquired in connection with
the works for Grafham Road (Work No.6). Plots 7/7b, 7/7c, 7/7d and 7/7e would
temporarily be required for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide
working space and temporary access for works associated with the construction
of the new A14 (Work No.5), the improved A1 (Work No.1), the new Brampton
Interchange (Work No.7), and the new Grafham Road (Work No.6).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has had very early discussions around the principles of land negotiation.
Plots 7/8a and 7/8b







Consisting of the Park Road highway including grass verge and hedgerow.
The plots are unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plot 7/8b would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Grafham
Road (Work No.6). Plot 7/8a would temporarily be required to provide working
space and access for works associated with the construction of a flood
compensation area on adjacent land in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the improved A1 (Work No.1).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 7/9a, 7/9b, 7/9c, 7/15 and 7/19






Consisting of agricultural land, access tracks, hedgerows and woodland southwest of Brampton.
This plot is owned by the George Lenton Trust, Elizabeth Ann Ruston and
Christine Dorothy King and leased or tenanted by Lenton Brothers Limited of Park
Farm.
Plot 7/9a would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Grafham
Road (Work No.6), the new A14 (Work No.5), the new Brampton Interchange
(Work Nos.7 and 8), and the new Buckden Road (Work No.9). Plots 7/9b and 7/9c
would temporarily be required for the provision of a site compound, including but
not limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles
and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of
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site-generated waste. Plot 7/15 would be acquired in connection with the works
for the new Grafham Road (Work No.6). Plot 7/19 would be acquired in
connection with the excavation of borrow pits (Work Nos. 4.7 and 4.8) including
areas for soil storage and for a new area of flood compensation in connection with
the improved A1 (Work No1).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the land owner and the tenant farmer
in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have
been involved in the discussions and submitted representations on their behalf.
The landowners and agent have been updated on scheme changes and have
expressed an interest in early offers of discussions to understand the principles
of land negotiations.
Plot 7/10, 7/11a, 7/11b, 7/11c, 7/11d, and 7/11e, 7/11f and 7/22








Consisting of existing highway for Grafham Road, Buckden Road, Mere Lane and
private access track alongside Park Road with associated infrastructure and
verges.
The plots are presumed owned and occupied Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plots 7/10 and 7/11f would temporarily be required for the improvement of a
byway (Mere Lane) and Grafham Road. Plots 7/11a, 7/11b and 7/11e would
variously be acquired for works associated with the new Grafham Road (Work
No.6), the improved A1 (Work No.1) and part of the new Brampton Interchange
(Work No.7), and Plot 7/22 in connection with works associated with the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9). Plots 7/11c and 7/11d would temporarily be required
for the provision of soil storage areas and to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the construction of the new A14 (Work No.5),
the improved A1 (Work No.1), part of the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.7)
and the new Grafham Road (Work No.6).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 7/12, 7/13a, 7/13b, 7/13c, 7/13d, 7/14, 7/16a, 7/16b, 7/18, 7/20, 7/21






Consisting of a section of Mere Lane track, grass verge, agricultural land,
grassland, hedgerows and a semi-detached cottage.
Plots 7/12, 7/13a, 7/13b, 7/13c, 7/14, 7/20 and 7/21 are owned by the Church
Commissioners for England and tenanted or leased by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and
occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited. Plots 7/16a and 7/16b are owned by the
Church Commissioners for England ,England, tenanted or leased by Elizabeth
Ann Ruston and Lafarge Aggregates Limited and occupied by Lenton Brothers
Limited. Plot 7/18 is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and
tenanted or leased and occupied by Chris Watts and Mr & Mrs Bannerman.
Plots 7/12 and 7/13a would temporarily be required for the improvement of a
byway (Mere Lane). Plot 7/13c would temporarily be required to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction of a flood
plain compensation area on adjacent land in connection with the improved A1
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(Work No.1). Plot 7/13d would temporarily be required for the improvement of
Grafham Road and the byway known as Mere Lane. Plot 7/13b, 7/14, 7/16a and
7/18 would be acquired for works associated with the construction of the new A14
(Work No.5), the improved A1 (Work No.1), the new Brampton Interchange (Work
Nos.7 and 8) including an area of flood compensation, and the new Grafham
Road (Work No.6). Plot 7/16b would temporarily be required for the provision of
soil storage areas and to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new A14 (Work No.5), the improved A1
(Work No.1), the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.7), and the new Grafham
Road (Work No.6). Plots 7/20 and 7/21 would temporarily be required for the
improvement of a byway (Mere Lane).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in October 2014. The
Applicant has met with both tenants of the Grafham Cottages and they will be
kept updated with scheme progress.

Plot 7/23






B1.8

Consisting of an entrance to Brampton Landfill site.
This plot is owned by Anti-Waste Limited and occupied by Acorn Transport and
Plant Hire Limited and FCC Environment (UK) Limited.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Buckden
Road (Work No.9).
The Applicant has had contact with an occupier FCC in relation to access for
survey work and has invited dialogue with the landowner following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Sheet 8
Plots 8/1a, 8/1b, 8/1c, 8/1d, 8/1e, 8/1f, 8/1g, 8/1h, 8/1j, 8/1k, 8/1l, 8/1m and
8/1n, 8/1o, 8/1p, 8/1q, 8/1r, 8/1s, 8/1t, 8/1u and 8/1v






Existing highway of the A1(T) and the B1514 Buckden Road including associated
infrastructure, vegetated verge and a small area of agricultural land adjacent to
Buckden Road.
The plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plots 8/1d, 8/1e, and 8/1f would temporarily be required for the improvement of a
byway (Mere Lane) and plot 8/1n would temporarily be required for the provision
of soil storage areas in connection with Work Nos.5, 7, 8, 9 and 10. The remaining
plots would variously be acquired for works associated with the construction of
the new A14 (Work No.5), the improved A1 (Work No.1), the new Brampton
Interchange (Work Nos.7 and 8), the new Buckden Road (Work No.9) and the
new Brampton Road (Work No.10).
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In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 8/2, 8/3a, 8/3b, and 8/24








Consisting of agricultural land, Mere Lane track and verge and woodland.
Plots 8/2, 8/3a and 8/3b are owned by the Church Commissioners for England
and tenanted or leased by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and occupied by Lenton Brothers
Limited. Plot 8/24 is owned and occupied by the Church Commissioners For
England.
Plots 8/2 and 8/3a would temporarily be required for the improvement of a byway
(Mere Lane). Plot 8/3b would be acquired would be acquired for works associated
with the construction of the improved A1 (Work No.1). Plot 8/24 would be acquired
in connection with the works for the new Brampton Road (Work No.10).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has had very early discussions around the principles of land negotiation.
Plots 8/13







Consisting of verge on the south side of Brampton Road near its junction with
B1514 Buckden Road.
This plot is owned by Church Commissioners For England and Anti-Waste
Limited and occupied by FCC Environment (UK) Limited and Acorn Transport and
Plant Hire Limited.
Plot 8/13 would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Buckden
Road (Work No. 9).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has had very early discussions around the principles of land negotiation.
Plots 8/4, 8/5a, 8/5b, 8/5c, 8/5d, 8/5e, 8/7a, and 8/7b, 8/7c and 8/7d






Consisting of agricultural land bordered by trees and hedgerows i8n t6he area of
Brampton Road and Buckden Road east of the A1.
These plots are owned by the George Lenton Trust, Elizabeth Ann Ruston and
Christine Dorothy King and tenanted or leased by Lenton Brothers Limited of Park
Farm.
Plot 8/4 would be acquired in connection with the excavation of a borrow pit (Work
No.4.8) including areas for soil storage and the new Buckden Road (Work No.9).
Plots 8/5b and 8/5c would temporarily be required for the provision of a site
compound, including but not limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for
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workers’ private vehicles and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top
soil and the treatment of site-generated waste. Plots 8/5d and 8/7b would
temporarily be required for the provision of soil storage areas associated with
Works Nos. 5, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Plots 8/5a, 8/5e and 8/7a would be acquired for
works associated with the construction of the new A14 (Work No.5), the improved
A1 (Work No.1), the new Brampton Interchange (Work Nos.7 and 8), the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9) and the new Brampton Road (Work No.10). Plot 8/7c
would temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary access for
works associated with the improvement of Brampton Road (Work No.10). Plot
8/7d would be temporarily used and a new right acquired to construct, use,
protect, inspect and maintain a water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of
Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.46).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the land owner and the tenant farmer
in connection with the ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have
been involved in the discussions and submitted representations on their behalf.
The landowners’ agent has expressed an interest in meeting to discuss land
negotiation issues.
Plot 8/6





Consisting of a section of Mere Lane track.
This plot is owned by Church Commissioners For England and tenanted or leased
by Elizabeth Ann Ruston and occupied by Lenton Brothers Limited.
Plot 8/6 would temporarily be required for the improvement of a byway (Mere
Lane).
Plots 8/8a, 8/8b, and 8/14







Existing highway of the B1514 Buckden Road and Brampton Road and
associated infrastructure and verge.
The plots are unregistered and presumed owned and occupied Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The plotsPlots 8/8a and 8/14 would be acquired in connection with the works for
the new A14 (Work No.5), the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.8), new
Buckden Road (Work No.9) and the new Brampton Road (Work No.10).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 8/8b





Existing highway of the Brampton Road including verge.
The plot is owned by Elizabeth Ann Ruston, Christine Dorothy King, the George
Lenton Trust and Peter Willliam Mann.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new A14 (Work
No.5), the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.8), new Buckden Road (Work
No.9) and the new Brampton Road (Work No.10).
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The Applicant has had regular contact with the land owner in connection with the
ongoing design and access for survey work. Agents have been involved in the
discussions and submitted representations on their behalf. The landowners’ agent
has expressed an interest in meeting to discuss land negotiation issues.
Plot 8/9






Consisting of woodland adjacent to Park View.
The plot is owned and occupied Michael John Markham and Cheryl Dunn.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the new Buckden
Road (Work No.9).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 8/10






Consisting of residential access, land and tree-lined verge at Park View.
The plots are owned by Michele Elizabeth Burrin and Anthony Rupert John Burrin
and occupied by Thomas Burrin.
Plot 8/10The plots would be acquired in connection with the works for the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 8/11, 8/12, and 8/16







Consisting of tree lined access track, trees and grassland.
These plots are owned by Anti-Waste Limited and occupied by Acorn Transport
and Plant Hire Limited and FCC Environment (UK) Limited.
Plots 8/11 and 8/12 would be acquired in connection with the works for the
stopping up of Buckden Road, and a new access to Station Farm all in connection
with the new Buckden Road (Work No.9). Plot 8/16 would be acquired for works
in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had contact with FCC in relation to access for survey work and
specifically geotechnical work. The Applicant has invited dialogue with this
landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the wider public
consultation programme.
Plot 8/15





Consisting of hard standing, trees and grass verge adjacent to Brampton Road.
The plot is owned and occupied by Anti-Waste Limited and FCC Environment
(UK) Limited.
The plot would be acquired in connection with the works for the stopping up of
Buckden Road, and a new access to Station Farm all in connection with the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9).
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The Applicant has had contact with FCC in relation to access for survey work and
specifically geotechnical work. The Applicant has invited dialogue with the other
landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the wider public
consultation programme.
Plots 8/17a, 8/17b, 8/17c, and 8/20







Consisting of grassland, hard standing and tree lined boundaries, just off
Brampton Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by Total UK Limited.
Plot 8/17a would be acquired in connection with the works for the stopping up of
Buckden Road and a new access to Station Farm all in connection with the new
Buckden Road (Work No.9). Plot 8/17c would be acquired for works associated
with the construction of part of the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.8). Plot
8/17b would be used temporarily and rights acquired for a new right to access
land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and machinery for the benefit of
the Highways England Company Limited. would temporarily be required for the
provision of a temporary access route from Brampton Road to a soil storage area.
Plot 8/20 would be acquired for works associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.8).
The Applicant has had contact with Total UK Limited in relation to geotechnical
information.
Plot 8/18






Consisting of an area of hard standing at an entrance to Station Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by Total UK Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Brampton Interchange (Work No.8).
The Applicant has had contact with Total UK Limited in relation to geotechnical
issues on this site. The Applicant is in the process of making further contact with
the landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the wider public
consultation programme.
Plots 8/19a, 8/19b, 8/19c, 8/23, 8/25a and 8/25b






Consisting of grassland, agricultural land and access track south and west of
Station Farm.
These plots are owned by George G Goff Limited and tenanted or leased by Peter
William Mann of Lodge Farm and the Boxworth Farming Company Limited of
Rectory Farm.
Plots 8/19a and 8/25b would be acquired for works associated with the
construction of the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new Brampton Interchange
(Work No.8). Plots 8/19c would be acquired in connection with the works for the
stopping up of Buckden Road and a new access to Station Farm (Work No.9).
Plots 8/19b and 8/25a would be used temporarily and rights acquired for a new
right to access land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and machinery for
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the benefit of the Highways England Company Limited.would be required for the
provision of a temporary access route from Brampton Road to a soil storage area.
Plot 8/23 would be acquired in connection with the works for a new access to
Station Farm.
The Applicant has had contact and met with Goff Petroleum specifically in relation
to accommodating Goff’s development site. The Applicant has had ongoing
meetings and discussion with the tenant and his agent in relation to the ongoing
design with communications in October 2014January 2015 with their agent and
application designer. A Statement of Common Ground has been prepared
between the parties; this was submitted to the Examining Authority for Deadline
3 of the Examination, on 26 June 2015.
Plots 8/21a, 8/21b, 8/21c, 8/21d, 8/21e, 8/21f, 8/21g, 8/21h, 8/21j, 8/21k,
8/21l, 8/21m, 8/21n, and 8/29a, 8/29b and 8/30





Consisting of access track, grass verge, and agricultural land at Lodge Farm.
These plots are owned and occupied by Peter William Mann of Lodge Farm.
Plot 8/21a would be acquired for works associated with the construction of the
new Brampton Road (Work No.10). Plot 8/21b would temporarily be required to
provide working space and temporary access for working space associated with
the improvement of a private means of access to Lodge Farmwould be used
temporarily and the right acquired to improve and maintain an existing track to
access the new River Great Ouse bridge, drainage attenuation ponds and outfalls
with or without vehicles plant and machinery and to use the track for emergency
vehicle access for the new A14(T) for the benefit of the Highways England
Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport. Plot 8/21c would temporarily
be required to provide working space and temporary access for works working
space associated with the improvement of an access tracka private means of
access to Lodge Farmon adjacent land. Plot 8/21d would be acquired for works
associated with the construction of the new A14 (Work No.5). Plots 8/21e and
8/21m would temporarily be required for the provision of soil storage areas and to
provide working space and temporary access for works associated with the
construction of the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 8/21f would be acquired for works
in connection with the construction of an emergency access to the new A14 (Work
No.5). Plots 8/21g and 8/29a would be acquired for works associated with the
construction of an area of flood compensation in connection with the new A14
(Work No.5). Plot 8/21h would temporarily be required for working space and
temporary access for works associated with the improvement of an access track
on adjacent land and for works associated with the construction of flood
compensation areas on adjacent land (Work No.5 and 10). Plot 8/21j would
temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of flood compensation areas on adjacent land.
Plot 8/21k and 8/21n would be used temporarily and rights acquired for a new
right to access land (plot 8/21l) and infrastructure associated with the new A14
with or without vehicles, plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways
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England Company Limited. Plot 8/21l would be acquired for the provision of
ecological mitigation. Plots 8/29a and 8/30 would be acquired for works
associated with the construction of an area of flood compensation in connection
with the new A14 (Work No. 5).
The Applicant has had regular and ongoing liaison with the landowner and with
his land agent in relation to design development. This has been ongoing since
February 2014 in relation to access for survey work and with regular discussion
in relation to design change. At each stage the landowner’s agent has submitted
representations with discussions with the Applicant. A Statement of Common
Ground has been prepared between the parties; this was submitted to the
Examining Authority for Deadline 3 of the Examination, on 26 June 2015.
Plots 8/22a and 8/22b





Consisting of grassland off Brampton Road.
The plots are unregistered and in unknown ownership.
Plot 8/22b would be used temporarily and rights acquired for a new right to access
land (plot 8/21l) with or without vehicles, plant and machinery for the benefit of
the Highways England Company Limited. would be required for the provision of a
temporary access route from Brampton Road to a soil storage area. Plot 8/22a
would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the
new A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8).
Plot 8/26






Consisting of hard standing and tree lined boundary at the back of Hill Rise.
The plot is owned and occupied by Landsmans Limited and Graham Aldridge.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the construction of the new
A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had meetings and is undertaking ongoing discussions with
Landsmans Limited but none with Mr Aldridge.
Plot 8/27







Consisting of private access track off Brampton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Lafarge Aggregates Limited.
The plot would be required to provide working space and temporary access for
works associated with the improvement of an access track on adjacent land in
connection with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new Brampton Road (Work
No.10).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 8/29b




Consisting of grassland and hedgerow, east of Buckden.
The plot isowned and occupied by Robert Stuart Bruce.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the construction of an area
of flood compensation in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 8/30





Consisting of a hedgerow south of Lodge Farm.
This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership.
The plot would be would be acquired for works associated with the construction
a flood compensation area in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plots 8/31a and 8/31b







Consisting of agricultural land north of Mill Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by Robert Stuart Bruce and Angela Mary
Bruce of Low Farm.
Plot 8/31a would be would be acquired for works associated with the construction
a flood compensation area in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot
8/31b would temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the construction of flood compensation areas
on adjacent land (Work Nos.5 and 10).
The Applicant has had a meeting with Angela Bruce concerning flood
compensation areas on the land and has received a call from a representative of
Angela Bruce in relation to land negotiations.
Plots 8/32a and 8/32b






B1.9

Consisting of access track, hedgerow and grassland.
These plots are owned by Anti-Waste Limited and occupied by FCC Environment
(UK) Ltd.
The plots would temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with environmental mitigation.
The Applicant has had contact with land owner and occupier in relation to access
for survey work and specifically geotechnical work. The Applicant has invited
dialogue with this landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the
wider public consultation programme. The need for the additional temporary
ecology mitigation within the Buckden Landfill Site has also been discussed with
the site operator, whose understanding of the need for the additional land has
been positive and accommodating.

Sheet 9
Plots 9/2a, 9/2b, 9/2c, 9/2d, 9/2e, and 9/2f and 9/2g




Comprising of agricultural land, a lake south of Buckden Landfill, private access
track and verge west of Buckden Gravel Pits and east of Buckden Landfill.
These plots are owned and occupied by Peter William Mann of Lodge Farm.
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Plot 9/2a would be used temporarily to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the construction of the new River Great Ouse
viaduct (Work No.5). Plot 9/2b would be acquired for new A14 (Work No.5)
including drainage attenuation pond, landscaping and new private means of
access. Plots 9/2c and 9/2g would be used temporarily and rights acquired for a
new right to construct and maintain a new track to access the new River Great
Ouse viaduct and drainage outfalls with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. Plot 9/2d would be used temporarily to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the improvement of an access track
on adjacent land and for works associated with the construction of the flood plain
compensation areas on adjacent land (Work Nos. 5 and 10). Plots 9/2e and 9/2f
would be acquired for work associated with new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with the owner and his agent,
initially in relation to access for survey work and then ongoing with the design
development. The Applicant is maintaining contact with the landowner in relation
to design and ongoing survey access.
Plots 9/3a, 9/3b and 9/3c






Comprising of grass land and hedgerow east of Buckden Landfill, a concrete
bridge over a ditch north of Buckden Gravel Pits and grassland situated between
the Buckden Gravel Pits.
These plots are unregistered and ownership unknown.
Plot 9/3a would be acquired for landscaping (Work No.5). Plot 9/3b would be
acquired and used for a new right to construct and maintain a new track to access
the new River Great Ouse bridge and drainage outfalls with or without vehicles
plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport. Plot 9/3c would be acquired work
associated with new A14 (Work No.5).
Plots 9/4a and 9/4b







Comprising of agricultural land and lake bed, north of Buckden Gravel Pits.
These plots are owned and occupied by Peter William Mann of Lodge Farm.
Plot 9/4a would be acquired work associated with new A14 (Work No.5).Plot 9/4b
would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct and maintain a new
track to access the new River Great Ouse viaduct and drainage outfalls with or
without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England
Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with the owner and his agent,
initially in relation to access for survey work and then ongoing with the design
development and is maintaining contact with the landowner in relation to design
and ongoing survey access.
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Plot 9/5





Comprising of lake with tree covered island and banks, north of Buckden Gravel
Pits.
This plot is owned and occupied by Peter William Mann of Lodge Farm and
Lafarge Aggregates Limited.
The plot would be acquired for work associated with new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had regular contact and meetings with the owner and his agent,
initially in relation to access for survey work and then ongoing with the design
development and is maintaining contact with the landowner in relation to design
and ongoing survey access.
Plot 9/6







Comprising of grass land and trees running parallel to the East Coast Mainline
Railway on the west side.
The plot is owned and occupied by the Church Commissioners for England and
leased or tenanted and occupied by Robert Lenton.
The plot would be used temporarily and rights acquired for new right to construct
and maintain a new track to access the River Great Ouse viaduct and drainage
attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of
the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has had very early discussions around the principles of land negotiation.
Plots 9/7, 9/8 and 9/9





Comprising of grass slope, trees and a concrete railway accommodation over
bridge west of Corpus Christi farm.
The plots are unregistered and presumed to be owned and occupied by Network
Rail Infrastructure Limited.
The plots would be used temporarily and rights acquired for a new right to
construct and maintain a new track to access the River Great Ouse viaduct and
drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for
Transport in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 9/10





Comprising of grass land west of Buckden Gravel Pits.
This plot is owned and occupied by Lafarge Aggregates Limited.
The plot would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct, use and
maintain a drainage outfall for the benefit of the Highways England Company
Limited Secretary of State for Transport in connection with works for the new A14
(Work No.5).
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The Applicant has had contact with owner through discussions over geotechnical
matters and is in the process of making further contact with this landowner,
following on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation
programme.
Plot 9/11, 9/11a and 9/11b







Comprising of concrete farm yard and agricultural land in a thin strip from Corpus
Christi Farm west to the East Coast Mainline Railway
This plot is owned and occupied by the Church Commissioners for England and
leased or tenanted and occupied by Robert Lenton.
The plots would be used temporarily and rights acquired for new right to construct
and maintain a new track to access the River Great Ouse viaduct and drainage
attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of
the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for Transport in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has had very early discussions around the principles of land negotiation.
Plots 9/12a, 9/12b and 9/12c








Comprising of grass land and hedgerow south-west of Corpus Christi Farm,
mixed grass and agricultural land between the River Great Ouse and the East
Coast Mainline Railway, and grass land and trees running parallel to the East
Coast Mainline Railway on the west side.
These plots are owned by Marcos Marcou and occupied by Peter David Burton
and Evelyn Rosemary Burton of Lattenbury Farm.
Plot 9/12a would be acquired for a flood compensation area in connection with
works for the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 9/12b would be acquired for new A14
(Work No.5) including a drainage attenuation pond, landscaping and a new
private means of access. Plot 9/12c would be used temporarily and rights
acquired for new right to construct and maintain a new track to access the River
Great Ouse viaduct and drainage attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company Limited
Secretary of State for Transport in connection with works for the new A14 (Work
No.5).
The Applicant has had initial phone contact with the landowner and ongoing
liaison with the occupier Lattenbury Farm. The Applicant is in the process of
making further contact with this landowner, following on from engagement forming
part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 9/13



Comprising of the River Great Ouse with trees lining the bank, north east of
Buckden Gravel Pits
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This plot is unregistered and ownership unknown.
The plot would be acquired and used for a new right to construct, use and
maintain a viaduct over the River Great Ouse for the benefit of the Highways
England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport in connection with
works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 9/14






Comprising of concrete private access to Corpus Christi farm off the B1043.
This plot is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and leased or
tenanted and occupied by Robert Lenton.
This plot is unregistered and ownership unknown.
The plot would be used temporarily and rights acquired for new right to construct
and maintain a new track to access the River Great Ouse bridge and drainage
attenuation pond with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of
the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for Transport in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 9/15







Comprising of agricultural land south west of Offord Hill farm.
This plot is owned by the Church Commissioners Ffor England and Robert Eayrs
and occupied by R.W.obert Eayrs & Partners.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with new A14 (Work No.5)
including a drainage attenuation pond and landscaping, and with the new B1043
Offord Road (Work No.11) including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014 and
has had very early discussions around the principles of land negotiation.
Plot 9/16b







Comprising of land forming the East Coast Mainline railway and cutting, north
east of Buckden Gravel Pits.
The plot is unregistered and presumed to be owned and occupied by Network
Rail Infrastructure Limited.
The plot would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct, use and
maintain a bridge over the East Coast Mainline Railway for the benefit of the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 9/17 and 9/18



Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow adjacent to and north of the B1043
and Offord Cluny.
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These plots are owned by Robert William Eayrs Church Commissioners For
England and occupied by Robert R.W. Eayrs & Partners.
Plot 9/17 would be acquired in connection with works for new A14 (Work No. 5).
Plot 9/18 would be acquired for landscaping in connection with the new Offord
Road (Work No. 11).
The Applicant has had ongoing contact with the Eayrs family with regard to survey
access and met with his neighbours as part of the public consultation process.
The Applicant is in the process of making further contact with this landowner,
following on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation
programme.

Plot 9/19






Comprising of existing B1043 highway and grass verge north of Offord Cluny.
This plot is owned by Robert William Eayrs and the Church Commissioners For
Englandunregistered and presumed Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new Offord Road
(Work No.11) including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 9/20






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow on the east side of the B1043 north
of Offord Cluny.
This plot is owned and occupied by Robert Stuart Bruce and Angela Mary Bruce
of Low Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new Offord Road
(Work No.11) including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has had a meeting with Angela Bruce of Low farm concerning flood
compensation areas on her land and has received a call from a representative of
Angela Bruce in relation to land negotiations.
Plot 9/21





Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow in the corner of a field on the east
side of the B1043.
This plot is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and Robert William
Eayrs and occupied by R.W.obert Eayrs & Partners.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new Offord Road
(Work No.11).

B1.10 Sheet 10
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Plots 10/2a, and 10/2b and 10/9






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow on the west side of the B1043 west
of Offord Hill Farm.
These plots are owned by Robert William Eayrs and occupied by R.W. Eayrs &
PartnersChurch Commissioners For England and occupied by Robert Eayrs.
Plot 10/2a would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas in
connection with the following works. Plot 10/2b would be acquired for works in
connection with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new B1043 Offord Road (Work
No.11) including a new private means of access. Plot 10/9 would be used
temporarily to provide working space and temporary access for the diversion of
utility equipment (Work No.53).
The Applicant has had ongoing contact with the Eayrs family with regard to survey
access and met with his neighbours as part of the public consultation process.
The Applicant is in the process of making further contact with this landowner,
following on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation
programme.
Plot 10/3








Comprising of existing B1043 highway and grass verge west of Offord Hill Farm.
This plot is owned by Anthony William Carr, David Gordon Carr, Robert William
Eayrs and the Church Commissioners For Englandunregistered and presumed
owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new B1043 Offord Road (Work No.11) including a new private means of
access.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 10/4a, 10/4b, 10/4c, 10/4d, and 10/4e, 10/4f and 10/4g





Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerows adjacent to the B1043 west of
Offord Hill Farm, and private access track east of Offord Hill Farm.
These plots are owned and occupied by Anthony William Carr and David Gordon
Carr of Offord Hill Farm.
Plots 10/4a and 10/4b would be acquired for works in connection with the new
B1043 Offord Road (Work No.11). Plots 10/4c and 10/4g would be used
temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas in connection with the works
and working space and temporary access for the provision of new private means
of access. Plot 10/4d would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14
(Work No.5) and the new B1043 Offord Road (Work No.11). Plot 10/4f would be
acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5) including a new
access track. Plot 10/4e would be used temporarily and rights acquired for new
right to construct a new access track and to access with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of Church Commissioners for England, 27 Great
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Smith Street, London, SW1P 3AZ (and their successors in title) in respect of
Wybosten Farm.
The Applicant has had ongoing contact with the Carr family with regard to survey
access and design progress and met jointly with his neighbours as part of the
public consultation process. The Applicant is in the process of making further
contact with the landowners.
Plot 10/5







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow adjacent to the B1043 on the west
side of the B1043 Offord Road.
This plot is owned by the Church Commissioners Ffor England and Robert William
Eayrs and occupied by R.W. Eayrs & PartnersRobert Eayrs.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new B1043 Offord Road (Work No.11) including landscaping, drainage
attenuation pond, and a new private means of access.
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014. The
Applicant has also had ongoing contact with the tenant farmer in relation to survey
work and design.
Plot 10/6






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow south of Offord Hill Farm.
This plot is owned by Church Commissioners For England Robert William Eayrs
and occupied by R.W. Eayrs & PartnersRobert Eayrs.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5),
including a soil storage area and ecological mitigation.
The applicant has had ongoing contact with the Eayrs family with regard to survey
access and met with his neighbours as part of the public consultation process.
Plots 10/7a, 10/7b, and 10/7c and 10/7d







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerows south and west of Wybosten
Farm.
This plot is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and leased or
tenanted and occupied by Robert Lenton Limited and Joanne Margaret Lenton.
Plots 10/7a and 10/7d would be acquired in connection with works for the new
A14 (Work No.5). Plot 10/7b would be used temporarily and rights acquired for
new right to construct a new track and to access with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of Anthony William Carr and David Gordon Carr of
Offord Hill Farm (and their successors in title). Plot 10/7c would be used
temporarily for the provision of an accommodation track for Wyboston Farm.
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agents in November 2014.
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The Applicant has also had extensive contact with the tenant farmer Mr R Lenton
in relation to site access and ongoing design issues.
Plot 10/8





Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow south-east of Wybosten Farm.
This plot is owned by Charles William Looker and occupied by Ann Marion Looker,
and William John Looker and Charles William Looker.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has maintained contact with the owner’s agent who has made
representation on behalf of the owner.

B1.11 Sheet 11
Plots 11/2a and 11/2b







Comprising of agricultural land, hedgerow and a barn, north-west of Debden Top
Farm.
These plots are owned by Charles William Looker and occupied by Ann Marion
Looker, William John Looker and Charles William Looker. and William John
Looker.
Plot 11/2a would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) and the new Silver Street (Work No.12) including for ecological mitigation.
Plot 11/2b would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5), the new Silver Street (Work
No.12) and the new Ermine Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has maintained contact with the owner’s agent who has made
representation on behalf of the owner.
Plot 11/3






Comprising of agricultural land south of Westward Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by William George Topham and George William
Topham.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has been in contact with the Topham family via their agent with two
meetings, including an update in October 2014.
Plot 11/4






Comprising of existing single track highway, grass verge and hedgerow running
south from Westward Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Ely Diocesan Board of Finance.
The plot would be acquired for new Silver Street (Work No.12) including a new
private means of access.
The Applicant is engaged in ongoing regular liaison with this landowner in relation
to all highway design issues.
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Plot 11/5





Comprising of agricultural land south of Westward Farm.
This plot is owned by Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust and occupied by Basil Clifford
King and Michael Richards.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the new Silver Street
(Work No.12).
The Applicant has had direct contact with Basil King and has maintained contact
concerning ongoing design and access for surveys and has had ongoing contact
with the agent representing the owners.
Plots 11/6a and 11/6b








Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow north of Debden House and
hedgerow north-east of Lower Debden Farm.
Plot 11/6a is owned by Church Commissioners for England and occupied by F.J.
Roe Limited of Park Farm. Plot 11/6b is owned by Church Commissioners For
England and leased or tenanted and occupied by Basil Clifford King.
Plot 11/6a would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) and the new Silver Street (Work No.12) including for ecological mitigation
and a new private means of access. Plot 11/6b would be used temporarily for the
provision of soil storage areas and to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the provision of ecological mitigation in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5), the new Silver Street (Work
No.12) and the new Ermine Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agents in November 2014.
The Applicant has been in contact with the tenant and his agent who has made
representations on his behalf.
Plot 11/7






Comprising of existing highway, grass verge, hedge row and drainage ditch northwest of Bridleway 102/1.
This plot is owned and occupied by William George Topham and George William
Topham.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the new Silver Street
(Work No.12) including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has been in contact with the Topham family via their agent with two
meetings including an update in Oct 2014.
Plots 11/8a, 11/8c and 11/8d



Comprising of woodland and grassland with a pond north-east and east of
Debden Top Farm.
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These plots are owned by Church Commissioners for England and tenanted or
leased by Basil Clifford King.
Plots 11/8a and 11/8d would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage
areas and to provide working space and temporary access for works associated
with the provision of ecological mitigation in connection with works for the new
A14 (Work No.5), the new Silver Street (Work No.12) and the new Ermine Street
(Work No.13). Plot 11/8c would be acquired for works in connection with the new
A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014. The
Applicant has also had extensive contact and meetings with Basil King concerning
both access for surveys and in relation to the ongoing scheme design, including
his agent.
Plot 11/9







Comprising of an area of trees in the corner of a field east of Debden House.
This plot is owned by Robert Lenton Limited of Corpus Christi Farm and occupied
by Robert Lenton Limited and Joanne Margaret Lenton of Depden Farm.
The plot would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5), the new Silver Street (Work
No.12) and the new Ermine Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has had ongoing contact with the landowner and his agent in
relation to design development.

B1.12 Sheet 12
Plots 12/2a






Comprising of grass land and hedge line adjoining the west side of Beacon Field
Equine centre.
The plot is owned by the Church Commissioners for England and leased or
tenanted and occupied by Basil Clifford King.
Plots 12/2a would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine
Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in November 2014.
Plots 12/2b and 12/2c




Comprising of grassland and hedgerow south-west of Beacon Field Equine centre
PThe plots lot 12/2bare is owned by the Church Commissioners Ffor England and
tenanted or leased and occupied by Basil Clifford King. Plot 12/2c is owned by
Church Commissioners for England and occupied by Bethany D’agati.
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Plots 12/2a and 12/2c would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage
areas in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198
Ermine Street (Work No.13). Plot 12/2b would be acquired in connection with
works for new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had initial contact with the Church Commissioners’ agent who
submitted representations on their behalf during the consultation process. The
Applicant has also had an update meeting with the agent in October 2014. The
Applicant has also had extensive contact and meetings with Basil King concerning
both access for surveys and in relation to the ongoing scheme design, including
his agent.
Plot 12/3






Comprising of wooded boundary outside Beacon Field Equine centre.
This plot is owned by Nicholas Anthony D’agati and Melanie Louise D’agati and
occupied by Bethany D’Agati.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1198 Ermine
Street (Work No. 13).
The Applicant has had an initial meeting with Mr D’Agati and also update meetings
in September and November 2014.
Plot 12/4







Comprising of existing A1198 highway and grass verge from the Beacon Field
Equine Centre to Debden Lodge Farm.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13) including a new private means
of access.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 12/5a and 12/5b






Comprising of grassland and hedgerow along the A1198 outside Wood Green
Animal Shelter and drainage ditch and woodland boundary south of Wood Green
Animal Shelter.
These plots are owned by Wood Green Animal Shelters and occupied by
Hutchison 3G UK Limited.
Plot 12/5a would be acquired for works associated with the new A1198 Ermine
Street (Work No. 13) including a new private means of access. Plot 12/5b would
be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas and for the provision of
a site compound, including but not limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking
for workers’ private vehicles and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and
top soil and the treatment of site-generated waste in connection with works for
the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13).
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The Applicant has had contact with the animal centre and members of its staff
especially in relation to access for survey work and contact with Mr and Mrs
Looker in relation to survey access and further liaison has been through their
agent to update in October 2014. The Applicant will maintain access with both
parties.
Plots 12/6a, 12/6b, 12/6c, and 12/6d, 12/6e and 12/12c









Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow adjacent to the A1198 and south of
Beacon Field Equine Centre, agricultural land, a strip of woodland and private
access track on the west side of the A1198 south of Beacon Field Equine Centre.
These plots are owned by Robert Lenton Limited of Corpus Christi Farm and
occupied by Robert Lenton Limited and Joanne Margaret Lenton of Depden
Farm.
Plots 12/6a and 12/6d would be acquired for works in connection with the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Ermine Street (Work No.13). Plots 12/6b and 12/6c
would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas in connection
with works for the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work
No.13). Plots 12/6e and 12/12c would be used temporarily and rights acquired for
new right to construct a new track and to access with or without vehicles plant
and machinery for the benefit of Church Commissioners For England of 27 Great
Smith Street, London, SW1P 3AZ (and their successors in title) of Debden Farm.
The Applicant has had several meetings with Mr Lenton and separately with his
agent, initially to explain the proposals at consultation and in relation to site
access and subsequently to update on the scheme proposals and relevant
changes. The agent has expressed interest in early discussions over land
negotiations.
Plot 12/7






Comprising of private access and wooded boundary at the entry to Beacon Field
Equine Centre.
This plot is owned by Nicholas Anthony D’agati and Melanie Louise D’agati and
occupied by Bethany D’agati.
The plot would be acquired in connection with works for the new Ermine Street
(Work No.13).
The Applicant has had an initial meeting with Mr D’Agati and also update meetings
in September and November 2014.
Plots 12/8a and 12/8b





Comprising of woodland south of the Wood Green Animal Shelters.
These plots are owned and occupied by Wood Green Animal Shelters.
Plot 12/8a would be acquired in connection with works for the new Ermine Street
(Work No.13). Plot 12/8b would be used temporarily for the provision of soil
storage areas and for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and work
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vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of sitegenerated waste in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5) and the
new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has had contact with the animal centre and members of its staff
especially in relation to access for survey work and contact with Mr and Mrs
Looker in relation to survey access and further liaison has been through their
agent to update in October 2014. The Applicant will maintain access with both
parties.
Plots 12/10a and 12/10b







Comprising of grass land and woodland boundaries on the east side of the A1198
and south of the Wood Green Animal Shelter.
These plots are owned by Martin Bernhard Jensen and Christopher Curry and
occupied by Martin Bernhard Jensen.
Plot 12/10a would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work
No.5) and the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13) including a new private
means of access. Plot 12/10b would be used temporarily for the provision of soil
storage areas and for the provision of a site compound, including but not limited
to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and work
vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and the treatment of sitegenerated waste in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5) and the
new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has had meetings on site with both Mr Jensen and Mr Curry to
explain the scheme and with an update in October 2014.
Plots 12/11a, 12/11b and 12/11c








Comprising of agricultural land running east, south of the Wood Green Animal
Shelter, agricultural land on the east side of the A1198 and east of Debden Lodge
Farm.
These plots are owned by The Ely Diocesan Board of Finance and tenanted or
leased by Karen Gow of Rectory Farm and James Winter.
Plot 12/11a would be used temporarily and rights acquired for new right to
construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of
flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for
Transport in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 12/11b would be
acquired for works associated with new A14 (Work No.5) including a new private
means of access. Plot 12/11c would be used temporarily for the construction of a
new private means of access and accommodation track in connection with the
new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has had meetings with Mr Winter and his agent to discuss and
explain the scheme, including a follow up meeting to update and clarify. The
Applicant has spoken to the owner’s agent by phone and no issues were raised
at that stage.
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Plots 12/12a and 12/12b






Comprising of grass land north-east of Debden Lodge Farm and a wide strip of
woodland along the A1198 east of Debden Lodge Farm.
These plots are owned by Martin Bernhard Jensen and Christopher Curry and
occupied by Martin Bernhard Jensen.
Plot 12/12a would be used temporarily for the construction of a new private means
of access and to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13).
Plot 12/12b would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
including a new private means of access, and the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work
No.13).
The Applicant has had meetings on site with both Mr Jensen and Mr Curry to
explain the scheme and with an update in October 2014.
Plots 12/13a and 12/13b







Comprising of agricultural land on the east side of the A1198 east of Debden
Lodge Farm and east of Debden Lodge Farm.
These plots are owned and occupied by Peter David Burton and Evelyn
Rosemary Burton.
Plot 12/13a would be acquired for works associated with the construction of the
new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13). Plot 12/13b would be used temporarily
for the construction of a new private means of access and accommodation track
associated with the construction of the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13).
The Applicant has had ongoing contact and meetings with Mr Burton in relation
to the design including initially to arrange access for survey work. The Applicant
has had a further meeting with this landowner and his agent in relation to the
updated design and the potential for early discussions concerning land.

B1.13 Sheet 13
Plots 13/2a and 13/2b






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow, south-east and south of Top Farm.
These plots are owned by The Ely Diocesan Board of Finance and tenanted or
leased by Karen Gow of Rectory Farm and James Winter.
Plot 13/2a would be used temporarily and rights acquired for new right to construct
and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for
Transport (Work No.5). Plot 13/2b would be acquired for works associated with
the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had meetings with Mr Winter and his agent to discuss and
explain the scheme, including a follow-up meeting to update and clarify. The
Applicant has had phone contact with the owner, who had no concerns at that
stage and the Applicant will maintain ongoing contact.
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Plots 13/3a, 13/3b and 13/3c






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerows south and south-east of Top Farm,
and on the west side of Mere Way.
These plots are owned and occupied by Peter David Burton and Evelyn
Rosemary Burton of Lattenbury Farm.
Plot 13/3a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 13/3b would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas in
connection with works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the improved
Mere Way (Work No.14). Plot 13/3c would be acquired for works associated with
the new A14 (Work No.5) and the improved Mere Way (Work No.14).
The Applicant has had ongoing contact and meetings with Mr Burton in relation
to the design including initially to arrange access for survey work. The Applicant
has had a further meeting with this landowner and his agent in relation to the
updated design and the potential for early discussions concerning land.
Plot 13/4






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow crossing Bridleway 122/13 leading
to Topfield Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by Ralph Graham Spencer Newman, George
Stocker and Sam Stocker.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the improved Mere Way (Work No.14).
The Applicant has had meetings with the owner’s agents who have made
representation on his behalf and have met the owner on site in relation to site
access for survey work.
Plot 13/5





Comprising of agricultural land crossing Mere Way south of the Topfield Farm and
south-east of Top Farm.
These plots are owned and occupied by George Stocker and Sam Stocker.
These plots would be acquired for works for the improvement of Mere Way (Work
No.14).
Plot 13/6


Comprising of agricultural land south-east of Top Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by George Stocker and Sam Stocker.



The plot would be acquired for works for the improvement of Mere Way
(Work No.14).Plot 13/7




Comprising of agricultural land south-east of Top Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by George Stocker and Sam Stocker.
The plot would temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the improvement of Mere Way (Work No.14).
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The Applicant has had meetings with the owner’s agents who have made
representation on his behalf and have met the owner on site in relation to site
access for survey work.


B1.14 Sheet 14
Plot 14/2a





Comprising of agricultural land south-west of Topfield Farm and on the west side
of Potton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Ralph Graham Spencer Newman, George
Stocker and Sam Stocker.
Plot 14/2a would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work
No.5) and the new B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant has had meetings with the owner’s agents who have made
representation on his behalf and has met the owner on site in relation to site
access for survey work.
Plots 14/2b, 14/2c and 14/3







Comprising of agricultural land south-west of Topfield Farm and on the west side
of Potton Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by Ralph Graham Spencer Newman.
Plot 14/2b would be used temporarily to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the construction of a flood plain compensation
area on adjacent land in connection with the new A14 (Work No. 5) and the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No. 15). Plots 14/2c and 14/3 would be acquired in
connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had meetings with the owner’s agents who have made
representation on his behalf and has met the owner on site in relation to site
access for survey work.

Plots 14/4 and 14/10





Comprising of agricultural land north of West Brook, on the west side of Potton
Road.
These plots are owned by Mrs Sally Williams and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Tim Rose.
Plot 14/4 would be acquired in connection with works for the new A14 (Work No.5)
including a new private means of access, drainage attenuation pond and
landscaping. Plot 14/10 would be acquired for works in connection with the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).
Plot 14/5



Comprising of existing Potton Road and grass verge.
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This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Councilowned and occupied by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and
Patricia Winifred Everdell.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and their agent to explain
the scheme. The agent made representations on behalf of the owner. There was
a further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 14/6






Comprising of agricultural land on the east side of Potton Road.
This plot is owned by Howard Cooper and Philip Charles Cooper and occupied
by Susan Elizabeth Cooper of Oxholme Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant had an initial informal meeting on site to inform him about the siting
of a borrow pit on his land. A further discussion was held with the owner during
the public consultation period, and it was followed up with an update meeting with
his agent in October 2014. The Applicant will maintain contact with this owner.
Plot 14/7






Comprising of agricultural land on the east side of Potton road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Howard Cooper and Philip Charles Cooper.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant had an initial informal meeting on site to inform him about the siting
of a borrow pit on his land. A further discussion was held with the owner during
the public consultation period, and it was followed up with an update meeting with
his agent in October 2014. The Applicant will maintain contact with this owner.
Plot 14/8






Comprising of agricultural land and tree lined boundary on the east side of Potton
Road, north from West Brook.
This plot is owned and occupied by Peter David Burton and Evelyn Rosemary
Burton of Lattenbury Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant has had ongoing contact and meetings with Mr Burton in relation
to the design including initially to arrange access for survey work. The Applicant
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has had a further meeting with this landowner and his agent in relation to the
updated design and the potential for early discussions concerning land.
Plot 14/9





Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow south of the utilities buildings along
Potton Road, west of Footpath 87/7.
This plot is owned and occupied by Ralph Graham Spencer Newman.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had meetings with the owner’s agents who have made
representation on his behalf and has met the owner on site in relation to site
access for survey work.

Plot 14/11







Comprising of woodland south of Footpath 87/7.
This plot is owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm and tenanted or leased and occupied by F.B. Rule &
Son of New Farm and Stephen EayrsR.W. Eayrs & Partners of Home Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new B1040 Potton
Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and his agent to explain the
scheme. The agent made representations on behalf of the owner. There was a
further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development.
Plot 14/12






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow on the west side of Potton Road by
West Brook.
This plot is owned and occupied by Peter David Burton and Evelyn Rosemary
Burton of Lattenbury Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new B1040 Potton
Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant has had ongoing contact and meetings with the landowners in
relation to the design including initially to arrange access for survey work. The
Applicant has had a further meeting with this landowner and his agent in relation
to the updated design and the potential for early discussions concerning land.
Plot 14/14





Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow south of Footpath 87/7.
This plot is owned by Howard Cooper and Philip Charles Cooper and occupied
by Susan Elizabeth Cooper of Oxholme Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and a new borrow pit (Work No.4.10).
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The Applicant had an initial informal meeting on site to inform him about the siting
of a borrow pit on his land. A further discussion was held with the owner and his
agent during the public consultation period, with a follow up meeting with his agent
in October 2014.
Plot 14/15







Comprising of woodland and wetland on the east side of Potton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia
Winifred Everdell of West End Farm and occupied by F.B. Rule & Son of New
Farm and Stephen Eayrs.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new B1040 Potton
Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and his agents to explain the
scheme. The agent made representation on behalf of the owner. There was a
further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development.
Plots 14/16 and 14/17








B.15

Comprising of agricultural land south of Footpath 87/7 and woodland adjacent
Footpath 87/7.
These plots are owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm and tenanted or leased and occupied by F.B. Rule &
Son of New Farm and R.W. Eayrs & Partners of Home Farmoccupied by F.B.
Rule & Son of New Farm and Stephen Eayrs.
Plot 14/16 would be acquired for works in connection with a new borrow pit (Work
No.4.11). Plot 14/17 would be acquired for works in connection with the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and his agents to explain the
scheme. The agent made representation on behalf of the owner. There was a
further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development. The Applicant has
also had contact with Mr Rule with reference to access for survey work.
Sheet 15
Plots 15/1a, and 15/1b, 15/1c and 15/1d






Comprising of land forming Conington Road T-junctioncrossroads with junction
27 link road (Access Road) and grass verge, south -east of Mount Farmof
Bridleway 87/19.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 15/1a and 15/1b would be used temporarily to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the stopping up of Conington Road
and the construction of the new Conington Road (Work No.17). Plots 15/1c and
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15/1d would be acquired to undertake alterations to Access Road and divert a
water main (Work No. 63) in connection with the new Conington Road (Work
No.17).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 15/2







Comprising of agricultural land with woodland in the north-east corner of the plot,
south of West Brook.
This plot is owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm and tenanted or leased and occupied by F.B. Rule &
Son of New Farm and R.W. Eayrs & Partners of Home Farmoccupied by F.B.
Rule & Son of New Farm and Stephen Eayrs.
The plot would be acquired for the excavation of a borrow pit (Work No.4.11).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and his agents to explain the
scheme. The agent made representation on behalf of the owner. There was a
further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development. The Applicant has
also had contact with Mr Rule with reference to access for survey work.
Plot 15/3






Comprising of agricultural land south of West Brook.
This plot is owned by Howard Cooper and Philip Charles Cooper and occupied
by Susan Elizabeth Cooper of Oxholme Farm.
The plot would be acquired for the excavation of a borrow pit (Work No.4.10).
The Applicant had an initial informal meeting on site to inform him about the siting
of a borrow pit on his land. A further discussion was held with the owner and his
agent during the public consultation period, with a follow up meeting with his agent
in October 2014.
Plot 15/4






Comprising of agricultural land on the west side of Hilton Road, north of Oxholme
Farm.
This plot is owned by Howard Cooper and Philip Charles Cooper and occupied
by Susan Elizabeth Cooper of Oxholme Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Hilton Road (Work No.16).
The Applicant had an initial informal meeting on site to inform the owner about
the siting of a borrow pit on his land. A further discussion was held with the owner
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and his agent during the public consultation period, with a follow up meeting with
his agent in October 2014.
Plot 15/5





Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow north-west of Oxholme Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by Howard Cooper and Philip Charles Cooper.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
The Applicant had an initial informal meeting on site to inform the owner about
the siting of a borrow pit on his land. A further discussion was held with the owner
and his agent during the public consultation period, with a follow up meeting with
his agent in October 2014.
Plot 15/6







Comprising of existing Hilton Road and grass verge with hedgerow running north
from Oxholme Farm.
This plot is owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm, and Philip Charles Cooper of Oxholme
Farmunregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County
Council.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Hilton Road (Work No.16).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 15/7






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow on the east side of Hilton Road,
south of Oxholme Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by James Edward Aldridge.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new Hilton Road
(Work No.16).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 15/8






Comprising of agricultural land and field access between two narrow hedge lines
off Hilton Road.
This plot is is owned and occupied by Richard Bros. of Clayfield Farmunregistered
and ownership unknown.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new Hilton Road
(Work No.16) including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
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Plots 15/9a and 15/9b







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow adjacent to Hilton Road and
opposite and east of Oxholme Farm.
These plots are owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm and tenanted or leased and occupied by F.B. Rule &
Son of New Farm and R.W. Eayrs & Partners of Home Farmoccupied by F B Rule
& Son and Stephen Eayrs.
Plot 15/9a would be acquired for works in connection with the new Hilton Road
(Work No.16). Plot 15/9b would be used temporarily for the provision of soil
storage areas, temporary access tracks and accommodation tracks in connection
with the new Hilton Road (Work No.16) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and their agents to explain
the scheme. The agent made representation on behalf of the owner. There was
a further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development.
Plots 15/11a, 15/11b, and 15/11c, 15/11d and 15/11e








Comprising of agricultural land and woodland south of West End Farm.
These plots are owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm and tenanted or leased and occupied by F.B. Rule &
Son of New Farm and R.W. Eayrs & Partners of Home Farmoccupied by F. B.
Rule & Son of New Farm and Stephen Eayrs.
Plot 15/11a would be acquired for works in connection with the new Hilton Road
(Work No.16) and the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 15/11b would be used
temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas, temporary access tracks and
accommodation tracks in connection with the new Hilton Road (Work No.16) and
the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 15/11c would be used temporarily to provide
working space and temporary access for works associated with the provision of
ecological mitigation in connection with the new Hilton Road (Work No.16) and
the new A14 (Work No.5). Plots 15/11d and 15/11e would temporarily be used
and a new right acquired to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new
gas pipeline and new buried utilities equipment for the benefit of National Grid
Gas Plc (Work No.61).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and their agents to explain
the scheme. The agent made representation on behalf of the owner. There was
a further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development. The Applicant has
also had contact with Mr Rule with reference to access for survey work.
Plots 15/12a and 15/12b




Comprising of grassland, trees and hedgerow on the west side of Hilton Road.
These plots are owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm and tenanted or leased and occupied by F.B. Rule &
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Son of New Farm and R.W. Eayrs & Partners of Home Farmoccupied by F. B.
Rule & Son of New Farm and Stephen Eayrs.
The plots would be acquired for works in connection with the new Hilton Road
(Work No.16).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and their agents to explain
the scheme. The agent made representation on behalf of the owner. There was
a further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development. The Applicant has
also had contact with Mr Rule with reference to access for survey work.
Plots 15/13a and 15/13b







Comprising of grass land and hedgerows on the west side of Hilton Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and
Patricia Winifred Everdell of West End Farmunregistered and presumed owned
and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plots would be acquired for works in connection with the new Hilton Road
(Work No.16).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 15/14







Comprising of grass land and tree lined boundary adjacent to Hilton Road.
This plot is owned by Roger Alfred Benjamin Everdell and Patricia Winifred
Everdell of West End Farm and tenanted or leased and occupied by F.B. Rule &
Son of New Farm and R.W. Eayrs & Partners of Home Farmoccupied by F. B.
Rule & Son of New Farm and Stephen Eayrs.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new Hilton Road
(Work No.16).
The Applicant had an initial meeting with the owners and their agents to explain
the scheme. The agent made representation on behalf of the owner. There was
a further meeting specifically related to access for survey work and a separate
meeting with the agent to update on scheme development. The Applicant has
also had contact with Mr Rule with reference to access for survey work.
Plot 15/16b







Comprising of agricultural land east of Oxholme Farm.
The plot is owned and occupied by Richard Bros of Clayfield Farm.
The plot would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas,
temporary access tracks and accommodation tracks in connection with the new
Hilton Road (Work No.16) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
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Plots 15/18a, 15/18b, and 15/18c, 15/18d and 15/18e









Comprising of Conington Road with grass verge and hedgerow, and adjoining
agricultural land south of the tT-junction and Bridleway 87/19.
These plots are owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith
William Burgessunregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plots 15/18a and 15/18e would be used temporarily to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the stopping up of Conington Road
and the construction of the new Conington Road (Works No.17). Plot 15/18b and
15/18c would be acquired for the new A14 (Work No. 5). Plots 15/18b and 15/18d
would temporarily be used and a new right acquired to construct, use, protect,
inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and new buried utilities equipment for
the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.63).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 15/19 and 15/19a







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow on the west side of Conington
Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith
William Burgess.
Plot 15/19The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14
(Work No. 5). Plot 15/19a would temporarily be required to provide working space
and temporary access for works associated with the provision of a new private
means of access.
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
Plot 15/20






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow adjacent to Conington road on the
east side.
This plot is owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith William
Burgess.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.
5).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
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Plot 15/21





Comprising of agricultural land, trees and a private access track heading south
off Conington Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by J.W. Burgess and Sons Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.
5).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
Plots 15/22 and 15/23






Comprising of agricultural land, hedge and field access between Conington Road
and a private access track, north-east of White Hill Spinney.
These plots are owned and occupied by Fenstanton Parochial Church Council.
These plots would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work
No. 5).
The Applicant has had contact by phone with the owner and a follow up meeting
in November 2014 to update on the scheme.

Plot 15/24






Comprising of agricultural land adjacent to Conington Road on the east side.
This plot is owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith William
Burgess.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work No.
5).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.

B1.16 Sheet 16
Plots 16/1a, 16/1b, 16/1c, 16/1d, 16/1e, 16/1f and 16/1g






Comprising of existing A14 highway with associated infrastructure, verge and
central island, and field access south-west of Fen Drayton.
These plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 16/1e would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
including landscaping. Plot 16/1f would be acquired for works associated with the
new New Barns Lane (Work No.18) including landscaping. The remaining plots
would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the de-trunking of the
existing A14 (T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
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The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 16/2a, and 16/2b and 16/2c










Comprising the highway of the existing Conington Road, grass verge and
hedgerow.
These plots are owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith
William Burgessunregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plots 16/2a and 16/2bThe plots would be acquired for works associated with the
new Conington Road (Work No.17) and the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 16/2c
would temporarily be used and a new right acquired to construct, use, protect,
inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and new buried utilities equipment for
the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.63).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 16/3a, 16/3b, 16/3c, 16/3d, 16/3e, 16/3f, 16/4, 16/5a, 16/5b, 16/7a and
16/7b







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerows south of an access track and east
of Conington Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith
William Burgess.
Plots 16/3a, 16/4, 16/5a and 16/7a would be acquired for works associated with
the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new Conington Road (Work No.17). Plots
16/3b, 16/3d and 16/3e would temporarily be used and a new right acquired to
construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and new buried
utilities equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.63). Plots
16/3c, 16/5b and 16/7b would temporarily be required for the construction of a
new private means of access and accommodation track. Plot 16/3f would be used
temporarily to provide working space and temporary access for the diversion of
utility equipment (Work No.63).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
Plot 16/6




Comprising of grass land and hedgerow on the west side of Conington Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Fenstanton Parochial Church Council.
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The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had contact by phone with the owner and a follow up meeting
in November 2014 to update on the scheme.
Plots 16/8a and 16/8b







Comprising of agricultural land as a strip running south-east, east of Conington
Road.
These plots are owned by The Ely Diocesan Board of Finance and tenanted or
leased and occupied by Christopher Behagg.
Plot 16/8a and 16/8b would be used temporarily for the works associated with the
stopping up of Footpaths 87/6, 87/14 and 53/1. Plot 16/8c would be acquired for
works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had phone contact with the owner, who had no concerns at
that stage and the Applicant will maintain ongoing contact.
Plots 16/9a and 16/9b







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow north of Conington Road.
These plots are owned by Gillian Penelope Burgess and Judith Nora Stearn and
occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith William Burgess.
Plot 16/9a would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17) including a new private means of access. Plot 16/9b would be used
temporarily for the construction of a new private means of access associated with
the new Conington Road (Work No.17).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
Plot 16/10






Comprising of private access track off Conington Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Kenneth Philip Papworth, Charles Papworth
and Michael Philip Papworth.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17).
The owners were spoken to at a public consultation event in Boxworth. The
Applicant is in the process of making formal contact with the landowners, following
on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 16/11




Comprising of pastoral land and hedgerow south of Conington Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith William
Burgess.
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The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
Plots 16/12a, 16/12b, 16/12c and 16/12d







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow south of Fenstanton, and grassland
and hedgerow north of Conington Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith
William Burgess.
Plot 16/12a would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14 (Work
No.5). Plots 16/12b and 16/12c would be used temporarily for the works
associated with the stopping up of Footpaths 87/6, 87/14 and 53/1 (Work No.5).
Plot 16/12d would be used temporarily for the construction of a new private means
of access associated with the new Conington Road (Work No.17).
The Applicant has had contact with the Burgess family in relation to the ongoing
design and access for survey work and has had update meetings with their land
agent.
Plot 16/13






Comprising of woodland south of Conington Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Colin Campbell Williams.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17).
Mrs Williams was met to explain the scheme and the Applicant had regular
contact in connection to access for surveys. The Applicant will maintain contact
with the land owner.
Plots 16/14a, 16/14b and 16/14c





Comprising of agricultural land, grass verge, hedgerow and public right of way
north of Conington Road
These plots are owned and occupied by Ian Anthony Cecil Wright and Nicholas
Ian Cecil Wright.
Plot 16/14a would be acquired and used for a new right to construct a new access
track for the benefit of John Shepherd Burgess and Keith William Burgess (and
their successors in title) associated with the new Conington Road (Work No.17).
Plot 16/14b would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17). Plot 16/14c would be used temporarily for the works associated
with the stopping up of Footpaths 87/6, 87/14 and 53/1 (part of Work No. 5).
Plot 16/15c



Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow south-east of Fenstanton.
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This plot is owned and occupied by Ian Anthony Cecil Wright and Nicholas Ian
Cecil Wright.
This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
including a drainage attenuation pond and landscaping.
Plots 16/16, 16/17a, 16/17b, 16/17c and 16/18







Comprising of agricultural land, hedgerows and trees south-east of and southwest of Fen Drayton and the A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Ian Anthony Cecil Wright and Nicholas
Ian Cecil Wright of Marshalls Farm.
Plots 16/16, 16/17a, 16/17b and 16/18 would be acquired for works associated
with the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18). Plot
16/17c would be used temporarily and right acquired to construct and maintain a
new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood compensation and to
access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the
Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for Transport associated
with the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18).
The Applicant has had regular contact with owner Mr N Wright, who is understood
to represent the other owner, to explain the scheme arrange survey access and
has had follow up meetings with his agent, and liaison is ongoing.


Plots 16/19a, 16/19b, and 16/19c, 16/19d and 16/19e







Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow south-west of Fen Drayton and the
A14, and agricultural land to the south edge of the A14 to the east of the Bannold
Capability Barns, and to the north-west and west of New Barns Farm.
These plots are owned and occupied by Ian Anthony Cecil Wright and Nicholas
Ian Cecil Wright of Marshalls Farm.
Plots 16/19a and 16/19c would be acquired for works associated with the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18). Plot 16/19b would
be used temporarily and right acquired to construct and maintain a new track to
drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with
or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England
Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport, associated with the new New
Barns Lane (Work No.18). Plots 16/19d and 16/19e would be temporarily required
for the provision of soil storage areas in connection with Work Nos.5 and 18.
The Applicant has had regular contact with Mr N Wright to explain the scheme
arrange survey access and has had follow up meetings with his agent, and liaison
is ongoing.
Plot 16/20




Comprising of hedgerow and agricultural land south west of Fen Drayton and the
A14.
This plot is unregistered and ownership unknown.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plots 16/21, 16/21a, 16/21b and 16/22







Comprising of tree lined ditch and agricultural land running south from the A14.
The plots are owned and occupied by Ian Anthony Cecil Wright and Nicholas Ian
Cecil Wright of Marshalls Farm.
The plotsPlot 16/21 would be acquired for works associated with the new A14
(Work No.5). Plots 16/21a, 16/21b and 16/22 would temporarily be required to
provide working space and temporary access for works associated with the
stopping up of Footpath 53/2.
The Applicant has had regular contact with Mr N Wright, who is understood to
represent the owner, to explain the scheme arrange survey access and has had
follow up meetings with his agent, liaison is ongoing.
Plot 16/23






Comprising of hedgerow and trees on the western boundary of New Barns Farm.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new New Barns Lane
(Work No.18).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 16/24







Comprising of trees, grassland and private access track to New Barns Farm.
This plot is owned by Vanda Farbon, Angela Fiona Winter and Melanie Sadler,
tenanted or leased and occupied by Christopher Behagg and occupied by Daron
Wilde.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18).
The owners have been met on two occasions with their agent to explain the
scheme and on the second meeting to update with scheme development. The
Applicant has been in contact with Mr Behagg in relation to both survey work and
to update on scheme development.

B1.17 Sheet 17
Plots 17/1a, 17/1b, 17/1c, 17/1d, 17/1e, 17/1f, 17/1g, 17/1h, 17/1p, 17/1j,
17/1k, 17/1l, 17/1m, 17/1n and 17/1o




Comprising of existing A14 highway and associated infrastructure, hedgerow,
agricultural land, trees, grass verge, junction slip road, single track road, lay-by
and fence.
These plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
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Plot 17/1a, 17/1b, 17/1e, and 17/1f would be used temporarily for all purposes
associated with the de-trunking of the existing A14 (T) between Alconbury and
Fen Drayton (Work No.5). Plots 17/1c, 17/1d and 17/1g would be acquired for
works connected with de-trunking the existing A14(T) and the new New Barns
Lane (Work No.19). Plots 17/1h, 17/1p, 17/1j, 17/1k, 17/1m would be acquired for
works associated with the de-trunking of the existing A14(T). Plots 17/1l, 17/1n
and17/1o would be acquired for works connected the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19) and for works associated with the de-trunking
of the existing A14(T).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 17/2






Comprising of agricultural land adjacent to the A14 south of Fen Drayton.
This plot is owned and occupied by Ian Anthony Cecil Wright and Nicholas Ian
Cecil Wright of Marshalls Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18).
The Applicant has had regular contact with Mr N Wright, who is understood to
represent the owner, to explain the scheme arrange survey access and has had
follow up meetings with his agent, liaison is ongoing.
Plot 17/3






Comprising of single lane access track from the A14 to New Barns Farm, grass
verge and tree lined hedges.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new New Barns Lane
(Work No.18).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 17/4a, 17/4c and 17/6





Comprising of agricultural land divided by hedgerows and single lane highway
lined with trees north-east of New Barns Farm, and agricultural land parallel to
the A14 in a strip crossing a hedgerow, north-west of Friesland Farm.
These plots are owned by Vanda Farbon, Angela Fiona Winter and Melanie
Sadler, and tenanted or leased and occupied by Daron Wilde and Christopher
Behagg.
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Plots 17/4a and 17/6 would be acquired for works associated with the new A14
(Work No. 5) and the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18). Plot 17/4c would be
used temporarily and rights acquired to construct, inspect and maintain a new
buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc (Work
No.69).
The owners have been met on two occasions with their agent to explain the
scheme and on the second meeting to update with scheme development. The
Applicant has been in contact with Mr Behagg in relation to both survey work and
to update on scheme development.
Plot 17/5






Comprising of agricultural land on the north side of the A14 south-east of Covells
Drain.
This plot is owned and occupied by Andrew E. Johnson.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with de-trunking the existing
A14(T).
Mr Johnson was met initially on site to explain the scheme and was subsequently
met at a public consultation event. A further update meeting was held in
November 2014.


Plot 17/7





Comprising of grassland south of Fen Drayton, adjacent to the A14.
This plot is owned by Fen Drayton Parish Council and tenanted or leased by John
Johnson of Friesland Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with de-trunking the existing
A14(T).
The Applicant met the owner in November 2014 to update on the scheme.
Plots 17/8a and 17/8b







Comprising of grassland and hedgerow north-west of Friesland Farm and the
north of the A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Mercury Instruments Ltd.
Plot 17/8a would be acquired for works associated with de-trunking the existing
A14(T). Plot 17/8b would be used temporarily and rights acquired to install,
inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and equipment for the benefit of
UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd (Work No.67).
The Applicant is in the process of making formal contact with this landowner,
following on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation
programme.
Plot 17/9



Comprising of grassland on the north side of the A14, north-west of Friesland
Farm.
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This plot is owned and occupied by J. Shepperson Limited and John Shepperson.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link (Work No.19).
The Applicant has met with the owner on two occasions to explain and update the
scheme. A further meeting was held with the owner’s agent to update him on the
scheme developments. There has been ongoing liaison in relation to land access
for survey work.
Plots 17/10a, 17/10b, 17/10c and 17/10d







Comprising of grassed land, trees and hedges between the A14 and Friesland
Farm.
These plots are owned by Samuel Henry Swaine and occupied by Samuel Henry
Swaine and Telefonica UK Limited.
Plot 17/10a would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of
Cambridge Water Plc (Work No.69). Plot 17/10b and 17/10d would be acquired
for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 17/10c would be used
temporarily and rights acquired for new right to use and maintain a new track and
to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Vanda
Farbon, Angela Fiona Winter and Melanie Sadler, (and their successors in title)
in respect of New Barns Farm in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5). (Refer
to Land Pans Sheets 16 and 17 for the location of New Barns Farm).
The Applicant has had meetings with Mr Swaine initially at a public consultation
event to explain the overall scheme and subsequently at Friesland Farm to look
at and explain the detail on site. A further update meeting was held in November
2014.
Plot 17/11






Comprising of agricultural land on the north side of the A14, north of Friesland
Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by Samuel Henry Swaine.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19).
The Applicant has had meetings with Mr Swaine initial at a public consultation
event to explain the overall scheme and subsequently at Friesland farm to look at
and explain the detail on site.

B1.18 Sheet 18
Plot 18/1a



Comprising of existing highway of the A14 north of Friesland Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 18/1b








Comprising of existing A14 highway and grass verge between Friesland Farm
and junction 28 of the A14.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned an occupied by the Highways
England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19) and for landscaping, drainage attenuation pond
and new private means of access in connection with the new A14 (Work No.5).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 18/1c








Comprising of existing A14 highway and grass verge from Friesland Farm to
junction 28 of the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19) including a new private means of access and
for landscaping, and a drainage attenuation pond in connection with the new A14
(Work No.5).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 18/1d




Comprising of existing highway verge of Bucking Way Road west of Bucking Way
Business Park north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company LimitedThe
Secretary of State for Transport.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 18/1e








Comprising of existing Bucking Way Road, grass verge and trees, at junction 28
of the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22) and the new A14 (Work No.5) including drainage attenuation ponds
and landscaping.
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 18/2a, 18/2b, 18/2c, 18/2d and 18/2e







Comprising of grassland, scattered trees and existing access track from Friesland
Farm to the existing A14.
These plots are owned by Samuel Henry Swaine and occupied by Telefonica UK
Limited and Samuel Henry Swaine.
Plot 18/2a would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct, inspect
and maintain a new buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of
Cambridge Water Plc. (Work No.69). Plots 18/2c and 18/2e would be used
temporarily and rights acquired for new right of access to land with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of Vanda Farbon, Angela Fiona
Winter and Melanie Sadler (and their successors in title) in respect of New Barns
Farm (Refer to Land Pans Sheets 16 and 7 for the location of New Barns Farm).
Plots 18/2b and 18/2d would be acquired for works associated with the new A14
(Work No.5).
The Applicant has had initial meeting with Mr Swaine at a public consultation
event and also a follow up meeting on site to explain the proposals. The Applicant
has further met with Mr Swaine in November 2014 to update on scheme progress
and land issues.
Plots 18/3



Comprising of agricultural land on the north side of the A14, north of Friesland
Farm.
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This plot is owned and occupied by Samuel Henry Swaine.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link (Work No.19) including new private means of access.
The Applicant has had initial meeting with Mr Swaine at a public consultation
event and also a follow up meeting on site to explain the proposals. The Applicant
has further met with Mr Swaine in November 2014 to update on scheme progress
and land issues.
Plots 18/4







Comprising of agricultural land divided by a hedgerow on the north side of the
A14, north of Friesland Farm.
This plot is owned by Thomas Galon’s Charity, and occupied by John Shepherd
Burgess.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19) including a drainage attenuation pond a new
private means of access and landscaping.
The Applicant has had contact with the chairman of the Thomas Galon’s Charity
Trust and the occupiers and have received views on the proposals in October
2014.
Plots 18/5a, 18/5b, 18/5c and 18/5d






Comprising of agricultural land, hedgerows and trees east of Friesland Farm.
These plots are owned by Vanda Farbon, Angela Fiona Winter and Melanie
Sadler and tenanted or leased and occupied by Messrs John and James
Witherow.
Plot 18/5a would be acquired and used for a new right to construct, inspect and
maintain a new buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge
Water Plc (Work No.69). Plot 18/5b would be acquired for new A14 (Work No.5).
Plot 18/5c would be acquired and used for a new right to construct and maintain
a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood compensation and
to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport, and a new
right of access to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit
of G.B. & A. Wilderspin Limited (and their successors in title) in respect of New
Barns Farm together with a new right of access to land with or without vehicles
plant and machinery for the benefit of Samuel Henry Swaine of Friesland Farm
(and his successors in title). Plot 18/5d would be acquired for works associated
with the new A14 (Work No. 5) including landscaping, a drainage attenuation pond
and a new private means of access.
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Plots 18/6a, 18/6b, 18/6c, 18/6d, and 18/6e and 18/6f







Comprising of grassed land, Down Spinney and agricultural land on the south
side of the A14, east of Friesland Farm and west of junction 28 of the A14.
These plots are owned by Vanda Farbon, Angela Fiona Winter and Melanie
Sadler and tenanted or leased and occupied by Messrs John and James
Whiterow.
Plot 18/6a would be acquired for works associated with the new Cambridge
Services Link Road (Work No.21), the new Bucking Way Road (Work No.20), the
new A14 (Work No.5), including landscaping, drainage attenuation/ treatment
pond, and a new private means of access. Plot 18/6b would be used temporarily
and rights acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation
ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles
plant and machinery for the benefit of the Secretary of State for Transport, and in
addition a new right of access to land with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of Samuel Henry Swaine of Friesland Farm (and his successors in
title in respect of Friesland Farm). Plots 18/6c and18/6d would be used
temporarily and rights acquired to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried
water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc. (Work
No.69). Plot 18/6e would be used temporarily for the provision of a site compound,
including but not limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’
private vehicles and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and
the treatment of site-generated waste. Plot 18/6f would be used temporarily and
rights acquired to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new buried gas
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.70).
The owners with their agent have been met on two occasions to explain the
scheme and on the second meeting to update with scheme development. The
Applicant has been in contact with Mr Behagg in relation to both survey work and
to update on scheme development.
Plots 18/7





Comprising of existing track of Scotland Drove east of Friesland Farm north of the
existing A14.
This plot of land is unregistered and ownership unknown.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19).
Plot 18/8





Comprising of mixed agricultural land divided by hedgerow, including grass
verges and the A14 layby, between Scotland Drove track and Bucking Way Road.
This plot is owned by Thomas Galon’s Charity and occupied by Samuel Henry
Swaine and John Shepperson.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping, A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road
(Work No.19), the new Bucking Way Road (Work No.20), new Local Access Road
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(Work No.22), and the new A14 (Work No.5) including a drainage attenuation
pond, landscaping and a new private means of access.
The Applicant has had meetings with both the occupier and the trust chairman
and has received representation from the trust.
Plot 18/9






Comprising of garden and house, west of the existing Bucking Way Road
This plot is owned and occupied by Hazel Felicity Thomson.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 18/10







Comprising of grassland and trees, Trinity Foot public house and car park, at
junction 28 of the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Kerio Limited.
The plot would be acquired for new Local Access Road (Work No.22) and the
new A14 (Work No.5) including for landscaping, a new private means of access,
and drainage attenuation ponds.
The Applicant has had long term discussions with the land owner and his agents
in relation to their future proposals for the site and in relation to access for survey
work.
Plot 18/11







Comprising of existing highway of Bucking Way Road west of Bucking Way
Business Park.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with new Local Access Road
(Work No. 22).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 18/12






Comprising of agricultural land, grass verge and hedgerow and the junction with
the existing Bucking Way Road and Anderson Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by John Shepperson and Mathew Charles Ingle.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
The Applicant has had two meetings with the landowner Mr Shepperson and also
with his agent in October 2014.
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Plot 18/13





Comprising of grass verge alongside the existing Bucking Way Road and
Anderson Road junction and grass verge adjacent to Buckingway Business Park.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Crown Estate in respect of land formerly
owned by Barwell Properties Limited (Dissolved).
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 18/14






Comprising of tree lined boundary on the west side of the business park.
This plot is owned and occupied by Whippet Coaches Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 18/15







Comprising of tree lined boundary on the south-west side of a business park.
This plot is owned by Tim Frederick Allhusen, Nick Allhusen and Annabel Victoria
Allhusen and tenanted or leased and occupied by the Balfour Beatty Group
Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.

B1.19 Sheet 19
Plot 19/3





Comprising of agricultural land south of Jack O'Thumbs Grove.
This plot is owned by Betty Williams, Derek Wilderspin and Tony Wilderspin and
tenanted or leased by G.B. & A. Wilderspin Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit (Work No.4.12).
The Applicant has had initial meetings with Mr A Wilderspin to explain the extent
of the borrow pit on his land as tenant and then follow up meetings with the
Wilderspin family and their Agent to explain the wider issues. There has been
ongoing contact to allow access for survey work and the Applicant is maintaining
contact with the landowners.
Plot 19/4



Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow east of Jack O'Thumbs Grove.
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This plot is owned by Alan Wilderspin, Betty Williams, Derek Wilderspin and Tony
Wilderspin and tenanted or leased by G.B. & A. Wilderspin Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit and the provision of soil storage areas (Work No.4.12).
The Applicant has had initial meetings with Mr A Wilderspin to explain the extent
of the borrow pit on his land as tenant and then follow up meetings with the
Wilderspin family and their Agent to explain the wider issues. There has been
ongoing contact to allow access for survey work and the Applicant is maintaining
contact with the landowners.
Plot 19/6






Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow west of Boxworth Road.
This plot is owned by Betty Williams, Derek Wilderspin and Tony Wilderspin and
tenanted or leased by G.B. & A. Wilderspin Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit and the provision of soil storage areas (Work No.4.12).
The Applicant has had initial meetings with Mr A Wilderspin to explain the extent
of the borrow pit on his land as tenant and then follow up meetings with the
Wilderspin family and their Agent to explain the wider issues. There has been
ongoing contact to allow access for survey work and the Applicant is maintaining
contact with the landowners.
Plot 19/7







Comprising of agricultural land west of Boxworth Road.
This plot is owned by Diana Claire Rachel Hill, Harriet Elizabeth Jane King and
Margaret Vanessa Ann Fairhead and tenanted or leased and occupied by
Boxworth Farming Company Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit (Work No.4.12) including landscaping.
The Applicant has had contact with M V A Fairhead in relation to clarification of
plans in October 2014.
Plot 19/8






Comprising of agricultural land, hedgerow and field access track, south east of
Jack O'Thumbs Grove.
This plot is owned by Alan Wilderspin and tenanted or leased by G.B. & A.
Wilderspin Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit (Work No.4.12).
The Applicant has had initial meetings with Mr A Wilderspin to explain the extent
of the borrow pit on his land as tenant and then follow up meetings with the
Wilderspin family and their Agent to explain the wider issues. There has been
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ongoing contact to allow access for survey work and the Applicant is maintaining
contact with this landowner.
Plot 19/9





Comprising of agricultural land adjacent to Boxworth Road.
This plot is owned by Alan Wilderspin and tenanted or leased by G.B. & A.
Wilderspin Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit and the provision of soil storage areas (Work No.4.12).
The Applicant has had initial meetings with Mr A Wilderspin to explain the extent
of the borrow pit on his land as tenant and then follow up meetings with the
Wilderspin family and their Agent to explain the wider issues. There has been
ongoing contact to allow access for survey work and the Applicant is maintaining
contact with this landowner.
Plot 19/10a






Comprising of existing highway of Boxworth Road north east of Boxworth and
west of Cambridge Services.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
Plot 19/10a would be acquired to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to
provide access to a borrow pit and associated soil storage areas (Work No. 4.12).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 19/10b and 19/11






Comprising of existing highway of Boxworth Road north east of Boxworth and
west of Cambridge Services and adjacent agricultural land.
These plots are owned by Vanda Farbon, Angela Fiona Winter and Melanie
Sadler and tenanted or leased and occupied by Messrs John and James
Witherow.
Plot 19/10b would be used temporarily and rights acquired to enable the
strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated
soil storage areas (Work No. 4.12). Plot 19/11 would be used temporarily and
right acquired to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide access to
a borrow pit and associated soil storage areas (Work No. 4.12).
Plot 19/12a and 19/12b





Comprising of agricultural land, grass verge and woodland adjacent to Boxworth
Road
These plots are owned and occupied by The Chancellor Master and Scholars of
The University of Cambridge.
Plot 19/12b would be used temporarily and rights acquired to enable the
strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated
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soil storage areas (Work No.4.12). Plot 19/12a would be acquired to enable the
strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated
soil storage areas (Work No.4.12).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with the university in relation to access for
survey work and representations have been submitted by their agents. The
Applicant has had an update meeting in November 2014 where interest was
expressed for early meetings to discuss land acquisition.

B1.20 Sheet 20
Plot 20/1a, 20/1b, 20/1c, 20/1d, 20/1e, 20/1f, 20/1g and 20/1h







Comprising of the existing highway of A14 and associated infrastructure.
These plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for the works associated with the new A14 (Work
No.5), the new Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21) and the new Local
Access Road (Work No.22) including landscaping, and new drainage attenuation
ponds. Plot 20/1d would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct,
inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit
of Cambridge Water Plc. (Work No.69).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 20/2a, 20/2b, 20/2c, 20/2d, 20/2f, 20/2g, 20/2h, 20/3 and 20/4a







Comprising of agricultural land, hedges, scattered tree adjoining Boxworth Road,
existing highway verge of Boxworth Road and tree line west of Cambridge
Services south of the existing A14.
These plots are owned by Vanda Farbon, Angela Fiona Winter and Melanie
Sadler, and tenanted or leased and occupied by Messrs John and James
Whitherow.
Plots 20/2c and 20/2g would be acquired for works associated with the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21) and the new A14 (Work No.5)
including landscaping, a new private means of access, and drainage attenuation
ponds. Plot 20/2a would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct,
inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit
of Cambridge Water Plc. (Work No.69). Plot 20/2b would be used temporarily for
the provision of a site compound, including but not limited to site offices, welfare
facilities, parking for workers’ private vehicles and work vehicles, storage of plant,
materials and top soil and the treatment of site-generated waste. Plots 20/2d, 20/3
and 20/4a would be used temporarily to enable the strengthening of Boxworth
Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated soil storage areas (Work
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No.4.12). Plot 20/2f would be acquired to enable the strengthening of Boxworth
Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated soil storage areas (Work
No.4.12). Plot 20/2h would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct,
use, protect, inspect and maintain a new buried gas pipeline and equipment for
the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.70).
The owners have been met on two occasions with their agent to explain the
scheme and on the second meeting to update with scheme development.



.

Plots 20/4b, 20/4d and 20/4e






Comprising the existing highway of Boxworth Road.
These plots are unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plot 20/4e would be acquired for the works associated with the new Cambridge
Services Link Road (Work No.21) and the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 20/4b would
be acquired to enable the strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide access to a
borrow pit and associated soil storage areas (Work No.4.12). Plot 20/4a would be
used temporarily and rights acquired to enable the strengthening of Boxworth
Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated soil storage areas (Work
No.4.12). Plot 20/4d would be acquired for works associated with the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21) and to enable the strengthening of
Boxworth Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated soil storage
areas (Work No. 4.12).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 20/5







Comprising of woodland and grassed track south-west of Cambridge Services.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Chancellor Master and Scholars of The
University of Cambridge.
This plot would be used temporarily and rights acquired to enable the
strengthening of Boxworth Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated
soil storage areas (Work No.4.12).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with the university in relation to access for
survey work and representations have been submitted by their agents. The
Applicant has had an update meeting in November 2014 where interest was
expressed for early meetings to discuss land acquisition.
Plots 20/6a, 20/6b, and 20/6c and 20/6d



Comprising of agricultural land and existing highway verge of Boxworth Road
south of the A14 and agricultural land south and west of Cambridge Services.
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These plots are owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson and Extra MSA
Cambridge Limited.
Plot 20/6a and 20/6c would be acquired for works associated with the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21) and to enable the strengthening of
Boxworth Road to provide access to a borrow pit and associated soil storage
areas (Work No. 4.12). Plot 20/6b would be used temporarily for the provision of
a site compound, including but not limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking
for workers’ private vehicles and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and
top soil and the treatment of site-generated waste. Plot 20/6d would be used
temporarily and rights acquired to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried
gas pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Plc (Work No.81).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.
Liaison has been ongoing with Extra MSA Cambridge Limited specifically in
relation to service access and road layout.
Plot 20/7






Comprising of grass verge and trees east of Bucking Way Road.
This plot is owned by Thomas Galon’s Charity and John Shepperson and
occupied by John Shepperson.
The plot would be acquired for the works associated with the new A14 (Work
No.5).
The Applicant has received representation from the Charity.
Plot 20/8






Comprising of woodland and verge, north of junction 28 of the A14.
This plot is owned by Nick Allhusen, Tim Fredrick Allhusen and Annabel Victoria
Allhusen and tenanted or leased by the Balfour Beatty Group Limited.
The plot would be acquired for the works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 20/9






Comprising of woodland and grass verge between junction 28 of the A14 and the
Buckingway Business Park.
This plot is owned by WHT Holdings Limited and tenanted or leased by Tecvac
Limited.
The plot would be acquired for the works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
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Plot 20/10





Comprising of woodland and grass verge east of junction 28 of the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Crown Estate in respect of land formerly
owned by Barwell Properties Limited (Dissolved).
The plot would be acquired for the works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 20/11





Comprising of grassed land adjacent to junction 28 of the A14.
This plot of land is unregistered and ownership unknown.
The plot would be acquired for the works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22).
Plot 20/12







Comprising of grass and tree planted land between the Buckingway Business
Park and the existing A14.
This plot is owned by Dunedin UK Industrial Property Nominee Limited and
Dunedin UK Industrial Property Nominee No. 2 Limited and occupied by
Buckingway Management Company Limited, Data Conversion Systems Limited,
Dunedin UK Industrial Property Nominee No. 3 Limited, Dunedin UK Industrial
Property Nominee No. 4 Limited, John Shepperson, Logan Investments Limited,
OCSL Managed Services Limited and Sabre Group Limited.
The plot would be acquired for the works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 20/13a, 20/13c, 20/13d and 20/13e and 20/13b






Comprising of grassland and woodland to the east between Cambridge Services
and the A14.
These plots are owned by Extra MSA Cambridge Limited and tenanted or leased
by Dp Realty Limited, Chopstix Cambridge Limited, McDonald's Restaurants
Limited, RAL Limited, Mexicosi Limited, Regus Group Limited, Top Gift Limited,
La Petit Four Francais Limited, Kentucky Fried Chicken (Great Britain) Limited,
Moto Hospitality Limited, Shell U.K. Limited, Welcome Break Group Limited and
WH Smith Retail Holdings Limited.
Plots 20/13a and 20/13c would be acquired for the works associated with the new
A14 (Work No.5) and the new Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No. 21). Plot
20/13c would be acquired for the works associated with the new A14 (Work No.
5). Plots 20/13d and 20/13e would temporarily be required to provide working
space and temporary access for the diversion of utility equipment on adjacent
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land.Plot 20/13b would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct,
inspect and maintain new buried utilities equipment for the benefit of Cambridge
Water Plc. (Work No.71), Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.82) and National
Grid Plc (Work No.81).
Liaison has been ongoing with Extra MSA Cambridge Limited in relation to service
access and road layout.
Plots 20/14, 20/15a and 20/15b







Comprising of grassed verge and agricultural land between Cambridge Services
and the existing A14 and agricultural land east of Cambridge Services.
These plots are owned and occupied by Extra MSA Cambridge Limited and
Robert William Pearson.
Plot 20/14 would be acquired for works associated with the new Cambridge
Services Link Road (Work No. 21). Plot 20/15a would be acquired works
associated with the new A14 (Work No. 5). Plot 20/15b would be used temporarily
and rights acquired to construct, inspect and maintain new buried utilities
equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc. (Work No.71), Anglian Water
Services Ltd (Work No.82) and National Grid Plc (Work No.81).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.
Liaison has been ongoing with Extra MSA Cambridge Limited specifically in
relation to service access and road layout.
Plot 20/16a, and 20/16b and 20/16c








Comprising of grass land with trees, south of Buckingway Business Park.
Plot 20/16aThese plots are is owned by Dunedin UK Industrial Property Nominee
No. 3 Limited and Dunedin UK Industrial Property Nominee No. 4 Limited,
tenanted or leased by Logan Investments Limited and occupied by Carisbrooke
Investments General Partner Limited, John Shepperson, Logan Investments
Limited and Plot 8B Buckingway Management Limited. Plot 20/16b is owned by
Dunedin UK Industrial Property Nominee No. 3 Limited and Dunedin UK Industrial
Property Nominee No. 4 Limited and occupied by Carisbrooke Investments
General Partner Limited, John Shepperson, Logan Investments Limited and Plot
8B Buckingway Management Limited
Plot 20/16a would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22). Plots 20/16b and 20/16c would be used temporarily to
provide working space and temporary access for the works associated with the
construction of the new non-motorised user route associated with the new Local
Access Road (Work No.22).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
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Plots 20/18a and 20/18b






Comprising of grassland and hedgerow, north Cambridge Services.
These plots are owned and occupied by John Shepperson.
Plots 20/18a would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22). Plotand 20/18b would be used temporarily to provide working
space and temporary access for the works associated with the construction of the
new non-motorised user route associated with the new Local Access Road (Work
No. 22).
The Applicant has had two meetings with Mr Shepperson and separately with his
agent to update in October 2014.
Plot 20/19







Comprising of petrol station forecourt, north of Cambridge Services.
This plot is owned by Terrance Benjamin Mason and occupied by The Occupier
of the Catering Unit, Frogge Street Tyres, The Cambridge Clutch Centre and
Hand Car Wash.
This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
The Applicant has had informal contact with the occupiers of these premises in
relation to explaining the scheme design and the principles of access
arrangements. The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following
on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 20/20







Comprising of grass verge north of Cambridge Services.
This plot is owned by Grove Property Trustee 1 Limited and Grove Property
Trustee 2 Limited and tenanted or leased and occupied by Travelodge Hotels
Limited, Gurcham Singh Dhillon and Kulwant Singh Chatha.
This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
The Applicant is in the process of making contact with this landowner’s agent,
following on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation
programme.
Plots 20/21a, and 20/21b and 20/21c





Comprising of agricultural land north of Cambridge Services.
These plots are owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and tenanted or
leased by John W. Kerley.
Plot 20/21a would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No.22). Plots 20/21b and 20/21c would be used temporarily to
provide working space and temporary access for the works associated with the
construction of the new non-motorised user route associated with the new Local
Access Road (Work No. 22).
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The Applicant had a meeting with John Kerley at the beginning of 2014 to explain
the scheme in particular early changes to the local access road that avoiding
splitting his farming interest in the area. An update meeting was held with his
agent in October 2014 and the Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowner.
Plots 20/22a and 20/22b







Comprising of private track south-west of the sewage treatment works
These plots are owned and occupied by The Chancellor Master and Scholars of
The University of Cambridge.
Plot 20/22a would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct, inspect
and maintain new buried utilities equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water
Plc. (Work No.71), Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.82) and National Grid
Plc (Work No.81). Plot 20/22b would be acquired for works associated with new
A14 (Work No. 5).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with the university in relation to access for
survey work and representations have been submitted by their agents. The
Applicant has had an update meeting in November 2014 where interest was
expressed for early meetings to discuss land acquisition.
Plot 20/23a and 20/23b







Comprising of agricultural land south of the A14 and sewage treatment works and
south-west of the sewage treatment works
These plots are owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
Plot 20/23b would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.
5). Plot 20/23a would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct, inspect
and maintain new buried utilities equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water
Plc. (Work No.71), Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.82) and National Grid
Plc (Work No.81).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.
Plot 20/24





Comprising of woodland between the A14 and the sewage treatment works.
This plot is owned and occupied by Anglian Water Services Limited.
This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22) including a drainage attenuation pond.
Plots 20/25a, 20/25b, 20/25c and 20/25d





Comprising of agricultural land south of the A14 and sewage treatment works
These plots are owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
Plots 20/25b and 20/25c would be acquired for works associated with the new
Robin’s Lane (Work No.23) and the new A14 (Work No.5) including a drainage
attenuation pond, an area of flood compensation and a new private means of
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access. Plot 20/25a would be acquired and used for a new right to construct,
inspect and maintain a new buried utilities equipment for the benefit of Cambridge
Water Plc. (Work No.71), Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.82) and National
Grid Plc (Work No.81). Plot 20/25d would be used temporarily to provide working
space and temporary access for works associated with the construction of flood
compensation areas on adjacent land.
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.
Plot 20/26






Comprising of woodland between the A14 and the sewage treatment works.
This plot is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.

B1.21 Sheet 21
Plots 21/1a, 21/1b, 21/1c, 21/1d, 21/1e 21/1f, 21/1g, 21/1h and 21/1j







Comprising of existing highway of A14 and existing highway of Robin's Lane north
of Lolworth south of the existing A14.
The plots are owned or presumed owned and occupied by the Highways England
Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
These plots would variously be acquired for works associated with the new A14
(Work No.5), new the Local Access Road (Work No. 22) including a drainage
treatment/attenuation pond, and the new Robin’s Lane (Work No.23).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 21/2a and 21/2b





Comprising of dense trees south of the sewage works north of the existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Anglian Water Services Limited.
Plot 21/2a would be acquired for new private means of access and drainage
attenuation pond in connection with the new Local Access Road (Work No. 22).
Plot 21/2b would temporarily be required to provide working space for works in
connection with the diversion of pipes associated with the Sewage Works (Work
No.72).
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Plot 21/3





Comprising of the existing track of Utton's Drove and trees south of the sewage
works north of the existing A14.
This plot of land is unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No. 22) including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 21/4a, 21/4b, 21/4c, 21/4f, and 21/4g, 21/4h and 21/4j







Comprising of agricultural land and private access track to the west of Robin's
Lane.
These plots are owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
Plot 21/4a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Robin's Lane (Work No.23) including a new private means of access
and drainage attenuation pond. Plot 21/4b would be acquired and used for a new
right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc. (Work No.71). Plot 21/4c would
be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No. 5) including a
drainage attenuation pond, an area of flood compensation and a new private
means of access. Plot 21/4g would be acquired for works associated with the new
Robin's Lane (Work No.23). Plots 21/4f and 21/4h would be used temporarily to
provide working space for the works associated with and a new right acquired to
construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and equipment
for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.73). the stopping up of Robin’s
Lane and the construction of the new Robin’s Lane and new private means of
access (Work No.23). Plot 21/4c would be acquired for works associated with the
new A14 (Work No. 5) including a drainage attenuation pond, an area of flood
compensation and a new private means of access. Plot 21/4j would be used
temporarily and a new right acquired to construct and maintain a new track to
drainage attenuation ponds and to access with or without vehicles plant and
machinery for the benefit of the the Highways England Company Limited, and a
new right of access for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc and National Grid Gas
Plc.
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.

Plots 21/5a and 21/5b



Comprising of trees and grassland north-west of Hill Farm Cottages north of the
existing A14.
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These plots are owned and occupied by Anglian Water Services Limited.
Plot 21/5a would be used temporarily to provide working space for works in
connection with the diversion of pipes associated with the Sewage Works. (Work
No. 72). Plot 21/5b would be acquired for a new private means of access
associated with the new Local Access Road (Work No. 22).
The Applicant has had contact with this landowner in relation to service provision
and statutory process in relation to construction. The Applicant has invited
dialogue with this landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the
wider public consultation programme.
Plot 21/6







Comprising of agricultural land, to the east of Hill Farm Cottages and north-west
of Hill Farm Cottages, north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Marie Anne Wedd and Graham Wedd of Hill
Farm. Terence Martin O’Brien and Lynn O’Brien have rights of access to the plot.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22) including drainage attenuation pond, landscaping and a new private
means of access.
The Applicant has had regular contact with Mr Wedd and his agent. Early
meetings were held to explain the scheme and in particular changes to the local
access road which reduced impact on his land holding. The Applicant has also
had a meeting with Mr and Mrs O’Brien at their home in relation to the scheme
design.
Plot 21/7






Comprising of agricultural land, to the east of Hill Farm Cottages and north-west
of Hill Farm Cottages, north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Marie Anne Wedd and Graham Wedd of Hill
Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Robin's Lane (Work
No.23) including for new private means of access.
The Applicant has had regular contact with Mr Wedd and his agent. Early
meetings were held to explain the scheme and in particular changes to the local
access road which reduced impact on his land holding.
Plots 21/8a, 21/8b and 21/8c





Comprising of agricultural land and watercourse north of the existing A14 north
east of Lolworth.
These plots are owned and occupied by G & MA Wedd Limited of Hill Farm.
Plot 21/8a would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access
Road, the new Robin's Lane, including drainage attenuation pond and
landscaping (Work No.22) and Work No.23). Plot 21/8b would be used
temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas (Work No.5 and Work No.23).
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Plot 21/8c would be acquired for landscaping associated with the new Local
Access Road (Work No.22).
The Applicant has had regular contact with Mr and Mrs Wedd and their agent.
Early meetings were held to explain the scheme and in particular changes to the
local access road which reduced impact on the land holding.
Plots 21/9a, 21/9b, and 21/9d







Comprising of the existing carriageway and verge of Robin’s Lane.
The plots are unregistered but presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
Plot 21/9a would be used temporarily and rights acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company
Limited Secretary of State for Transport with a new right of access for the benefit
of Cambridge Water Plc and National Grid Plc (Work Nos.71 and 73). Plots 21/9b
and 21/9d would be acquired for works associated with the new Robin’s Lane
including a new private means of access (Work No. 23).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 21/10a, 21/10b, 21/10c and 21/10d, 21/10e and 21/10f







Comprising of agricultural land and trees north-east of Lolworth south of the
existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
Plot 21/10a would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access
Road (Work No. 22) and the new Robin’s Lane (Work No.23) including drainage
attenuation ponds. Plot 21/10c would be acquired for works associated with the
new A14 (Work No.5) including landscaping, new private means of access and
drainage attenuation pond. Plot 21/10b would be used temporarily for the
provision of soil storage areas associated with Work No.5 and Work No.23. Plot
21/10d would be acquired to provide permanent access to drainage attenuation
pond and to diverted utilities and for landscape mitigation planting. Plot 21/10e
would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the new A14 (Work No.
5). Plot 21/10f would be used temporarily to provide working space and a new
right acquired for the works to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a new
gas pipeline and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.73).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.
Plot 21/12




Comprising of scattered trees and grassland north-east of Lolworth east of
Robin's Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.
Plots 21/13






Comprising of scattered trees and grassland north of Lolworth south of the
existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Robin's Lane (Work
No.23).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with Mr Pearson since February 2014
initially in respect of access for survey work and subsequently in relation to the
ongoing design, Mr Pearson has made written representation through his agent.
Plot 21/14





Comprising of watercourse and grassland north of the existing A14 north-east of
Lolworth.
This plot of land is unregistered and ownership unknown.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22).
Plot 21/15





Comprising of agricultural land and scattered trees north of the existing A14 northwest of the Travelodge Hotel - Cambridge Lolworth.
This plot of land is owned and occupied by National Institute Of Agricultural
Botany Trust.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and new Local Access Road (Work No.22).

Plots 21/16a, 21/16b and 21/16c





Comprising of agricultural land and trees east of Lolworth and south of the existing
A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
Plots 21/16a and 21/16c would be acquired and used for a new right to construct,
use and maintain buried utilities for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc. (Work
No.71) and National Grid Plc (Work No.73) and for works associated with the new
A14 (Work No.5) including landscaping. Plot 21/16b would be acquired for works
associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
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Plot 21/17





Comprising of agricultural land west of junction 29 on the north side of the A14.
This plot is owned by National Institute of Agricultural Botany Trust and occupied
by Maria Ponte of Noon Folly Farm.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Local Access Road
(Work No. 22) including landscaping.
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with the owner in relation to access for
survey work and specific meetings to update on the design proposals especially
in connection to land loss and access to highway attenuation ponds across their
land. The Applicant has also had a meeting with their agent.
Plot 21/18






Comprising of agricultural land west of junction 29 on the north side of the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by National Institute of Agricultural Botany Trust.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and new Local Access Road (Work No. 22).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with the owner in relation to access for
survey work and specific meetings to update on the design proposals especially
in connection to land loss and access to highway attenuation ponds across their
land. The Applicant has had a meeting with their agent.

B1.22 Sheet 22
Plots 22/1a and 22/1b






Existing highway of the A14.
The plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedThe Secretary of State for Transport.
The plots are to be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 22/2





Comprising of agricultural land.
This plot is owned and occupied by Robert William Pearson.
The plots are to be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
Plots 22/3a, 22/3b, and 22/3c and 22/3d



Comprise agricultural land containing a watercourse west of the B1050 Hattons
Road and north of the existing A14 and used for special scientific trials of crops
and soil treatment.
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These plots are owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural
Botany Trust.
Plots 22/3a and 22/3b of the land is acquired for works associated with the new
A14 (Work No.5), and the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) and ecological
mitigation measures. Plot 22/3b is required for temporary possession to enable
the provision of flood plain compensation at Longstanton Brook and the
construction of a new private means of access. Plot 22/3c of the land is to be
temporarily used and a new right acquired to install, inspect and maintain a new
electricity power line and equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks
Holdings Ltd. (Work No.75). Plot 22/3d is required for temporary possession to
enable the provision of flood plain compensation east of the Longstanton Brook.
The Applicant has been in discussion with this landowner and its agent since the
beginning of January 2014 and has successfully addressed the landowner's
concerns regarding access to its premises and has maintained contact to
undertake survey work and minimise impact on specialised farming operations.
Plots 22/4a and 22/4b








Comprising grass verge surrounding a service area.
The plots are owned by Retro Properties Limited and tenanted or leased by
Travelodge Hotels Limited and Malthurst Petroleum Limited and occupied by BP
PLC, and BP Oil UK Limited.
Plot 22/4a of the land would be acquired for works associated with the new A14
(Work No.5). Plot 22/4b is a new right to construct, use and maintain a new
permissive non-motorised user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County
Council and a new right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water
pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc (Work No.71) and
to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water pipelines and equipment
for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.74).
The Applicant has had a meeting with Malthouse Petroleum in November 2014 to
discuss specific issues in relation to proposed access arrangements.
Plot 22/5






Comprises an area of verge and perimeter road at office premises.
This plot is owned and occupied by Domino Printing Sciences plc.
Plot 22/5 would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has been in discussion with this landowner since February 2014
and has successfully addressed the landowner's concerns regarding access to
and future use of its premises by way amendments to the scheme design, prior
to the statutory consultation in spring 2014.
Plots 22/6a, 22/6b and 22/6c




Comprise an area of shrub and woodland situated between the A14 and car park
for commercial premises at Trafalgar Way in Bar Hill.
The plots are owned and occupied by Domino Printing Sciences plc.
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Plot 22/6b would be acquired for works associated with the new westbound entry
slip road to the new A14 (Work No.5) from the new Bar Hill Junction. Plot 22/6a
is required for a new right to construct, use and maintain a new permissive nonmotorised user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council, and a new
right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc (Work No.71) and to construct,
inspect and maintain new buried foul water pipelines and equipment for the
benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.74) and a new right to construct,
use, protect, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipelines and equipment for
the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No. 90). Plot 22/6c is required for a
new right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipelines
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No. 90). land to be
used temporarily for space during construction of the westbound entry slip road
at Bar Hill Junction.
The Applicant has been in discussion with this landowner since February 2014
and has successfully addressed the landowner's concerns regarding access to
and future use of its premises by way amendments to the scheme design, prior
to the statutory consultation in spring 2014.
Plots 22/7a, 22/7b, and 22/7c







Comprise an area of shrub and woodland situated between the A14 and
commercial premises at Trafalgar Way in Bar Hill.
These plots are owned and occupied by Bar Hill Parish Council.
Plots 22/7c would be acquired for works associated with the new westbound entry
slip road to the new A14 (Work No.5) from the new Bar Hill Junction (part of Work
No. 24). Plot 22/7a is required for a new right to construct, use and maintain a
new permissive non-motorised user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire
County Council, and a new right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried
water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc (Work
No.71) and to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul water pipelines and
equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.74), and a new
right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipelines and
equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No. 90). Plot 22/7b is
required for a new right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain new buried
gas pipelines and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.
90).to be used temporarily for space during construction of the westbound entry
slip road at Bar Hill Junction.
The Applicant has engaged with the parish council, in its capacity as landowner,
and will continue to communicate with the council in relation to issues relating to
land.
Plots 22/8a and 22/8b



Comprise an area of shrub and woodland situated between the A14 and
commercial premises at Trafalgar Way in Bar Hill.
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These plots are owned by Bar Hill Parish Council and tenanted or leased by
Appletree Homecare Limited (dissolved) and Menzies Hotels Property No.5
Limited.
Plot 22/8b would be acquired for works associated with for the new westbound
entry slip road to the new A14 (Work No.5) from the new Bar Hill Junction. Plot
22/8a is for a new right to construct, use and maintain a new permissive nonmotorised user route for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council, and a new
right to construct, inspect and maintain a new buried water pipeline and
equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc (Work No.71) and to construct,
inspect and maintain new buried foul water pipelines and equipment for the
benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No.74) and, a new right to construct,
use, protect, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipelines and equipment for
the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No. 90).
The Applicant has engaged with the parish council, in its capacity as landowner,
and will continue to communicate with the council in relation to issues relating to
land.
Plots 22/9 and 22/13








Comprising the existing highway of B1050 Hattons Road, including grassland and
scattered trees north east of Bar Hill.
Plot 22/9 is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council. Plot 22/13
is owned and occupied by The County Council Of The Administrative County Of
Cambridge.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5),
the new Local Access Road (Work No.22), the new B1050 Hattons Road dual
carriageway (Work No.24).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 22/10a and 22/10b







Comprising existing track off Hattons Road north of the existing A14, south of
New Folly Farm.
The land is owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany
Trust.
Plot 22/10a would be temporarily used and new rights acquired and used for a
new right to install, inspect and maintain a new electricity power line and
equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks Holdings Ltd (Work No.75). Plot
22/10b of the land is required for the scheme to be developed as part of the new
B1050 Hattons Road dual carriageway (Work No.24).
The Applicant has been in discussion with the National Institute of Agricultural
Botany Trust and its agent since the beginning of January 2014. This engagement
is ongoing and has included discussions over access for survey.
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Plots 22/11a, 22/11b and 22/11c






Comprise agricultural land west of the B1050 Hattons Road and north of the
existing A14.
These plots are owned by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany Trust and
occupied by Maria Ponte of Noon Folly Farm.
Plot 22/11b of the land is acquired for the scheme to be developed as part of the
new B1050 Hattons Road dual carriageway (Work No.24). Plots 22/11a and
22/11c of the land is required as a new right to install, inspect and maintain a new
electricity power line and equipment for the benefit of UK Power Networks
Holdings Ltd (Work No.75).
The Applicant has been in discussion with the National Institute of Agricultural
Botany Trust and its agent since the beginning of January 2014; this engagement
is ongoing and contact is in the process of being established with Maria Ponte.
Plots 22/12a, 22/12b and 22/12c







Comprise the existing highway of the B1050, south of the existing A14, plus grass
and trees north east and east of Norman Park Warehouses.
These plots are owned by Tesco Stores Ltd.
Plot 22/12a is to be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Works No.5)
and the new Bar Hill Junction (part of Work No.24). Plot 22/12b is required for a
new right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain new buried gas pipelines
and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No. 90).is land to
be used temporarily for space during the construction of the new Bar Hill Junction
and the stopping up of Hattons Road. Plot 22/12c is a new right to construct, use
and maintain a new permissive non-motorised user route for the benefit of
Cambridgeshire County Council, and a new right to construct, inspect and
maintain a new buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge
Water Plc (Work No.71) and to construct, inspect and maintain new buried foul
water pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work
No.74) and, a new right to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain new
buried gas pipelines and equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work
No. 90).
The Applicant plans to commence negotiations with this landowner as soon as
possible.
Plot 22/14





Comprises the existing highway verge grassland and trees within the northbound
diverge loop of the existing A14 north of Bar Hill.
This plot is owned by Bar Hill Parish Council and tenanted or leased by Appletree
Homecare Limited (dissolved) and Menzies Hotels Property No.5 Limited.
Plot 22/14 would be acquired for works associated with the new Bar Hill Junction
(part of Work No.24) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
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The Applicant has engaged with the parish council, in its capacity as landowner,
and will continue to communicate with the council in relation to issues relating to
land.
Plots 22/15 and 22/19






Comprise the existing highway verge grassland and trees within the existing
junction with the A14 north of Bar Hill.
These plots are owned and occupied by Bar Hill Parish Council.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new Bar Hill Junction
(part of Work No.24).
The Applicant has engaged with the parish council, in its capacity as landowner,
and will continue to communicate with the council in relation to issues relating to
land.
Plot 22/16






Comprising the highway land of Hattons Road
Unregistered plot of land presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new B1050 Hattons
Road dual carriageway (Work No.24).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 22/17a, 22/17b, 22/17d, 22/17e and 22/17f







Comprise agricultural land south west of Hazlewell Court and west of Slate Hall
Farm, north of the existing A14.
These plots are owned by Welney Farms Property Limited and tenanted or leased
and occupied by Roger Cowell and Hazlewell Land Limited.
Plot 22/17a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
the new B1050 Hattons Road dual carriageway (Work No.24), and the new Local
Access Road (Work No.22). Plot 22/17b is for a new right to install, inspect and
maintain a new electricity power line and equipment for the benefit of UK Power
Networks Holdings Ltd. (Work No. 75). Plot 22/17d is land to be used temporarily
for the storage of soil during construction. Plot 22/17e is land to be used for
temporary space during the construction of an area of flood compensation. Plot
22/17f is land to be used for temporary space during the construction.
The Applicant has held regular meetings with this landowner and recent and
ongoing engagement relates to discussions regarding the evolution of the scheme
as a result of consultation with particular reference to commercial units. A further
meetings were held in October / November 2014 with specific reference to land
issues.
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Plot 22/18





Comprises the existing highway of the A14 south of the B1050 exit/entry north of
Bar Hill
The plot is owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany
Trust.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has been in discussion with this landowner and its agent since the
beginning of January 2014 and has successfully addressed the landowner's
concerns regarding access to its premises.
Plot 22/20






Comprises trees and grassland north of Menzies Hotel at Bar Hill south of the
A14.
The plot is owned by Bar Hill Parish Council and tenanted or leased by Appletree
Homecare Limited (dissolved) and Menzies Hotels Property No.5 Limited.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new Bar Hill Junction
(part of Work No.24) and the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has engaged with the parish council, in its capacity as landowner,
and will continue to communicate with the council in relation to issues relating to
land.
Plot 22/21 and 22/23







Comprise trees and grassland north of Menzies Hotel at Bar Hill south of the A14.
The plots are owned and occupied by Ideal Developments Limited.
Plot 22/21 would be acquired for works associated with the new Bar Hill Junction
(part of Work No.24). Plot 22/23 would be acquired for works associated with the
new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had a meeting with the management of Menzies Hotel to
discuss the scheme design and is in the process of contacting the owner New
Ideal Developments Ltd.
Plots 22/22 and 22/24








Comprises access road, grass verge and trees north and west of Menzies Hotel
at Bar Hill south of the A14.
The plots are owned by Menzies Hotel No 5 Limited and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Menzies Hotel Operating Limited and Topland Hotels (No.14)
Limited.
Plot 22/22 would be acquired for works associated with the new Bar Hill Junction
(part of Work No.24). Plot 22/24 would be acquired for works associated with the
new A14 (Work No.5) including landscaping.
The Applicant has had informal meetings with this landowner to discuss the
scheme design.
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Plot 22/25





Comprises of grass verge and trees between Menzies Hotel and the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Tesco Stores Limited.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
including landscaping.
The Applicant plans to commence negotiations with this landowner as soon as
possible.
Plot 22/29






Comprises grassland, trees and buildings south of the existing A14, east of Bar
Hill.
The plot is owned and occupied by Tesco Stores Limited.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant plans to commence negotiations with this landowner as soon as
possible.
Plot 22/26 and 22/31







Comprises of trees and grassland south of the A14 and north of a golf course.
Plot 22/26 is owned by Menzies Hotel No 5 and tenanted or leased and occupied
by Menzies Hotels Operating Limited, Eastern Power Networks Plc and Topland
Hotels (No.14) Limited. Plot 22/31 is also owned by Menzies Hotel No 5 but
tenanted or leased and occupied by Eastern Power Networks Plc and Menzies
Hotels Operating Limited.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had informal meetings with this landowner to discuss the
scheme design.
Plots 22/27a, 22/27b, 22/27c and 22/27d







Comprise an existing Bridleway 151/10 and adjacent trees and grassland.
The plots are unregistered and ownership is unknown.
Plot 22/27a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and Plot 22/27c for the new Local Access Road (Work No.22). Plot 22/27b is land
to be used for temporary space during the construction and plot 22/27d is land to
be required to provide working space and temporary access for works associated
with the construction of flood plain compensation areas on adjacent land,
associated with Work Nos. 5 and 22.
The Applicant has not been able to make contact with the owner of this land,
because, despite diligent inquiry, no ownership information appears to be
available.
Plots 22/28a, 22/28b, and 22/28c



Comprise agricultural land, trees and grassland west of Slate Hall Farm, north of
the existing A14.
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Plots 22/28a and 22/28b are owned by Welney Farms Property Limited and
tenanted or leased and occupied by David Ball Group Plc, Hazlewell Land Limited
and Roger Cowell. Plot 22/28c is also owned by Welney Farms Property Limited
but tenanted or leased and occupied by Hazelwell Land Limited and Roger Cowell
only.
Plot 22/28a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) including an area of ecological
mitigation. Plot 22/28c would be temporarily required to provide working space
and temporary access for works associated with the construction of flood plain
compensation areas on adjacent land. Plot 22/28b would be temporarily required
for the construction of a new private means of access.
The Applicant has held regular meetings with this tenant/lessee, who is assumed
at this stage to represent themself and the landowner; recent and ongoing
engagement relates to discussions regarding the evolution of the scheme as a
result of consultation and in October / November 2014 in relation to more specific
land issues.
Plot 22/30






Comprise trees and grassland south of the A14.
The plot is owned by Menzies Hotel No 5 and tenanted or leased by Menzies
Hotels Operating Limited.
The land would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant has had informal meetings with this landowner to discuss the
scheme design.

B1.23 Sheet 23
Plots 23/1a and 23/1d







Comprising of the existing highway of the A14 running from south of Slate Hall
Farm to Dry Drayton Road, the existing highway of A14 running from Dry Drayton
Road to Catch Hall and an area at the junction of the A14 and the Oakington
Road.
These plots are unregistered but are presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
These plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work
No.5) and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plot 23/1c







Comprising existing highway, trees and grassland within the southern overpass
loop linking Oakington Road and Dry Drayton Road over the A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with of the new A14 (Work No.5),
and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25) including the construction of Pond
47.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 23/1b, 23/1e, 23/1f and 23/1g







Comprising an area at the junction of the A14 and the Oakington Road and areas
of existing highway and verges of the A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 23/1h, 23/1j and 23/1k







Comprising of grass and woodland between junction 30 of the A14 and the golf
course.
The plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 23/2a and 23/2b



Comprising of grassland, trees and a ditch on Menzies Hotel Golf Course south
of the existing A14.
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These plots are owned by Menzies Hotels Property No 5 Limited and tenanted or
leased by Eastern Power Networks Plc and Menzies Hotels Operating Limited.
Plot 23/2a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25). Plot 23/2b would be used
temporarily and the new rights acquired to construct, inspect and maintain a new
buried water pipeline and equipment for the benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd.
The Applicant has had contact with the hotel acting on behalf of the owners since
March 2014. An update meeting with hotel was held in September 2014.
Plot 23/3







Comprising of agricultural land, private access track to Slate Hall farm, divided by
hedgerow on the north side of the A14, west of junction 30.
This plot is owned by Welney Farms Property Limited and tenanted or leased by
Eastern Power Networks Plc and Menzies Hotels Operating Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5);
the new Local Access Road (Work No. 22), the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25), and for the construction of Ponds 44, 45 and 46.
The Applicant has had ongoing dialogue with Roger Cowell since March 2014
with update meetings in September, October and November 2014 concerning
scheme development and more specific land related issues.
Plot 23/4






Comprising of trees and grassland next to a tank west of Oakington Road south
of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Anglian Water Services Limited.
The plot would be acquired to construct landscaping for the new Dry Drayton
Road (Work No.25).
The Applicant has had dialogue with regard to site access for survey work and in
relation to service provision through standard processes and is in the process of
contacting Anglian Water property section.
Plot 23/5






Plot comprising the existing highway of Oakington Road north-east of Springhill
Stables south of the existing A14.
This plot is unregistered but is presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Dry Drayton Road
(Work No.25).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 23/6a and 23/6b



Comprising of agricultural land, hedges and field access track west of Cambridge
Crematorium south of the existing A14.
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These plots are owned by Dry Drayton Estate Limited and tenanted or leased and
occupied by PX Farms Limited.
Plot 23/6a would be acquired for works associated with for the new Dry Drayton
Road (Work No.25) and the construction of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local
Access Road (Work No.27) including a new private means of access. Plot 23/6b
would be used temporarily to provide working space for the works associated with
the construction of the new Cambridge Crematorium Access Road and new Local
Access Road between Oakington Road and Huntingdon Road (part of Work
No.27) including a new private means of access.
The Applicant has had meetings with the landowner and separately with their land
agent. The scheme has been amended in relation to early comments and have
included outline discussions about the landowners wish to sell land early.
Plot 23/7







Comprising of an area of trees west of Oakington Road and south of the existing
A14.
This plot is owned by Menzies Hotels Property No 5 Limited and tenanted or
leased and occupied by Eastern Power Networks Plc, Menzies Hotels Operating
Limited and Topland Hotels (No.14) Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Dry Drayton Road
(Work No.25).
The Applicant has had contact with the hotel acting on behalf of the owners since
March 2014 and an update meeting was held with the hotel in September 2014.
Plots 23/8a, 23/8b and 23/8c







Comprising of grass and agricultural land west of Cambridge Crematorium, south
of the existing A14.
These plots are owned by Linda Joyce Hacker and Robert William Hacker and
tenanted or leased and occupied by PX Farms Limited.
Plot 23/8a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5),
for the construction of the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25) and the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27). Plots 23/8b and 23/8c would
be used temporarily to enable the construction of a new private means of access
to Hackers Fruit Farm (part of Work No.27).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the Hacker family during the
consultation period to understand ongoing planning applications for the site and
further in September 2014 to update with latest alignment adjustments of the local
access road.
Plot 23/9




Plot comprising link road, grass verge and woodland on the south side of the A14,
part of junction 30.
This plot is unregistered but is presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
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The plot would be acquired to construct the landscaping associated with the new
A14 (Work No.5) and works associated with the new Dry Drayton Road (Work
No.25).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 23/10a, 23/10b and 23/10d







Comprising agricultural land (including telegraph poles) north-east of Cambridge
Crematorium north of the existing A14.
These plots are owned by John Benjamin Chivers and Caroline Elizabeth Chivers
and tenanted or leased and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
Plot 23/10a would be acquired to construct landscaping associated with the new
A14 (Work No.5), for borrow pits (Work Nos.4.13 and 4.14) and for the new Dry
Drayton Road (Work No.25). Plot 23/10b would be temporarily required for the
provision of soil storage areas (associated with Work Nos.5, 25 and 26). Plot
23/10d would be acquired to construct, inspect and maintain new buried water
pipelines and equipment (Work No. 80) and for landscape mitigation planting.
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowners during the consultation period
to explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowners’
agent subsequently submitted representations on the landowners’ behalf. A
further meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowners and their agent to
look at the proposals in greater detail.
Plot 23/11






Comprising existing access track to Hacker's Fruit Farm (from the west), trees
and grassland south of the existing A14.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the Hacker family, most likely to be
the land owner.
Plot 23/12







Comprising agricultural land north east of Cambridge Crematorium north of the
existing A14.
This plot is owned by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of Saint
John the Evangelist in the University of Cambridge and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Peter Sadler.
The plot would be acquired for work to excavate a borrow pit (Work No.4.15).
The Applicant has had a meeting with the agent representing the landowners at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowners’ behalf. A further meeting was held
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in October 2014 to update on the design and discuss the ongoing land negotiation
process.
Plots 23/13a and 23/13b






Comprising agricultural land south east of Hacker's Fruit Farm south of the
existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Philip James Hacker.
Plot 23/13a would be used temporarily to enable the construction of a new private
means of access to Hackers Fruit Farm (Work No.27). Plot 23/13b would be
acquired for works associated with a new private means of access to Hackers
Fruit Farm, part of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Work
No.27).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the Hacker family during the
consultation period to understand ongoing planning applications for the site and
further in September 2014 to update with latest alignment adjustments of the local
access road.
Plots 23/14a and 23/14c








Plot 23/14a comprising of verge and hedgerow adjacent to the bridleway to the
west of the Cambridge Crematorium. Plot 23/14c comprising verge and
hedgerow adjacent to the existing A14 south of the existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Cambridge City Council.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with a new private means of
access to Cambridge Crematorium, part of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local
Access Road (Work No.27) and for the new A14 (Work No.5).
The Applicant is engaged in ongoing regular liaison with this landowner in relation
to all highway design issues.
Plot 23/14b







Comprising of land comprising of trees, grassland and a track within Cambridge
Crematorium south east of Oakington Road south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridge City Council.
The plot would be required temporarily to enable the construction of a new private
means of access to Cambridge Crematorium, part of the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27).
The Applicant is engaged in ongoing regular liaison with this landowner in relation
to highway design and access issues and will need to be consulted over the detail
of the crematorium internal layout.
Plots 23/15a, 23/15b, 23/15c and 23/15d



Comprising agricultural land and hedgerows north-west of Catch Hall south of the
existing A14.
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These plots are owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University
of Cambridge and tenanted or leased by Cambridge University Farms and
occupied by Trumpington Estate.
Plots 23/15a and 23/15b would be acquired for works in connection with the new
Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27) including for ecological
mitigation. Plot 23/15c would be acquired to construct landscaping and a drainage
attenuation pond as part of the new A14 (Work No.5). Plot 23/15d would be used
temporarily and the rights acquired to construct, inspect and maintain new buried
water pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Cambridge Water Plc. (Work No.
80).
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison with the university in relation to access for
survey work and representations have been submitted by their agents. The
Applicant has had an update meeting in November 2014 to update on all design
developments and including very early discussion about land acquisition.
Plot 23/18






Comprising agricultural land, grassland and small trees east of Cambridge
Crematorium south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Dry Drayton Townland Trust.
The plot would be acquired to construct landscaping as part of the new A14 (Work
No.5).
The Applicant has held meetings with Dry Drayton Parish Council who administer
the trust.
Plots 23/19a, 23/19b and 23/19c







Comprising agricultural land north of Catch Hall and north of the existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
Plots 23/19a and 23/19c would be acquired for works associated with the new
Dry Drayton to Girton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26), for the new A14
(Work No.5) and for a borrow pit (Work No.4.14). Plot 23/19b would be acquired
to construct, inspect and maintain new buried water pipelines and equipment
(Work No.80) and for landscape mitigation planting.
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plots 23/20a and 23/20b




Comprising agricultural land (including an electricity pylon) north-west of Catch
Hall north of the existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
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Plot 23/20a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work
No.5). Plot 23/20b would be temporarily required for working space for the works
associated with the protection of existing of utilities (Work No.26).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plots 23/21






Comprising of the existing highway of the A14 and grassland, trees and a ditch
on Menzies Hotel Golf Course south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Ideal Developments Limited.
Plot 23/21 would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5).
B1.24

B 1.24 Sheet 24
Plots 24/1a, 24/1c and 24/1d







Comprising existing highway of A14 and M11 including grass verges and trees
south east of Catch Hall.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 24/1a would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and part of the new A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28). Plots 24/1c and 24/1d
would be acquired to construct landscaping and the new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No. 29).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 24/1b






Comprising existing highway of A14 east of Catchall Farm Cottages north of The
Avenue.
This plot is unregistered but is presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
for the construction of the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No. 29).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
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The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 24/1e







Comprising existing highway of A14 of The Avenue.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 24/1e would be used temporarily and a new right acquired to access with or
without vehicles, plant and machinery the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.
29) for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State
for Transport.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 24/1f







Comprising existing highway of The Avenue plus verge south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 24/1f would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and for the construction of the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No. 29).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 24/1g and 24/1h







Comprising existing highway of A14 merge slip and M11 west of Grange Farm
Cottages.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and for the construction of the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 24/1m



Comprising land forming Grange Farm Cottages and grassland south of Grange
Farm north of the existing A14.
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This plot is owned by the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State
for Transport and tenanted or leased by Rhea Smith and Megan Smith.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas. The Applicant has invited dialogue with the tenants.
Plot 24/1j







Comprising existing highway of A14, trees and residential property north of the
M11 at Grange Farm Cottages.
This plot is unregistered but is presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 24/1j would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
including landscaping, and the new A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 24/1k







Comprising land forming Grange Farm cottage and garden south of Grange Farm
north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned by the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State
for Transport and tenanted or leased and occupied by Suzanne Osbourn.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28) including landscaping.
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 24/1l




Comprising land forming Grange Farm cottage and garden south of Grange Farm
north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned by the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State
for Transport and tenanted or leased by Paul Walker, Helen Walker and Andrew
Dell.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28) including landscaping.
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 24/2a and 24/2b






Comprising agricultural land.
These plots are owned by Dry Drayton Estate Limited and tenanted or leased and
occupied by PX Farms Limited.
The plots would be acquired to enable the construction of a new private means of
access to Hackers Fruit Farm (Work No. 27).
The Applicant has been in discussions with the owner and his land agent since
April 2014. The scheme layout has been amended to reduce impact on agriculture
and proposed activity on adjacent land and an update meeting was held in
September 2014.
Plots 24/3a, 24/3e and 24/3l








Comprising agricultural land including, Beck Brook and an existing access track.
Plot 24/3a is owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University of
Cambridge and tenanted or leased and occupied by PX Farms Limited. Plots
24/3e and 24/3l are also owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the
University of Cambridge but tenanted or leased by Cambridge University Farms
and occupied by Trumpington Estate.
Plot 24/3a and 24/3e would be acquired to construct a new private means of
access to Hackers Fruit Farm, part of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access
Road (Work No.27) and Ponds 48, 49 and 50. Plot 24/3l would be acquired for
works associated with the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 to update
on scheme development and engage in very early discussion concerning land
issues. This follows the University’s submission of representations during the
consultation period.
Plots 24/3b and 24/3c






Comprising agricultural land including an electricity pylon.
These plots are owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University
of Cambridge and tenanted or leased by Cambridge University Farms and
occupied by Trumpington Estate.
The plots would be temporarily required for working space for the works
associated with the protection of existing of utilities (Work No.27).
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The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 to update
on scheme development and engage in very early discussion concerning land
issues. This follows the University’s submission of representations during the
consultation period.
Plots 24/3d, 24/3j and 24/3k








Comprising agricultural land south and south west of Catch Hall, south of the
existing A14.
These plots are owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University
of Cambridge, tenanted or leased by Cambridge University Farms and occupied
by Trumpington Estate.
The plots would be used temporarily to provide working space for the works
associated with the construction of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access
(Work No. 27).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 to update
on scheme development and engage in very early discussion concerning land
issues. This follows the University’s submission of representations during the
consultation period.
Plots 24/3g and 24/3m








Comprising agricultural land west of Catch Hall and north of Beck Brook.
These plots are owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University
of Cambridge and tenanted or leased by Cambridge University Farms and
occupied by Trumpington Estate.
Plot 24/3g would be used temporarily for the provision of a site compound,
including but not limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’
private vehicles and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and
the treatment of site-generated waste. Plot 24/3m would be used temporarily and
right acquired to access with or without vehicles, plant and machinery the A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29) for the benefit of the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 to update
on scheme development and engage in very early discussion concerning land
issues. This follows the University’s submission of representations during the
consultation period.
Plots 24/3f, 24/3h and 24/3n






Comprising agricultural land, Beck Brook watercourse, surrounding grassland
and small trees south west of Catch Hall south of the existing A14.
These plots are owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University
of Cambridge and tenanted or leased by Cambridge University Farms and
occupied by Trumpington Estate.
Plots 24/3f and 24/3n would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to
construct, inspect and maintain new buried water pipelines and equipment for the
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benefit of Cambridge Water Plc (Work No.83). Plot 24/3h would be used
temporarily and the rights acquired to construct, inspect and maintain with or
without vehicles plant and machinery new buried drainage outfall pipes to Beck
Brook including outfall control structures and equipment for the benefit of the
Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for Transport (Work
No.27).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 to update
on scheme development and engage in very early discussion concerning land
issues. This follows the University’s submission of representations during the
consultation period.
Plot 24/4






Comprising grassland and dense trees south west of Cambridge Crematorium
south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridge City Council.
The plot would be acquired to construct the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local
Access Road (Work No.27).
The Applicant is engaged in ongoing regular liaison with this landowner in relation
to all highway design issues and has had specific meetings with representatives
of the Crematorium.
Plot 24/5






Comprising agricultural land east of Cambridge Crematorium north of the existing
A14.
This plot is owned by John Benjamin Chivers and Caroline Elizabeth Chivers and
tenanted or leased and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit (Work No.4.14).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowners during the consultation period
to explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowners’
agent subsequently submitted representations on the landowners’ behalf. A
further meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowners and their agent to
update on scheme development.
Plot 24/6






Comprising agricultural land east of Cambridge Crematorium north of the existing
A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the excavation of a borrow
pit (Work No.4.14).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
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meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plot 24/7a





Comprising agricultural land, north of Catch Hall and the A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Ltd.
The plot will be used temporarily for working space for the works associated with
the protection of existing of utilities (Work No. 26).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plot 24/7b







Comprising agricultural land and a watercourse (Beck Brook) north-west of
Grange Farm north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Local Access Track (Work No.26), the new A14 Eastbound Link (Work
No.28), and the new A14 (Work No.5), to include the provision of flood plain
compensation, for the construction and access to Ponds 51 and 52, and for a new
private means of access.
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plot 24/8





Comprising hedge row adjacent to the existing A14 and The Avenue.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired for the construction of landscaping associated with
the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29).
Plots 24/9a, 24/9b and 24/9c





Comprising existing highway known as The Avenue north-east of Beck Brook
Farm.
These plots are unregistered but are presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plot 24/9a would be temporarily required for the provision of a site compound,
including but not limited to site offices, welfare facilities, parking for workers’
private vehicles and work vehicles, storage of plant, materials and top soil and
the treatment of site-generated waste. Plot 24/9b would be acquired for the
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construction of a new private means of access to Hackers Fruit Farm, part of the
new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27). Plot 24/9c would
be temporarily used and a new right acquired to access with or without vehicles
plant and machinery the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) for the benefit
of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 24/9d






Comprising existing highway of A14 merge slip and M11 west of Grange Farm
Cottages.
This plot is unregistered but is presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 24/10a







Comprising agricultural land east of Beck Brook Farm south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
The plot would be temporarily used for the provision of soil storage areas
(associated with Work No.27 and 29).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 24/10b







Comprising agricultural land at Madingley CP, north of Beck Brook Farm.
This plot is owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Local Access Road (Work No.27).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
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Plots 24/10c and 24/10e







Comprising agricultural land, a public footpath and treeline south east of The
Avenue south of the existing A14.
These plots are owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of
the College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
Plot 24/10c would be temporarily used and a new right acquired to access with or
without vehicles plant and machinery the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No. 29)
for the benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. Plot 24/10e would be used temporarily for the works associated with
the stopping up of Footpath 99/7 (Work No.27).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 24/10d







Comprising agricultural land south east of The Avenue, south of the A14
This plot is owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Westbound
Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 24/10f







Comprising agricultural land at Madingley CP, north of Beck Brook Farm.
This plot is owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
Plot 24/10f would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No.5)
and the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
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Plot 24/11





Comprising existing highway of A14 slip road and The Avenue slip road plus
surrounding grassland south west of Grange Farm.
This plot is unregistered and it is presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Westbound
Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.

B1.25 Sheet 25
Plot 25/1a







Comprising existing A428, M11 and junction 31 containing the verge,
embankments and scattered trees.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No. 5)
including landscaping; the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29); the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road Link (Work No.30); the improved A428 Eastbound
carriageway (Work No. 31); and the improved A428 Westbound carriageway
(Work No. 32).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 25/1b and 25/1j









Comprising existing highway of Huntingdon Road east of the existing M11 (25/1b)
and verge and embankment for the existing highway of A1307 east of the junction
31, north of A428 (25/1j).
These plots are unregistered but they are assumed to be owned and occupied by
the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 25/1b would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28). Plot 25/1j would be acquired for works associated with the
new A1307 Huntingdon Road (work No.30).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plot 25/1c







Comprising grassland containing trees, also including a driveway east of
Huntingdon Road, north of the existing junction 31.
This plot is owned by the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State
for Transport and tenanted or leased by Paul Walker, Helen Walker and Andrew
Dell.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28) including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 25/1d and 25/1g







Comprising of existing highway.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with new A14 Eastbound Link
(Work No.28) including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 25/1e and 25/1f







Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland north of the
existing A428, east and west of Huntingdon Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28) including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 25/1h



Comprising existing A428 and A1307 including the embankment and trees, east
of the existing junction 31.
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This plot is owned by the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State
for Transport and tenanted or leased and occupied by Eastern Power Networks
Plc.
The plot would be acquired to construct parts of the new A14 Eastbound Link
(Work No.28); the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29); and the new A1307
Huntingdon Road Link (Work No.30).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 25/1l and 25/1k








Comprising existing highway of A428 and A1307, east if junction 31.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Westbound
Link (Work No.29); the new A1307 Huntingdon Road Link (Work No.30); the
improved A428 Eastbound carriageway (Work No. 31); and the improved A428
Westbound carriageway (Work No. 32), including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 25/2a and 25/2b








Comprising agricultural land containing trees west of M11, north of the existing
A428.
These plots are owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of
the College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
Plot 25/2a would be temporarily used for the provision of soil storage areas
(associated with Work No.27 and 29). Plot 25/2b would be acquired for works
associated with the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the new A1307
Huntingdon Road Link (Work No.30), including Ponds 53 and 55.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
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Plot 25/3







Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland east of the
M11, north of the junction 31.
This plot is owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No. 5),
including landscaping, the new A14 Eastbound Link (Work No.28), and the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road Link (Work No.30) including Pond 54.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 25/4







Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland east of the
existing A14, north of junction 31
This plot is owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28) and the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.
26).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plot 25/5







Comprising trees and agricultural land north of the existing A428, west of M11.
This plot is owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University Of
Cambridge, tenanted or leased by Cambridge University Farms and occupied by
John Wiseman.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29).
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 25/6



Comprising the existing Washpit Lane and trees east of the A14, north of the
A428.
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This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Eastbound
Link (Work No.28) and the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.
26).
Plots 25/7a and 25/7b








Comprising grassland and trees east of Huntingdon Road and the M11 and north
of the A428.
These plots are owned by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of
Saint John the Evangelist in the University of Cambridge, tenanted or leased by
Cambridge University Farms and occupied by Trumpington Estate.
Plot 25/7a would be acquired for works associated with the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track (Work No.26) including Pond 57. Plot 25/7b would be used
temporarily for working space for the works associated with the protection of
existing of utilities as part of the works associated with the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track (Work No.26).
The Applicant has had a meeting with the agent representing the landowner at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further meeting was held
in October 2014 to update on the design and discuss the ongoing land negotiation
process.
Plot 25/8







Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of A428, west of M11.
This plot is owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A428
Eastbound carriageway (Work No.31) including landscaping.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 25/9




Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of A428, west of M11.
This plot is The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of the Holy and
Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of Cambridge of King Henry the
Eighth's Foundation and tenanted or leased and occupied by Cambridge
University Farms.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A428
Westbound carriageway (Work No.32).
Plot 25/10





Comprising footpath, also includes trees and grassland north of A428, east of
M11.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 (Work No. 5)
and the new A1307 Huntingdon Road Link (Work No.30), including Pond 54.
Plot 25/11








Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland. North of the
A428, east of the M11.
This plot is owned by Aula Limited and The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation. It is tenanted or leased by
Astex Therapeutics Limited and occupied by Cambridge University Farms.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road Link (Work No.30) and the improved A428 Eastbound carriageway (Work
No.31), including Pond 56.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 25/12







Comprising grassland containing scattered trees north of the A428, east of
Huntingdon Road.
This plot is owned by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of Saint
John the Evangelist in the University of Cambridge, tenanted or leased by
Cambridge University Farms and occupied by Trumpington Estate.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track (Work No.26).
The Applicant has had a meeting with the agent representing the landowner at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further meeting was held
in October 2014 to update on the design and discuss the ongoing land negotiation
process.
Plot 25/14




Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland south of A428,
west of Huntingdon Road
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A428
Westbound carriageway (Work No.32), including landscaping.
Plot 25/15








Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A428, west of Huntingdon Road.
This plot is owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University Of
Cambridge and tenanted or leased and occupied by Sainsbury’s Supermarkets
Ltd.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road Link (Work No.30) and the improved A428 Westbound carriageway (Work
No.32), including landscaping.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 25/16





Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A428, north east of Huntingdon Road.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29), including landscaping.
Plot 25/17






Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A428, north east of Huntingdon Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of Saint John the Evangelist in the University Of Cambridge.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29), including landscaping.
The Applicant has had a meeting with the agent representing the landowner at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further meeting was held
in October 2014 to update on the design and discuss the ongoing land negotiation
process.
Plot 25/18





Comprising existing highway of Huntingdon Road west of Girton College.
This plot is unregistered but is presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road (Work No.30).
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The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 25/19





Comprising driveway and footpath south west of Huntingdon Road, west of Girton
College
This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership.
This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road (Work No.30).

B1.26 Sheet 26
Plots 26/1a, 26/1d, 26/1e, 26/1f, 26/1g, 26/1h, 26/1j, 26/1k, 26/ 1l, 26/1m,
26/1n and 26/1o








Comprising existing A14 highway, verges, embankments, scattered trees and an
abutments for a bridge, between Huntington Road and the start of the slip roads
for A14 Junction 32.
These plots, with the exception of plot 26/1a, ,are owned or presumed owned and
occupied by the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport. Plot 26/1a is also owned by the Highways England Company Limited
Secretary of State for Transport but tenanted or leased and occupied by Eastern
Power Networks Plc.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A14 Westbound
Link (Work No.29) and the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 26/1b and 26/1c








Comprising existing highway on the Huntington Road.
Plot 26/1b is owned by the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of
State for Transport and tenanted or leased and occupied by Eastern Power
Networks Plc. Plot 26/1c is owned and occupied by the Highways England
Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road Link (Work No.30).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plots 26/2a and 26/2b







Comprising bridge, verge and embankment containing scattered trees and
grassland north of the existing A14, north east of Huntingdon Road
These plots are owned by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of
Saint John the Evangelist in the University of Cambridge, tenanted or leased by
Cambridge University Farms and occupied by Trumpington Estate.
Plot 26/2a would be used temporarily for working space for the works associated
with the protection of existing of utilities. Plot 26/2b would be acquired for works
associated with the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26) and
the new A14 Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has had a meeting with the agent representing the landowner at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further meeting was held
in October 2014 to update on the design and discuss the ongoing land negotiation
process.
Plot 26/3






Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland,
also include an abutment south of the existing A14, north of Granger Drive.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of Saint John the Evangelist in the University of Cambridge.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29) including landscaping.
The Applicant has had a meeting with the agent representing the landowner at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further meeting was held
in October 2014 to update on the design and discuss the ongoing land negotiation
process.
Plot 26/4





Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, north of Granger Drive.
This plot is unregistered but presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Secretary for State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29), including landscaping.
Plot 26/5




Comprising existing highway of Huntingdon Road including the verge west of
Girton Road.
This plot is unregistered but is presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
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This plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road Link (Work No.30).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 26/6






Comprising grassland containing scattered trees, also include footpaths north of
existing A14 and south of Weavers Field.
This plot is owned and occupied by Girton Parish Council.
The plot would be acquired to construct a new cycletrack associated with the new
Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26).
The Applicant has met with representatives of the Parish Council during the
consultation period.
Plot 26/7






Comprising grassland containing scattered trees, also include footpaths north of
existing A14 and south of Weavers Field.
This plot is owned and occupied by George Wimpey South Midlands Limited.
The plot would be acquired to construct a new cycletrack associated with the new
Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26).
The applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/8






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland, north of the
existing A14, south of Weavers Field.
This plot is owned and occupied by Girton Parish Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29), including landscaping.
The Applicant has met with representatives of the Parish Council during the
consultation period.
Plot 26/9







Comprising grassland containing trees. Also include a driveway and footpath
south west of Huntingdon Road, west of Girton College.
This plot is owned by The Chancellor, Masters and Scholars of the University of
Cambridge and tenanted or leased and occupied by Sainsbury’s Supermarkets
Ltd.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road Link (Work No.30).
The Applicant has had a meeting with the Agent representing the landowner at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further meeting was held
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in November 2014 to update on scheme development and early discussions
around the land negotiation process.
Plot 26/10




Comprising driveway and footpath south west of Huntingdon Road, west of Girton
College.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road Link (Work No.30).
Plot 26/11







Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland. Also includes overhead
cables south of the existing A14, north of the Girton College
This plot is owned and occupied by The Mistress, Fellows and Scholars of Girton
College in the University of Cambridgeunregistered and it is unknown who it is
owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with Girton College.

Plot 26/12






Comprising grassland and footpath north of the existing A14, south of Weavers
Field
This plot is owned and occupied by Girton Parish Council.
The plot would be acquired to construct a new cycletrack associated with the new
Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track (Work No.26).
The Applicant has met with representatives of the Parish Council during the
consultation period.
Plot 26/13






Comprising embankment containing trees and trees south of the existing A14,
north of the Girton College.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Mistress, Fellows and Scholars of Girton
College in the University of Cambridge.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with new A14 Westbound Link
(Work No.29), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with Girton College.
Plot 26/15



Comprising grassland containing scattered trees west of Girton College, north
east of Huntingdon Road.
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This plot is owned and occupied by The Mistress, Fellows and Scholars of Girton
College in the University of Cambridge.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new A1307 Huntingdon
Road Link (Work No.30).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with Girton College.
Plot 26/16






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is owned by Peter Huang Teng Tan and occupied by Sharreen Sue Keok
Tan, Jonathan Jian Wei Tan and Jethio Jian Yuan Tan.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/17






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Antonio Luigi De Simone.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/18







Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is owned by David William Timms and Karen Jane Timms. It is occupied
by David William Timms, Karen Jane Timms, Melanie Marie Timms and Nathan
Davis Timms.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/19




Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is owned by Maurice Gaffney, Philip Michael Gaffney, Norah Joan
Gaffney and Jane Lesley Gaffney and occupied by Maurice Gaffney and Norah
Joan Gaffney.
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The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/21






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland south of the
existing A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Mistress, Fellows and Scholars of Girton
College in the University of Cambridge.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with Girton College
Plot 26/22






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Patricia Mary Hewlett.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has had phone contact with the landowner to clarify detail of plans
sent and confirm no permanent land take from the scheme in relation to the
construction of the screen fence close to the boundary.
Plot 26/23






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Girton Parish Council.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has met with representatives of the Parish Council during the
consultation period.
Plot 26/24





Comprising existing highway of A14 including the verge, embankment and
abutment for Girton Road.
This plot is unregistered but presumed to be owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
Plot 26/25



Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland north of the existing
A14, east of Girton Road
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This plot is owned and occupied by Co-operative Group Limited.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/26






Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland south of the existing
A14, west of Girton Road.
This plot is unregistered but presumed owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire
County Council.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 26/27






Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland north of the existing
A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Richard James Walker and Tina Marie
Walker.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/28





Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland south of the existing
A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Coif Nominees Limited.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with new A14
Westbound Link (Work No.29) and the improved A14 (Work No.33), including
landscaping.




the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/29





Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland north of the existing
A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Dorothy Driver and Douglas Driver.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the improved
A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33).
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The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/30






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland north of the
existing A14(T).
This plot is owned and occupied by Graham Childerley and Jane Childerley.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the improved
A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33).
The Applicant has had phone contact with Mr Childerley to clarify the nature and
extent of the A14 proposal close to his property.
Plot 26/31






Comprising grassland containing trees north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Ashok Ramakrishnan Venkitaraman and
Rajini Ramana.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the improved
A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 26/32a and 26/32b








Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14 (26/32a) and agricultural land containing grassland and
trees north of the existing A14 (26/32b).
These plots are owned by Berendsen UK Limited and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Peter D Freeman.
Plot 26/32a would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton
to Milton (Work No.33). Plot 26/32b would be used temporarily for the provision
of soil storage areas and for working space for the works associated with the
diversion of utilities (Work No. 84).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 26/33 and 26/33a






Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland south of the existing
A14.
Theseis plots are is owned and occupied by Dareway Properties Limited and
tenanted or leased by Orange Personal Communications Services Limited.
The plots would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the improved
A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
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Plots 26/34a and 26/34b






Comprising agricultural land containing grassland and trees north of the existing
A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Keith Lidston Thomas.
Plot 26/34a would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas and
for working space for the works associated with the diversion of utilities (Work No.
84). Plot 26/34b would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14
Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has had phone contact with Mr Thomas in relation to potential use
of his land for construction and general potential timing of the overall scheme.
Plot 26/35







Comprising grassland containing scattered trees north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany
Trust.
The plot would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas and for
working space for the works associated with the diversion of utilities (Work No.
84).
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme.
Plot 26/36





Comprising grassland containing scattered trees north of the existing A14.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas and for
working space for the works associated with the diversion of utilities (Work No.
84).
Plots 26/37a and 26/37b







Comprising grassland containing scattered trees north of existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural
Botany Trust.
Plot 26/37a would be used temporarily for the provision of soil storage areas and
for working space for the works associated with the diversion of utilities (Work No.
84). Plot 26/37b would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14
Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme and
understand their specialist farming requirements and make arrangements to
access the land.
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Plots 26/38 and 26/38a





Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland south of the
existing A14.
Theis plots are is owned by David Gilbert Bradley and Graham Arthur Deacon
and tenanted or leased by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany Trust.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton
to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 26/39






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland south of the
existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany
Trust.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme.
Plots 26/40a and 26/40b







Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14
These plots are owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural
Botany Trust.
Plot 26/40a would be acquired to construct landscaping as part of the improved
A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33). Plot 26/40b would be used temporarily to
provide working space for the works associated with the improvement of Histon
Junction and the diversion of utilities (Work No. 86).
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme.
Plot 26/41






Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland south of the
existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany
Trust.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme.
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Plots 27/1a, 27/1b, 27/1d, 27/1f, 27/1h and 27/1j






Comprising existing highway of A14 including the verge, embankment containing
trees, grassland and noise barriers.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton
to Milton (Work No.33).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 27/1c and 27/1g








Comprising grassland containing trees.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plot 27/1c would be acquired to provide working space for the works associated
with the improvement of Histon Junction, including drainage attenuation facilities,
and the diversion of utilities (Work No. 86). Plot 27/1g would be used temporarily
and the rights acquired to construct and maintain a new track to drainage
attenuation ponds and areas of flood compensation and to access with or without
vehicles plant and machinery for the benefit of the Highways England Company
Limited Secretary of State for Transport (Work No. 33).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 27/1e







Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, west of junction 32.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), in the vicinity of Pond 58.
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plots 27/2a and 27/2b






Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural
Botany Trust.
Plot 27/2a would be acquired to provide working space for the works associated
with the improvement of Histon Junction, including drainage attenuation facilities,
and the diversion of utilities (Work No. 86). Plot 27/2b would be acquired for works
associated with the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33).
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme.
Plot 27/3






Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural Botany
Trust.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme.
Plot 27/4






Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 to update on scheme progress.
Plots 27/5a, 27/5b, 25/5c and 27/5d





Comprising footpath and grassland containing trees, north of the existing A14.
It is unknown who owns or occupies these plots as they are unregistered.
Plots 27/5a and 27/5c would be acquired to provide working space for the works
associated with the improvement of Histon Junction, including drainage
attenuation facilities, and the diversion of utilities (Work No. 86). Plots 27/5b and
27/5d would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33).
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Plots 27/6a and 27/6b






Comprising agricultural land, grassland containing trees and a footpath north of
the existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by the National Institute of Agricultural
Botany Trust.
Plot 27/6a would be acquired to provide working space for the works associated
with the improvement of Histon Junction, including drainage attenuation facilities,
and the diversion of utilities (Work No. 86). Plot 27/6b would be acquired for
works associated with the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including
works to Pond 58.
The Applicant met with the landowner’s agent during the consultation period and
in September 2014 with the Farm Manager to update on the scheme.
Plots 27/7a and 27/7b







Comprising grassland containing scattered trees and a drive way west of Lone
Tree Avenue
These plots are owned and occupied by Rosemary J Bates.
Plot 27/7a would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct parts of
the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Pond 58. Plot
27/7b would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), in the vicinity of Pond 58.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 27/8







Comprising footpath and grassland containing scattered trees east of the B1049,
west of the Holiday Inn.
This plot is owned and occupied by LRG HI Limited.
Plot 27/8 would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for
Transport.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 27/9a and 27/9b




Comprising embankment and grassland containing trees and a footpath northeast of the junction 32 and lying south-west of the Holiday Inn.
These plots are owned by Sarah Annabel Sharp, William Richard Thomas Crane,
John Benjamin Chivers and Caroline Elizabeth Crane. They are tenanted or
leased by Antony Francis Quinn and Fiona Mai Quinn.
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Plot 27/9a would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Secretary of State for Transport. Plot 27/9b would be acquired for
works associated with the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33), in the
vicinity of Histon Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowners during the consultation period
to explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowners’
agent subsequently submitted representations on the landowners’ behalf.
Plot 27/10







Comprising grassland east of the existing B1049, west of the Holiday Inn.
This plot is owned and occupied by William Richard Thomas Crane, John
Benjamin Chivers and Sarah Annabel Sharp.
The plot would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for
Transport (Work No. 33).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowners during the consultation period
to explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowners’
agent subsequently submitted representations on the landowners’ behalf. A
further meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowners and their agent to
update on the scheme development.
Plot 27/16







Comprising embankment containing scattered trees and grassland south of the
existing A14 north of Chieftain Way.
This plot is owned by J.J. Gallagher Limited and Lands Improvement Holdings
Plc and tenanted or leased by Premier Inn Hotels Ltd and Abbey Developments
Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Histon Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has met with a representative of the landowners in October 2014
to discuss the detail of impact on Gallagher land along the A14. The Applicant
met with a representative of Gallagher in November 2014 to discuss in more detail
the potential impact of the scheme.
Plots 27/17a, 27/17b and 27/17c




Comprising embankment, grassland with scattered trees, and a footpath south of
the Impington Lake.
These plots are owned and occupied by Caroline Elizabeth Crane and John
Benjamin Chivers.
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Plot 27/17a would be used temporarily to provide working space and temporary
access for the works associated with the provision of new private means of access
(Work No. 33). Plot 27/17b would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to
construct and maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of
flood compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery
for the benefit of the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for
Transport (Work No 33). Plot 27/17c would be acquired for works associated with
the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowners during the consultation period
to explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowners’
agent subsequently submitted representations on the landowners’ behalf. A
further meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowners and their agent to
update on the scheme development.
Plots 27/18a and 27/18b







Comprising grassland containing trees south of the Holiday Inn car park.
These plots are owned and occupied by LRG HI Limited.
Plot 27/18a would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for
Transport (Work No.33). Plot 27/18b would be used temporarily to provide
working space and temporary access for the works associated with the provision
of new private means of access (Work No.33).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme will make
contact with this land owner.
Plot 27/19







Comprising embankment containing grassland south of the existing A14, north of
Chieftain Way.
This plot is owned by J.J. Gallagher Limited and Lands Improvement Holdings
Plc and tenanted or leased by Premier Inn Hotels Ltd and Abbey Developments
Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Histon Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has met with a representative of the landowners in October 2014
to discuss detail of impact on Gallagher land along the A14. Further the Applicant
met with a representative of Gallagher in November 2014 to discuss in more detail
the potential impact of the scheme construction process in relation to Gallagher’s
ongoing developments.
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Plot 27/20






Comprising embankment containing grassland south of the existing A14, north of
Travelodge Hotel.
This plot is owned by J.J. Gallagher Limited and Lands Improvement Holdings
Plc and tenanted or leased by Premier Inn Hotels Ltd and Abbey Developments
Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has met with a representative of the landowners in October 2014
to discuss detail of impact on Gallagher land along the A14. Further the Applicant
met with a representative of Gallagher in November 2014 to discuss in more detail
the potential impact of the A14 construction process in relation to Gallagher’s
ongoing developments.
Plot 27/21






Comprising embankment containing grassland south of the existing A14, north of
Travelodge Hotel.
This plot is owned by Staffordshire County Council and tenanted or leased by
Travelodge Hotels Ltd.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 27/22







Comprising grass and sandy land adjacent to the A14.
This plot is owned by Bedfordshire Pilgrims Housing Association Ltd. and
tenanted or leased by Tesco Stores Limited, JJ Gallagher Limited and Land
Improvement Holdings Plc and occupied by Keepmoat Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme, but is
already in discussions with JJ Gallagher Ltd in relation to technical and land
issues along their boundary.

B1.28 Sheet 28
Plots 28/1a, 28/1b 28/1d, 28/1e, 28/1f, 28/1j, 28/1m, 28/1n and 28/1o



Comprising existing highway of A14 containing the verge and noise barrier,
embankment containing trees, grassland and safety barriers
These plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
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These plots would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton
to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 28/1c







Comprising existing highway of A14 north of Flack End.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 28/1g and 28/1k








Comprising existing highway of Milton Road near the entrance of the travellers’
encampment, grassland and verge containing scattered trees.
These plots are owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by
the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct, use and
maintain a new access track to drainage attenuation ponds for the benefit of the
Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for Transport (Work No.
87).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 28/1h





Comprising the existing highway of Milton Road near the entrance to the
travellers’ encampment, grassland and verge containing scattered trees.
This plot is owned or unregistered and presumed owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company Limited.Secretary of State for Transport
This plot would be used temporarily to provide working space and temporary
access for the works associated with the improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge
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Northern Bypass including associated environmental mitigation and the diversion
of utilities (Work No. 33 and 87).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 28/2a, 28/2b and 28/2c







Comprising verge, embankment and grassland containing trees, north of the
existing A14, south and east of Impington Lake.
These plots are owned by John Benjamin Chivers and Caroline Elizabeth Crane.
Plot 28/2a would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct and
maintain a new track to drainage attenuation ponds and areas of flood
compensation and to access with or without vehicles plant and machinery for the
benefit of the Highways England Company Limited Secretary of State for
Transport (Work No.33). Plots 28/2b would be acquired for works associated with
the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping. Plot 28/2c
would be used temporarily to provide working space and temporary access for
the works associated with the improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge Northern
Bypass and associated environmental mitigation (Work No.33).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowners during the consultation period
to explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowners’
agent subsequently submitted representations on the landowners’ behalf.
Plot 28/3







Comprising embankment and grassland south of the existing A14, north of the
Travelodge Hotel.
This plot is owned by J.J. Gallagher Limited and Lands Improvement Holdings
Plcand tenanted or leased by Premier Inn Hotels Ltd and Abbey Developments
Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has met with a representative of the landowners in October 2014
to discuss detail of impact on Gallagher land along the A14.
Plot 28/4





Comprising embankment and grassland south of the existing A14, north of the
Travelodge Hotel.
This plot is owned by Staffordshire County Council and tenanted or leased by
Travelodge Hotels Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
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The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 28/5






Comprising embankment and grassland south of the existing A14, north of the
Travelodge Hotel.
This plot is owned and occupied by Kings Hedges Investments Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 28/6





Comprising embankment containing grassland south of the existing A14,
north of the Orchard Park.
This plot is owned and occupied by Kings Hedges Investments Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14
Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.

Plots 28/7a, 28/7b, 28/7c







Comprising grassland and trees, also includes the Busway NCN51 north of the
existing A14 and Orchard Park; the existing highway of A14, also includes
scattered trees and grassland north of the Kings Hedges Road; and verge and
embankment containing trees and grassland north of the existing A14, north east
of the Busway NCN51.
These plots are owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plot 28/7a would be used temporarily to provide working space and temporary
access for the works associated with the improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge
Northern Bypass and associated environmental mitigation (Work No. 33). Plot
28/7b and 28/7c would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14
Girton to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 28/8a, 28/8b and 28/8c





Comprising verge, grassland, agricultural land and embankment containing
scattered trees north of the existing A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
Plot 28/8a would be acquired to construct landscaping as part of the improved
A14 Girton to Milton (Work No.33). Plot 28/8b would be used temporarily to
provide working space and temporary access for the works associated with the
improvement of the A14(T) Cambridge Northern Bypass including associated
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environmental mitigation and the diversion of utilities (Work No. 33 and 87). Plot
28/8c would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct, inspect and
maintain new buried foul water pipelines and equipment for the benefit of Anglian
Water Services Ltd (Work No. 87).
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plot 28/9






Comprising embankment containing grassland south of the existing A14, north of
the Busway NCN51.
This plot is owned and occupied by Judith Ann Wells and Graham Charles Wells.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 28/10






Comprising embankment containing trees and grassland west of Milton Road
near the travellers’ encampment.
This plot is owned and occupied by Chivers Farms Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant had a meeting with the landowner during the consultation period to
explain the design especially in relation to the borrow pits. The landowner’s agent
subsequently submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf. A further
meeting was held in October 2014 with the landowner and their agent to update
on scheme development.
Plots 28/11a and 28/11b







Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14, south and east of the travellers’ encampment.
These plots are owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plot 28/11a would be used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct,
inspect and maintain new buried foul water pipelines and equipment for the
benefit of Anglian Water Services Ltd (Work No. 87). Plot 28/11b would be
acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work
No.33), including landscaping and private means of access.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
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Plot 28/12





Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14, east of the travellers’ encampment.
This plot is owned by Garden House Properties Limited and occupied by Caley
Farms Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has had contact with the landowner in relation to access for
environmental surveys. The Applicant is in the process of making further contact
with this landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the wider public
consultation programme.
Plot 28/13






Comprising scattered trees and grassland north of the existing A14, south of the
travellers’ encampment.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 28/14







Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland.
Also include an area of outdoor car park south of the existing A14, north of Kings
Hedges Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by the Cambridge Regional College Further
Education Corporation.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has had contact with the college in relation to access for
environmental surveys. The Applicant has had a meeting with a representative of
the College in November 2014 in relation to detail design and potential loss of
land to the college’s car park.
Plot 28/15






Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by Aula Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has had a meeting with the Agent representing the landowner at
the consultation stage to explain the scheme design. The agent subsequently
submitted representations on the landowner’s behalf.
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Plot 28/16





Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by East Waste Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has been in contact with the landowner in connection with
geotechnical investigations. The Applicant is in the process of making further
contact with this landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the
wider public consultation programme.
Plot 28/17







Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A14, north of the Cambridge Science Park.
This plot is owned by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of the Holy
and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of Cambridge of King Henry
the Eighth's Foundation. It is leased or tenanted by Legal and General Assurance
(Pensions Management) Limited, Bard Pharmaceuticals Limited and
Mundipharma Research Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during consultation period to update on scheme
progress and included early discussions about ongoing land negotiations.

B1.29 Sheet 29
Plots 29/1a, 29/1b, 29/1c and 29/1e






Comprising existing highway of A14 and the Milton junction, also includes verge
and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland at Milton junction.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton
to Milton (Work No.33), including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 29/1d, 29/1f and 29/1g



Comprising embankment and grassland containing scattered trees and grassland
west of the existing A14.
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These plot are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton
to Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 29/2







Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14.
This plot is owned and occupied by East Waste Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping and
attenuation pond 59.
The Applicant has been in contact with the landowner in connection with
geotechnical investigations. The Applicant is in the process of making further
contact with this landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the
wider public consultation programme.
Plot 29/3








Comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
north of the existing A14 west of the Milton junction.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the
College of the Holy and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of
Cambridge of King Henry the Eighth's Foundation.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping and
attenuation pond 59.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 29/4




Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland south of the
existing A14 north of Cambridge Science Park.
This plot is owned by The Master Fellows and Scholars of the College of the Holy
and Undivided Trinity within the Town and University of Cambridge of King Henry
the Eighth's Foundation. It is leased or tenanted by Legal and General Assurance
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(Pensions Management) Limited, Bard Pharmaceuticals Limited and
Mundipharma Research Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has had meetings with the University in November 2014 following
the University’s representations during the consultation period to update on
scheme progress and included early discussions about ongoing land
negotiations.
Plot 29/5






Comprising trees and grassland north of the existing A14 west of the Milton
junction.
This plot is owned by FCC Environment (UK) Limited and tenanted or leased by
East Waste Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has been in contact with the landowner in connection with
geotechnical investigations. The Applicant has invited dialogue with this
landowner, following on from engagement forming part of the wider public
consultation programme.
Plot 29/6






Comprising verge, embankment containing trees and grassland north west of the
Milton junction
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 29/7






Comprising verge and embankment containing grassland south of the Milton
junction.
This plot is owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and tenanted or leased by
NAPP Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 29/8



Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland west of the
existing A10 near the Milton junction.
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This plot is owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and tenanted or leased by
East Waste Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme. The Applicant has been in contact with the
occupier in connection with geotechnical investigations.
Plot 29/9






Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland west of the
existing A10 near Milton junction.
This plot is owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and tenanted or leased by
East Waste Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme. The Applicant has been in contact with the
occupier in connection with geotechnical investigations.
Plot 29/10






Comprising verge and embankment containing trees and grassland north of the
existing A14, south west of Tesco Cambridge Milton Superstore.
This plot is owned and occupied by Rosemary Morris and Mary Kathleen Turner.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the improved A14 Girton to
Milton (Work No.33) in the vicinity of Milton Junction, including landscaping.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.

B1.30 Sheet 30
Plots 30/1a, 30/1d, 30/1e, 30/1f and 30/1g






Plots comprising existing A14 highway, layby, grass verge and layby south and
west of Little Stukuley.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plots 31/1a and 30/1c






Plots comprising of A14 highway, layby, tree plantation and grass verge, west of
junction 23.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 31/1b, 31/1d and 30/1e







Plots comprising A14 highway, grass verge, trees, slip roads and accommodation
overbridge, west of junction 23.
These plots are unregistered but are presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.

B1.32 Sheet 32
Plots 32/1a, 32/1b, 32/1f and 32/1l








Plots comprising A14 highway, junction 23, access road to the business park off
junction 23, grass verges and trees between Long Plantation and Views
Common.
These plots are unregistered but are presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plots 32/1c, 32/1d, 32/1e, 32/1g, 32/1h, 32/1j, 32/1k, 32/1m, 32/1n, 32/1o,
32/1p, 32/1q, 32/1r, 32/1s, 32/1t, 32/1u and 32/1v








Plots comprising A14 highway, business park slip road, access road to the
business park off junction 23, junction 23 slip roads, woodland, grass verges and
trees between Long Plantation and Views Common.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 32/2







Plot comprising tree planting between the A14 and residential properties including
Meadow Drive.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 32/3







Plot comprising pastoral land and hedgerow, east of the business park.
This plot is owned and occupied by Alan Walter Butler, Ian Bennett, John Charles
Leaver and Patrick George Firth
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 32/4





Plot comprising private access road to Brook Field Farm.
This plot is unregistered but presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, and between
Huntingdon and Brampton Hut Interchange.
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B1.33 Sheet 33
Plots 33/1b, 33/1f and 33/1h







Plots comprising A14 highway, embankment, grass verges and trees between
Nursery Cottage and Long Plantation.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 33/1e, 33/1g, 33/1j, 33/1k, 33/1l, 33/1m and 33/1n








Plots comprising A14 highway, embankment, grass verges, grassland and trees
between Nursery Cottage and Long Plantation.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 33/2







Plot comprising grassland including scattered trees south of the existing A14, east
of the existing A1.
This plot is owned by UCC Strategic Land Ltd and occupied by John Michael
Sewell of Harcourt Farm.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
The Applicant has had regular contact with the Sewell family, the tenant on the
land, and has invited dialogue with the landowner following on from engagement
forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
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Plot 33/3







Plot comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A14, east of the existing A1
This plot is owned by The National Trust for Places of Historic Interest and Natural
Beauty and the Royal National Lifeboat Institution and tenanted or leased by
Grenville Bates Sewell, John Michael Sewell, Maureen Blanche Sewell, David
Keith Sewell and Linda Ann Sewell.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
The Applicant has had regular contact with the Sewell family, the tenant on the
land, and has invited dialogue with the landowners following on from engagement
forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 33/4







Plot comprising verge and embankment containing scattered trees and grassland
south of the existing A14, east of the existing A1.
This plot is owned by UCC Strategic Land Ltd and occupied by John Michael
Sewell.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
The Applicant has had ongoing liaison and meetings with the tenant farmer (the
Sewell Family). The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following
on from engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 33/5a and 33/5b







Plots comprising existing A14 highway, grass verge, trees and slip roads, part of
junction 22.
These plots are owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 33/6





Plot comprising existing A14, grass verge, trees and slip roads, part of junction
22.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
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The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 33/7







Plot comprising existing A14 highway, grass verge, trees and slip roads, part of
junction 22.
This plot is owned and occupied by Jockey Club Racecourses Limited.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Huntingdon and Brampton Hut
Interchange.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.

B1.34 Sheet 34
Plots 34/1a, 34/1b, 34/1g, 34/1ah, 34/1aj and 34/1ak






Plots comprising A14 highway, grass verge, and trees
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
These plots are required temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton (Work No. 5).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 34/1c and 34/1d







Plots comprising A14 highway, grass verge and trees.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots are required temporarily for all purposes associated with the de-trunking
of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton (Work No. 5).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 34/1k, 34/1l, 34/1n, 34/1o and 34/1p




Plots comprising A14 highway, existing A14 bridge over the railway, grass verge,
trees,
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
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The plots are required temporarily for all purposes associated with the de-trunking
of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up of
the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and temporary access for
works in connection with the demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct (Work Nos.
5, 35 and 36).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 34/1f, 34/1h and 34/1al








Plots comprising A14 highway, A14 bridge adjacent to an area of grassland
known as Mill Common, A14 bridge on the west side of the railway, an underpass,
woodland, grass verge, and trees
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots, would be acquired for the works associated with the Views Common
Link Road (Work No.34).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 34/1m








Plot comprising A14 highway, A14 bridge adjacent to an area of grassland known
as Mill Common, A14 bridge on the west side of the railway, an underpass,
woodland, grass verge, and trees
This plot is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be acquired for the works associated with the B1514 Brampton
Road Improvement (Work No.35).
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 34/1q, 34/1r, 34/1s, 34/1t, 34/1v, 34/1z, 34/1aa, 34/1ab, 34/1ac, 34/1ad,
34/1ae, 34/1af, and 34/1ag and 34/1am



Plots comprising A14 highway, A14 bridge adjacent to an area of grassland
known as Mill Common, A14 bridge on the west side of the railway, an underpass,
woodland, grass verge, and trees.
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These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimiteSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for the works associated with the new Mill Common
Link (Work No.36).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 34/1e, 34/1j and 34/1y








Plots comprising A14 highway, A14 bridge over the railway, grass verge and trees
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plots 34/1e and 34/1j would be acquired for the construction of landscaping as
part of works associated with the Views Common Link Road (Work No.34). Plots
34/1y would be acquired for the works associated the new Mill Common Link
(Work No.36).
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 34/2







Plot comprising grassed park land and footpath bounded by trees, between the
A14 and the railway line.
This plot is owned by Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust, and tenanted or leased by
Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Limited, Landro Limited,
and Huntingdon
Freemen’s Trust, and occupied by Basil Clifford King.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping associated with the works for the
Views Common Link Road (Work No. 34).
The Applicant has had telephone contact with Landro Limited to discuss detailed
impact and timing of the scheme and has regular contact with Basil King, the
tenant, and his agent and ongoing contact with the agent representing the owners.
Plot 34/3




Plot comprising grass park land and trees on the east edge of Hinchingbrooke
hospital.
This plot is owned by the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Cambridgeshire and occupied by Huntingdonshire District Council and the
Secretary of State for Transport.
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The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the Views
Common Link Road (Work No. 34).
The Applicant has had contact with the Police in relation to land take and
continued access to the Police HQ.
Plots 34/4a, and 34/4b, 34/4c and 34/4d








Plots comprising grassed park, bounded by trees and scrub land under the A14
bridge over the railway, between the A14 and Cambridge Constabulary.
These plots are owned by Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust, and tenanted or leased
and occupied by Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Limited, and Landro Limited, and
occupied by Basil Clifford King and Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust.
Plots 34/4a and 34/4d would be acquired for works associated with the
landscaping, attenuation ponds and ecological mitigation measures as part of the
construction of the Views Common Link Road (Work No.34). Plots 34/4b and
34/4c would be is required temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping
up of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and temporary
access for works in connection with the demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct
(Work Nos. 5, 35 and 36).
The Applicant has had telephone contact with Landro Limited to discuss detail
impact and timing of the scheme and has regular contact with Basil King the
tenant and his agent and ongoing contact with the agent representing the owners.
Plots 34/5a, 34/5b, and 34/5c, 34/5d and 34/5e








Plots comprising grassed park land, footpaths and trees adjacent to Cambridge
Constabulary.
These plots are owned by the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for
Cambridgeshire and tenanted or leased by Huntingdonshire District Council and
the Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
Plots 34/5a, 34/5d and 34/5e would be acquired for works associated with the
landscaping, attenuation ponds and private means of access as part of the
construction of the Views Common Link Road (Work No.34) including
landscaping, attenuation ponds and private means of access. Plot 34/5b is
required temporarily to provide working space and temporary access for works
associated with the construction of the new Views Common Link Road (Work
No.34). Plot 34/5c is required temporarily to provide working space for works
associated with the construction of new private means of access to
Cambridgeshire Constabulary HQ from the new Views Common Link Road (Work
No.34).
The Applicant has had contact with the Police in relation to land take and
continued access to the Police HQ.
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Plots 34/6a and 34/6b





Plots comprising existing Brampton road junction and grass verge between the
constabulary and the hospital (34/6a); and an over bridge over Brampton road
between the playing fields and Hinchingbrooke School (34/6b).
These plots are unregistered but presumed to be owned and occupied by the
Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plot 34/6a would be acquired for works associated with the improvements to the
B1514 Brampton Road and the construction of the new Views Common Link
(Work Nos.34 and 35). Plot 34/6b is required temporarily for Highway land
required for improvement works to the Brampton Road to Hinchingbrooke Park
Road Link (Work Nos. 34 and 35).
Plot 34/7






Plot comprising grassed area and footpaths on the north edge of Hinchingbrooke
School.
This plot is owned by The Governors of the Foundation of Hinchingbrooke School
and occupied by Hinchingbrooke School.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the new Views
Common Link Road (Work No.34).
The Applicant has had contact with this landowner especially in regard to school
drop-off and pick-up arrangements, and will be undertaking further engagement
as the project progresses.
Plot 34/8






Plot comprising grass land and footpaths on the north east edge of
Hinchingbrooke School
This plot is owned by The Governors of the Foundation of Hinchingbrooke School
and occupied by Hinchingbrooke School.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the new Views
Common Link Road (Work No.34).
The Applicant has had contact with this landowner especially in regard to school
drop-off and pick-up arrangements and will be undertaking further engagement
as the project progresses.
Plot 34/9






Plot comprising grassed land and footpaths on the north east edge of
Hinchingbrooke School.
This plot is owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and occupied by
Hinchingbrooke School.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the new Views
Common Link Road (Work No.34).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
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Plot 34/10




Plot comprising footpath south of Cambridge Constabulary HQ.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot is required temporarily to provide working space for works associated
with the construction of new private means of access to Cambridgeshire
Constabulary HQ from the new Views Common Link Road (Work No. 34).
Plots 34/11a and 34/11b







Plots comprising grass land, verge, trees and footpaths, south of Cambridge
Constabulary.
These plots are owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Fire
Authority.
Plot 34/11a is required temporarily to provide working space for works associated
with the construction of new private means of access to Cambridgeshire
Constabulary HQ from the new Views Common Link Road (Work No.34). Plot
34/11b would be acquired for works associated with the new Views Common Link
Road (Work No.34).
The Applicant has been consulted as part of a joint emergency services meeting
in relation to access.
Plot 34/12






Plot comprising grass land bounded by a brick wall, east of Hinchingbrooke
School.
This plot is owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Hinchingbrooke School.
The plot is required temporarily for Highway land required for improvement works
to the Brampton Road to Hinchingbrooke Park Road Link (Work No.34 and 35).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 34/13







Plots comprising existing Brampton road, link roads and grass verge, east of
Hinchingbrooke School.
This plot is unregistered but presumed owned by Cambridgeshire County Council.
Plot 34/13 is required temporarily to Highway land required for improvement
works to the Brampton Road to Hinchingbrooke Park Road Link (Work No.34 and
35).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 34/15



Plot comprising grassed playing field and trees, east of Hinchingbrooke School
and Brampton Road.
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This plot is owned and occupied by Eastern Power Networks Plc.
The plot would be acquired for the landscaping works associated with the B1514
Brampton Road Improvement (Work No.35).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 34/16






Plot comprising grass playing field and tree lined boundary east of
Hinchingbrooke Road and Brampton Road.
This plot is owned by Cambridgeshire County Council and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Hinchingbrooke School.
The plot would be acquired for the landscaping works associated with the B1514
Brampton Road Improvement (Work No.35).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 34/20






Plot comprising existing Brampton road, grass verge, tree and 2 highway
accesses, partly on a viaduct over the railway, south of Hinchingbrooke Park.
This plot is unregistered and it is presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired works associated with the B1514 Brampton Road
Improvement (Work No.35).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 34/22







Plot comprising grass land in a strip between Brampton Road and Alconbury
Brook.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot is used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct, use and maintain
a new drainage outfall for the benefit of Cambridgeshire County Council (Work
No.35).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 34/23





Plot comprising existing Scholars Avenue and grass verge at the junction with
Brampton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Persimmon Homes (East Midlands) Limited.
The plot would temporarily be required to provide working space and temporary
access for works associated with the improvement of B1514 Brampton
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Roadwould be acquired for works associated with the B1514 Brampton Road
Improvement (Work No.35).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plots 34/25b, 34/25d, and 34/25e and 34/25f







Plots comprising grass land, concreted and gravelled land, the A14 bridge over
the railway and trees.
These plots are owned and occupied by Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Limited.
Plot 34/25b would be required temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping
up of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and temporary
access for works in connection with the demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct
(Work Nos. 5, 35 and 36). Plot 34/25d would be acquired for the landscaping
associated with the works for the B1514 Brampton Road Improvement (Work
No.35). Plot 34/25e would be acquired for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping
up of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and temporary
access for works in connection with the demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct
(Work No. 5, 35 and 36). Plot 34/25f would temporarily be required to provide
working space and temporary access for works associated with the improvement
of B1514 Brampton Road (Work No.35).
The Applicant has made contact with the owners, Landro Ltd, in relation to their
development of the site and will have continued engagement in relation to the
detail design and proximity to their boundary.
Plot 34/27






Plot comprising existing Burrows drive, just off Brampton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by The Burrows Drive (Huntingdon) Management
Company Limited.
The plot would be acquired for the landscaping works associated with the
construction of the B1514 Brampton Road Improvement (Work No.35).
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 34/28





Plot comprising Alconbury brook, south east of Hinchingbrooke School.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be acquired and used for a new right to construct, use and
maintain a new drainage outfall for the benefit of South Huntingdonshire District
Council (Work No.35).
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Plot 34/30





Plot comprising grass verge and footway and the junction with Burrows drive and
Brampton Road.
This plot is owned and occupied by Network Rail Infrastructure Limited.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping associated with the works for the
B1514 Brampton Road Improvement (Work No.35).
The Applicant has had contact with the owner in relation to technical matters of
design and construction and is in contact in relation to early discussions of land
negotiation. Contact has also been made with the occupier.
Plots 34/31a and 34/31b





Plots comprising scrub and trees between the railway and the A14 and existing
A14 bridge and concreted land at the intersection with the railway.
Thisese plots isare unregistered and it is unknown who it isthey are owned or
occupied by.
Plot 34/31a would be acquired for the works associated with the B1514 Brampton
Road Improvement (Work No.35). Plot 34/31b is required temporarily for all
purposes associated with the de-trunking of the existing A14(T) between
Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping up of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to
provide working space and temporary access for works in connection with the
demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct (Work No.5, 35 and 36).
Plot 34/31b





Plot comprising part of the existing A14 railway bridge and concreted land at the
intersection with the railway.
This plot is owned and occupied by Hinchingbrooke Water Tower Limited.
Plot 34/31b is required temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping
up of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and temporary
access for works in connection with the demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct
(Work No.5, 35 and 36).
?


Plots 34/32a, 34/32b and 34/32d




Plots comprising car park, the A14 overbridge, trees and car park under the A14,
on the east and west sides of the railway.
These plots are owned and occupied by Network Rail Infrastructure Limited.
Plot 34/32a would be acquired for works for the demolition of the Huntingdon A14
viaduct associated with the B1514 Brampton Road Improvement (Work No.35).
Plot 34/32b is required temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton, the stopping
up of the A14(T) in Huntingdon and to provide working space and temporary
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access for works in connection with the demolition of the Huntingdon A14 viaduct
(Work No.5, 35 and 36). Plot 34/32d would be acquired for landscaping works
associated with the Huntington Station access road for the new Mill Common Link
(Work No.36).
The Applicant has had contact with the owner in relation to technical matters of
design and construction and is in contact in relation to early discussions of land
negotiation. Contact has also been made with the occupier.
Plot 34/33






Plot comprising grass land, west of Milfield House.
This plot is owned by Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Peter David Burton.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the Huntington
Station access road for the new Mill Common Link (Work No.36).
The Applicant has had ongoing negotiations with both the landowners’ agent and
the tenant and his agent in relation to ongoing design and land issues.
Plots 34/34a and 34/34b






Plot comprising grass land and trees west of Milfield House.
This plot is owned Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Peter David Burton.
The plots would be acquired for landscaping works associated with the
Huntington Station access road for the new Mill Common Link (Work No.36).
The Applicant has had ongoing negotiations with both the landowners’ agent and
the tenant and his agent in relation to ongoing design and land issues.
Plots 34/34c







Plot comprising grass land and trees west of Milfield House.
This plot is owned Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Peter David Burton.
The plot would be used temporarily to provide access and working space for
National Grid to carry out isolation works to a spur off a main gas pipeline within
Mill Common in Huntingdon.
The Applicant has had ongoing negotiations with both the landowners’ agent and
the tenant and his agent in relation to ongoing design and land issues.
Plots 34/35a and 34/35b





Plot comprising car park and trees south of Huntingdon Station car park.
These plots are owned by Network Rail Infrastructure Limited and tenanted or
leased and occupied by Govia Thameslink Railway Limited.
Plot 34/35a is used temporarily and the rights acquired to construct, use and
maintain a new drainage outfall and attenuation tank for the benefit of
Cambridgeshire County Council (Work No.36). Plot 34/35b would be acquired for
works associated with the Huntington Station access road (Work No.36).
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Plot 34/36





Plot comprising grassed land and trees between Station Cottages and Alconbury
Brook.
This plot is owned and occupied by Network Rail Infrastructure Limited.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Mill Common Link
(Work No.36).
The Applicant has had contact with the owner in relation to technical matters of
design and construction and is in contact in relation to early discussions of land
negotiation. Contact has also been made with the occupier.

Plot 34/38






Plot comprising Alconbury Brook, south of Station Cottages.
This plot is owned and occupied by Patricia Eunice Crowe.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works for the Huntington Station
access road associated with the new Mill Common Link (Work No.36).
The Applicant is in contact with the landowner by email in the context of ongoing
liaison with the residents of Mill Common.
Plot 34/39







Plot comprising grass land on the south bank of Alconbury Brook.
This plot is owned by Keith George Wood and Ruth Anne Wood and tenanted or
leased by Charlotte L. Rooke and Charles R.H. Talmage, and occupied by Kirsty
Elizabeth Wood.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works for the Huntington Station
access road associated with the new Mill Common Link (Work No.36).
The Applicant is in contact with the landowners by e-mail in the context of ongoing
liaison with the residents of Mill Common.
Plot 34/40






Plot comprising grass land and trees south of Station Cottages.
This plot is owned and occupied by Jan Christoph Axmacher and Katherine
Elisabeth Bowers.
The plot would be acquired for landscaping works for the Huntington Station
access road associated with the new Mill Common Link (Work No.36).
The Applicant is in the process of making contact with the landowners by e-mail.
Plot 34/41




Plot comprising Alconbury Brook, south of Station Cottages.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
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The plot would be acquired for landscaping works for the Huntington Station
access road associated with the new Mill Common Link (Work No.36).
Plot 34/44






Plot comprising grass land and footpath, part of area of grassland known as Mill
Common used for grazing.
This plot is owned Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust and tenanted or leased and
occupied by Peter David Burton.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Pathfinder Link
Road (Work No.37).
The Applicant has had several meetings and discussions with the tenant farmer
and the landowners on several occasions and representations have been
submitted by both parties.
Plot 34/45






Plot comprising existing Princess Street and Castle Mount road with grass verges
and footway adjacent to the Bus Station.
This plot is unregistered and it is presumed owned and occupied by
Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Pathfinder Link
Road (Work No.37).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 34/47






Plot comprising car park and access to the Bus Station.
This plot is owned and occupied by Huntingdonshire District Council.
The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Pathfinder Link
Road (Work No.37).
The Applicant has had ongoing discussions with the landowner in relation to all
aspects of the scheme.
Plot 34/48





Plot comprising grass land and trees adjacent to The Walk East.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned andor occupied by the
Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust.
The plot would be acquired for works in connection with the new Pathfinder Link
Road (Work No.37).
Plots 34/49a and 34/49b




Plot comprising existing Mill Common Road, Castle Mount Road and grass verge
by Century House; and car park off Castle Hill Road.
These plots are unregistered and it is unknown but presumed owned or occupied
by Cambridgeshire County Council.
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Plot 34/49a would be acquired for works associated with the new Pathfinder Link
Road (Work No.37). Plot 34/49b is required temporarily to provide working space
and temporary access for works associated with the construction of the new Mill
Common Link Road and the improvement of the existing Mill Common Road
(Work No.36 and 37).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 34/50 and 34/55








Plot comprising car park east of area of grassland known as Mill Common used
for grazing.
These plots are owned by Michael George Storey, Andrew Duncan Clarence
Smith, Anthony Howard Ekins, Martyn Nicholas Handley, Mrs Ekins, Covertrade
Limited, Brian R Storey, Stanley D Cox and Margaret Handley and occupied by
RCP Parking Limited.
The plotPlot 34/50 would be acquired for works associated with the new
Pathfinder Link Road and the alteration of the existing Mill Common Road (Work
No.37). Plot 34/55 is required temporarily to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the construction of the new
Pathfinder Link Road and the alteration of the existing Mill Common Road (Work
No.37).
The Applicant has had two meetings with the landowners in relation to design
changes since consultation and is considering further detail design options in
response to the landowners’ representations.
Plots 34/51a, and 34/51b and 34/51c







Plots comprising car par and footpath east of area of grassland known as Mill
Common used for grazing
These plots are owned and occupied by Huntingdon Freemen’s Trust and
Huntingdonshire District Council.
Plot 34/51a would be acquired for landscaping associated with the works for the
new Pathfinder Link Road (Work No.37) including the alteration of the existing Mill
Common Road. Plots 34/51b and 34/51c would beis required temporarily to
provide working space and temporary access for works associated with the
construction of the new Pathfinder Link Road and the alteration of the existing Mill
Common Road (Work No.37).the new Mill Common Link Road and the
improvement of the existing Mill Common Road (Work No.36 and 37).
The Applicant has had regular contact with the Trust’s agent in relation to design
issues and early comments about land negotiation.
Plot 34/53




Plot comprising existing Mill Common Road.
This plot is unregistered and in unknown ownership but presumed owned or
occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
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The plot would be acquired for works associated with the new Pathfinder Link
Road (Work No.37).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plot 34/54






Plot comprising grassed land and trees between the existing A14(T) and
Alconbury Brook.
This plot is owned by Network Rail Infrastructure Limited and tenanted or leased
and occupied by Govia Thameslink Railway Limited.
The plot would be acquired for environmental mitigation associated with the new
Mill Common Link (Work No.36).
The Applicant has had contact with the owner in relation to technical matters of
design and construction and is in contact in relation to early discussions of land
negotiation. A draft Statement of Common Ground has been prepared between
the parties; this was submitted to the Examining Authority for Deadline 3 of the
Examination, on 26 June 2015.


B1.35 Sheet 35
Plots 35/1a, 35/1b, 35/1c, 35/1d, 35/1e, 35/1g, 35/1h, 35/1j, 35/1l, 35/1n,
35/1o, 35/1p, 35/1q, 35/1r, 35/1t, 35/1u, 35/1v, 35/1w, 35/1x, 35/1y and 35/1z







Plots comprising A14 highway, a bridge over the River Great Ouse, a bridge over
the B1044, an accommodation underbridge, bridge over Cook's stream,
Cambridge Road underbridge, part of junction 24, grass verge, embankment,
woodland and trees.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 35/1f, 35/1k, 35/1m and 35/1s





Plots comprising Plots comprising A14 highway, a bridge over the B1044, a bridge
over Cook's stream, grass verges and trees.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
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In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 35/2





Plots comprising woodland verge south of Castle Hills.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Plots 35/3





Plots comprising woodland verge, south of Castle Hills.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned or occupied by.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
Plots 35/4






Plots comprising existing highway.
This plot is owned and occupied by Frauke Heide Ulrike Tyrrell and Roger David
Charles Guthrie
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with the landowners, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.
Plot 35/5







Plot comprising the A14 highway and bridge over Cook’s stream.
This plot is unregistered but is assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plot, land that is already owned by the Applicant would be
excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.

B1.36 Sheet 36
Plots 36/1a, 36/1c, 36/1d, 36/1f, 36/1g and 36/1h


Plots comprising existing A14 highway, slip road, circulatory, grass verge and
trees, part of junction 24.
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These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 36/1b and 36/1e







Plots comprising existing A14 highway, slip road, circulatory, grass verge and
trees, part of junction 24.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 36/1j, 36/1l, 36/1m, 36/1n and 36/1o







Comprising grass verge and building in the vicinity of Harcourt farm, on the north
side of the A14.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.

B1.37 Sheet 37
Plots 37/1b, 37/1c, 37/1d, 37/1e, 37/1g, 37/1h, 37/1j, 37/1l and 37/1m



Plots comprising existing A14 highway, slip roads, grass verge, traffic islands, and
overbridge between Harcourt Farm and Rectory Farm.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
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The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 37/1a, 37/1f, 37/1g, 37/1k and 37/1n







Plots comprising Plots comprising existing A14 highway, slip roads, grass verge
and tree planting between Harcourt Farm and Rectory Farm.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 37/2






Plot comprising existing A14 grass verge and tree line, east of Rectory farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.

B1.38 Sheet 38
Plots 38/1a, 38/1c, 38/1e, 38/1g, 38/1h, 38/1j, 38/1k, 38/1l and 38/1n






Plots comprising existing A14 highway, layby, grass verge, hedge rows and
bridge parapet between Rectory Farm and Woolpack Cottages.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plots 38/1b, 38/1d, 38/1f, 38/1m and 38/1o






Plots comprising Plots comprising existing A14 highway, layby, grass verge,
hedgerow and tree planting between Rectory Farm and Woolpack Cottages.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 38/2






Plot comprising existing A14 grass verge and tree line, east of Rectory farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.

B1.39 Sheet 39
Plots 39/1a, 39/1c, 39/1e, 39/1h, 39/1k, 39/1l, 39/1m, 39/1n, 39/1o, 39/1q
and 39/1r





Plots comprising existing A14 highway, grass verge, hedge rows and between
Woolpack Cottages and The Willows.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 39/1b, 39/1d, 39/1g, 39/1j and 39/1p






Plots comprising Plots comprising existing A14 highway, layby, grass verge,
hedgerow, tree planting, slip road and garage access between Woolpack
Cottages and The Willows.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
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In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 39/2






Plot comprising grass verge adjacent to the A14, west of junction 26.
This plot is owned and occupied by Ralph Graham Spencer Newman.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
The Applicant has invited dialogue with this landowner, following on from
engagement forming part of the wider public consultation programme.

B1.40 Sheet 40
Plots 40/1a, 40/1c, 40/1e, 40/1f, 40/1h, 40/1k, 40/1l, 40/1n, 40/1p, 40/1q,
40/1s and 40/1t







Plots comprising existing A14 and Cambridge Road highway, grass verge,
embankment, woodland, slip road and A14 Junction 27 overbridge between The
Willows and the fuel station east of A14 Junction 27.
These plots are owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plots 40/1b, 40/1g, 40/1j, 40/1m, 40/1o and 40/1u







Plots comprising existing A14 highway, grass verge, embankment, woodland and
slip road between The Willows and the fuel station east of A14 Junction 27.
These plots are unregistered but are assumed to be owned and occupied by the
Highways England Company LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton.
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
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Plots 40/1r and 40/1v







Plot comprising existing junction 27 link road (Access Road) and grass verge,
south east of Mount farm.
Theis plots are is owned and occupied by the Highways England Company
LimitedSecretary of State for Transport.
The plots would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17)would be acquired to undertake alterations to Access Road and
divert a water main (Work No. 63) in connection with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17)..
In respect of the above plots, land that is already owned by the Applicant would
be excluded.
The Applicant is reviewing the highway design within its own ownership
boundaries to ensure as many of the works as possible can be concluded within
these areas.
Plot 40/2






Plot comprising existing A14 highway, grass verge and trees, south of Turnpike
Bridge.
This plot is owned and occupied by Huntingdonshire District Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton (Work No. 5).
The Applicant has had ongoing discussions with the landowner in relation to the
overall design.
Plot 40/3






Plot comprising existing A14 highway, grass verge, woodland and moat, adjacent
to Grove House.
This plot is owned and occupied by Huntingdonshire District Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton (Work No. 5).
The Applicant has had ongoing discussions with the landowner in relation to the
overall design.
Plot 40/4






Plot comprising existing A14 highway, grass verge, trees and subway, at Hilton
road underbridge.
This plot is owned and occupied by Huntingdonshire District Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for all purposes associated with the detrunking of the existing A14(T) between Alconbury and Fen Drayton (Work No. 5).
The Applicant has had ongoing discussions with the landowner in relation to the
overall design.
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Plot 40/5






Comprising of existing Conington road and grass verge south of Mount Farm.
This plot is owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith William
Burgessunregistered but presumed owned by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would temporarily be used and a new right acquired to construct, use,
protect, inspect and maintain a new gas pipeline and new buried utilities
equipment for the benefit of National Grid Gas Plc (Work No.63).would be
acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road (Work No.17).
The Applicant has had ongoing meetings with the landowners in relation to the
overall design and in relation to access for survey work.The Applicant has ongoing
liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all matters relating to the
scheme.
Plots 40/6c, 40/6d, 40/6e, 40/6f, 40/6g and 40/7








Comprising of agricultural land and hedgerow adjacent to Conington Rroad on
the east side and the Access road on the south side and part of the existing
Conington Road and grass verge.
These plots are owned and occupied by John Shepherd Burgess and Keith
William Burgess.
Plot 40/6c would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17). Plot 40/6d would temporarily be required for the construction of an
accommodation track. Plot 40/7 would be acquired for works associated with the
new Conington Road (Work No. 17). Plots 40/6d and 40/6e would temporarily be
used and a new right acquired to construct, use, protect, inspect and maintain a
new gas pipeline and new buried utilities equipment for the benefit of National
Grid Gas Plc (Work No.63). Plot 40/6f would be used temporarily to provide
working space and temporary access for the diversion of utility equipment (Work
No.63). Plot 40/6g would be used temporarily to provide working space and
temporary access for works associated with the stopping up of Conington Road
and the construction of the new Conington Road (Works No.17).
The Applicant has had ongoing meetings with the landowners in relation to the
overall design and in relation to access for survey work.
Plot 40/8







Comprising of agricultural land, south east of Mount Farm.
This plot is unregistered and it is unknown who it is owned andor occupied by
John Shepherd Burgess and Keith William Burgess.
The plot would be used temporarily for the works associated with the stopping up
of Footpaths 87/6 and 87/14 in connection with the new Conington Road (Work
No.17).
The Applicant has had ongoing meetings with the landowners in relation to the
overall design and in relation to access for survey work.
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Plots 40/9a and 40/9b






Comprising of agricultural land as a strip running south east, east of Conington
Road.
These plots are owned and occupied by The Ely Diocesan Board of Finance and
tenanted or leased and occupied by Christopher Behagg.
Plot 40/9b would be acquired for works associated with new Conington Road
(Work No.17). Plot 40/9a would be used temporarily for the works associated with
the stopping up of Footpaths 87/6 and 87/14 in connection with the new Conington
Road (Work No.17).
The Applicant has had phone discussions with the landowner’s agent who will
make representations in the DCO process.
Plots 40/10a and 40/10b







Comprising of existing junction 27 link road and grass verge, south east of Mount
Farm.
These plots are unregistered but presumed owned by Cambridgeshire County
Council.
Plot 40/10a would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17). Plot 40/10b would be used temporarily for the works associated
with the stopping up of Footpaths 87/6 and 87/14 in connection with the new
Conington Road (Work No.17).
The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
Plots 40/11a, 40/11b and 40/11c







Comprising of agricultural land as a strip running east of Conington Road (Work
No. 17).
These plots are owned and occupied by The Ely Diocesan Board of Finance.
Plot 40/11a would be acquired for works associated with the new Conington Road
(Work No.17). Plots 40/11b and 40/11c would be used temporarily for the works
associated with the stopping up of Footpaths 87/6 and 87/14 in connection with
the new Conington Road (Work No.17).
The Applicant has had phone discussions with the landowner’s agent who will
make representations in the DCO process.
Plots 40/12





Comprising of existing junction 27 link road and grass verge, south-east of Mount
Farm.
This plot is unregistered but presumed owned by Cambridgeshire County Council.
The plot would be used temporarily for the works associated with the stopping up
of Footpaths 87/6 and 87/14 in connection with the new Conington Road (Work
No.17).
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The Applicant has ongoing liaison with Cambridgeshire County Council about all
matters relating to the scheme.
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Appendix C: Explanations relating to alternative
routes for stopped up streets, streets subject to
prohibition of use through traffic regulation
measures, and private means of access to be stopped
up
C1.1

Streets subject to prohibition of use through traffic regulation measures
The following streets would be subject to prohibition of use through traffic
regulation measures and the following measures are proposed:
 Pedestrians, cyclists, ridden or accompanied horses and horse drawn vehicles
would be prohibited on the new A14 Trunk Road from a point 300 metres west of
the centreline of the new Ellington overbridge along the existing and new A14
Trunk Road on both the eastbound and westbound carriageways to the point
where the A14 joins with the M11 at the Girton Interchange, as shown on Sheets
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 of the Traffic
Regulation Measures (Speed Limits & Prohibitions Plans) and described in Part
2 of Schedule 3 of the draft Development Consent Order for the scheme.
 Pedestrians, cyclists, ridden or accompanied horses and horse drawn vehicles
would be prohibited from where the merge slip starts at the new Girton
Roundabout west to a point where it joins A14 Trunk Road westbound
carriageway, as shown on Sheets 22 and 23 of the Traffic Regulation Measures
(Speed Limits & Prohibitions Plans) and described in Part 2 of Schedule 3 of the
draft Development Consent Order for the scheme.
 Pedestrians, cyclists, ridden or accompanied horses and horse drawn vehicles
would be prohibited from a point 65 metres east of the centre of the M11
overbridge along the new A14 Westbound link to the merge point with the northwestbound A14 carriageway, as shown on Sheets 22 and 23 of the Traffic
Regulation Measures (Speed Limits & Prohibitions Plans) and described in Part
2 of Schedule 3 of the draft Development Consent Order for the scheme.

C2.1

General description of the streets and private accesses to be stopped up
and of substitute and other streets, new streets and new means of access
The general effect of the scheme upon streets and private access, and of
substitute proposals, is set out below for each Sheet of the Rights of Way and
Access Plans:

C3.1 Sheet 1
 There are no highways to be stopped up or new side roads to be provided.
 A length of new bridleway (Reference B, continued on Sheet 2) would be be
provided from Woolley Road, northwards along the western boundary of the
improved A1(T) to Brooklands Lane, a distance of 1,180 metres. This new
bridleway would connect Brooklands Lane at Alconbury Junction to the new
Woolley Road to the south (Work No. 2[BM68]).
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An existing private means of access to agricultural land (Reference a) from the
west of the existing A1(T), 640 metres south-east of its junction with the B1043,
would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the improved A1 (Work No.1)
and as this access is not required no substitute would be provided.
An existing private means of access to the Huntingdon Research Centre
(Reference b) from the west of the existing A1(T), 765 metres south-east of its
junction with the B1043, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and as this access is no longer used no substitute would
be provided.
A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided on the western
side of the improved A1 (Work No.1) from the new Woolley Road (Work No. 2) to
the improved A1 drainage attenuation pond 1 for future maintenance purposes
(continued on Sheet 2).
A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided along the east
side of the improved A1 from the end of the existing private means of access to
Lazy Acre farm from the Alconbury junction (eastern dumbbell roundabout) on the
existing A1(T). This new private means of access would provide maintenance
access to the existing drainage attenuation pond on the eastern side of the
existing A1(T) and to the improved A1 drainage attenuation ponds 2, 4, 6 and 8
(Work No.1), the existing Bridleway 230/6 track and would serve as improved
access to agricultural land on the eastern side of the existing A1(T) (continued on
Sheets 2 and 3).

C3.2 Sheet 2
 A length of new highway (Reference A, continued on Sheet 3) would be provided
from a point on Woolley Road 55 metres south-east of the access to Weybridge
Farm for a distance of 2,200 metres to the new Ellington Junction (Work No. 3).
This new Woolley Road (Work No.2) would provide improved connections
between the agricultural land north and south of the new A14 (Work No.5) and
west of the improved A1 (Work No.1). Access to all major routes would be
available from the southern end of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) which
connects to the new Ellington Junction (Work No.3).
 A length of new bridleway (Reference B, continued from Sheet 1) would be be
provided from Woolley Road, northwards along the western boundary of the
improved A1(T) to Brooklands Lane, a distance of 1,180 metres. This new
bridleway would connect Brooklands Lane at Alconbury Junction to the new
Woolley Road to the south (Work No. 2[BM69]).
 An existing private means of access (Reference a) to Weybridge Farm and East
Cottage from the south of Woolley Road, 140 metres north-west of its junction
with the existing A1(T), would be stopped up and substituted with a new private
means of access (Reference 4) in the same location but repositioned at the
highway boundary of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2).
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A new private means of access (Reference 3) would be provided from the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2) to the new Woolley Road drainage attenuation pond
3 for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 1, continued on Sheet 1) would be
provided from the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) to the improved A1 drainage
attenuation pond 1 (Work No.1) for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 5) would be provided from the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2) to Weybridge Farm to replace the access on the
existing A1(T), which would be closed. The access would be shared with access
to the improved A1 drainage attenuation pond 5 (Work No.1) for future
maintenance purposes. Access to all major routes would be available from the
southern end of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) which connects to the new
Ellington Junction (Work No.3).
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to agricultural land from the
east of the existing A1(T) lay-by, 700 metres south of the junction of Woolley Road
with the existing A1(T), would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the
improved A1 (Work No.1) and substituted by a new private means of access
(Reference 2) from the existing private means of access from the B1043
Alconbury roundabout east of the existing A1(T) to end of the existing private
means of access from the B1514 Huntingdon Road roundabout north of the
existing A14(T). This new private means of access would provide maintenance
access to the existing drainage attenuation pond on the eastern side of the
existing A1(T) and to the improved A1 drainage attenuation ponds 2, 4, 6 and 8
(Work No.1), the existing Bridleway 230/6 track and would serve as improved
access to agricultural land on the eastern side of the existing A1(T) (continued on
Sheets 1 and 3).
The lay-by east of the improved A1 (Work No.1), 365m south of the existing A1(T)
junction with Woolley Road, would be stopped up for its whole length. No
substitute would be provided as this lay-by is a redundant section of the old A1
and would become part of the new private means of access (Reference 2).
Bridleway 230/6 would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the improved
A1 (Work No.1) from a point, 700 metres south of the existing A1(T) junction with
Woolley Road, in a easterly direction to the new highway boundary, a distance of
10 metres. No substitute would be provided as the shortened Bridleway 230/6
would meet the improved A1.

C3.2 Sheet 3
 No highways are to be stopped up.
 A length of new highway (Reference A, continued from Sheet 2) would be
provided from a point on Woolley Road 55 metres south-east of the access to
Weybridge Farm for a distance of 2,200 metres to the new Ellington Junction
(Work No. 3). This new Woolley Road (Work No.2) would provide improved
connections between the agricultural land north and south of the new A14 (Work
No.5) and west of the improved A1 (Work No.1). Access to all major routes would
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be available from the southern end of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) which
connects to the new Ellington Junction (Work No.3).
A length of new highway would be provided from a point 500 metres west of the
entrance to Brampton Hut service area, in a generally south-westerly direction for
a distance of 140 metres, to form part of the new Ellington Junction (Work No.3).
A length of new bridleway (Reference C) would be provided between the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2) and the existing A14(T), at Brampton Hut, a distance
of 130 metres. This new bridleway would connect the new Woolley Road to the
existing Brampton Hut Interchange and would include a new footbridge over the
Ellington Brook.
A length of new bridleway (Reference E, continued on Sheets 5 and 6) would be
provided between the southern boundary of the Brampton Hut Service Area and
the new Grafham Road, a distance of 2,340 metres. This new bridleway would
connect Brampton Hut Services with Footpath 28/15 and the new Grafham Road
on the east side of the new A14(T) (Work No. 5).
A length of new footpath (steps) (Reference F) would be provided in a south-west
to north-east direction between the loops of new bridleway Reference E, for a
distance of 35 metres.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) to agricultural land from the
north of the A14(T), 880 metres west of its junction with the existing A1(T), would
be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14(T) (Work No. 5) and
substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 3) from the north side
of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2). The new Woolley Road would be accessed
from the new Ellington Junction (Work No.3).
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to Little Meadow, Woodhatch
Farm and Huntingdon Recycling Ltd. from the south of the A14(T), 880 metres
west of its junction with the existing A1(T), would be stopped up where it would
be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5) and substituted with a new private means
of access (Reference 4) from the new Ellington Junction (Work No.3) where
access to all major routes would be available.
An existing private means of access (Reference c) to Rectory Farm from the south
of the A14(T), 875 metres west of its junction with the existing A1(T), would be
stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5) and the new
Ellington Junction (Work No.3) and substituted with a new private means of
access (Reference 5), shared with access to the new A14 (T) drainage
attenuation pond 9, from the new Ellington Junction at the southern end of the
new Woolley Road (Work No.2) where access to all major routes would be
available.
An existing private means of access (Reference d) to Rectory Farm from the
existing track south of the existing A14(T), 650 metres west and 440 metres south
of its junction with the existing A1(T), would be stopped up and substituted with a
new private means of access (Reference 6) from the new Ellington Junction at
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the southern end of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) where access to all major
routes would be available.
An existing private means of access (Reference e) to Rectory Farm from the south
of the existing A14(T), 100 metres south-west of Brampton Hut Services, would
be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14(T) (Work No.5) and
substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 5) from the new
Ellington Junction at the southern end of the new Woolley Road (Work No.2) to
Rectory Farm and shared with access to the new A14 (T) drainage attenuation
pond 9.
A new private means of access (Reference 1) on the western side of the improved
A1 (Work No.1) to agricultural land, and new drainage attenuation pond 7 for
future maintenance purposes would be provided from the western side of the new
Woolley Road (Work No.2).
A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided via an existing
private means of access from the B1043 Alconbury junction roundabout east of
the existing A1(T) to an existing private means of access from the B1514
Huntingdon Road junction roundabout north of the existing A14. This new private
means of access would provide maintenance access to the existing drainage
attenuation pond on the eastern side of the existing A1(T) and to the improved A1
drainage attenuation ponds 2, 4, 6 and 8 (Work No.1), the existing Bridleway
230/6 track and would serve as improved access to agricultural land on the
eastern side of the existing A1(T) (continued on Sheets 1 and 2).

C3.4 Sheet 4
 There are no new or stopped up highways or private means of accesses
proposed.
C3.5 Sheet 5
 The A1(T) would be stopped up where it would cease to be highway from a point
90 metres north of the western end of Footpath 28/15 in a southerly direction for
a distance of 180 metres and substituted by the improved A1 (Work No.1).
 Bridleway 28/19 would be stopped up from a point on Bridleway 28/19, 60 metres
south-west of the improved A1 (Work No.1) north-eastward then southward for a
distance of 660 metres. This bridleway would be substituted by a new bridleway
(Reference B, continued on Sheet 6) between the west side of the improved A1
on the north side of Brampton Brook to the existing Park Road, in generally
southerly direction for a distance of 1,240 metres.
 A length of new bridleway (Reference E, continued on Sheets 3 and 6) would be
provided between the southern boundary of the Brampton Hut Service Area and
the new Grafham Road, a distance of 2,340 metres. This new bridleway would
connect Brampton Hut Services with Footpath 28/15 and the new Grafham Road
on the east side of the new A14(T) (Work No. 5).
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A length of new footpath (steps) (Reference A) would be provided from the
intersection of Footpath 28/15 with new bridleway Reference A westward for a
distance of 40 metres.
Footpath 28/15 would be stopped up from a point on Footpath 28/15 75 metres
east of the existing A1(T) north-westward for a distance of 75 metres. This
footpath would be substituted by a section of the new bridleway (Reference E)
between the eastern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) south of the Brampton Hut
interchange, looping northward then southward to a junction with Footpath 28/15,
a distance of 270 metres.
A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided on the eastern
side of the new A14 (Work No. 5) from the new Grafham Road (Work No.6) to the
new A14 drainage attenuation ponds 12 and 11.
A new private means of access (Reference 2, continued from Sheet 6) would be
provided on the western side of the improved A1 (Work No.1) from the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6) to an access track to Brampton Lodge and the
improved A1 drainage attenuation ponds 10 and 13 for future maintenance
purposes and adjacent agricultural land to the west. This new private means of
access would provide improved access to Brampton Lodge from Grafham Road
(continued on Sheet 6).

C3.6 Sheet 6
 Grafham Road would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the improved
A1 and the new A14 (Work Nos.1 and 5 respectively) from its junction with the
existing A1(T), in a south-westerly direction for a distance of 65 metres. Park
Road would also be stopped up where it would be crossed by the improved A1
and new A14 (Work Nos.1 and 5 respectively) from a point 65 metres north-east
of its junction with the existing Grafham Road in a north-easterly direction for a
distance of 100 metres and the existing bridge over the A1(T) would be
demolished for the new A14 (Work No.5). Grafham Road would be reconnected
with Park Road via a length of new highway (Reference D, the new Grafham Road
(Work No.6)) from a point 60 metres west of the existing Grafham Road access
to Brampton Lodge, in a generally north-easterly direction for a distance of 824
metres.
 Bridleway 28/19 would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the improved
A1 (Work No.1) from a point 470 metres north of the existing Grafham Road/Park
Road junction in a generally southerly direction for a distance of 440 metres. This
bridleway would be substituted by a new bridleway (Reference B, continued on
Sheet 5) between the west side of the improved A1 on the north side of Brampton
Brook to the existing Park Road.
 A length of new bridleway (Reference E, continued on Sheets 3 and 5) would be
provided between the west side of the existing A1(T) south of Brampton Hut
Interchange and the new Grafham Road, a distance of 2,340 metres. This new
bridleway would connect Brampton Hut Services with Footpath 28/15 and the new
Grafham Road on the east side of the new A14(T) (Work No. 5).
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A length of new bridleway (Reference C) would be provided on the western side
of the improved A1 (Work No.1) between the southern end of Bridleway 28/19 at
the existing Park Road and the new private means of access to Brampton Lodge
(reference 2), a distance of 210 metres. This new bridleway would be provided
to reconnect Bridleway 28/15 to Grafham Road.
Footpath 28/2 would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14
(Work No.5) from a point 275 metres north of the existing Park Road bridge over
the A1(T) in a north-easterly direction for a distance of 115 metres. This footpath
would be substituted by a section of new bridleway (Reference E) from a point on
Footpath 28/2 100m east of the new A14(T) to the new Grafham Road (Work
No.6) (existing Park Road), in a generally easterly direction for a distance of 175
metres.
An existing private means of access (Reference b) on the eastern side of the
existing A1(T) to agricultural land from the south-east side of the existing Park
Road, 330 metres east of its junction with Grafham Road, would be stopped up
and substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 3, continued on
Sheet 7) on the east side of the new A14 from the south-eastern side of the new
Grafham Road (Work No.6) to the northern side of the new A14(T) emergency /
maintenance access from the new B1514 Buckden Road.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) on the western side of the
A1(T) to agricultural land from the north-west side of the existing Park Road at its
junction with the existing Grafham Road, would be stopped up where it would be
crossed by the new non-motorised user route and bridleway (Reference C) and
substituted by part of the new private means of access (Reference 2, continued
on Sheet 5) to an existing access track to Brampton Lodge, and drainage
attenuation ponds 10 and 13 for future maintenance purposes and adjacent
agricultural land to the west on the west side of the improved A1 from the northern
side of the new Grafham Road.
A new private means of access (Reference 1, continued on Sheet 5) would be
provided on the eastern side of the existing A1(T) from the new Grafham Road to
the new A14 drainage attenuation ponds 12 and 11 (Work No.5). This new private
means of access would also form part of the new bridleway (Reference A,
continued on Sheet 5).
A new private means of access (Reference 4) would be provided from the
southern side of the existing Grafham Road to Mere Lane. This new private
means of access would provide Park Farm with a gated access from the existing
Grafham Road to the improved section of Mere Lane/BOAT.
A new private means of access (Reference 5) would be provided from the west
side of the new Grafham Road, running along the previous alignment of Grafham
Road, to provide access to the fishing lake.

C3.7 Sheet 7
 B1514 Buckden Road would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new
A14 (Work No. 5) on the eastern side of the existing A1(T) from a point starting at
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the existing Buckden landfill access in a south-westerly direction for a distance of
500 metres. This road would be substituted with a length of new highway
(Reference A, the new B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9)) from a point 15 metres
north-east of the existing Buckden Landfill access, in a south-westerly direction
for a distance of 580 metres. A new bridge underpass would be provided for the
new B1514 Buckden Road to pass under the new A14.
Brampton Road would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14
(Work No.5) on the eastern side of the existing A1(T) from a point starting at the
existing junction of Buckden Road and Brampton Road in a south-westerly
direction for a distance of 170 metres. This road would be substituted with a length
of new highway (Reference B, the new Brampton Road (Work No.10)) from a
point 320 metres on the north-eastern side of the existing A1(T)/Brampton Road
junction in a north-easterly direction for a distance of 246 metres to a new
roundabout junction with the new B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9). A new
highway (Reference C) would be provided from a point 430 metres north-east of
the existing A1(T)/Brampton Road junction in an easterly direction for a distance
of 45 metres to connect the remaining cul-de-sac section of the existing Brampton
Road to the new Brampton Road (Work No.10).
An existing private means of access (Reference a) to Lodge Farm from the southeast side of the existing Brampton Road 190 metres east of the existing A1(T)
and 285 metres south of the existing Buckden Road, would be stopped up where
it would be crossed by the new Brampton Road (Work No.10) and substituted with
a new private means of access (Reference 2) in the same location from the new
Brampton Road (Work No.10).
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to Station Farm from the southeast side of the existing Brampton Road at its junction with the B1514 Buckden
Road, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A1/A14
southbound link road (Work No.8) and new A14 (Work No.5) and substituted with
a new private means of access (Reference 1) from the new B1514 Buckden Road
(Work No.9), in part coincident with the stopped up section of Buckden Road.
An existing private means of access (Reference c) to Station Farm from the southeast side of the existing Brampton Road 10 metres south-west of its junction with
Buckden Road, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new
A1/A14 southbound link road (Work No.8) and new A14 (Work No.5) and
substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 1) from the new
B1514 Buckden Road, in part coincident with the stopped up section of Buckden
Road.
An existing private means of access (Reference d) to agricultural land from the
north-western side of the existing Buckden Road 15 metres south-west of the
existing access to the landfill site, would be stopped up where it would be crossed
by the new B1514 Buckden Road (Work No.9) and substituted with a new private
means of access (Reference 3, continued from Sheet 6) on the east side of the
improved A1 from the south-eastern side of the new Grafham Road to the
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northern side of the new A14 emergency / maintenance access from the new
B1514 Buckden Road.
A new private means of access (Reference 6, continued on Sheet 8) would be
provided from the north-east side of the new A14 (Work No. 5) from the access
to Station Farm, continuing south-eastward then south-westward around the new
A14 embankment to connect with the access to Lodge Farm. This new private
means of access would be required to provide maintenance access to the new
A14 bridge structure over the River Great Ouse and the new A14 drainage
attenuation pond 15 and a new emergency / maintenance access onto the
westbound carriageway of the new A14. It would also provide Lodge Farm with
access to its severed land on the north side of the new A14.

C3.8 Sheet 8
 There are no highways to be stopped up or new side roads to be provided.
 A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided on the northeastern and south-western sides of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the existing
track from Lodge Farm south of the new A14 to the new River Great Ouse bridge
structure. This new private means of access would be required to provide
maintenance access to the bridge structure.
 A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided on the southwestern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the north-eastern side of the
existing track from Lodge Farm to the Buckden Gravel Pits. This new private
means of access would be required to provide maintenance access to the new
A14 drainage attenuation pond 15 and emergency/ maintenance access to the
new A14.
 A new private means of access (Reference 3) would be provided on the northern
and southern sides of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the south-eastern side of
the existing access track from Lodge Farm to the north-west of the Buckden
Gravel Pits. This new private means of access would be required to provide
maintenance access to the new A14 bridge structure over the River Great Ouse.
 A new private means of access (Reference 4) would be provided on the northern
and southern sides of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the western side of the
B1043 Offord Road north of at[BM70] Corpus Christi Farm. This new private means
of access would be required to provide maintenance access to the new A14 River
Great Ouse bridge structure, the new A14 East Coast Mainline railway bridge
structure and the new A14 drainage attenuation pond 16 (Work No.5).
 A new private means of access (Reference 5, continued on Sheet 9) would be
provided on the southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the north-western
side of the new B1043 Offord Road. This new private means of access would be
required to provide maintenance access to the new A14 East Coast Mainline
railway bridge structure and the new A14 drainage attenuation pond 17.
 A new private means of access (Reference 6, continued from Sheet 7) from the
north-east side of the new A14 (Work No. 5) from the access to Station Farm,
continuing south-eastward then south-westward around the new A14
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embankment to connect with the access to Lodge Farm. This new private means
of access would be required to provide maintenance access to the new A14
bridge structure over the River Great Ouse and the new A14 drainage attenuation
pond 15 and a new emergency / maintenance access onto the westbound
carriageway of the new A14. It would also provide Lodge Farm with access to its
severed land on the north side of the new A14.
C3.9 Sheet 9
 B1043 Offord Road would be stopped up from a point 70 metres south-west of its
junction with the Offord Hill Farm Access, in a generally south-westerly direction
for a distance of 830 metres. The stopping up of the existing B1043 Offord Road
would be required to realign Offord Road over the new A14 (Work No.5). This
stopped up highway would be substituted to its west with a length of new highway
(Reference A, the new B1043 Offord Road (Work No. 11)) from a point 50 metres
south-west of the Offord Hill farm access in a south-westerly direction for a
distance of 905 metres. This new highway would include a new bridge with
approach ramps over the new A14. There would be a minimal change in the
distance travelled.
 An existing private means of access (Reference a) on the southern side of the
new A14 (Work No.5) to agricultural land from the south-eastern side of the
existing B1043 Offord Road 900 metres south-west of the Offord Hill Farm
Access, would be stopped up and substituted with a new private means of access
(Reference 1) in the same location from the south-eastern side of the new B1043
Offord Road (Work No.11).
 A new private means of access (Reference 2) to agricultural land would be
provided on the northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the north-western
side of the new B1043 Offord Road (Work No.11[BM71]).
 A new private means of access (Reference 3) to agricultural land would be
provided on the northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the north- western
side of the new B1043 Offord Road (Work No.11[BM72]).
 A new private means of access (Reference 5, continued from Sheet 8) would be
provided on the southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the north-western
side of the new B1043 Offord Road. This new private means of access would be
required to provide maintenance access to the new East Coast Mainline railway
bridge structure, and the new A14 drainage attenuation pond 17 and agricultural
land.
 An existing private means of access (Reference b) that falls within the highway
boundaries of the new A14(T) to agricultural land on the south side of the new
A14(T), 640 metres south east of the existing Offord Hill Farm Access on the
existing B1043 Offord Road, would be stopped up and substituted with a new
private means of access (Reference 6, continued on Sheet 10) from the southern
ends of the existing Offord Hill Farm and Wyboston Farm access tracks near the
northern highway boundary of the new A14(T), continuing southwards, merging
over the new A14(T), then diverging on the south side of the new A14(T) to fields.
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C3.10 Sheet 10
 Silver Street would be stopped up where it would be re-aligned to cross over the
new A14 (Work No.5) from a point 80 metres south of its junction with the Lower
Debden Farm Access in a southerly direction for a distance of 340 metres. This
stopped up highway would be substituted with a length of new highway
(Reference A, the new Silver Street (Work No.12) from a point 55 metres south
of its junction with Lower Debden Farm Access in a southerly direction for a
distance of 460 metres. There would be a minimal increase in the distance
travelled.
 An existing private means of access (Reference a) to Lower Debden Farm from
the eastern side of Silver Street, would be stopped up and substituted with a new
private means of access (Reference 1) in the same location from the eastern side
of the new Silver Street (Work No.12).
 An existing private means of access (Reference b) to agricultural land from the
western side of Silver Street 275 metres south of its junction with the Lower
Debden farm access, would be stopped up and substituted with a new private
means of access (Reference 2) on the northern side of the new A14 (Works No.5)
from the western side of the new Silver Street (Work No.12) 125 metres south of
its junction with the Lower Debden farm access.
 A new private means of access (Reference 3) would be provided on the southern
side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the western side of the new Silver Street
(Work No.12) to agricultural land severed by the new A14.
 A new private means of access (Reference 4) would be provided on the southern
side of the new A14 from the eastern side of the new Silver Street (Work No.12)
to a new ecological mitigation area for the new A14 (Work No.5).
 An existing private means of access (Reference c) that falls within the highway
boundaries of the new A14(T) to agricultural land on the south side of the new
A14(T), 640 metres south east of the existing Offord Hill Farm Access on the
existing B1043 Offord Road, would be stopped up and substituted with a new
private means of access (Reference 6, continued on Sheet 9) from the southern
ends of the existing Offord Hill Farm and Wyboston Farm access tracks near the
northern highway boundary of the new A14(T), continuing southwards, merging
over the new A14(T), then diverging on the south side of the new A14(T) to fields.
C3.11 Sheet 11
 The A1198 Ermine Street would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the
new A14 (Work No.5) from a point 250 metres south-east of its junction with the
Beacon Field Equine Centre access in a south-easterly direction for a distance of
390m. This stopped up highway would be substituted with a length of new
highway (Reference A, the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13)) from a point
220 metres south-east of the Beacon Field Equine Centre access in a southeasterly direction for a distance of 660 metres. There would be a minimal increase
in the distance travelled along Ermine Street. However, the new Ermine Street
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would have a junction with the new A14 (Work No.5) with connecting roads to and
from the west and so improving access to major routes in the locality.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) providing an exit from Wood
Green Animal Shelter to the north-eastern side of A1198 Ermine Street 15 metres
south-east of its junction with the Beacon Field Equine Centre Access, would be
stopped up and substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 2) on
the northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) in the same location as the stopped
up access Reference a, but repositioned at the highway boundary of the new
A1198 Ermine Road (Work No.13).
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to Wood Green Animal Shelter
from the north-eastern side of the A1198 Ermine Street 155 metres south-east of
its junction with the Beacon Field Equine Centre, would be stopped up and
substituted by a new private means of access (Reference 3) in the same location
as stopped up access Reference b, but repositioned at the highway boundary of
the new A1198 Ermine Street (Work No.13).
An existing private means of access (Reference e) to Debden Lodge Farm from
the south-western side of the A1198 Ermine Street, would be stopped up and
substituted by a new private means of access (Reference 5) on the southern side
of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the south-western side of the new A1198 Ermine
Street (Work No.13) and situated 70 metres to the south-east of the present
access (Reference e).
A new private means of access (Reference 7) would be provided to land on the
south side of the new A14(T) from the south western side of the new A1198
Ermine Street (Work No. 13).
An existing private means of access (Reference f) to agricultural land from the
north-eastern side of the A1198 Ermine Street 260 metres south-east of its
junction with the Debden Lodge Farm access, would be stopped up and
substituted by a new private means of access (Reference 6) on the southern side
of the new A14 (Work No.5) in the same location as stopped up access Reference
f, but repositioned at the highway boundary of the new A1198 Ermine Street.
A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided on the northern
side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the northern side of the A14
emergency/maintenance access, leading from the A1198 Ermine Street junction,
to the new A14 drainage attenuation pond 18.
An existing private means of access to a field (Reference c), from the northeastern side of the existing A1198 Ermine Street, 370 metres south-east of its
junction with Beacon Field Equine Centre would be stopped up, where it would
be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5) and substituted by a new private means
of access (Reference 4) that would be provided on the north side of the new A14
(Work No.5) from the north side of the new A14 emergency / maintenance only
access on the north east side of the new A1198 Ermine Street junction with the
new A14 (Work No.5).
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An existing private means of access to a field (Reference d), from the northeastern side of the existing A1198 Ermine Street, 470 metres south-east of its
junction with Beacon Field Equine Centre would be stopped up, where it would
be crossed by the new A14 and as the land would be acquired for the scheme no
substitute would be provided.

C3.12 Sheet 12
 Bridleway 121/10 would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14
(Work No.5) from a point 510 metres west of its junction with Mere Way in a
generally westerly direction for a distance of 570 metres. This bridleway would be
substituted with a length of new bridleway (Reference A) on the south side of the
new A14 between the start and end points of the stopping up, a distance of 470
metres.
 Bridleway 121/10 would be stopped up from its junction with Mere Way in a
westerly direction for a distance of 30 metres. This portion of bridleway would be
substituted by a length of new bridleway adjacent to Mere Way (Work No. 14) in
a southerly direction, for a distance of 100 metres, to a junction with Bridleway
122/13.
 A new private means of access (Reference 1, continued on Sheet 11) would be
provided on the northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the northern side
of the A14 emergency/maintenance access, leading from the A1198 Ermine
Street junction, to the new A14 drainage attenuation pond 18.
C3.13 Sheet 13
 The B1040 Potton Road would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the
new A14 (Work No.5), from a point 200 metres north-east of its junction with West
Brook in a north-easterly direction for a distance of 770 metres. This stopped up
highway would be substituted by a length of new highway (Reference A, the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No. 15)) from a point 140 metres north-east of the
junction of West Brook with the B1040 Potton Road in a north easterly direction
for a distance of 865 metres. This new highway would include a new bridge with
approach ramps over the new A14 (Work No.5). There would be a minimal
increase in travelling distance.
 A length of new footpath (Reference B) would be provided between the junction
of Footpath 122/10 with the existing B1040 Potton Road in a north-easterly
direction for a distance of 330 metres. This new footpath would connect the
existing Footpath 122/10 with the new B1040 Potton Road, in part along a section
of the B1040 Potton Road that would be stopped up and coincident with the new
private means of access (Reference 2).
 A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided to an area of
ecological mitigation, and drainage attenuation pond for the new A14 (Work No.5)
and agricultural land on the southern side of the new A14 from the north-western
side of the new B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15), in part along a section of the
B1040 Potton Road that would be stopped up.
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An existing private means of access (reference a) to agricultural land on the northwest side of the existing B1040 Potton Road at its junction with the Huntingdon
District Council’s Award Drain, would be stopped up and substituted by a new
private means of access (Reference 2) provided at the same location on the
northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the north-west side of the new
B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15) in part along a section of the existing B1040
Potton Road that would be stopped up.
A new private means of access (Reference 3) to agricultural land would be
provided on the northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the south-eastern
side of the new B1040 Potton Road (Work No.15).

C3.14 Sheet 14
 Hilton Road would be stopped up from a point 290 metres south-west of its
junction with Pear Tree Close in a south-westerly direction for a distance of 740
metres, where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5). This stopped up
highway would be substituted to its east with a length of new highway (Reference
A, the new Hilton Road (Work No. 16)), from a point 265 metres south-west of the
Hilton Road/Pear Tree Close junction in a south westerly direction for a distance
of 800 metres. This new highway would include a new bridge over the new A14.
There would be a minimal increase in travelling distance.
 An existing private means of access (Reference a) to agricultural land on the
southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the south-eastern side of the
section of Hilton Road to be stopped up, 150 metres north-east of Oxholme Farm,
would be stopped up and substituted with a new private means of access
(Reference 2) from the south-east side of the new Hilton Road (Work No.16),
170m to the south-west of the existing access (Reference a).
 An existing private means of access (Reference b) to agricultural land on the
southern side of the new A14 (Work No. 5) from the south-east side of the existing
Hilton Road 160 metres south-west of Oxholme Farm would be stopped up and
substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 6) from the south-east
side of the new Hilton Road, in the same location as the stopped access
Reference b, but repositioned at the highway boundary of the new Hilton
Road[BM73].
 A new private means of access (Reference 1) to Oxholme Farm would be
provided on the southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the north-western
side of the new Hilton Road (Work No.16).
 A new private means of access (Reference 3) would be provided to drainage
attenuation pond 20 for the new A14 (Work No.5) on the northern side of the new
A14 (Work No.5) from the north-western side of the new Hilton Road (Work
No.16), over part of its length coincident with the stopped up section of Hilton
Road.
 A new private means of access (Reference 4) would be provided to the new
drainage attenuation pond 21 for the new A14 (Work No.5) on the northern side
of the new A14 from the south-eastern side of the new Hilton Road (Work No.16).
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A new private means of access (Reference 5) would be provided to a new
ecological mitigation area on the northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from
the south-eastern side of the new Hilton Road (Work No.16).

C3.15 Sheet 15
 Conington Road would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14
(Work No.5) from a point 135m south[BM74] of its junction with Access Road in a
generally southerly direction over a length of 500635[BM75] metres. It would be
substituted by a length of new highway (Reference A, the new Conington Road
(Work No. 17)), from the junction of Conington Road with Access Road in a
generally southerly direction for a distance of 680 metres. There would be a
minimal increase in travelling distance.
 A length of Footpath 87/14 would be stopped up from its junction with Footpath
87/6, south-eastward to its junction with Footpath 53/1 at the Fenstanton Parish
Boundary, a distance of 430 metres. In addition, a length of Footpath 53/1 would
be stopped up from its junction with Footpath 87/14 at the Fenstanton Parish
Boundary, southward to its junction with Conington Road, a distance of 530
metres. These would be substituted by the existing Footpath 87/6 from its junction
with Footpath 87/14 to Access Road, a new footway along a section of Access
Road to the junction with the new Conington Road (Reference A), a new footway
along a section of the new Conington Road (Reference A), and a new footpath
(Reference B) to its junction with Footpath 53/1.
 Footpath 53/2 would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14
(Work No.5) over a length from its junction with New Barns Lane, north- eastward
to its junction with Huntingdon Road, a distance of 895 metres. It would be
substituted by a new footpath (Reference C, continued on Sheet 16), a footways
along the north side of New Barns Lane (Refer to Sheet 16) and footways along
Huntingdon Road (A14) north-westward to its junction with Footpath 53/2.
 Footpath 87/6 would be stopped up from its junction with Access Road, southeastward to its southern end at Fenstanton Parish boundary, a distance of 460
metres. Footpath 87/6 would not need to be substituted as a substitute footpath
and footway would be provided for the stopped up Footpaths 53/1 and 87/14.
 An existing field access (reference a) from the north-eastern side of the existing
Conington Road 750 metres south-east of its junction with Access Road would
be stopped up. It would be substituted by a new private means of access
(Reference 4) on the southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the northeastern side of the new Conington Road (Work No.17) and 50 metres north of its
present location.
 An existing field access (reference b) from the south-western side of the existing
Conington Road 750 metres south-east of its junction with Access Road would
be stopped up. It would be substituted by a new private means of access
(Reference 5) on the southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the southwestern side of the new Conington Road (Work No.17) and 30 metres north of its
present location.
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An existing field access (reference c) from the south-western side of the stopped
up section of Conington Road, 530 metres south of its junction with Access Road
would be stopped up. It would be substituted at the same location by a new private
means of access (Reference 2) along part of the stopped up section of Conington
Road from an access to a drainage attenuation pond and the new A14 (Work
No.5) on the southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the western side of
the new Conington Road (Work No.17).
An existing field access (reference d) from the northern side of the existing New
Barns Lane 350 metres north-east of its junction with Conington Road would be
stopped up. It would be substituted by a new private means of access (Reference
7) on the southern side of the new A14 from the northern side of New Barns Lane
to a field and a drainage attenuation / treatment pond, and 30 metres east of its
present location.
An existing field access (reference e) from the north-east side of the existing
Conington Road 170 metres south of its junction with the Access Road would be
stopped up. It would be substituted by a new private means of access (Reference
9) on the south side of the Access Road at its junction with the existing Conington
Road[BM76].
An existing field access (reference f) from the north-east side of the existing
Conington Road 125 metres south of its junction with the A14(T) would be
stopped up. It would be substituted by a new private means of access (Reference
10) on the south-west side of the new Conington Road[BM77].
An existing field access (reference g) from the south-west side of the existing
Conington Road 170 metres south of its junction with the Access Road would be
stopped up. It would be substituted by a new private means of access (Reference
9) on the south side of the Access Road at its junction with the existing Conington
Road (to be stopped up[BM78]).
A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided on the northern
side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the western side of the new Conington
Road to access a drainage attenuation pond and the new A14 (Work No.5).
A new private means of access (Reference 3) would be provided to land on the
northern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the eastern side of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17).
A new private means of access (Reference 6) would be provided to land on the
southern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the eastern side of the new
Conington Road (Work No.17).
A new private means of access (Reference 8) would be provided to land on the
south side of the new A14 (Work No. 5) from the west side of the new Conington
Road via new private means of access Reference 2[BM79].
A new private means of access (Reference 11) would be provided to land on the
south side of the new A14 (Work No. 5) from the north-east side of the new
Conington Road[BM80].

C3.16 Sheet 16
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An existing section of New Barns Lane would be replaced with a new section likefor-like – the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18) – with a new bridge over the
new A14 (Work No.5) and approach ramps.
A new footpath (Reference C, continued on Sheet 15), a new footway along the
north side of New Barns Lane and a new footway along the south side of
Huntingdon Road (A14) north-westward to its junction with Footpath 53/2 (Refer
to Sheets 15 and 16) would be provided to substitute the stopping up of Footpath
53/2.
The existing private means of access to fields (References b, c, and f) on the
north of the existing A14(T), between 350 and 1,100 metres south-east of its
junction with New Barns Lane, would be stopped up for safety reasons and as
access is available from adjoining land they are not required and no substitutes
would be providedand substituted by new private means of accesses (Reference
4, 5 and 7 respectively) in the same locations as the stopped up accesses, but
repositioned at the new boundary of the A14[BM81].
The existing private means of access to a field (Reference a) would be stopped
up on the south of the existing A14(T), situated 250 metres north-west of its
junction with New Barns Lane. It would be substituted with a new private means
of access (Reference 1) along the south-west side of the existing A14(T) from the
north-western side of the new New Barns Lane (Work No. 18). The new private
means of access (Reference 1) would also provide access to severed land north
of the new A14 and to the west of the existing private means of access (Reference
a).
The existing private means of access to a field (Reference d) would be stopped
up on the south side of the existing A14(T), situated 460 metres south-east of its
junction with New Barns Lane, and no substitute would be provided as the land
on this side of the existing A14(T) would be acquired.
The existing private means of access to a field (Reference e) would be stopped
up on the south of the existing A14(T), situated 960 metres south-east of its
junction with New Barns Lane and no substitute would be provided as access to
the remainder of the field is available from adjoining land.
A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided along the southwest side of the existing A14(T) from the south-eastern side of the New Barns
Lane to provide access to drainage attenuation pond 25 for the new A14 (Work
No.5).
A new private means of access (Reference 6) would be provided to agricultural
land from the new northern boundary of the A14[BM82].

C3.17 Sheet 17
 A length of Bucking Way Road would be stopped up where it would be crossed
by the new A14 (Work No.5) from a point 150 metres north-west of the Cambridge
Services roundabout, north-eastward for 76 metres; and a length from its junction
with the A14 northward for a distance of 40 metres. Bucking Way Road would be
substituted by lengths of new highway (References B, C and D (part)), from the
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Anderson Road/Bucking Way Road junction, south-westward to the southern
dumbbell roundabout of the new Swavesey Junction then south-eastward for a
total distance of 1,255 metres, to the Cambridge Services roundabout. These new
highways would form the new Bucking Way Road (Work No.20) and the new
Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No.21), which would provide access to all
routes.
A length of new highway (Reference A, the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link
(Work No.19)) on the north-eastern side of the new A14, from a point 180 metres
north-west of its junction with Scotland Drove, in a south-easterly direction for a
distance of 780 metres, to the new Swavesey Junction.
A length of new highway (Reference D, the new Local Access Road (Work No.22)
continued on Sheet 18) would be provided on the north-east side of the new A14
from the new roundabout at the junction of Bucking Way Road, Anderson Road
and the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road in a generally south-eastward
direction for a distance of 5,240060[BM83] metres, to its roundabout junction with
the new Dry Drayton Road, and the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track.
A length of new highway (Reference E) on the north-eastern side of the new A14
from the new junction of the Bucking Way Road and the new Swavesey Junction
Link Road, south-eastward for a distance of 40 metres.
Bridleway 225/14 would be stopped up from its junction with the existing A14(T)
where it would be crossed by the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work
No.19) (Reference A), a distance of 35 metres. No substitute would be provided
as the shortened Bridleway 225/14 would meet the new A14/Swavesey Junction
Link Road.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) to a field from the north of the
existing A14(T), 1,390 metres north-west of its junction with Bucking Way Road,
would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road (Work No.19)(Reference A), and substituted with a new
private means of access (Reference 1) in the same location as the stopped up
access, but re-positioned at the highway boundary of the new A14/Swavesey
Junction Link Road.
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to Friesland Farm from the
south of the existing A14(T), 1,150 metres north-west of its junction with Bucking
Way Road, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work
No. 5), from its junction with the existing A14(T) south-westward for a distance of
82 metres. It would be substituted with a new private means of access (Reference
3, continued from Sheet 16) along the south side of the new A14 (Work No. 5),
between the new Swavesey Junction (part of Work No.20) (Reference B), which
would provide access to all routes, and the new New Barns Lane (Work No.18).
An existing access track (Reference c) known as Scotland Drove north of the
existing A14(T), 940 metres north-west of its junction with Bucking Way Road,
would be stopped from its junction with the existing A14(T) north-eastward for a
distance of 44 metres, where the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work
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No. 19)(Reference A) would cross, and substituted with a new private means of
access (Reference 5) in the same location as stopped up access, but repositioned at the highway boundary of the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link
Road.
Existing private means of access (References d and e) to fields from the south of
the existing A14(T), between 390 and 890 metres north-west of their junction with
Bucking Way Road, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new
A14 (Work No.5). They would be substituted with a new private means of access
(Reference 3) along the south side of the new A14 (Work No.5), from the southern
roundabout of the new Swavesey Junction (part of Work No.20) (Reference B),
which would provide access to all routes.
An existing private means of access (Reference h) to a field from the south of the
existing A14(T), 50 metres north-west of its junction with Bucking Way Road,
would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5). It
would be substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 6) from the
south side of the new Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No. 21) (Reference
C) at the new Swavesey Junction, which would provide access to all routes.
An existing private means of access to a field (Reference f) from the north of the
existing A14(T), 280 metres north-west of its junction with Bucking Way Road,
would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5), and
as this access would not be required no substitute would be provided.
An existing private means of access (Reference g) to a property previously known
as the Trinity Foot Public House from Bucking Way Road, 50 metres north of its
junction with the existing A14(T), would be stopped up where it would be crossed
by the new Local Access Road (Work No. 22) (Reference D), and as access to
the land would no longer be required no substitute would be provided.
An existing private means of access to a field (Reference i) from the west of
Bucking Way Road, 140 metres north of its junction with the existing A14(T),
would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new Local Access Road
(Work No. 22) (Reference D) and as access to the land would no longer be
required no substitute would be provided.
A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided on the northeastern side of the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work No.19) to the
new drainage attenuation pond 28 for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of accesses (Reference 4) would be provided on the southeastern side of the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road (Work No.19) to the
new drainage attenuation pond 27 for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 7) would be provided from the
northern side of the new Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No. 21)
(Reference C) to the new drainage attenuation ponds 29 and 30 for future
maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 8) would be provided on the northeastern side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from the south-western side of the new
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Local Access Road (Work No.22)(Reference D) to the new drainage attenuation
ponds 31 and 32 for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 9) would be provided from the
northern side of the new Cambridge Services Link Road (Work No. 21)
(Reference C) to an area of new A14 landscaping and drainage for future
maintenance purposes.

C3.18 Sheet 18
 A length of Bridleway 225/15 would be stopped up from its junction with the
A14(T) north-eastward for a distance of 50 metres. Bridleway 225/15 would be
substituted by aA length of new bridleway (Reference A) would be provided on
the north-east side of the improved A14(T) from the boundary of the improved
A14(T) north-eastward for a distance of 47 metres to its junction with Bridleway
225/15. a point 420 metres south-east of the junction of Bucking Way Road with
the A14(T), north-eastward, then south-eastward and south-westward for a
distance of 300 metres to a point 590 metres south-east of the junction of Bucking
Way Road with the A14(T[BM84]).
 A length of new highway (Reference D, the new Local Access Road (Work No.22)
continued on Sheets 17 and 19) would be provided on the north-east side of the
new A14 from the new roundabout at the junction of Bucking Way Road,
Anderson Road and the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road in a generally
south-eastward direction for a distance of 5,240 metres, to its roundabout junction
with the new Dry Drayton Road, and the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track.
 Existing private means of access (References a and b) to premises from the north
of the existing A14(T), between 690 and 682 metres north-west of their junction
with the Sewage Works Access, would be stopped up where they would be
crossed by the new Local Access Road (Work No.22)(Reference D), and
substituted with new private means of access (References 1 and 2) in the same
locations as the stopped up accesses, but re-positioned at the highway boundary
of the new Local Access Road.
 An existing private means of access (Reference c) to a field from the north of the
existing A14(T), 400 metres north-west of its junction with Sewage Works access,
would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22) (Reference D), and substituted with a new private means of access
(Reference 3) in the same location as stopped up access, but re-positioned at the
highway boundary of the new Local Access Road (Swavesey Junction / Dry
Drayton Local Road) on the north side of the new A14(T).
 An existing private means of access (Reference d) to a field from the south of the
existing A14(T), 394 metres north-west of its junction with the Sewage Works
Access, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work
No.5), and substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 4,
continued on Sheet 19) along the south side of the new A14 (Work No.5) from
Robin’s Lane.
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An existing private means of access (Reference e) to the Sewage Works and
access track known as Utton’s Drove from the north side of the existing A14(T),
would be stopped from its junction with the existing A14(T) north-eastward for a
distance of 17 metres where it would be crossed by the new Local Access Road
(Work No. 22) (Reference D). It would be substituted with a new private means of
access (Reference 5) in the same location as stopped up access, but repositioned at the highway boundary of the new Local Access Road (Swavesey
Junction / Dry Drayton Local Access Road) on the north side of the new A14
(Work No.5).
New private means of access (References 6 and 7) would be provided on the
north-eastern side of the new Local Access Road (Work No.22)(Reference D),
from the existing Utton’s Drove track to the new drainage attenuation ponds 34
and 36 for future maintenance purposes.

C3.19 Sheet 19
 A length of new highway (Reference D, the new Local Access Road (Work No.22)
continued on Sheets 18 and 20) on the north-east side of the new A14 (Work
No.22) would be provided from the new roundabout at the junction of Bucking
Way Road, Anderson Road and the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road in a
generally south-eastward direction for a distance of 5,240060 metres, to its
roundabout junction with the new Dry Drayton Road, and the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track.
 Robin’s Lane would be stopped up where the new Robin’s Lane (Work No.23)
(Reference A) would cross the new A14 (Work No. 5), from a point 40 metres
south-west of its junction with the existing A14(T) generally south-westward to a
point 20 metres west of the access to Grange Farm, a distance of 370 metres.
Robin’s Lane would be substituted by the new Robin’s Lane (Reference A) that
would run from the junction of Grange Farm access with Robin’s Lane in a
generally northerly direction for 615 metres to cross over the new A14 (Work
No.5) and the new Local Access Road (Work No. 22) (Reference D) on a bridge
with approach ramps and to a junction with the new Local Access Road (Work
No.22) (Reference D). From this junction, access would be maintained to all
directions via the adjacent new Swavesey and Bar Hill Junctions.
 A length of new highway (Reference B) would be provided from the new Robin’s
Lane (Reference A) on the north-eastern side of the new Local Access Road
(Reference D), in a northerly direction for a distance of 175 metres. The new
highway would connect to the existing private means of access to The White
House, Hill Farm and Hill Farm Cottages.
 A length of new footpath (Reference C) would be provided on the south-west side
of the improved A14(T) (Work No. 5) from its junction with Footpath 150/5, in a
south easterly direction for a distance of 160 metres, where it meets realigned
Bridleway 16/1 to be provided in connection with redevelopment of land adjacent
to the Service Area at Bar Hill Junction. The new footpath would connect Footpath
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150/5 to the new Domino Printing expansion development (refer to General
Arrangement Plan Sheet 17 for further information).
Footpath 150/5 would be stopped where it would be crossed by the new A14
(Work No. 5), from its junction with the existing A14(T) south-westward to the new
A14 southerly highway boundary, a distance of 27 metres. No substitute would
be provided as the shortened Footway 150/5 would meet the new highway.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) to Clare College Farm from
the south-western side of the existing A14(T), 300 metres north-west of its
junction with Robin’s Lane, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by
the new A14 (Work No.5), and substituted with a new private means of access
(Reference 4) from the new Robin’s Lane (Work No.23) (Reference A).
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to The White House, Hill Farm
and Hill Farm Cottages from the north of the existing A14(T), 230 metres west of
its junction with Robin’s Lane, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by
the new Local Access Road (Work No. 22) (Reference D), from its junction with
the existing A14(T) north-eastward for a distance of 10 metres. Access to the
highway would be provided by the new length of highway (Reference B) that
would join the new Robin’s Lane (Reference A) from where access would be
maintained to all directions via the new Local Access Road (Reference D), but
would also be improved to the community of Lolworth on the other side of the new
A14 (Work No.5).
An existing private means of access (Reference c) to a field west of the existing
Robin’s Lane, 30 metres south-west of its junction with the existing A14(T), would
be stopped up and substituted with new private means of access (Reference 4)
from the new Robin’s Lane (Reference A), coincident in part with a stopped up
length of the existing Robin’s Lane and along a section of existing access track to
Clare College Farm.
An existing private means of access (Reference d) to a field east of the existing
Robin’s Lane, 40 metres south-west of its junction with the existing A14(T), would
be stopped up and substituted with new private means of access (Reference 5)
from the new Robin’s Lane (Reference A), coincident in part with a stopped up
length of the existing Robin’s Lane.
A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided from the southeastern side of the existing private means of access to The White House, Hill
Farm and Hill Farm Cottages to an area of severed land.
A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided from the southeastern side of the existing private means of access to The White House, Hill
Farm and Hill Farm Cottages to the new drainage attenuation pond 37 for future
maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 6) would be provided from the northeastern side of the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) (Reference D), to the
new drainage attenuation pond 39 for future maintenance purposes.

C3.20 Sheet 20
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The B1050 Hattons Road would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the
new A14 (Work No.5) from a point 58 metres north-west of the centre of the
roundabout junction between the B1050 Hattons Road, Saxon Way and Crafts
Way, in a generally northerly direction for a distance of 340 metres and would
include the demolition of the bridge over the existing A14(T). A substitute length
of new highway (Reference B), the new B1050 Hattons Road (Work No.24) would
be provided from the B1050 Hattons Road/Saxon Way/Crafts Way junction in a
generally north eastward direction for a distance of 745 metres. This new highway
would include the new Bar Hill Junction roundabout from where access to the new
A14 (Work No.5) would be maintained.
Bridleway 16/1 would be stopped up from its junction with the existing A14(T),
where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5), in a generally northwesterly direction for a distance of 145 metres. Bridleway 16/1 would be
substituted by a new permissive equestrian track on the south-east side of the
new Bar Hill junction from the western end of the stopped up Bridleway 16/1 in a
generally south-easterly direction for a distance of 300 metres, together with a
section of new Bridleway 16/1.
A length of new highway (Reference C) would be provided on the north side of
the A14 from a point 140 metres north-east of the B1050 Hattons Road / A14
diverge slip road roundabout junction in a generally south easterly direction for a
distance of 195 metres.
A length of new highway (Reference D, the new Local Access Road (Work No.22)
continued on Sheets 19 and 21) on the north-east side of the new A14 (Work
No.22) would be provided from the new roundabout at the junction of Bucking
Way Road, Anderson Road and the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road in a
generally south-eastward direction for a distance of 5,240 metres, to its
roundabout junction with the new Dry Drayton Road, and the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track.
Bridleway 151/10 would be stopped up from its junction with the existing A14(T),
in a north-easterly direction to the north-east highway boundary of the new Local
Access Road (Swavesey Junction / Dry Drayton Local Road) (Work No. 22)
(Reference D), a distance of 85 metres. No substitute would be provided as the
shortened Footway 151/10 would meet the new highway.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) to a field west of the B1050
Hattons Road, 280 metres north-east of its junction with the existing A14(T),
would be stopped up and substituted with a new private means of access
(Reference 2) from the new Local Access Road (Swavesey Junction / Dry Drayton
Local Road) (Work No.22)(Reference D).
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to Noon Folly Farm from the
west of the B1050 Hattons Road, 570 metres north-east of its junction with the
existing A14(T), would be stopped up from its junction with the B1050 Hattons
Road, north-westward for a distance of 17 metres and substituted with a new
private means of access (Reference 3) in the same location as stopped up access
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(Reference b), but re-positioned at the highway boundary of the new B1050
Hattons Road (Work No.24)(Reference B).
An existing private means of access (Reference c) to premises from the north of
the existing A14(T), 530 metres south-east of its junction with the B1050 Hattons
Road, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work
No.5), and substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 5), 450
metres south of the new Bar Hill Junction (Reference C), from the south of the
new Local Access Road (Work No.22)(Reference D) from where there would be
improved access via the new Bar Hill Junction (References B and C) to
communities on the south-west side of the A14.
A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided on the northeastern side of the new A14 (Work No.5), from the southern side of the new Local
Access Road (Work No. 22)(Reference D) and 250 metres west of the B1050
Hattons Road (Reference B) to the new drainage attenuation ponds 40 and 41
and areas of landscaping for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 4) would be provided from the
northern side of the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) (Reference D), 80
metres east of the new Bar Hill Junction (Reference C), to the new drainage
attenuation pond 42 for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 6) would be provided from the
northern side of the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) (Reference D), 625
metres east of the new Bar Hill Junction (Reference C), to the new drainage
attenuation pond 43 for future maintenance purposes.

C3.21 Sheet 21
 Dry Drayton Road would be stopped up from its junction with Oakington Road,
south-eastward for a distance of 95 metres. Dry Drayton Road would be
substituted via a length of new highway (Reference C, the new Dry Drayton Road
(Work No. 25)), from a point on Oakington Road 250 metres south-west of its
junction with Dry Drayton Road, in a generally north-easterly direction over the
A14 to a new junction with Dry Drayton Road, a distance of 700 metres. This new
highway would be coincident over part of its length with the existing Dry Drayton
Road from the junction with the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) (Reference
D) to where it bridges over the existing A14(T). No substitute junction with the
new A14 (Work No.5) would be provided at Dry Drayton Road. Instead, access to
and from both eastbound and westbound carriageways of the new A14 would be
available at the new Bar Hill Junction, 1.6 kilometres to the north-west from the
new Dry Drayton Road via the new Local Access Road (Work No.22) (Reference
D). Alternatively, access onto the westbound carriageway and from the eastbound
carriageway of the new A14 would be available at Girton Interchange, 2.0
kilometres to the south-east via the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road
(Reference B) (Work No.27).
 Oakington Road would be stopped up from its junction with Dry Drayton Road,
south-westward for a distance of 160 metres. Oakington Road would be
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substituted via a length of new highway (Reference C, the new Dry Drayton Road
(Work No.25)) from a point on Oakington Road 250 metres south-west of its
junction with Dry Drayton Road, in a generally north-easterly direction over the
A14 to a new junction with Dry Drayton Road, a distance of 700 metres. No
substitute junction with the new A14 (Work No.5) would be provided at Oakington
Road. Instead, access to and from both eastbound and westbound carriageways
of the new A14 would be available at the new Bar Hill Junction, 1.6 kilometres to
the north-west from the new Dry Drayton Road via the new Local Access Road
(Reference D) (Work No.22). Alternatively, access onto the westbound
carriageway and from the eastbound carriageway of the new A14 would be
available at Girton Interchange, 2.0 kilometres to the south-east via the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B) (Work No.27).
A length of new bridleway and cycle track (Reference A), the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track (Work No.26), would be provided from a point 180 metres
south-east of the junction of the A14 southbound slip roads and the existing
A14(T), in a generally south-easterly direction to the Girton Grange
Accommodation Bridge over the A14, a total distance of 3,000 metres (continued
on Sheets 22, 23 and 24). The route would generally run parallel to the new A14
on its north-east side.
A length of new highway (Reference B, the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local
Access Road (Work No.27)) would be provided from a point 200 metres southwest of the Oakington Road junction with Dry Drayton Road, in a generally southeasterly direction of 2,310 metres to the existing A1307 Huntingdon Road at the
M11 (continued on Sheets 22 and 23).
Bridleway 66/12 would be stopped up from its junction with the existing A14(T),
south-westwards for a distance of 540 metres. Bridleway 66/12 would be
substituted by new equestrian tracks along the new Cambridge Crematorium
Access Road (Reference E) and a section of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local
Access Road (Reference B), a total distance of 580 metres.
A length of new highway (Reference D, the new Local Access Road (Work No.22)
continued on Sheet 20) on the north-east side of the new A14 (Work No.22) would
be provided from the new roundabout at the junction of Bucking Way Road,
Anderson Road and the new A14/Swavesey Junction Link Road in a generally
south-eastward direction for a distance of 5,240 metres, to its roundabout junction
with the new Dry Drayton Road, and the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track.
A new highway (Reference E), the new Cambridge Crematorium Access Road,
would be provided from the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road
(Reference B) to provide access to premises currently with access from the south
of the existing A14(T) as described below. The new highway (Reference B), the
new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road, would broadly run parallel to the
A14 between the new Dry Drayton Road in the north-west and the new A1307
Huntingdon Road (Work No.30) in the south-east.
The A14 southbound and northbound slip roads from/to Dry Drayton Road and
Oakington Road respectively would be stopped up over their whole lengths. No
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substitutes would be provided as the new Dry Drayton Road would cross the new
A14 via a new bridge without any slip roads connecting to the new A14.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) to Slate Hall Farm from the
north of the existing A14(T), 700 metres north-west of Dry Drayton Road
overpass, would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new A14 (Work
No.5) and the new Local Access Road (Work No.22), from its junction with the
existing A14(T) north-eastwards for a distance of 43 metres. It would substituted
with a new private means of access (Reference 1) in the same location as stopped
up access, but re-positioned at the northerly highway boundary of the new Local
Access Road (Reference D) (Work No.22).
An existing private means of access (Reference c) to a field from the south of
Oakington Road, 390 metres south-west of its junction with the existing A14(T),
would be stopped up where it would be crossed by the new Dry Drayton Road
(Reference C) (Work No.25), from its junction with Oakington Road southeastwards for a distance of 20 metres. It would be substituted with a new private
means of access (Reference 4) from the new Dry Drayton Road at its junction
with the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B) (Work
No.27).
An existing private means of access (Reference d) to Hackers Fruit Farm from
the east of Dry Drayton Road, 190 metres from its junction with Oakington Road,
would be stopped up from its junction with Dry Drayton Road south-eastwards for
a distance of 195 metres and substituted with a new private means of access
(Reference 6) from the new Cambridge Crematorium Access Road (Reference
E).
An existing private means of access (Reference f) to Hackers Fruit Farm from the
south of the existing A14(T), 280 metres south-east of its junction with the A14
northbound slip road at Oakington Road, would be stopped up where it would be
crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5) and substituted with a new private means
of access (Reference 6) from the new Cambridge Crematorium Access Road
(Reference E).
An existing private means of access (Reference g) to premises from the south of
the existing A14(T), 340 metres south-east of its junction with the A14 northbound
slip road at Oakington Road, would be stopped and substituted with a new private
means of access (Reference 6) from the new Cambridge Crematorium Access
Road (Reference E).
An existing private means of access (Reference h) to Hackers Fruit Farm from
the south of the existing A14(T), 360 metres south-east of its junction with the A14
northbound slip road at Oakington Road, would be stopped and substituted with
a new private means of access (Reference 6) from the new Cambridge
Crematorium Access Road (Reference E).
An existing private means of access (Reference i) to Cambridge Crematorium
from the south of the existing A14(T), 605 metres south-east of its junction with
the A14 northbound slip road at Oakington Road, would be stopped up where it
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would be crossed by the new A14 (Work No.5) and substituted with a new private
means of access (Reference 7) from the new Cambridge Crematorium Access
Road (Reference E).
New private means of access (References 2 and 3) would be provided from the
north-eastern side and south-western side of the new Local Access Road
(Reference D)(Work No.22) to the new drainage attenuation ponds 44, 45 and 46
and an area of landscaping for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 5) would be provided from the
northern side of the new Dry Drayton Road (Reference C) (Work No.25) at its
junction with Oakington Road to the new drainage attenuation pond 47 and an
area of landscaping for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 8) would be provided on the northeastern side of the new A14 from the new Dry Drayton Road / new Local Access
Road / new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track roundabout junction to the A14
Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge at Footpath 99/4 (continued on Sheets 22,
23 and 24).
A new private means of access (Reference 9) would be provided on the south
side of the new Cambridge Crematorium Access Road to a severed area of
agricultural land[BM85].
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to a field from the north-west
of the A14 southbound slip road at a stopped up section of Dry Drayton Road, 80
metres north-east of its junction with the existing A14(T), would also be stopped
up. As this access is not required no substitute would be provided.

C3.22 Sheet 22
 A length of new bridleway and cycle track (Reference A), the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track (Work No.26), would be provided from a point 180 metres
south-east of the junction of the A14 southbound slip roads and the existing
A14(T), in a generally south-easterly direction to the Girton Grange
Accommodation Bridge over the A14, a total distance of 3,000 metres (continued
on Sheets 21, 23 and 24). The route would generally run parallel to the new A14
on its north-east side.
 A length of new highway (Reference B, the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local
Access Road (Work No.27)) would be provided from a point 200 metres southwest of the Oakington Road junction with Dry Drayton Road, in a generally southeasterly direction of 2,310 metres to the existing A1307 Huntingdon Road at the
M11 (continued on Sheets 21 and 23).
 A length of new bridleway (Reference D, continued on Sheet 23) would be
provided between a point on Bridleway 154/2 220 metres north-east of the
Bridleway 154/2 overpass over the A428(T), northward for a distance of 535
metres, to the boundary of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road
(Reference B), and a length of new bridleway from a point at the junction of
Bridleway 154/2 and the southern boundary of the A428(T), eastward for a
distance of 1,125 metres, to the existing Footpath 154/3 underpass under the
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M11. The new bridleway would connect Bridleway 154/2 to the new Dry Drayton
to Girton Local Access Road.
Footpath 99/7 would be stopped up along the whole length, from its junction with
A14 Westbound Link at Girton Interchange, westward to its junction with The
Avenue, a distance of 400 metres. It would be substituted by the new footway
along the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B) (Work
No.27), a distance of 665 metres.
Footpath 99/8 would be stopped from its junction with The Avenue, westward to
the southern highway boundary of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access
Road (Reference B), a distance of 70 metres. It would be substituted by a new
footway along the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B)
(Work No.27), a distance of 50 metres, with minimal difference in walking
distance.
The Avenue would be stopped up from a point 43 metres south-west of its junction
with the existing A14(T), south-westward for a distance of 220 metres. Access to
the remainder of The Avenue to the south would be provided from a new junction
with the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B) (Work
No.27). Access to and from both eastbound and westbound carriageways of the
new A14 would be available at the new Bar Hill Junction, 3.3 kilometres to the
north-west, via the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25) and the new Local
Access Road (Work No.22). Alternatively, access onto the westbound
carriageway and from the eastbound carriageway of the new A14 would be
available at Girton Interchange, 1.2 kilometres to the south-east via the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B). Travel distances would
generally increase depending on which direction of travel and which route is taken
(i.e. M11, A14, A428), but decrease for A1307 Huntingdon Road, largely in part
due to the changes proposed at the Girton Interchange to the south and with the
closure of the Oakington Road/Dry Drayton Road junction with the new A14 to
the north.
Existing accesses to premises (References b, c, d, e, f, and g) from the south of
the existing A14(T), between 250 metres and 385 metres north-west of its junction
with The Avenue would be stopped up and substituted with a new private means
of access (Reference 2) to the rear of the properties provided from the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B) (Work No.27). This new
access route would in part utilise an existing access track south of Catch Hall that
would be upgraded. Access to and from both eastbound and westbound
carriageways of the new A14 would be available at the new Bar Hill Junction, 2.9
kilometres to the north-west, via the new Dry Drayton Road (Work No.25) and the
new Local Access Road (Work No.22). Alternatively, access onto the westbound
carriageway and from the eastbound carriageway of the new A14 would be
available at Girton Interchange, 1.2 kilometres to the south-east via the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Local Access Road. Travel distances would generally increase
depending on which direction of travel and which route is taken (i.e. M11, A14,
A428), but decrease for A1307 Huntingdon Road, largely in part due to the
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changes proposed at the Girton Interchange to the south and with the closure of
the Oakington Road/Dry Drayton Road junction with the new A14 to the north.
An existing access track (reference h) leading south from Catch Hall would be
stopped up where it is crossed by the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access
Road (Reference B) and substituted with a new entrance (reference 5) to the track
from the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B).
An existing access to a field (Reference i) from The Avenue, 270 metres southwest of its junction with the existing A14(T), north-west of its junction with The
Avenue would be stopped up and access to the land would be provided by a new
private means of access (Reference 3) continuous with part of the stopped up
section of The Avenue with little change in distance travelled.
An existing private means of access (Reference j) to Grange Farm from the north
of the existing A14(T), 203 metres south-east of its junction with The Avenue,
would be stopped up a length from its junctions with the existing A14(T) northward
for 60 metres and substituted with a new private means of access (Reference 10)
from the north-eastern side of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track
(Reference 8). Access to Grange Farm from the north of the existing A14(T), 230
metres south-east of its junction with The Avenue, would be stopped from its
junction with the existing A14(T) northward for 60 metres. Entering the property
travelling eastbound on the A14 the distance travelled would be little changed but
would entail using the new Bar Hill Junction and the new Local Access Road
(Work No.22), due to the proposed closure of the Dry Drayton Junction. Exiting
from the south-east on the A14 would first entail travelling north to Bar Hill
Junction and return via the new Local Access Road (Work No.22), an additional
distance of 1.8 kilometres each way before it is possible to turn around, due to
the proposed closure of the Oakington Road junction
Existing accesses to premises at Grange Farm Cottages (References k, l, m, n,
and o) from the north of the existing A14(T), between 325 metres and 380 metres
south-east of its junction with The Avenue, would be stopped up and a new private
means of access (Reference 11) along the Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track
(Reference 8) would be provided from the new Dry Drayton Road. The same
issues with travel distances apply as discussed above for Grange Farm.
An existing private means of access (Reference p) to agricultural land from the
south side of the A14(T), 820 metres north-west of its junction with the Avenue
would be stopped up and substituted with[BM86] A a new private means of access
(Reference 1) would be provided from the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access
Road (Work No.27) (Reference B) to an area taken for environmental mitigation
on the southern corner of Cambridge Crematorium and next to the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference B).
A new private means of access (Reference 4) would be provided on the southwestern side of the existing A14(T) from the north western side of the new private
means of access (Reference 2).
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A new private means of access (Reference 6) would be provided on the southwestern side of the existing A14(T) from the southern side of the new Local
Access Road (Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road).
A new private means of access (Reference 7) would be provided on the north
eastern side of the existing A14(T) from the northern side of the new Dry Drayton
to Girton Access Track. A new private means of access (Reference 8) would be
provided on the north-eastern side of the new A14 from the new Dry Drayton
Road / new Local Access Road / new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track
roundabout junction to the A14 Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge at Footpath
99/4 (continued on Sheets 21, 23 and 24).
A new private means of access (Reference 9) would be provided on the north
eastern side of the existing A14(T) from the northern side of the new Dry Drayton
to Girton Access Track.
An existing access to a field (Reference a) from the north of the existing A14(T),
630 metres north-west of its junction with The Avenue would be stopped up and
access to the field would be provided by the new Dry Drayton to Girton Access
Track (Reference 8) that passes through the land.

C3.23 Sheet 23
 A length of new bridleway and cycle track (Reference A), the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track (Work No.26), would be provided from a point 180 metres
south-east of the junction of the A14 southbound slip roads and the existing
A14(T), in a generally south-easterly direction to the Girton Grange
Accommodation Bridge over the A14 (Refer to Sheet 24), a total distance of 3,000
metres (continued on Sheets 21, 22, and 24). The route would generally run
parallel to the new A14 on its north-east side.
 A length of new highway (Reference B, the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local
Access Road (Work No.27)) would be provided from a point 200 metres southwest of the Oakington Road junction with Dry Drayton Road, in a generally southeasterly direction of 2,310 metres to the existing A1307 Huntingdon Road at the
M11 (continued on Sheets 21 and 22).
 The existing A14 Westbound Link would be stopped up, from the start of the
existing A14 Westbound Link north westwards for a distance of 360 metres. The
A14 Westbound Link would be substituted via a length of new A14 Westbound
Link (Work No.29) that would lead directly from the A14 (Histon to Girton)
carriageway. The stopped up section would become a new private means of
access (Reference 4) for maintenance purposes with a new access off the new
A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30).
 Bridleway 154/2 would be stopped up, where the new A14 Westbound Link (Work
No. 29) and the new A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30) would cross, from a
point 220m north-east of the Bridleway 154/2 overpass over the A428(T), in a
generally north-easterly direction for a distance of 475 metres to where it meets
the A14(T). Bridleway 154/2 would be substituted by alength of new bridleway
between a point on Bridleway 154/2 220 metres north-east of the Bridleway 154/2
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overpass over the A428(T), northward for a distance of 535 metres, to the
boundary of the new Dry Drayton to Girton Local Access Road (Reference D,
continued on Sheet 22), and, a length of new bridleway from a point at the junction
of Bridleway 154/2 and the southern boundary of the A428(T), eastward for a
distance of 1,125 metres to the existing Footpath 154/3 underpass under the M11
(Reference C).
Bridleway 99/6 would be stopped up, from the western highway boundary of the
existing A14 Westbound Link, in a generally north easterly direction to and beyond
the existing Huntingdon Road, for a total distance of 260 metres. No substitute
would be provided for this bridleway as it terminates on the south side of the
existing A14 and a substitute bridleway would be provided for Bridleway 154/2,
which connects to Bridleway 99/6.
The existing A14 Huntingdon Road Link would be stopped up from the start of the
A14 Huntingdon Road Link south-eastwards for a distance of 230 metres to
Huntingdon Road. The A14 Huntingdon Road Link would be substituted via a
length of new highway, the new A14 Huntingdon Road Link to Huntingdon Road
(Work No.30).
Washpit Lane would be stopped up from its junction with the existing A14(T),
north- eastwards for a distance of 55 metres, to its junction with the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Access Track (Reference A) (Work No.26). No substitute would
be provided as the shortened Washpit Lane would connect to the new Dry
Drayton to Girton Access Track.
An existing private means of access (Reference b) to a field from the north-west
of the existing Bridleway 154/2 track, 355m south-west of its junction with the
existing Huntingdon Road, would be stopped up where the new A14 Westbound
Link (Work No.29) would cross, from a point 50 metres north-west of the existing
Bridleway 154/2 track north-westwards for a distance of 200 metres, and
substituted with new private means of access (Reference 3, via Reference 4) from
the A1307 Huntingdon Road. The Reference 3 new private means of access
would provide access to the new drainage attenuation pond 55 for future
maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 1), leading to the new drainage
attenuation pond 53 for future maintenance purposes, would be provided on the
north-western side of the new private means of access (Reference 3).
A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided on the northeastern side of the M11 from the north side of the new A1307 Huntingdon Road
(Work No.30) via a stopped up section of Bridleway 99/6 leading to the new
drainage attenuation pond 54 and an area of landscaping for future maintenance
purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 5) would be provided on the northeastern side of the M11 from the south side of the new Huntingdon Road (Work
No.30), at its junction with the new A14 Huntingdon Road Link, to the new
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drainage attenuation pond 56 and an area of landscaping for future maintenance
purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 8) would be provided on the northeastern side of the new A14 from the new Dry Drayton Road / new Local Access
Road / new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track roundabout junction to the A14
Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge at Footpath 99/4 (continued on Sheets 21,
22 and 24).
An existing private means of access (Reference a) to a field from the south of the
existing Huntingdon Road, 70m south-east of the centreline of the M11 overpass,
would be stopped up where the new A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No. 30)
would cross, and as this access would not be required no substitute would be
provided.
An existing private means of access (Reference c) to a field from the south
eastern side of the existing Bridleway 154/2 track, 200m north-east of the
Bridleway 154/2 overpass over the A428(T), would be stopped up where the new
A14 Westbound Link (Work No. 29) would cross, from a point 145 metres northeast of its south-western junction with Bridleway 99/6 north-eastwards for a
distance of 186 metres and as this access would not be required no substitute
would be provided.

C3.24 Sheet 24
 A length of new bridleway and cycle track (Reference A), the new Dry Drayton to
Girton Access Track (Work No.26), would be provided from a point 180 metres
south-east of the junction of the A14 southbound slip roads and the existing
A14(T), in a generally south-easterly direction to the Girton Grange
Accommodation Bridge over the A14 (Refer to Sheet 24), a total distance of 3,000
metres (continued on Sheets 21, 22, and 23). The route would generally run
parallel to the new A14 on its north-east side.
 A length of new cycle track (Reference B), would be provided from the northern
end of Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge, in a generally easterly direction to
Weavers Field, a distance of 150 metres. The new cycle track would connect
Footpath 99/4 south of the improved A14 Girton to Milton (Work No. 33) via the
Girton Grange Accommodation overbridge over the improved A14 to the end of
Weavers Field on the north side of the improved A14.
 Existing private means of access (References a, b and c) to premises from the
south-west of the A1307 Huntingdon Road, between 185 metres and 295 metres
north-west of their junction with Orchard Drive, would be stopped up where the
new A1307 Huntingdon Road (Work No.30) would cross, from their junction with
the A1307 Huntingdon Road south-westward a distance between 8 to 12 metres
and substituted with new private means of access (References 1, 2 and 3) in the
same location as the stopped up accesses, but re-positioned at the highway
boundary of the A1307 Huntingdon Road.
 A new private means of access (Reference 8) would be provided on the northeastern side of the new A14 from the new Dry Drayton Road / new Local Access
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Road / new Dry Drayton to Girton Access Track roundabout junction to the A14
Girton Grange Accommodation Bridge at Footpath 99/4 (continued on Sheets 21,
22 and 23).
C3.25 Sheet 25
 Due to proposed improvements to the Histon Junction a section of an existing
private means of access (Reference a) that commences from the south of the
entrance road to the Holiday Inn Cambridge would be stopped up from a point
180 metres south of its junction with the entrance road, southwards then
eastwards for a distance of 200 metres and substituted with a new section of
private means of access (Reference 1) on the northern side of the A14 from the
B1049 Cambridge Road North.
 A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided along the new
northern boundary of the A14 (Work No.33) from Lone Tree Avenue eastwards
then southwards to the new drainage attenuation pond 58 and an area of
environmental mitigation and landscaping, for future maintenance purposes.
C3.26 Sheet 26
 A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided along the new
northern boundary of the A14 (Work No.33) from Kings Hedges Bridge eastwards
to the new drainage attenuation pond 59 and an area of environmental mitigation
for future maintenance purposes.
C3.27 Sheet 27
 No new or stopped up highways or private means of accesses.
C3.28 Sheet 28
 The existing A14(T) would be stopped up from a point 250 metres west of the
East Coast Mainline railway, in a generally south-easterly direction for a distance
of 460 metres and the bridge over the railway demolished. The new A14 (Work
No.5), which would provide a three lane dual carriageway between Brampton Hut
and Swavesey, would remove a large proportion of traffic from the section of the
existing A14(T) to be stopped up and the existing A14(T) would be de-trunked
over approximately 19km (12 miles) between Brampton Hut and Swavesey.
Locally, the existing A14(T) would be substituted by a length of new highway
(Reference A), the new Views Common Link (Work No.34), from a point
immediately south-west of the existing A14(T) 290 metres west of the East Coast
Mainline railway crossing, in a generally south-westerly direction to
Hinchingbrooke Park Road for a distance of 470 metres; a length of the improved
Hinchingbrooke Park Road; a length of the existing B1514 Brampton Road; and
a length of new highway (Reference C) southward for a distance of 98 metres.
Between the junction with Hinchingbrooke Park Road to the Edison Bell Way
junction 80 metres east of the East Coast Mainline railway crossing for a distance
of 500 metres traffic would then use the improved B1514 Brampton Road for a
distance of 500 metres.
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Edison Bell Way junction would be improved to include a length of new highway
(Reference C), the new Mill Common Link (Work No.36), from Brampton Road in
a generally southerly direction for a distance of 98 metres to re-join the existing
A14(T), 150 metres to the south-east of the East Coast Mainline railway crossing.
A length of new highway (Reference B), would be provided from a point on
Brampton Road exit slip road 45 metres south-west of its junction with
Hinchingbrooke Park Road in a generally northerly direction for a distance of 40
metres to this junction.
Footpath 133/11 would be stopped up from a point 220 metres west of the East
Coast Mainline railway crossing, in a generally north-westerly direction for a
distance of 130 metres. Footpath 133/11 would be substituted by part of the new
footpath (Reference F) to be provided between Footpath 133/11 north-east of the
existing A14(T) underpass and a point north of the new private means of access
(Reference 2) on the new highway (Reference A), a distance of 360 metres.
A length of new highway (Reference D), the new Pathfinder Link (Work No.37),
would be provided from a point on the existing A14(T) 30 metres west of its
crossing of the road called Mill Common, northwards to the junction of Prince’s
Street with the Ring Road to a new junction on the A14, 125 metres south of the
Prince’s Street / Ring Road junction.
A length of new highway (Reference E) would be provided from a point on the
Ring Road 45 metres south-east of its junction with Prince’s Street, in a generally
southerly direction for a distance of 44 metres to the road called Mill Common.
This would replace a section of the road called Mill Common incorporated into the
length of new highway (Reference D), the new Pathfinder Link, at its junction with
the Ring Road.
A length of new cycle track (Reference G) would be provided from a point north
of the new private means of access (Reference 2) on the new highway (Reference
A), in a north-easterly direction for a distance of 250 metres to a junction with
Footpath 133/11. The new cycle track would connect the new footway and
cycleway on the new View Commons Link to the existing Footpath 133/11 to the
north of the new A14 roundabout.
A new private means of access (Reference 1) would be provided on the southwestern side of the existing A14(T) from the north-western side of the new
highway (Reference A), the new Views Common Link (Work No. 34), to the new
drainage attenuation pond 61 and an area of environmental mitigation for future
maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 2) would be provided on the northeastern south-western side of the existing A14(T) from the south-eastern side of
the new A14 roundabout highway (Reference A), the new Views Common Link
(Work No.34), toat[BM87] Views Common for future maintenance purposes.
A new private means of access (Reference 3) would be provided on the southwestern side of the existing A14(T) from the south-eastern side of the new
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highway (Reference A), the new Views Common Link (Work No.34), to the new
drainage attenuation pond 60 for future maintenance purposes.
An existing private means of access (Reference a) from Hinchingbrooke Park
Road to Cambridgeshire Constabulary Headquarters would be stopped up from
its junction with Hinchingbrooke Park Road northwards for a distance of 7 metres.
The access would be substituted by a new private means of access (Reference
4) from the eastern side of the new highway (Reference A), the new Views
Common Link (Work No. 34).
A new private means of access (Reference 5) would be provided from the western
side of the southern end of the new highway (Reference C), the new Mill Common
Link (Work No.36), to the railway station car park.
An existing private means of access (Reference b) from the B1514 Brampton
Road to Huntingdon Railway Station would be stopped up and substituted by
aA[BM88] new private means of access (Reference 6) would be provided from the
south-western side of the improved A14 (to be detrunked) to the Huntingdon
railway station car park.
A new private means of access (Reference 7) would be provided from the southwestern side of the new highway (Reference D), new Pathfinder Link Road (Work
No.37), to Mill Common.
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Appendix D: List of statutory undertakers and other
similar bodies having or possibly having a right to
keep equipment on, in or over the land within the
Development Consent Order boundary
Statutory
undertaker/
similar body

Company Address

Right(s)

Cambridge Water
PLC

Cambridge Water, 90 Fulbourn
Road, Cambridge, CB1 9JN

In respect of water mains, meters,
sewers, pipes and other apparatus

Anglian Water
Services Limited

Anglian House, Ambury Road
South, Huntingdon, PE29 3NZ

In respect of water mains, meters,
sewers, pipes and other apparatus

Energy House, Crawley, West
Sussex, RH10 1EX

In respect of electricity transmission,
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

The Gas
Transportation
Company Limited

Energy House, Woolpit Business
Park, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk,
IP30 9UP

In respect of gas mains, meters, pipes
and other apparatus

Virgin Media Limited

Communications House, Bartley
Wood Business Park, Bartley
Way, Hook, RG27 9UP

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Vodafone Limited

Vodafone
House,
The
Connection, Newbury, Berkshire,
RG14 2FN

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Trafficmaster Limited

Martell House, University Way,
Cranfield, Bedford, Bedfordshire,
MK43 0TR

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

BT Centre, 81 Newgate Street,
London, EC1A 7AJ

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Grant Way, Isleworth, Middlesex,
TW7 5QD

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Colt Telecom Limited

Beaufort House, 15 St Botolph
Street, London, EC3A 7QN

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Energetics Electricity
Company

International House, Stanley
Boulevard, Hamilton International
Technology Park, Glasgow,

In respect of electricity transmission,
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

UK Power Networks
(Operations) Limited

BT Group PLC

BSKYB
Telecommunications
Services Limited

South Lanarkshire, G72 0BN
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Company Address

Right(s)

2 Europa View, Sheffield
Business Park, Sheffield, S9 1XH

In respect of gas mains, meters,
pipes and other apparatus; water
mains, meters, sewers, pipes and
other apparatus; and electricity
transmission, wires, conduits, cables
and other apparatus

Instalcom House, Borehamwood
Industrial Park, Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 5PZ

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus; water mains, meters,
sewers, pipes and other apparatus;
and electricity transmission, wires,
conduits, cables and other apparatus

31st Floor, 25 Canada Square,
Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LQ

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Coms.Com Limited

Beacon House, Stokenchurch
Business Park, Ibstone Road,
Stokenchurch, Bucks, HP14 3FE

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Redcentric
Communications
Limited

Central House, Beckwith Knowle,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG3
1UG

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Tata, KPN

C/o McNicholas Construction
Limited, Lismirrane Industrial
Park, Elstree Road, Elstree,
Herts, WD6 3EA

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

TelisSonera AB, SE-106 63
Stockholm, Sweden

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Reading International Business
Park, Basingstoke Road,
Reading, Berkshire, RG2 6DA

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

31st Floor, 25 Canada Square,
Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LQ

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Grand Buildings, 1-3 Strand,
London, WC2N 5EH

In respect of gas mains, meters,
pipes and other apparatus

Grand Buildings, 1-3 Strand,
London, WC2N 5EH

In respect of gas mains, meters,
pipes and other apparatus; and
electricity transmission, wires,
conduits, cables and other apparatus

Fulcrum Utility
Services Limited

Instalcom Limited

Interoute
Communications
Limited

Teliasonera Group

Verizon UK Limited

Vtesse Networks
Limited

National Grid Gas
PLC

National Grid
Electricity
Transmittion PLC
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Company Address

Right(s)

Grand Buildings, 1-3 Strand,
London, WC2N 5EH

In respect of gas mains, meters,
pipes and other apparatus

Hazeldean, Station Road,
Leatherhead, Surrey, KT22 7AA

In respect of gas mains, meters,
pipes and other apparatus; and
electricity transmission, wires,
conduits, cables and other apparatus

The Oil and Pipelines
Agency

90 Fetter Lane, London, EC4A
1EN

In respect of pipes, storage
equipment and other apparatus

Network Rail
Infrastructure Limited

Kings Place, 90 York Way,
London, N1 9AG

In respect of rail wires, conduits,
cables and other apparatus

SSE Enterprise
Telecoms

55 Vastern Road, Reading, RG1
8BU

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

GVA Telecoms

10 Stratton Street, London, W1J
8JR

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

GeneSYS

Frimley Business Park, Frimley,
Camberley, Surrey, GU16 7SG

In respect of telecommunication
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

Govia Thameslink
Railway Limited

3rd Floor, 41-51 Grey Street,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1
6EE

In respect of rail wires, conduits,
cables and other apparatus

Centrica Plc

Millstream, Maidenhead Road,
Windsor, SL4 5GD

In respect of gas mains, meters,
pipes and other apparatus; and
electricity transmission, wires,
conduits, cables and other apparatus

Eastern Power
Networks Plc

Newington House, 237
Southwark Bridge Road,
London, SE1 6 NP

In respect of electricity transmission,
wires, conduits, cables and other
apparatus

National Grid Gas
Distribution

ESP Utilities Group
Limited
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